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OUR FINANCIERS:
USURPATIONS,

THEIR IGNORANCE,
AND FRAUDS.
I.

Tr

I E great battle in VIllO for more money,-by which is here
meant the political canvass for the year I875,-in which
the whole country participated, is still worthy of notice, not only
because there is doubtless a widespread determination to fight
it over again, but also because it affords a ludicrous, but much
needed, illustration, as well as an irrefutable proof, of the prevailing ignorance on the subject of money.
That that violent, but ridiculous, contest may serve as a caution to the people against being drawn into the same, or any
similar one, in future, is one purpose of this article. Its other
purposes are to expose the usurpations and frauds by which the
people arc deprived of money, and to vindicate, as far as its limits will permit, the right of the people, by the use of their own
property and credit, to supply themselves with such money as
they can, and as much of it as they please, free of all dictation or
interference from the government.
The question at issue in Ohio, in 1875, was the 3.65 interconvertihle bond scheme j a scheme, of the practical operation of
which the writers and speakers, on neither side, seemed to have
the least real knowledge whatever. It would have had neither
the ~on(l effects which its friends expected, nor the bad effects
which its enemies predicted. That is to say, it would neither
have provided
a currency equal to the wants of trade," as
claimed by its friends, nor would it have flooded the country
with a depreciated currency, as predicted by its opposers. As a
system for furnishing a pcnnanmt currency, either good or bad,
it would have fallen utterly dead. Worse than that, instead of,
furnishing a permanent currency in place of that we now have,.
II
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it would have deprived us of the one we now have, without furnishing any substitute at all.
That such would have been its effect is evident from these
considerations, namely:It is a settled principle that a paper currency depends, for
its true and natural market value, wholly upon the redemption
that is provided for it. It has, and it can have, no more true or
natural market value than the property with which. it is to be
redeemed.
A paper currency, therefore, that has no other redemption than that of being convertible into interest-bearing
bonds, can be worth no more in the market than are the bonds
themselves, and, consequently, no more than it is worth for COIlversio1t into the bonds. And it is worth nothing for conversion
into bonds, unless there are some one or ~ore persons who wish
thus to convert it. In other words, it is this demand for the
bonds, as ill vestments, that alone gives the cllrrc1tc,l any value in
the market. A convertible note of this kind, therefore, circulates as money only because some one or more persons want it
for conversion. Alld it circulates ollly tmtit it falls into thr hands
of such a person, When it falls into his hands, he converts it,
and thus takes it aut of ciradatiou.
The destiny, therefore, of all such convertible paper, that is ill
circulation as 1ltOlley,is finall,y to be conuerted into bonds, aud thus
taken out of circulation.
And there is then an end of it, so far
as its being currency is concerned.
We saw the operation of this principle so long as the greenbacks were convertible into bonds. The conversion went on so
rapidly that we should soon have had no greenbacks at all in circulation, had not the conversion of them into bonds been stopped
by law. And our greenbacks now remain in circulation only because they are 110t convertible into bonds.
For the reasons now given, if our whole national debt were today in circulation as currency, having 110 other redC71tpliclll thlw
tlUlt 0/ bei1tg cOllvertible illto 3.65 bOllds, it would be worth for circulation no more than it would be worth for such convcrsion ;
and, as a natural consequence, it would rapidly, though not instantly, be converted, and thus takm out of dradation ; and we
s/wuld thett have e1ttircl,y lost it as a currency. And, as the scheme
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proposes to prohibit all other currency, we should then be left
with no currency at all.
The 3.65 bond scheme, therefore, instead of being a scheme
for providing the country with a currency, is perfectly suicidal,
so far as furnishing a currency is concerned. It is simply a
scheme for providing a paper currency for circulation by withdrawing all suck ctm'ency from circulation I It is absurdity run
mad.
II.
But the advocates of the scheme will say that it provides that
these bonds may be reconverted into currency. Yes, it does
indeed provide that they may, but not that they must, be thus reo
converted. And it offers no inducements whatever for stich reconocrsiou ; because, if reconverted, the currency will then be worth
no more in the market than the bonds are worth as investmcnts; since all that will give the currency any value at all in
the market will then, as before, be the simple fact that it (the
currency) is convertible back into the same bonds from which
it has just been reconverted I
The bonds are to be holden by men who preferred the bonds
to the currency. whm both had the same valtle ill the market.
And now the scheme contemplates that the country will go
without any currency at all, until these same bondholders shall
change their minds, and prefer the currency to the bonds, whm
hoth Ilave still the same oalu« in the market I \Vho can tell when
the bondholders will do that? The bonds are their estates, their
investments, on which they rely for their daily bread. They'
are the estates which they have preferred to all others, as a
mean'S of living. To presume that they will reconvert them into currcncy\ is just as absurd as it would be to presume that a
man who has just bought a farm, and relies upon it for his livin~; will sell it for money that will enable him to do nothing else
so good for himself as to buy back the same farm that he parts
with.

III.
But General Butler, who, I believe, claims to have been the
author of this scheme, says that, "in case of a scarcity of money,"
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a demand for mone), b)' a Itigk rate of interest will call forth
these bonds." 1
He means by this that, in times of" scarcity of money," "a
high rate of interest "-that
is, a higher rate than the bonds
themselves bear-will induce a holder of these bonds to reconvert them into legal tender notes, in order to lend them I
This is certainly furnishing" more money" with a vengeance.
The real value of the notes corresponds precisely to the value of
a 3.65 interest-bearing bond, and General Butler would allow
the people to have no money at all, except in some rare emcrgency, when the" scarcity" is so great as to induce them to give
a higher rate of interest than the money is really worth,-enough
higher to induce the bondholder to surrender his investments,
and -become a money lender instead.
This is equivalent to saying that nobody shall be permitted
to borrow money, except in those emergencies when he will submit to be fleeced for the sake of getting it I
And to make it impossible for any body to borrow money,
except at this extortionate rate, he would "prohibit b)' the scoerest penalties every other per SOli, corporation, or illstitlttitJ"
from issttiltg all)' thiltg- that migltt appear in tlte semblauc« of
II

money I"
And this proposition comes from a man who proposes to fur·
nish the people with" more money," and thus save them from
the extortions of the present money dealers I
However such an extortion might occasionally relieve an individual, who was so sorely pressed as to consent to be fleeced, it
would do nothing towards supplying the people at large with
money; because the money thus issued to an individual would
not continue in circulation, unless it should constantly pass
from hand to hand at a price be)'olzd its true oalue " that is, at a
price beyond its value for conversion. The result would be that
the people could have no. money at all, except upon the condition of their constantly giving more for the money than it was
worth I
I See his speech In New York, October
140 1875. reported in the New York "Daily
Graphic" of October IS.
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IV.
Another device of General Butler, by which he appears to
think he could keep at least some of the currency in circulation,
is this: I Ie would make it the legal tender of the United States
fur all debts du« to or by the gouernment or individuals,"
But this would add nothing at all to its real value; and it
would have no appreciable, or certainly no important, effect
in preventing the conversion of the currency into bonds; or,
what is the same thing, in preventing a withdrawal of the
currency from circulation; for the currency would still have
no more real or true value for circulation than it would for
II

conversion.

General Butler's plan, therefore, amounts practically to this:

I Ic would allow the people no money at all, except on rare occasions, when, as he thinks, the" scarcity" would be so severe as
to induce them to pay an extortionate price for it I
But, under such a system, there would really be no such thing
as a rare and occasional scarcity;" there would be tlothillg bitt
COils/ant, perpetllal, and titter destitution.
At least such would
be the case, so soon as all the notes should have been converted
into bonds,
The idea of allowing the people no money at all, except occasionally in times of scarcity," corresponds to one that should
forbid the people to have any food at all, except occasionally in
times of famine. Under such a system, it is plain there would
never he a rare or occasional famine j but there would be, instead of it, a constant and perpetual one, So, under Butler's
scheme, there would never be any rare or occasional .. scarcity
of money;" but there would be a constant and perpetual destitution of it.
Y ct he calls it a scheme for providing the people with more
money I In reality, it is merely a scheme for depriving them of
money altogether.
II

II

v.
Such being the real character of this 3.65 scheme, we are enabled to see the true character of the late battle in Ohio for and
against it. And it is important to consider that, although the
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battle was nominally fought in Ohio, the whole country took
part in it. The whole coun~rytook part in it, because it was
considered that the result in Ohio would very likely decide the
result in the whole country.
Thus we had the ludicrous and humiliating spectacle of forty
millions of people fighting a fierce and bitter contest for and
against a scheme, of the real nature of whick neitker party kllew
all)' thillg lOne
party thought it was a scheme for furnishing
the money really needed for industry and trade. The other
party thought it was a scheme for overwhelming the country
with a depreciated currency. In reality, it was a scheme to deprive the country of money altogether I
If any body had any thing to fear from this system, it was the
very party that advocated it; for they wanted more money and
not less. And if any body had any thing to lzope from the system, it was the party that opposed it; for they wanted less
money and not more.
Here, then, were two opposing armies, each fighting with
all fury against itself, under the belief that it was fighting its
antagonist I
VI.
0

The question now arises: If all the statesmen (so-called), all
the financiers and bankers, all the editors, all the violent writers
and speakers, who took part in this contest, know no more about
finance than to take such parts as they did either for or agat'1zst'
this ridiculous and absurd scheme, how much do they know
about the system which the industry and prosperity of the
country really require?
And if we shall conclude that they, do not know any thing,
perhaps we may conclude that they should not quite so arrogantly assume to dictate to us what, or how much, money we
shall, or shall not, have 0; nor, consequently, to decide (as it is
their purpose to do) what, or how much, money all other property shall be sold for.
Perhaps we may even \.unc1udethat men who have demonstrated their ignorance beyond all cavil or controversy. as they
have, and who, by their ignorance. or something worse, have
brought upon forty millions of people such ruin and misery as
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they have, ought to be exceedingly modest for the rest of their
lives, especially on the subject of money.
Perhaps we may conclude that to paralyze the industry of the
country for four, five, or six years together, at a loss of three,
four, or five thousand millions of dollars per annum,-say,
twenty
thousand millions in all,-under pretence that it is necessary in
order to raise, by five. ten. or fifteen per cent., the market value
of eight hundred millions.-that
is, to raise their value, say, one
hundred millions in all.-perhaps,
I say, we may conclude that
to thus impoverish a people to the extent of twenty thousand
millions, under pretence of saving or giving to somebody one
hundred millions, is neither good financiering, good morals, nor
good government; and that it indicates that there is 'something
a great deal worse than sheer ignorance at work in the plans of
the government.
Perhaps we may conclude that a dollar, in order to be a standard of value, must have something like a fixed value itself,
whicll it wilt maintain agailzst all competition ; that, if it has any
thing like such a fixed value, then ten, a hundred, a thousand,
or a million of dollars must necessarily have ten, a hundred,
a thousand, or a million times more value than one dollar has;
and to say that, by the prohibition of all other money, one dollar
can be made to have as much "purchasing power" as ten, a hundred, a thousand, or a million dollars, is only to say that, by the
prohibition of all other money, the holder of the one dollar will
be enabled to extort, in exchange for it, ten, a hundred, a thousand, or a million times more of other men's property than the
money is worth.
Perhaps we may conclude that the holders of the present
stock of money, whose cardinal financial principle is that, by
the prohibition of all other money, any small amount becomes
illvc!oltcilwith a "purchasing power" indefinitely greater than
its true and natural market value, and who openly avow that
that is their reason for insisting that all money shall be suppressed, except that small amount which they themselves hold,
thereby virtually proclaim their purpose to be to so use their
money as to extort, in exchange for it, an indefinite amount
more of other men's property than the money is worth. And
perhaps we may conclude that a government which, on this
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ground, as avowed by its most conspicuous members and partisans, maintains a hard monopoly of money, thereby virtually acknowledges itself to be a mere instrument in the hands of these
extortioners, for accomplishing the purposes they have in view.
Perhaps we may conclude that it is indispensable to all honest
and equitable traffic that the money that is paid for any other
property should have the same amount of true and natural market value as the property that is given in exchange for it; and
that the moment this principle is acknowledged, all justification
for the interference of the government ceases; since it is the
sole right of the parties to contracts to decide for themselves, in
each case, what money, and what amount of money, is, and is
not, a bonafide equivalent for the property that is to be given in
exchange for it.
Perhaps, also, we may conclude that the notes of private persons or private companies, who have property with which to pay
their notes, and who can be sued and compelled to pay them,
with interest and costs from the time of demand, are quite as
likely to give us a specie-paying currency, and are quite as deserving of the name of .. honest money," as are the notes of a
government that has no property to pay with; that cannot be
sued or compelled to pay; and that has no intention of paying,
unless, or until, it can do so without relaxing the monopoly it is
determined to maintain.
Perhaps we may conclude that a government, which, for ten
years together, prohibits, by a ten per cent. tax, all specie-paying
notes, and at the same time, by the grossest usurpation, makes
its own irredeemable, depreciated, non-specie-paying notes a legal
tender in payment of all private debts, cannot reasonably be credo
ited (however loud may be its professions) with any burning
desire either for specie payments," or for honest money."
Perhaps We may conclude that any privileged money whatever,
whether issued by a government or by individuals, is necessarily
a dishonest money; just as a privileged man is necessarily a
dlshonest-man ; and just as any other privileged thing is necessarilya dishonest thing. For this reason we may perhaps conclude that a government that constantly cries out for honest
money," when it all the while means and maintains, and insists
U

U

U
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upon maintaining, a privileged money, acts the part only of a
blockhead or a cheat.
Perhaps we may conclude that, when the fraudulent pretences
by which the monopoly of money has been thus far maintained,
and the fraudulent purposes for which it has been maintained,
have been so fully demonstrated that they can no longer be concealed or denied, and after the effects of the monopoly have been
to impoverish the country to an amount at least twenty times
greater than the whole amount of the privileged money,-perhaps we may conclude that, after all these results, the responsibility of the authors of the monopoly is not to be evaded, nor
their motives justified, by any such mock freedom in banking
as is offered to us, provided we will use only government bonds
as banking capital, and come under all such regulations and conditions as the government may prescribe, and thus give up all
right to bank upon any portion of the thirty thousand millions of
other property which we have (or once had, and may have again);
at least twenty thousand millions of which are better banking
capital than any government bonds can be; and which we have
a perfect right to use as banking capital, without asking any
permission of the government, or coming under any of its regulations or conditions.
Perhaps we may conclude that this attempt of the government
to delude us into the idea that we can have perfect freedom
in banking, while deprived of our right to use the twenty or
thirty thousand millions of banking capital we already have, and
while restricted to the contemptible amount of capital we can
have, or can afford to have, under the system proposed by the
government, is very much like a proposal to establish perfect
freedom in farming by requiring men to give up all the farms
they now have, and buy some of the government lands in Oregon or Alaska, and there come under all such regulations and
conditions as the government may prescribe.
Perhaps we may conclude that the establishment of a monopoly of money is equivalent to the establishment of monopolies in all the businesses that are carried on by means of
money,-to wit, all businesses that are carried on at all in civilized society; and that to establish such monopolies as these is
equivalent to condemning all persons, except those holding the
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monopolies, to the condition of tributaries, dependents, servants,
paupers, beggars, or slaves. Perhaps we may conclude that the
establishment of a monopoly of money is also equivalent to a
prohibition upon all businesses, except such as the monopolists
of money may choose to license. And perhaps we may conclude that, if government were to prohibit directly all businesses,
except such as it should choose to license, and, by direct grants,
were to make all these licensed businesses subjects of monopoly,
its acts, in so doing, would be no more flagrant tyrannies, and
no more flagrant violations of men's natural rights, than are its
acts in establishing the single monopoly of money.
Perhaps, after we shall have been insulted and impoverished
by a few more such cheats as the specie payment" cheat, the
II honest money"
cheat, the free banking" cheat, and all the
other cheats to which the government has resorted, for the one
sole purpose of maintaining that monopoly of money on which
the last administration relied for its support, and which the present administration is evidently determined to maintain, we may
conclude that it is time for the people to take the matter of
money into their own hands, and assert their right to provide
their own money, in their own way, free of all dictation or interference from the government.
Perhaps we may conclude that the right to live, and to provide
ourselves with food, clothing, shelter, and all the other necessaries and comforts of life, necessarily includes the right to provide
ourselves with money; inasmuch as, in civilized life, money is
the immediate and indispensable instrumentality for procuring
all these things. Hence we may perhaps conclude that a people
who surrender their natural right to provide themselves with
money, practically surrender their right to provide for their own
subsistence; and that a government that demands such a surrender, or attempts to take from them that right, and give it as
a monopoly to a few, is as necessarily and as plainly the mere
instrument of that few, as it would be if it were to require the
people to surrender their right to follow their occupations as
farmers, mechanics, and merchants, and give all these occupations as monopolies into the hands of the same few to whom
it now gives the monopoly of money.
II

If
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Perhaps we may conclude that we want no special laws whatever, either of license, prohibition, or regulation, on the subject
of banking j that bankers, like other men, should be free to make
their own contracts, and then, like other men, be compelled to
fulfil them j and that their private property, like the private
property of all other men, should be holden to pay their debts.
Perhaps we may conclude that it is the natural right of every
man, who has a dollar's worth of property that can be taken by
legal process and applied to the payment of a promissory note,
to offer his note for that amount in the market j and that it is
the natural right of every body that pleases, to accept that note
in exchange for other property j and that it is also a natural
right of every subsequent holder of that note to offer it again in
the market, and exchange it for other property with whomsoever
may choose to accept it.
And since, in this way, it is not only theoretically possible, but
absolutely practicable, that, to say the least, a very large amount
of the material property of the country should be represented by
promissory notes, and thus made to aid in furnishing a solvent
and legitimate currency; and since nobody can be required to
accept such a currency unless he pleases j and since nobody
who chooses to accept it can either say that he is wronged, or
be said to wrong any body else, by accepting it,-perhaps we
may conclude that such a currency as this-if the people, or any
portion of them, prefer it to any other that is offered them--can
not rightfully be prohibited.
Perhaps we may conclude that no considerable accumulations
of coin are necessary to maintain specie payments j that, where
banking is free, and the private property of the bankers is holden
for the debts of the banks, the business of banking naturally and
necessarily falls into the hands of men of known wealth, whose
notes challenge the scrutiny, and command the confidence, of
the whole community j that, as these men, if permitted to do it,
are always ready to supply the market with the greatest amount of
notes that can be kept in circulation, the public have no temptation to accept any doubtful notes, and doubtful notes can consequently get no circulation; that, when the public are thus satisfied
of the solvency of the notes they hold, they prefer them to coin,
and the bankers rarely have any occasion to redeem them other-
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wise than by receiving them in payment of the notes they dis.
count i that, as all the bank notes issued are wanted to pay the
notes discounted, and are, at short intervals after their issue,say in two, three, or four months, on an average,-retumed
to the
banks in payment of notes discounted, the bankers, as a general
rule, have no need to provide for any other redemption; and that,
consequently, coin, unless in very small amounts, is merely dead
capital, for which the bankers have no use whatever.
And, if the practicability or utility of this system should be
doubted, perhaps we may refer the doubters to the example of
Scotland, where, for eighty years,-from
1765 to 1845,-all the
banks of Scotland, with two or three exceptions, stood upon the
principle of the individual liability of their stockholders; enjoying
perfect freedom in the issue of their notes, subject only to these
restrictions, namely, that they should issue no notes below one
pound, and none except those made payable on dcmand.t The
result was that Scotland had the best system of banks, or at least
the best association of banks, for solvency, stability, and utility,
that was ever known in Europe.s
During all that period of
eighty years, while the banks of England were failing by the
hundreds, and many of them proving utterly rotten, and while
all that did not prove rotten repeatedly suspended specie payments,-at one time for more than twenty years,-tk,
banks of
Scotland neuer suspmded spede paymCltts, altd their notes were
always equal to coin. And, by introducing manufactures, they
raised Scotland, within that period, from a miserable povertystricken condition (the effect of her cold climate and barren soil)
to a condition of prosperity and wealth second to that of no other
people in Europe. These facts, and others that cannot here be
enumerated at length, demonstrate that, where banks rest upon
the individual liability of stockholders, or upon allY otlecr basis
fltat gives to tke public an absolute guarantee of tke solvelte)' oftk«
baltks, banking may be made perfectly free, and the amount of
currency as great as can be kept in circulation, and yet tltat it
will a/ways be equal to coin. And' they prove also that all the
I The first of these restrictions only impaired the U&efulnessof the banks, without
adding any thing to their solvency.
•
I And better than any ever known in the United States, unless, possibl)', those In
Rhode Island and one or two other States.
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arguments that are now used to justify restraints upon banking,
and limitations upon the amount of currency, in order to maintain specie payments, proceed wholly from gross ignorance or
Iraud.t
Perhaps we may conclude that money is simply property that
is cut up, or divided, into such pieces or parcels as are convenient and acceptable to be given and received in exchange for
other property; and that any man who has any property whatever that can be cut up, or divided, into such pieces or parcels,
has a perfect legal and moral right thus to cut it up, and then
freely offer it in the market, in competition with all other money,
and in exchange for any other commodity, that may there be offered in competition with, or in exchange for, it. Perhaps we
may conclude that the simple fact of these pieces or parcels be
ing called money, or not called money,-of their bearing the
stamp or license of the government, or not bearing it,-has
nothing to do with his right to offer them in the market, or to
sell them, or lend them, or exchange them, on such terms as the
parties to the contracts may mutually agree upon; that the simple facts that they are property,-property
that is naturally vendiblee--and that they are Izt's property, entitle him to sell them,
or lend them, to whomsoever may wish to buy, or to borrow,
them; and to do all this on such terms as the parties, free of all
interference from the government, may agree upon. And perhaps we may conclude that these pieces or parcels may as rightfully be bought, sold, and exchanged (if the parties so agree) by
means of contracts on paper-notes,
checks, drafts, bills of exchange, or whatever else-promising to deliver them on demand,
or at times agreed on, as by actual delivery of the parcels themselves, at the time of the contract.
Perhaps we may conclude that, instead of Congress having the
right, in General Butler's phrase, to prohibit, by the severest
penalties, every other person, corporation, or institution [than the
government itself, or those whom it licenses] from issuing any
fI

I We can have a much better system even than the Scotch; better than the 8ystem
of promissory notes] one that will furnish more money (if more can be used), and be
more ea~y and convenient for the bankers and better for the public. lIut freedom to
make experiments with any and all systems that men may choose to experiment with
is what is necessary to give assurance, at all times, that we have the best possiblo
&)"stem.
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thing that might appear in the semblance of money," it has no
such right whatever, nor any semblance of such a right i that it
has no color of right in the matter, beyond the simple "power
to provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities
and current coin of the United States in that, so far from their
having any such right, it is one of the first and most sacred of
all the duties of any and every government (that has any duties
at all) to protect every man in his natural right to offer in the
market every vendible or loanable commodity he has to sell, or
to lend; and to sell it, or lend it, to any and every man who
wishes to buy it, or borrow it j and that it is the duty of the
government to protect him in his liberty to do this by any and
every possible form of contract-whether
check, note, draft, bill
of exchange, or whatever else-that is naturally and intrinsically
just and obligatory.
Perhaps we may conclude that it is as much the duty of government to protect each and every man, who has any thing
deserving the name of money, or that men may choose to call
money, in his right to sell or lend it to any and every other
man who may choose to accept it as money, as it is to protect
him in his right to sell or lend any other property whatever,
which he may wish to sell or lend, and which other men may
wish to buy or borrow.
Perhaps we may conclude that the simple fact that men may,
or may not, choose to call any particular commodity money,
makes no difference whatever in the nature, character, quality,
or value of the commodity itself i and therefore cannot affect the
right of men. to buy, or sell, or lend, or borrow it; or to give it
in exchange for any other property, on such terms as the parties
(without fraud) may mutually agree upon.
Perhaps we may conclude that all men, who are presumed
competent to make reasonable and obligatory contracts, must
also be presumed to be just as competent to judge of the value
of any money that may be offered them, as the men who offer it
are to judge of the value of the commodities they are to receive
in exchange for it.
Perhaps, in short, we may conclude that it is one of the natural rights of men to seU their property for such money, and as
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much of it, as is offered to them for it, and as they choose to
accept.
Perhaps we may also conclude that the idea of providing the
people with money by prohibiting all money except such as the
government itself may specially provide or license, is just as
absurd, preposterous. and tyrannical as would be the idea of
providing the people with food, clothing, or shelter, by prohibiting all food. clothing, or shelter, except such as the government
itself may specially provide or license.
Perhaps we may conclude that. as it is with all other commodities, so it is with money, namely, that free competition in producing it and offering it in the market is the sure, and only sure, way
of guaranteeing to us the greatest supply, the best article, and on
the 01:5t terms; that. inasmuch as banking is but a very recent
invention,-but
one on which all industry and all other inventions depend mainly for their efficiency.-it is just as absurd to
suppose that we have already attained perfection in it, as it would
be to suppose we had attained perfection in any or all the other
arts by which industry is carried on; that it is. therefore, just
as absurd and suicidal to prohibit all new experiments and inventions in banking, as it would be to prohibit all new experiments
and inventions in agriculture. mechanics. or any of the other
arts of life; and that. to be consistent. those who would prohibit
all new experiments and inventions in banking ought also to insist that the patent office be closed, and that all new experiments
and inventions in any and every art and science whatsoever be
prohibited.
Perhaps we may conclude that, however much money, or however many kinds of money, may be offered. in the market, there
is no danger that the holders will give' any mote of it in exchange for other men's property or labor, than such property or
labor is worth i and that. therefore, there is no danger that the
prices of either property or labor will ever be too high; or, what
is the same thing, that property or labor will ever bring any
more money than it is worth.
Perhaps we may conclude that it is time that those men who
claim that gold and silver coins. by the monopoly now given to
them as money, are kept at a price far above their true and
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natural value as metals, and who claim that they should still be
kept at that price by restrictions upon all other money, were
taught that all honest and equitable commerce requires that each
and every commodity that may be sold at all-whether
it be
called money, or by any other name-should
be sold only at the
price it will bear in free and open market, and subject to the
free- competition of every other commodity that may there be
offered in competition with, or in exchange for, it; that the free
and open market is as much the true and only test of the true
and natural market value of every thing that can be called
money, as it is of the true and natural market value of every
thing that is exchanged for money.
Perhaps we may conclude that, since industry is an animal,
so to speak, that feeds and lives on money; since its strength,
activity, and growth depend mainly upon the amount of money
that is furnished to it; since we as yet know of no limits to its
increase in power, except the limits set by the money that is
supplied to it; since, when it is fully supplied with money, it
will create two, five, ten, a hundred, often thousands, sometimes
millions, and even hundreds and thousands of millions, of dollars
of wealth, for every dollar that it consumes.t but, when stinted
or deprived of money, necessarily languishes or dies; and since,
when it languishes or dies, mankind languish or die with it,. perhaps, in view of these facts, we may conclude that to stint or
deprive it of money is not merely bad economy, but fatuity and
suicide.s
And, finally, perhaps we may conclude that a government
I The estimate In the text is no extravagance.
Supp'ose we could ascertain the
precise number of dollars and cents, or of pounds, shIllings. an.! pence, expended
toy such men as Watt, and Arkwright, and Stephenson, and Morse, and Whitney,
and Fulton, and Woodworth, and Hoe, and McCormick, and 80 many others, In
making and perfecting their Inventions,_hat
proportion would those figures bear
to those that should even attempt to measure the immeasurable value of the inventions themselves 1 And what must we think of the folly, absurdity, and t)Tanny of
that dearth of money which our monopolists of money would have mamtained If
they could; which would have made these inventions impossible; and which now
withholds them from four-fifths, perhaps from nine-tenths, of mankind 1
a We have all heard of the bumpkin who tried an experiment to ascertain upon
how little food his horse could be made to lubsist. His experiment succeeded to
his entire latisfaction, until, from some cause he could not understand, his horse
happened to die. Stupid as he was, he may possibl)' have suspected that it was from
a want of food; for we do not hear that he ever tried the experiment again. But
our financial bumpkin. (or lomething worse) persist In trying the same experiment
over and over again. The Industr}' upon which they try it Invariably diel; but
they learn no wisdom, or caution (or honesty) from the resUltl.
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that sacrifices a million of lives to maintain its power, and then
uses that power to trample in the dust all the natural rights of
the survivors, and to cheat, plunder, and starve them, for the
mere profit of the holders of eight hundred millions of money,
is not a government that should be tolerated for any great
length of time.
LYSANDER
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THE LAW OF PRICES:
A DEMONSTRATION OF THE NECESSITY FOR AN INDEFINITE INCREASE OF MONEY.

I.

T

HE writers on money seem never to have obtained the first
glimpse of the fundamental law which governs prices,
and which necessitates a constant and indefinite increase i,n the
volume of money. That law may be illustrated in this manner:
Suppose an island cut off from all communication with the
rest of the world, and inhabited by one hundred men. Suppose
that these hundred men know no industry except the production
of wheat; that they produce annually one thousand bushels, each
man producing ten bushels, which is enough for his own consumption. Suppose further that these hundred men have money
to the amount of five dollars each in gold, silver, and copper coins,
and that these coins are valued by them as highly as similar
coins are now by us. What will be the price of wheat among
these men, compared with the coins? Plainly, it will bear no
price at all, Each man producing for himself all he can eat, no
one has any occasion to buy. Therefore none can be sold at any
price.
But suppose that one after another of these hundred men leave
'wheat-growing and engage in the production of other commodities.-each producing a different commodity from all the others,
-until there shall be a hundred different commodities produced;
only one man being left to produce wheat. And suppose that
this one man has increased his product from ten bushels to one
thousand. There is now just as much wheat as there was when
all were employed in producing it. The only differences are,
first, that the whole amount is produced now by one man, where
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before it was produced by a hundred men; and, secondly that
the ninety-nine men have each engaged in the production of
some commodity different from that produced by any other, but
of which, we will suppose, all the others wish to purchase each
his proportionate share for consumption.
There is now a hundred times as much wealth produced as
when all produced wheat and nothing else. But each kind has
only a single producer, while it finds a hundred consumers. And
each man's product, we will suppose, has the same value with
every other man's product.
\Vhat, now, will be the price of wheat among these hundred
men, relatively to the coins 1 Doubtless a dollar a bushel.
When the first man abandoned wheat-growing, and betook himself to some other occupation, he created a demand for ten bush.
els of wheat, which he still wanted for consumption as before.
This demand for ten bushels would doubtless be sufficient to
give wheat the price of one cent per bushel where it had no
price before. When a second man of the hundred abandoned
wheat-growing, he created a demand for ten bushels more; making twenty bushels in all. This increased demand would doubt.
less be sufficient to raise the market price of wheat to two cents
a bushel. When a third man of the hundred left wheat-growing
for some other pursuit; his demand for ten bushels would raise
the market price another cent; 'and so on, until by the time the
ninety-nine had left wheat-growing, the continually increasing demand would have raised the price to ninety-nine cents a
bushel; for convenience of round numbers, say a dollar a bushel.
Here, then, wheat has been raised from no price at all to a
dollar a bushel, not because there is any less wheat produced, or
any more consumed, than before, but solely because the whole
thousand bushels are now produced by one man, instead of being
produced, ten bushels each, by the hundred different men who
were to consume it; and because, further, each of the ninety.
nine men who have left wheat-growing is able to purchase wheat,
inasmuch as he has been producing some other commodity which
brings him as good a price as the wheat brings to the man who
still produces wheat.
Under this new state of things, then, the man who continues
to produce wheat produces a thousand bushels, worth a dollar a
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bushel; that is, a thousand dollars' worth in all. Each of the
other ninety-nine produces an equal amount of market value in
some other commodity.
The whole hundred men, then, produce wealth that has now a market value of one hundred thousand dollars, where originally they had produced nothing that
had any market value at all.
This change in the price of wheat has been produced, then,
solely by reason of the diversity of industry and production that
has taken place among these hundred men. And the market
prices of all the other ninety-nine commodities have been affected by the same law, and to the same extent, as has been the
price of wheat.
Here, then, is a hundred thousand dollars' worth of commodities produced, each man producing a thousand dollars' worth.
As each man retains a hundredth part of his product-that
is,
ten dollars' worth-for his own consumption, he has nine hundred and ninety dollars' worth for sale. The whole hundred men,
therefore. have one hundred times nine hundred and ninety
dollars' worth for sale, which is equal to ninety-nine thousand
dollars in all; for convenience of round numbers, say one hundred thousand dollars.
The hundred men, having each five dollars in coins, have in
the aggregate five hundred dollars. To make the purchases
and sales of these hundred thousand dollars' worth of commodities will require each of these five hundred dollars to be exchanged for commodities, on an average, two hundred times.
That is, in carrying on the commerce of these hundred men for
a year, their whole stock of money must be exchanged, on an average, once in a little less than two days. Or if we reckon but
three hundred business days in a year, we shall find that the
whole stock of money must be exchanged, on an average, once in
every day and a half.
Such rapidity of exchange would be practicable enough if the
holders of the coins should all part with them readily at their
true and natural value, instead of holding them back in the hope
of getting for them more than they were really worth. But
where there was so active a demand for the coins as to require
that the whole stock be sold, on an average, once in every day
and a half, it is natural to suppose that the holders of the coins
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would hold them back,
true and natural value.
would obstruct trade,
discourage production,
wealth.

in order to get more for them than their
And in so far as they should do so, they
and by obstructing trade obstruct and
and thus obstruct the natural increase of

II.
But suppose, now, that the number of men on this island be increased from one hundred to one thousand, and that they are all
engaged in producing, wheat only; each man producing ten
bushels, which is all he wants for his own consumption. And
suppose that each man has five dollars in gold, silver, and copper
coins. What will be the price of wheat among these men, relatively to the coins 1 Clearly, it will have no market price at all.
any more than it had when there were but a hundred men.
But suppose that nine hundred and ninety-nine of these thousand men leave wheat-growing, and engage each in the production of a commodity different from that produced by anyone
of the others. And suppose that the one who still continues to
produce wheat is able, from his increased science, skill, and machinery, to produce ten thousand busbels=-ten bushels for each
of the thousand men-where
before he produced only ten bushels for himself.
There is now just as much wheat produced as there was before. But it is now all produced by one man-nine hundred and
ninety-nine thousandths of it being produced for sale-instead
of being produced by a thousand men, each producing ten bush.
els for his own consumption.
What, now, will De the price of wheat among these thousand
men? Why, being governed by the same law that has already
been illustrated in the case of the hundred men, it will go on
rising one cent at a time as each man leaves wheat-growing for
some other pursuit, until, when nine hundred and ninety-nine
shall have left wheat-growing, and shall have become purchasers
of wheat, instead of producers, the price will be nine hundred and
ninety-nine cents a bushel-for convenience of round numbers,
say ten dollars a bushel-where
before it bore no price at all.
In this state of things, then, the man who still continues to
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produce wheat will produce ten thousand bushels j worth, in the
market, ten dollars a bushel, or a hundred thousand dollars in all.
Here, then, we have the price of a hundred thousand dollars
for ten thousand bushels of wheat, which, when produced by a
thousand different men, each producing ten bushels for his own
consumption, had no market value at all. And the other nine
hundred and ninety-nine men, we will suppose, produce each a
different commodity from all the others j the whole annual prodlice of each having the same market value as the wheat-grower's
crop of wheat. The market value, then, of all the products of
the whole thousand men will be one thousand times one hundred thousand dollars-that
is, one hundred million dollarswhere before, when they were all producing wheat and nothing
else, their whole products had no market price at all.
When we consider that each producer retains for his own
consumption but a thousandth part of his products (a hundred
dollars' worth), and that, consequently, nine hundred and ninetynine parts of all these products are not only to be sold, but to
be sold twice. as they would now have to be,-that is. once by the
producer to the merchant, and once by the merchant to the consumcre--we see that there will be sales to the amount of one hun.
dred and ninety-nine million eight hundred thousand dollarsfor convenience of round numbers, say two hundred million dollars-where before, when all were producing wheat, there was
no such thing as a sale of a cent's worth of any thing.
These thousand men, we have supposed, had each five dollars
in coins-making
five thousand dollars in all-with which to
make these purchases and sales of two hundred millions. How
many times over will all these coins, on an average, have to be
bought and sold, in order to effect these exchanges? Dividing
two hundred millions by five thousand, we have the answer j
namely, forty thousalld times / Dividing this number by three
hundred,-which
we will suppose to be the number of business
days ill a year.-we find that, in order to make their exchanges,
their whole stock of money must be bought and sold, on an average. one hundred and thirty-three times every day /
Thus we see that one thousand men, with such a diversity and
amount of production as we have supposed, would have two thousand times as many purchases and sales to make as the one hun-
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dred men. And in making these purchases and sales, we see
that their whole stock of money would have to be bought and
sold two hund-zd ·.imes oftener than would the whole stock of
money of the one hundred men in making their purchases and
sales of one hundred thousand dollars, We see, too, that. if we
call eight hours a day,-that being the usual number of business
hours,-their
whole stock of money would have to be bought
and sold, on an average, sixteen times over every hotlr, or ouc« ill
every four minutes; whereas the whole stock of money of the
one hundred men would have to be bought and sold only once ill
a day and a half.' or-calling eight hours a day-ollce ill twelve
hours,
Such, let it be specially noticed, is the difference in the rapid.
ity required in the purchase and sale of money in making the exchanges among a thousand men, on the one hand, and a hundred
men, on the other, alth:ug/z tl:· thousand melt have the same
amount of mone)" -nan for man, as the huttdred meu ; the thousand men having five thousand dollars, and the hundred having
but five hundred dollars. '
This illustration gives some Idea of the effect produced upon
prices by the expansion of industry and the diversity of production, And yet the writers on money tell us that a large number
of men need no more money, man for mall, than a small number;
that, if a hundred men need but five hundred dollars of money,
a thousand men will, by the same rule, need but five thousand
dollars,
In the case already supposed,--of the one thousand men,how far would their five thousand dollars avail as money towards
making their exchanges of two hundred million dollars? Plainly,
they would avail nothing, The holders of them, seeing the necessities of the people for money, would hold back their coins,
and demand so much more than their true and natural value as
to put a stop substantially to all production, except of such few
things as could be exchanged by barter, or as each one could produce for his own consumption.
The obvious truth is that, in order to carry on their commerce
with money at its true and natural value, and consequently without obstruction or extortion from the money holders, it is necessary that these thousand men, with their increased diversity and
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amount of production. should have two hundred times as much
money, man for malt.-and two thousand times as much in the
aggrcgate,-as
was necessary for the one hundred men. as before supposed.
In other words. the thousand men have two hundred ncllion
dollars of sales to make, where the hundred men had but one
hundred thousand. Dividing two hundred million by one hundred thousand, we find that the thousand men, with such diversity and amount of production as we have supposed, have two
thousand times as many sales to make as the one hundred had.
and consequently that they require two thousand times as much
money as did the one hundred.

III.
But to show still further the ratio in which diversity of industry tends to increase the prices of commodities, relatively to auy
fixed standard, let us suppose that the number of men on this
island be still further increased from one thous md to ten thousand. And suppose that all these ten thousand are engaged in
producing wheat alone j each producing ten bushels for his own
consumption, that being all he wants. And suppose they have
each five dollars in gold, silver, and copper coins. What will be
the price of wheat, relatively to the coins? Clearly, it will have
no price at all, not even so much as one cent a bushel.
But suppose that all but one of these ten thousand men should
leave wheat-growing, and engage in other industries j each one
producing a different commodity from all the others. And suppose that the one who still continues wheat-growing has acquired
such science, skill, and machinery, that he is now able to produce
a hundred thousand bushels-that
is, ten bushels each for ten
thousand men-where before he only produced ten bushels for
himself.
What will now be the price of wheat among these ten thousand
men? Why, by the same law that has been already illustrated
it will be ninety-nine dollars and ninety-nine cents a bushelfor convenience of round numbers, say one hundred dollars a
bushel-where before it had no market value at all.
And yet there is just as much wheat produced as there was
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before, and every man gets just as much wheat to eat as he had
before, when all were producing wheat.
In this state of things, the one hundred thousand bushels of
wheat produced by one man at a hundred dolla;s a bushel-which
will then be its market value-are worth one hundred thousand
times one hundred dollars; that is, ten million dollars. And suppose that all the other nine thousand nine hundred and ninetynine men are each engaged in an industry as profitable as that
of the remaining wheat-grower. The aggregate production of
the whole ten thousand men will now have a market value equal
to ten thousand times ten million dollars; that is, one hundred
thousand million dollars.
And if we suppose that all these commodities are to be sold I
three times over,-that is, once by the producer to the wholesale
dealer, once by the wholesale dealer to the retailer, and once by
the retailer to the CODsumer,-we shall see that there are to be
sales equal to three hundred thousand million dollars, where before, when all were producing wheat and nothing else, there was
no sale of a cent's worth of any thing, and no market value at all
for any thing.
Now suppose that the coins which these men had have remained fixed at the same value they had when the men were all
producing wheat. How many times over, then, must they necessarily be bought and sold in the course of a year, in order to effect the purchase and sale of these three hundred thousand millions--or one hundred thousand millions three times over=-of
property that are to be exchanged?
There are ten thousand men, each having five dollars in coins;
that is, fifty thousand dollars in all. Dividing three hundred
thousand millions by fifty thousand, we find that the whole of
these fifty thousand dollars in coins must be bought and sold six
-illion times / Six million times annually, to effect the exchanges ofthe products of ten thousand men I
Dividing six million by three hundred (which we will suppose
to be the number of business days in a year), we find that, on
an average, their whole stock of money must be bought and sold
• AU but ten millions-a ten thousandth part of the whole-would have to be sold,
since each man would retain for his own consumption only a ten thousandth part of
what he produced I namely, one thousand dollars' worth.
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twmly thousand times over every day. Or supposing the business day to be eight hours, the coins would all have to be bought
and 1>01<1 twenty-five hundred times over every hour; equal to
forty-one and two-thirds times every minute.
And this happens, too, when the ten thousand men have the
same amount of coin, man for 111a1t, as the one hundred and the
one thousand men had in the cases before supposed.
Thus we see that, with such a diversity and amount of production as we have supposed, the exchanges of the ten thousand
men would require that their whole stock of money should be
bought and sold one hundred and fifty times oftener than the
whole stock of the one thousand men, and thirty thousand times
oftener than the whole stock of the one hundred men.
\Ve also see that, in the cases supposed, the ten thousand men,
having three hundred thousand millions of exchanges to make,
have fifteen hundred times as many as the one thousand men,
who had but two hundred millions; and that they have three
million times as many exchanges to make as the one hundred
men. Consequently the ten thousand men require fifteen hundred times as much money as the one thousand men, and three
million times as much money as the one hundred men.

IV.
According to the foregoing calculations, the ratio of increase
required in the volume of money is this: Supposing the diversity and amount of production to keep pace with the increase in
the number of men, and supposing their commodities to be sold
hut 01tct,-that is, directly from producer to consumer,-a
hundred men would require a thousand times as much money as ten
men; a thousand men would require a thousand times as much
money as .a hundred men; ten thousand men would require a
thousand times as much money as a thousand men i and so on.
But inasmuch as, in the case of a thousand men, their commodities would have to be sold twice,-that
is, once by the
producer to the merchant, and once by the merchant to the consumer,-the thousand men would require two thousand times as
much money as the hundred men. And inasmuch as, in the case
of the ten thousand men, their commodities would have to be
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sold t!tree times over,-that is, once by the producer to the whole.
sale dealer, once by the wholesale dealer to the retailer, and once
by the retailer to the consumer,-the amount of money required,
instead of being either one thousand or two thousand times as
much as in the case of the one thousand men (whose commodities were sold but twice), would be one and a half thousand
times (as three sales are one and a half times as much as two)
-that is, fifteen hundred times-as much as in the case of the
one thousand men.
Stating the results of the preceding calculations in the simplest form, we find that different numbers of men, having a diversity and amount of production corresponding to their numbers,
in making their exchanges with each other, require money in
the following ratios, relatively to each other; namely,men require
men require
1,000 men require
10,000 men require
10

'roo

100

100,000
200,000,000

300,000,000,000

But as the same money could be used many times over in the
course of a year, they would not need an amount of money equal
to the amount of their annual exchanges. If, then, we suppose
the aggregate of their annual exchanges to be as above, and
their whole stocks of money to be used three -hundred times
over in a year,-that
is, once a day, calling three hundred the
number of business days in a year,-we find that the stocks of
money required would be as follows :men would require
men would require
1,000 men would require
10,000 men would require
10

100

, ·33M
333·33M
666,666·33M
1,000,000,000.00

Or, to state the case in still another form. supposing their a~.
gregate annual exchanges to be as above, and supposing their
whole stocks of money to be bought and sold three hundred
times over in the year, the money required, per man, would be
as follows :-
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men would require
men would require
1,000 men would require
10,000 men would require

10

100

13

.03}{ each.
3.33}{ each.
666.66 each.
100,000.00 each.

If any body thinks he can dispute these figures, let him at·
tempt it. If they cannot be disputed, they settle the law of
prices.

v.
The foregoing suppositions are, first, that the ten thousand
men came finally to have ten thousand different kiltds of commodities where they originally had but one,-namely, wheat; secolld!;" that they finally came to have. ten thousand times as much
wealth, ill qua1ttity, as they had originally, when all were producing wheat; thirdly, that wheat, which at its first sales brought
only one cent a bushel, came afterwards to sell for ten thousand
cents a bushel,-although
the amount of wheat produced, and
the supply of wheat for each individual, were the same in the one
case as in the other; fourtllly, that the same effect is produced
upon the prices of all the rest of the ten thousand different kinds
of commodities as upon the price of wheat; and,fifthly, that the
annual sales made by the ten thousand men amounted finally
to three hundred thousand million dollars, where their first sales
had amounted to but ten cents,-the amount which the first man
who left wheat-growing paid for his yearly supply of ten bushels.
It is not necessary to suppose that such a diversity and amount
of production will ever be realized in actual1ife, although that is
not impossible. It is sufficient that these figures give the law
that governs prices, and consequently demonstrate that a constant and enormous increase of money must be necessary to
keep pace with the increase of population, wealth, and trade, if
we wish to give free scope to diversity and amount of production.
Unless money should be increased so as to keep pace with
this increased demand, the result would be, first, obstruction to
trade; secolldly, obstruction to, and discouragement of, industry : and thirdly, a corresponding obstruction to the increase of
wealth.
In fact, unless the amount of money were increased, these
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hundred men, thousand men, and ten thousand men, instead of
having a hundred, a thousand, or ten thousand different kinds
of commodities, would advance very little beyond the state they
were in when all were producing wheat and nothing else. Some
feeble attempts at other industries might possibly be made, but
their money, like the shells and wampum of savages, would aid
these attempts but slightly j and the men, unless they invented
some other money, would either remain absolute savages, or attain only to a very low state of barbarism.
The practical question, then, is whether it is better that these
ten thousand men should remain mere savages, scratching the .
earth with rude sticks and stones to produce each ten bushels of
wheat, or whether it is better that they should all have the
money-which stands in political economy for all the ingenuity,
skill. science. machinery, and other capital which money can buy
-that
may be necessary to enable them to produce, in the
greatest possible abundance. and of the greatest possible excellence, all the ten thousand commodities which will contribute to'
their happiness.
A full discussion of this subject would require much more
space than can here be given to it. It may perhaps be continued
at a future time, if that should be necessary. But enough has
doubtless now been said to show the general law that governs .
prices, and consequently to show the necessity for an immense j
increase of money j an increase dependent upon the diversity
and amount of production and the natural laws of trade applicable thereto j such an increase as no legislation can ascertain
beforehand, or consequently prescribe.
LYSANDER SPOONE~
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A

LL the usurpation, and tyranny, and extortion, and robbery,
and fraud, that are involved in the monopoly of money are
practised, and attempted to be justified, under the pretence of
maintaining the standard o~value. This pretence is intrinsically
a false one throughout. And the whole motive for it is to afford
some color of justification for such a monopoly of money as will
enable the few holders of gold and silver coins (or of such other
money as may be specially licensed and substituted for them) to
extort, in exchange for them, more of other men's property than
the coins (or their substitutes) are naturally and truly worth.
That such is the fact, it is the purpose of this article to prove.
In order to be standards by which to measure the values of
other things, it is plain that these coins must have a fixed and
definite - or, at least, something like a fixed and definite - value
of their own; just as a yard-stick, in order to be a standard by
which to measure the length of other things, must necessarily
have a fixed and definite length of its own; and just as a pound
weight, in order to be a standard by which to measure the weight
of other things, must necessarily have a fixed and definite weight
of its own. It is only because a yard-stick has a fixed and definite length of its own that we are enabled to measure the length
of other things by it. It is only because a pound weight has a
fixed and definite weight of its own that we are enabled to measure the weight of other things by it. For a like reason, unless
gold and silver coins have fixed and definite-or,
at least, something like fixed and definite -values of their own, they can serve
no purpose as standards by which to measure the values of other
things.
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The first question, then, to be settled is this, - namely, what
is that fixed or definite value (or something like a fixed or definite value) which gold and silver coins have, and which enables
them to be used as standards for measuring the values of other
things?
The answer is that the true and natural market value of gold
and silver coins is that value, and only that value, which they
have for use or consumption as metals, - that is, for plate,
watches, jewelry, gilding, dentistry, and other ornamental and
useful purposes.
Tltis is tlte v4ltte at wltick tltey now stand In
tlte markets of tlte world, as is proved by the fact that doubtless
not more than one-tenth, and very likely not more than onetwentieth, of all the gold and silver in the world (out of the
mines) is in circulation as money. All the rest is in plate,
watches, jewelry, and the like; except that in some parts of the
world, where property in general is unsafe, large amounts of gold
and silver are hoarded and concealed to prevent their being
taken by rapacious governments, or public enemies, or private
robbers. Leaving these hoards out of account, doubtless nine.
tenths, and very likely nineteen-twentieths, of all the gold and
silver of the world are in other forms than coin.
And as fast as new gold and silver are taken out of the mines ..
they are first carried to the mints, and made into coins; then
they are carried all over the world by the operations of commerce, and given in exchange for other commodities. Then the
goldsmiths and silversmiths, in every part of the world (unless
among savages), are constantly taking these coins and converting them into such articles of plate, jewelry, and the like as they
have call for. In this way the annual crops of gold and silver
that are taken from the mines are worked up into articles for use
as regularly as the annual crops of breadstuffs are consumed as
food, or as the annual crops of iron, and cotton, and silk, and
wool, and leather are worked up into articles for use.
And when the coins have thus been wrought into articles for
use, they for ever remain so, unless these articles become unfashionable, or for some other reason undesirable.
In that case, they
are sent again to the mint, and converted again into coin; then
put into circulation again as money; then taken out of circulation again by the goldsmiths and silversmiths, and wrought
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again into plate, jewelry, and the like, for use. They remain in
circulation as money only while Ihey are going from the mint to
the goldsmiths and silversmiths.
And this route is a very short
and quick one. An old coin is rarely seen, unless it has been
hoarded. I
Unless new gold and silver were being constantly taken from
the mines, and old and unfashionable plate and jewelry were being constantly recoined, these metals would soon disappear altogether as money.
All this proves that they have no true or natural value as
money beyond their value for use or consumption as metals.
If Ih/J' zocn:'itlorlhmore as money than they are for use or COllS1Jt1tPtiou as metals, they would, after being once coined, remain for
ever ill cirm/aliolt as mOtley, instead of being taken out of circulation and appropriated to these other uses.
In Asia, where these metals have been accumulating from time
immemorial, and whither all the gold and silver of Europe and
America - except so much as. is caught up and converted into
plate, watches, jewelry, etc., - is now going, and has been going
for the last two thousand years,s very small amounts only are in
circulation as money. Instead of using them as money, the people-or
so many of them as are able-cover
themselves with
jewelry, fill their houses with plate, and their palaces and temples with gold and silver ornaments. Instead of investing their
surplus wealth in fine houses, fine clothing, fine furniture, fine
carriages, etc., as Europeans and Americans do, it is nearly all
invested in gold, silver, and precious stones. In every thing
else they arc miserably poor. Even the rich are so poor that
they cannot afford to indulge, as we do, in such luxuries as costly
dwellings, clothing, furniture, and the like, which require frequcnt repairs, or quickly decay, or wear out with use. Hence
their preference for ornaments of gold, silver, and precious
stones, which never wear out, and retain their value for ever.
In China, which has at least a fourth, and perhaps a third, of
all the population of the globe, gold and silver are not coined at
I Old lflin~ - tho-e that are no more than twenty, thirty, or fifty years old - are
rare that the}' lIell for high prices as curiosities •
• Tha; i~, Irom Europe for two thousand years, and from America from its first
discovery by Europeans.
80
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all by the Government. The only coin that is coined by the
Government, and that is in circulation as money, is a small coin,
of a base metal, worth no more than a fifth, sixth, or seventh of
one of our cents. This coin is the common money of the people. And gold and silver are not in circulation at all as money,
except some few foreign coins, and some plates, bars, or nuggets
of gold and silver that pass by weight, and are generally weighed
whenever they pass from one person to another.
In India, among two hundred millions of people, although the
few rich have immense amounts of gold and silver plate and ornaments, very little gold and silver is in circulation as money.
The mass of the people have either no money at all, - taking
their pay for their labor in rice or other articles of food, - or
have only certain shells, called cowries, of which it takes from
fifty to a hundred to be worth one of our cents.r
In still other parts of Asia, gold and silver have little more circulation as money than in China and India. And yet Asia, Lrepeat, is the great and final market whither all the gold and silver
of Europe and America-except
what has been caught up and
converted into plate, jewelry, and the like-is
now going, and
has been going for two thousand years, and whence they never
return.
In Europe and America, the great increase of gold from the
mines of California and Australia within the last thirty years has
added only moderately to the amount of gold in circulation as
money. But it has added very largely to the use of gold for plate,
watches, jewelry, and the like. This greatly increased consumption of gold for ornamental purposes in England and America,
and the increased flow of gold to Asia, to be there devoted to the
same uses, account for the fact-which
to many persons seems
unaccountable-that
the great amounts of gold taken from the
mines have added so little to the amount in circulation as money.
And even though the amounts of gold and silver taken from
the mines should hereafter be still greaterno matter how
much greaterthan they ever have been heretofore, they would
all be disposed of in the same way; namely, first be converted
I I believe the English have recently attempted to introduce a small copper coin
called an an",,: but what is its preelse value, or what the number in circulation,
do not know.

l
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into coin and put into circulation as money, and then taken out
of circulation and converted into plate, jewelry, and the like.
They would exist in the fonn of money only wlzile they were per.
f()nnillg- their short and predestined journey Irom the mint to the
g-0lds11Iithsand silversmiths.
These facts -let it be emphatically repeated - prove beyond
all color of doubt, or possibility of refutation, that the true and
natural market value of gold and silver coins is that value, and
only that value, which they have for use or consumption as metals, COllsequently it is at that value, and only at that value, that
the)' h,lZ'ethe least claim to be considered standards by wlzicn to
measure Ihe 1.1alileof allY thing- else. And any body who pretends
to write about the value of money from any other basis than this
is either an ignoramus or an impostor,-probably
the latter.
II. But that gold and silver coins can have no true or natural
market value as money beyond their value for use or consumption as metals will still more clearly appear when we consider
why it is that they are in demand at all as money; why it is that
they have a market value; and why it is that every man will accept them in exchange for any thing he has to sell.
The solution of these questions is that the original, primal
source of all the demand for them as money - the essential and
only reason why they have market value, and sell so readily in
exchange for other commodities - is simply because they are
wanted to be taken out of circulation, and converted into plate, jew.
e1ry, and other articles of use.
They are wanted for these purposes by all the people on the
globe. Hence they are carried at once from the countries in
which they are first obtained - the mining countries - to all the
other countries of the world as articles of commerce, and given
in exchange for such other commodities as the holders of them
prefer for the gratification of their wants and desires.
If they were not wanted to be taken out of circulation and
wrought into articles of use, they would have no market value
as money, and could not circulate at all as money.
No one
would have any motive to buy them, and no one would give'any
thing' of value in exchange for them.
The reason of this is that gold and silver, in the state of coin,
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cannot be used.t Consequently, in the state of coin, they pro.
duce nothing to the owner. A man cannot afford to keep them
as an investment, because that would be equivalent to losing the
use of his capital. He must, therefore, either exchange them for
something he can use- something that will be productive and
yield an income; or else he must convert them into plate, jewelry, etc., in which form he can use them and get an income from
them.
It is, therefore, only when gold and silver coins have been
wrought up into plate, watches, jewelry, etc., that they can be
said to be invested,' because it is only in that form that they can
be used, be productive, or yield an income.
The income which they yield as illvestments - that is, the income which they yield when used in the form of plate, jewelry,
etc.-is
yielded mostly in the shape of a luxurious pkasurcthe pleasure of gratified fancy, vanity, or pride.
This pleasure is the same as that which is derived from the use
of ornaments generally j such as feathers, and ribbons, and laces,
and precious stones, and many other things that have no value
at all as food, clothing, or shelter, yet bring great prices in the
market simply for their uses as ornaments.
The amount of this income we will suppose to he six per cent.
per a1l1mm on their whole value. That is to say, a person who
is able, and has tastes in that direction, will give six dollars a
year for the simple pleasure of using' one hundred dollars' worth
of plate, jewelry, etc.
This six dollars' worth of pleasure, then, or six dollars' worth
of gratified fancy, vanity, or pride, is the annual income from an
investment of one hundred dollars in gold and silver plate, jewelry, and the like.
This, be it noticed, is the 01Z/y income that gold and silver are
capable of yielding j because plate, jewelry, and the like are the
only forms in which they can be used. So long as they remain
I The sale of them as money Is not a use of them any more than the "ale or a horse
is a use of the horse. For convenience in speech, we call the buying and ,cllin~ o{
money a use of it, but it is no more a use of it than the buying and scl1in~ of anv
other merchandise is a use of such merchandise,
When a man bays he \\alll~ money
to rut, he means only that he ",'ants to part with it,-that
he wants either to pay a
debt with it, or to give it in exchange for something that he can use or consume,
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in coin, they cannot be used, and therefore cannot yield an income.
It is, then, only this six per cent. annual income, this six dollars' worth of pleasure, which gold and silver yield as ornaments,
- that is, as investments. - that is really the cause of all the demand for them in the market, and consequently of their being
bought and sold as money.
By this it is not meant that every man who takes a gold or
silver coin as money takes it because he ht'11IselJ wants a piece
of ~olt1or silver plate or jewelry; nor because he MmselJ intends
or wishes to work it into plate or jewelry, - fur such is not the
case probably with one man in a thousand, or perhaps one man in
ten thousand, of those who take the coin. Each man takes it as
money simply because he can sell it again. But he can sell it
again solely because some other man wants it, or because some
other man will want it. in order to convert it into articles for
lise. I Ie can sell it solely because the goldsmith, the silversmith,
the dentist, the gilder. etc., will sometime come along and buy
it, take it 01ltof circulation. and work it up into some article for
consumption, - that is, for use.
This final consumption or use. then, is the main-spring that
sets the coins in circulation, and keeps them in circulation. as
money.
It is solely the consumption or use of them, in other forms
than coin. that creates any demand for them in the market as
money.
It is, then. only the value which gold and silver have as productive investments in articles of use, - in plate, watches, jewelry,
and the like, - that creates any demand for them, or enables
them to circulate as money.
And since this value which the coins have for use or consumption as metals is the only value that enables them to circulate at
all as money, it is plaitz that it neussari!y fiXM and limils their
true aud natural oalu« as mOll~y. Consequently any body who
gives more for them as money than they are worth for use or
consumption as metals gives more for them than they are worth
for any purpose whatever, - more, in short, than their 'true and
natural market value.
We all can understand that, if wheat were to circulate as
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money, it could have no more true or natural market value as
money than it had for use or consumption as food; since it would
be its value for food alone that would induce anybody to accept
it as money. All the wheat that should be in circulation as
money would be destined to be taken out of circulation, and consumed as food; and if anybody should give more for it as money
than it was worth for food, he, or some subsequent owner, would
have to submit to a loss, whenever the wheat should come to be
consumed as food.
For these reasons, the wheat as money could be no true or natural equivalent for any commodity that had more true or natural
market value for use or consumption than the wheat.
So anybody can understand that, if silk, wool, cotton, and flax
were to circulate as money, they could have no more true or natural market value as money than they had for use or consumption for clothing, or other analogous purposes. Their value for
these other purposes would alone give them their value as money.
Of course, then, their true and natural market value as money
would be fixed and limited by their value for these other uses.
They could plainly have no greater value as money than they
had for clothing and other articles of use. As they would all be
destined to be taken out of circulation, and converted into cloth.
ing or other articles of use, it is plain that, if anybody should
give more for them as money than they were worth for clothing
and other articles of use, he, or some subsequent owner, would
have to submit to a loss whenever they should come to be converted into clothing, or any other article of use.
The same reasons that would apply to wheat, and silk, and
wool, and cotton, and flax, if they were to circulate as money,
and that would fix and limit their value as money, apply equally
to gold and silver coins, and fix and limit their value as money.
We are brought, therefore, to the same conclusion as before,
- namely, that the value which the coins have for use CJrconsumption as metals is their only true and natural value as money.
Consequently, this value which they have as metals is the value,
and the only value, at whick they can be said to be standards by
which to measure the value of any thing else.
III. Assuming it now to be established that the true and natural market value of gold and silver coins as money is absolutely
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fixed and limited by their value for use or consumption as metals, and that their value for use or consumption as metals is the
only value at which they can be called standards for measuring
the values of other things, we come to another proposition,namely, that the use or circulation of any possible amount of paper money has no tendency whatever to reduce the coins below
their true and natural market value as metals, or, consequently,
to diminish their value as standards.
Plainly the paper can have no such power or tendency, because
the paper does not come at all in competition with the coins for any
of those uses fuhich alan« give them their value.
We cannot make
a watch, a spoon, a necklace, or an ear-ring out of the paper, and,
therefore, the paper cannot compete with the coins for those uses.
C()lISCQIlCllt/y
it cannot diminish their market value for those uses,
or - what is the same thing - their value as standards.
If the coins were never used at all as money, they would have
the same true and natural market value that they have now.
Their use or circulation as money adds nothing to their true and
natural market value as metals, and their entire disuse as money
would take nothing from their true and natural market value as
metals. Consequently it would not diminish their value as standards.
In other words, it would not reduce the coins below their
true and natural value as standards.
Every dollar's worth of other vendible property in the world
has precisely the same amount of true and natural market value
as has a dollar in coin. And if every dollar's worth of other
vendible property was bought and sold as money in competition
with the coins, the true and natural market value of the coins
would not be lessened thereby.
They would still have their
true and natural amount of market value, -that
is, their value
for plate, jewelry, and the like. - the same as though all this
other property were not bought and sold in competition with
them. The coins and all other property would be bought and
sold as money only at their true and natural market values, respectlvely.j'sz their different uses. One dollar's worth of anyone
kind of property would have the same amount of true and natural market value for its appropriate use that a coin, or any other
dollar's worth of property, would have for its appropriate use.
But none of them would have any additional value on account of
their being bought and sold as money.
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Now, all the other vendible property of the world cannot be actually cut up into pieces or parcels, each capable of being carried
about in the pocket, and each having the same amount of true
and natural market value as a dollar in coin. But it is not only
theoretically possible, but actually practicable, that nearly or
quite all this other vendible property should be represented by
contracts on paper, - such as certificates, notes, checks, drafts,
and bills of exchange, - and that these contracts shall not only
have the same value with the coins in the market as money, but
that, as money, they generally shall be preferred to the coins.
These contracts are preferred to the coins as money not only
because they are more convenient, but also because we can have
so many times more of thern.!
Every solvent piece of paper that can circulate as moneywhether it be a certificate, note, check, draft, bill of exchange,
or whatever else - represents property existing somewhere that
is legally holden for the redemption or payment of the paper,
and that can either be itself delivered in redemption of it, or be
otherwise made available for its payment. And if every dollar's
worth of such property in the world could be represented in the
market by a contract on paper promising to deliver it on de·
mand, and if every dollar's worth could be delivered on demand
in redemption of the paper that represented it, the world then
could have an amount of money equal to its entire vendible property. And yet clearly every dollar of paper would be equal in
value to a dollar of gold or silver. Clearly, also, all this paper
would do nothing towards reducing gold and silver coins below
their true and natural market values, - that is, their values for
use or consumption as metals.
The gold and silver coins would be good standards - as good
perhaps as any that can be had - by which to measure the val.
ues of all this other property. But a gold dollar, or a silver dol.
lar, would have no more true or natural market value than would
each and every other dollar's worth of property that was measured by it.2
I \Ve can have at least a hundred and fifty times as many paper dollars as we can
gold and sliver dollars. And yet every one of these paper dollars, if it represents I
dollar's worth of actual property that can either be itself delivered in redemption of
the paper, or can otherwise be made available for the redemption of the paper, will
have the same value in the market as the coins•
• To say that a gold dollar, or a silver dollar, has any more true or natural market
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Under such a system of currency as this, there could evidently
be no inflation of prices, relatively to the true and natural market values of gold and silver. Such a currency would no more
inflate' the prices of one thing than of another.
It would just as
much inflate the prices of gold and silver themselves as of any
thing else. Gold and silver would stand at their true and natural market values as metals,' and all other things would also
stand at their true and natural values for their respective uses.
No more of this currency could be kept in circulation than
would be necessary or convenient for the purchase and sale of
commodities at their true and natural market values, relatively
to gold and silver i for if at any time the paper was not worth as
much, or would not buy as much, in the market as gold or silver,
it would be returned to the issuers for redemption in gold and
silver, and thus be taken out of circulation .•
Thus we are brought again to the conclusion that it is only
when gold and silver coins are suffered to stand at their true and
natural values as metals-which
are also their true and natural
values as standards - that they can be said to measure truly the
values of other things.
At their values as metals the coins serve as standards by which
to measure the value of all other maney, as well as of all other
property. But at any other than their true and natural values
as metals they will naturally and truly measure the value of
nothing whatever, - neither of other money, nor of any thing
else.
IV.

We come now to still another proposition,-namely,

that

value than any other dollar's worth of vendible property is Just as absurd as it would
be to sav that a yardstick has more length than a yard of cloth or a yard of any thing
else: or.h it would be to say that a pound weight hall more weight than a pound of
sugar or a pound of stone .
• The ),anhr, have no motive to Issue more of their notes than are needed for circulation at coin prices j because their only motive for Issuing their notes at all is to
get interest on them wAil, II,,), are in elr(u/ation. If they issue no more than are
needed fur circulation at coin prices, the notes, as a general rule, will remain in circulation until they come back to the bankers in payment of notes discounted j and
the bankers will have no occasion to redeem them otherwise than by receiving them
in payment of notes discounted. But if the bankers issue more notes than are needed
for circulation at coin prices, the surplus notes will come back for redemption in coin
before they have earned any interest. Thus the bankers will not only fail of getting
any profit from their issues, but will subject themselves to the necessity and inconvenience of redeeming their notes with coin. They, therefore, have no chance of profit, but necessarily subject themselves to inconvenience, and perhaps loss, if they
issue more notes than are wanted for circulation at coin prices.
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no possible amount of paper money that can be put in circulation
in anyone country that is open to free commerce with the rest of
the world can affect the true or natural market value of gold or
silver coins in tkat count",.
•
1£ the coins should be entirely excluded from circulation by
the paper, they still would have the same true and natural market value as if they were the only money in circulation; for, in
both cases alike, their true and natural market value ifl that
count", would be determined by their value in the markets of
the world.
The coins can be carried from anyone part of the world to
any other part at so small an expense that they can have no appreciably greater market value in anyone part than in any other.
And their true and natural market value in all parts of the world
depends upon the general consumption of them as metals, and
not at all upon their circulation as money. They are everywhere simply merchandise in the market of the world, waiting
for consumption, like any other merchandise.
This fact - that the disuse of the coins as money in any
one country cannot reduce their value in that country below
their value in the markets of the world - was fully tested in the
United States for fourteen or fifteen years, - that is, from 1861,
or 1862, to 1876. During the whole of that time gold and silver
were wholly absent from general circulation as money. Yet they
had the same value here as metals that they had in other parts
of the world either as money or as metals. And they were as
much used during that time for plate. watches, jewelry, and the
like as they ever were.
The people of the United States comprise not more than a
twenty-fifth-perhaps
not more than a thirtieth-part
of the
population of the globe. . And if they were to abandon the use
of gold and silver entirely, not only for money, but for plate.
watches, jewelry, and every other purpose whatever; if they u'cre
even to banish the metals themselves from tlte COUllt",.- they
thereby would reduce their value in the markets of the world by
not more than a twenty-fifth, or perhaps a thirtieth, of their present value. How absurd, then, to pretend that the simple disuse
of them as money by one twenty-fifth, or one-thirtieth, part of
the population of the globe can have any appreciable effect upon
their market value the world over I
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These facts prove that aU restrictions imposed by law in any
one country upon all other money than gold and silver coins, under pretence of maintaining the true standard of value in that
country, are the merest farces, not to say the merest frauds;
that they have no tendency of that kind whatever; that they
only serve to derange the standard in that country by establishing a monopoly of money, and giving a monopoly and extortionate price to the coins in that country, instead of suffering
them to stand at their true and natural value, both as metals
and as standards, and also at the same value that they have in
the markets of the world.
Furthermore, if any or all other nations have been wicked and
tyrannical enough to give, or attempt to give, a monopoly and extortionate price to gold and silver coins by restrictions upon any
or all other money, that is no reason why we should be guilty of
the same crime. So far as such restrictions may have affected the
price of the coins in the markets of the world, we may not be
able to save either ourselves or the rest of mankind from the natural consequences of such a monopoly. But we are under no
more obligation to follow the bad example of these nations in
this matter than in any other. Because other nations enslave
and impoverish their people by depriving them" of all money
and all credit by establishing a monopoly of money, that is no
reason why we should do so. All our efforts in this direction do
nothing towards making the coins better standards of value
than they otherwise would be.
V. It is an utter absurdity to talk about gold and silver coins
having any more true or natural value as money than they have
for usc or consumption as metals. To say that they have more
true or natural market value as money than they have for use as
metals is equivalent to saying that they have more true and natural value/or beinC bouCht and sold than they have as commodities for use or consumption. And to say that they have more
true or natural market value/or beinc bouCht and sold than they
have as commodities for use or consumption is just as absurd as
it would be to say that houses, and lands, and cattle, and horses,
and food, and clothing, have more true and natural market value
for iJeinc bouCkt and sold than they have as commodities for
use
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VI. Finally, the true and natural market value of any and
every vendible thing whatever is that value, and only that value,
which it will maintain in the market in competition with any
and all other vendible things that can be brought into the market in competition with it This is the only rule by which the
true and natural market value of any vendible thing whatever
can be ascertained; and this rule applies as much to gold and
silver coins as to any other commodities whatever.
Tried by this rule, we know that the coins will bear no higher
value in the market as money than they will for use or consumption as metals; because mankind have other money which they
prefer to the coins, and which - if permitted to do so - they
will always buy and sell as money rather than give more for the
coins as money than they are worth for use or consumption as
metals.
VII. To give color to the idea that solvetlt notes, promising to
pay money on demand, tend to reduce the standard of value
below that of the coins, the advocates of that idea are accustomed to say tkat such notes cost nothing, and have no valtlC ;',
themselves,' and, consequently, that to suffer them to be bought
and sold as money in the place of coin, and as if they were of.
equal value with coin, necessarily depreciates the market value
of the coin at least for the time being; that, in other words, it
reduces the standard of value for the time being.
The answer to this pretence is that nobody claims or supposes
that a promissory note, simply as so much paper, has any value.
But the contract written upon the paper-if
the note be a solvent one - is in the nature of a lien upon so much material property of the maker of the note as is sufficient to pay the note, and
as can be taken by legal process and sold for payment of the
note.
Every solvent promissory note - whether it circulates as
money, or not - is in the nature of a lien upon the property of
the maker, - that is, upon the property that is legally holden for
the payment of the note, and that can be taken by legal process,
and applied to the payment of the note.
The value of the note, therefore, is not in the mere paper as
paper, but in the property on which the contract written upon
paper gives the holder a lien for the amount of the note.
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In this respect, a banker's note, circulating as money, is just
like any other man's note that is locked up in the desk or safe
of the holder. The fact that it is bought and sold from hand to
hand as money-that
is, in exchange for other property-makes
no change whatever in the character or value of the note.
In the case of a mortgage upon land, the value is not in the
mere paper, as paper, upon which the mortgage is written, but
in the land on which the mortgage gives the mortgagee a lien
for the amount of his debt. So in the case of a note, if it be a
sohient one, it is in the nature of a lien upon, or conditional title
to, the property of the maker of the note, - property that is legally holden for the payment of the note, and that can be taken
by legal process. and applied to the payment of the note.
To l>aythat such a note has no value in itself is just as absurd
as it would be to say that a mortgage on land has no value in itself. Everybody knows that neither the mortgage nor the note
has any value as mere paper; that the value is in the land, or
the property, that is holden, or liable to be taken, for the payment of the mortgage or note.
In every case where material property is represented by paper,
- as in the case of a deed. mortgage, certificate of stock, certificate of deposit, check, note, draft, or whatever else, - the value
is in the property represented, and not in the paper that represents it. The paper has no value. except as it contains the evidence of the right to the property represented by it. And this
is as true in the case of what is called paper money as in all other
cases where property is represented by paper. The value of the
money is not in the paper as paper, but in the property represented by the paper, and to which, or on which, the contract written on the paper gives a title, claim, or lien. The property that is
represented by the paper, and which constitutes the real money,
is just as real substantial property as is gold, or silver, or any
other money or property whatever. And it is really an incorrect and false use of the term to call such money paper money,
as if the paper itself were the real money; or as if there were no
money, and no value, outside of the paper. A dollar's worth of
land, wheat, iron, wool, or leather, is just as much a dollar ill
real value as is a dollar of gold or silver j and when represented
by paper, it is just as real money, so far as value is concerned,
as is gold and silver.
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Every solvent promissory note is a mere representative of, or
lien upon, or conditional title to, material property in the hands
of the maker; property that has an equal value with coin; that
is legally holden for the payment of coin j and that can be taken
by legal process, and sold for .coin, which must be applied to the
payment of the note. When, therefore, a man sells a SO/zlcnt promissory note, he sells a legal title to, or claim to, or lien upon, so
much actual property in the hands of the maker of the note as is
necessary to pay the note j property which men have just as much
right to buy and sell from hand to hand as money, if they so
please, - that is, in exchange for other property, - as they have
to buy and sell coin, or any other money that can be invented.
And it matters not how many of these notes are in circulation
as money, provided they are all solvent; since, in that case, each
note represents a separate piece of property from all the others j
each separate piece of property being equal in value to coin, and
capable of insuring the payment of coin. If, therefore, all the
material wealth of a country were thus represented by paper, the
paper, - that is, the property represented by the paper - would
all have the same value as the same nominal amount of coin j
and the circulation of all this paper as money would do nothing
towards reducing the coins below their true and natural value
as metals, or below their value in the markets of the world. Consequently, it would do nothing towards depreciating the true and
natural standard of value.
All this other money would have
the same value, dollar for dollar, as the coin; and the true and
natural value of the coins as standards of value would not be
changed.
There certainly can be no question that a solvent promissory
note that circulates from hand to hand as money-which
everybody is willing to accept in payment for other propertyis just
as legitimate a piece of paper, and has just as much value as a
lien, or as evidence of a lien, upon the property that is holden for
its payment, as any other promissory note whatever. If such a
note be not legitimate, if it have no value, then no promissory
note whatever is legitimate, or has value. And if the issue of
such notes for circulation as money-that
is, among those who
voluntarily give and receive them in exchange for other property
- be illegitimate, and ought to be suppressed, then all prom is-
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sory notes whatsoever are equally illegitimate, and ought to be
suppressed. But if anyone such note, which anyone man, or
company of men, can make, be legitimate, then any and every
other similar note, which any other man, or company of men,
can make, is equally legitimate.
VIII. But to hide the deception that is attempted to be practised under pretence of maintaining the standard of value, it is
said that there is but a small amount of coin in comparison with
the notes that can be put in circulation as money; and that it is
therefore impossible that any great number of notes, promising
to pay coin on demand, can be solvent; that the property that is
nominally holden to pay the notes cannot be made to bring any
more coin than there really is; and that, therefore, the notes,
if more numerous than the coins, must be spurious; that they
promise to pay something which the makers do not possess, and
which they consequently are unable to pay, no matter how much
other property they may have.
One answer to this argument is that, on this principle, no
promissory note whatever-whether
issued for circulation or
not-could
ever be considered solvent, unless the maker kept
constantly on hand an equivalent amount of coin with which
to redeem it. Whereas we know that all notes are considered
solvent, provided the makers have sufficient property to bring
the coin wizen it is likely to be called for. And this is the principle on which all ordinary commercial credit rests.
Another answer to this argument is that, however valid it may
be against notes that are either not solvent, or not known' to be
solvent,-that
is, not issued on the credit of property sufficient
to pay the notes, - it has no weight against notes that are solvent, and that are known to be solvent; because, first, if the notes
are solvent, and are known to be solvent, the holders usually
prefer them to coin, and therefore seldom present them for redemption in coin; and because, secondly, the notes issued for
circulation are issued by discounting other solvent notes that
are to be held by the bankers, and the circulating notes are,
therefore, all wanted for paying the notes discounted, and,
with rare exceptions, will all come back to the bankers in payment of the notes discounted; and it is, therefore, only rarely
that any other redemption of the circulating notes is called for.
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The bankers soon learn by experience how often coin will be
called for, and how much, therefore, it is necessary for them to
keep on hand for such contingencies.
This amount a due regard
for their own interests will induce them to keep on hand, because
they cannot afford to be sued on their notes, or to have their
credit injured by not meeting their notes when coin is demanded. I
The opposers of a so/vent paper currency either ignorantly
overlook, or craftily and dishonestly attempt to keep out of sight,
the vital fact that, in all safe, legitimate, solvent, and prudent
banking, all the notes issued for circulation will be wanted to
pay the notes discounted, and will come back to the banks in
payment of notes discounted; and that it is only rarely that any
other redemption-redemption
in coin-will
be demanded or
desired.
The pretence, therefore, that no more notes can be honestly
issued for circulation than there is coin kept constantly on hand
for their redemption is nothing but a pretence, since, however
great the amount of notes issued, - provided they be solvent
ones, -it is only a mere fraction of them-probably
not so much
even as one per cent. - that will ever have any call to be redeemed in coin.
IX. But it is often said that the panics which have usually occurred after any considerable increase of money .by the issue of
paper are proof that the paper was 110t equal in value, dollar for
dollar, with coin. Those who say this claim that the panics are
caused by the attempts of the holders of the notes to convert
them into coin. These attempts have taken the form of runs
upon the banks for the redemption of their notes in coin. And
it is claimed that these runs upon the banks for coin are proof
that the notes are not equal in value, dollar for dollar, with coin.
And this proof, say they, is made complete by the fact that the
banks, when thus run upon for coin, cannot redeem their notes
in coin.
But these runs upon banks for coin by no means prove that
• The principle named in the text of course applies only to IDlvmt banks. It has
nothing to do with Insolvent ones, whose business is to swindle the public. As a
general rule, only those banks can be relied on as solvent where the private property
of the stockholders is holden for the notes of the company. Not that there ",ay nDt
be other solvent ones, - for undoubtedly there may be,- but experience thus far hat
been largely against all others.
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solvent notes are not equal in value. dollar for dollar, with coin.
They prove only that the holders of the notes have doubted the
solvency of the banks. These runs have never occurred in countries where the banks were known to be solvent. They have occurred only in countries where the solvency of the banks was
doubted. as in England and the United States. Thus, in Scotland there is no history (so far as I know or believe) of a single
run upon the banks in a period of eighty years, - that is, from
1765 to 1845. There may have been runs in a few instances
upon some particular bank, but none upon the banks generally.
And why? Not at all because these banks kept on hand large
amounts of coin, - for they really kept very little, - but solely
because the public had a perfect assurance of the solvency of the
banks; an assurance resulting from the facts that each of the
banking companies had a very large number of stockholders, and
that the private property (including the real estate) of all these
stockholders was holden for the debts of the banks. The public,
therefore, knew, or felt perfectly assured, not only that the notes
of the banks were all solvent, but also that they would all speedily go back to the banks, and be redeemed by being accepted in
payment of notes discounted. Under these circumstances, the
public not only made no runs upon the banks for coin, but even
preferred the notes to the coin.
In England, on the contrary, the runs upon the banks during
the same period of eighty years were very frequent. And why?
Because nobody had any abiding confidence in the solvency of
the banks. The Government, for the sake of giving a valuable
monopoly to the Bank of England, had virtually enacted that
there should be no other solvent banks in England j or at least
none that could be publicly known to be solvent. This enactment was that, with the exception of the Bank of England, no
bank in England should consist of more than six partners.
Rich
men-those
who had credit and wished to use it-could
generally do better with it than to put it into a company where there
were only six partners, and where the credit of the partnership
could not be sufficiently known to be of much value, or to protect
them against runs for coin. The result was that, with the exception of the Bank of England, all, or very nearly all, the banking
business in England was in the hands of men who were not only
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unworthy of credit, but really had no credit, except so long as
they were ready to redeem their notes either in coin or Bank of
England notes .•
In many or most of the United States, up to 1860, the solvency
of the banks was rendered doubtful, or worse than doubtful, by
legislation that authorized the banks to issue notes to two, three,
or four times the amount of their capital; that authorized the
stockholders themselves to borrow these notes of the banks, and
then exempted the private property of the stockholders from
all liability for the debts of the banks. Of course it often happened that no reliance could be placed on the solvency of such
banks, and that runs, which they could not meet, would be made
upon them for coin.
But clearly the runs upon such banks as these did nothing towards proving that the notes of banks. k1town to be solvent, were
not equal in value, dollar for dollar, with coin.
But the panic of 1873, in the United States, did not proceed
at all from any doubt as to the solvency of the banks, but wholly
from the insufficiency in the amount of money. The destruction
of the State banks by a ten per cent. tax on their issues; the limitation upon the issues of the national banks to the sum of three
hundred and fifty-six million dollars; and the limitation upon
the greenbacks to three hundred million dollars, -reduced
the
currency to six hundred and fifty-six million dollars. And these
six hundred and fifty-six million dollars, being, for want of redemption, some fifteen per cent. below par of specie, reduced the actual
amount of money to about five hundred and fifty-eight millions.
The population of the country in 1873 was at least forty millions,
and the property probably forty thousand millions. This lack of
money, compared with population and property, compelled traffic
of all kinds to be done on credit, instead of for cash. Every thing
was bought on credit, and sold on credit. And the same commodity. in going from producer to consumer. was generally sold two,
• One cause that made the English banking companies - companies consisting (If
not more than six partners - unworthy of credit was that. although the private property of the partners was holden for the partnership debts, yet the condition of land
titles in England was such as to make land practically unavailable as a basis of
credit. The credit of the bankers, therefore. rested only on their ptrs@al property.
That Is. the credit of each banking company rested, at 6esl. only on the fersonal
property of not more than IIx persons.
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three, four, or more times over on credit. The consequence was
that this private indebtedness among the people had become so
enormous.in proportion to the money with which to cancel it,as
to place the credit of the whole community at the mercy of a few
holders of money, who had no motive but to extort the utmost
possible from the necessities of the community.
The result was
the general collapse of substantially all credit.
Had there been freedom in banking, nothing of this kind
would have occurred. The bankers would have been so numerous as to be able to furnish all the money that could have been
kept in circulation. They would probably have supplied three,
four, or five times the amount we actually had. Traffic between
man and man would have been almost wholly done for cash, instead of on credit; and nothing in the form of a panic would
have been known.
The panic of 1873, therefore, docs nothing towards proving
that solvent notes, issued for circulation as money, - no matter
how great their amount,-are
not equal in value, dollar for dollar, with coin.
X. But the argument that is offered perhaps with the most
assurance as proof that any increase of money by means of paper
reduces for the time being the gold or silver dollar below its true
and natural market value is derived from the rise that takes place
in the prices of commodities, relatively to gold and silver, whenever the currency is increased by the addition of paper.
This argument, if it be an honest one, implies an ignorance of
two things; namely, first, an ignorance of the fact that the paper
is employed as capital to diversify industry and increase production j and, secondly, an ignorance of the effect which a diversity
of industry and increase of production have upon the prices of
commodities, relatively to any fixed standard of value. This effeet has been illustrated in a previous number of this Review,
and need not be repeated bere.t
The diversity of industry and increase of production that folIowan increase of currency by paper, and the effect which that
diversity and production have upon the prices of commodities,
• See" The Law of Prices" in the" Radical Review" for August, 18n.
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utterly destroy the argument that the rise in prices results from
any depreciation in the value of coin below its true and natural
value as a metal.
A second answer to the argument drawn from the rise in
prices under an abundant paper currency is to be found in the
theory of the very men who oppose such a currency. Their theory
is that, by the prohibition of the paper, the coins can be made to
have a .. purchasing power as money indefinitely greater tka«
tkeir true and Ita/ural market ualu« as metals. They hold that the
coins already have a purchasing power as money far greater
than their true and natural value as metals.
Now, inasmuch as every dollar of solvent paper currency represents - by giving a lien upon - so much real property as is
equal to the coin in true and natural market value, it necessarily
follows, on their own theory, that the paper has no other effect
than to bring the coins dow", from their unnatural, fictitious,
and monopoly price, or purchasing power," to their true and
natural value as metals; or, what is the same thing, to bring all
other property up to its true and natural market value, relatively
to the coins as metals.
II

II

II

II

XI. It will now be taken for granted that the following propositions have been established; namely,J. That the only true and natural market value of gold and
silver coins is that value, and only that value, which they have
for use or consumption as metals; that this is the value at which
they now stand in the markets of the world; that it is the only
value that has any stability; and that it is the only value at which
they can be said to be standards for measuring the value of any
other property whatever.
2. That inasmuch as paper money does not compete at all
with gold and silver coins for any of those uses that give them
their value, the true and natural market value of the coins cannot be reduced below their value as metals, or their value in the
markets of the world, by any possible amount of paper money
that can be kept in circulation; and that, consequently, the paper money, however great its amount, can do nothing towards
reducing the coins as standards of value below their true and
natural value as standards, - that is, their value as metals.
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3. That the coins, standing at their true and natural value as
metals, are as much standards by which to measure the value of
all other money as of all other property; and, consequently, that
all other money that has the same value in the market, dollar
for dollar, with the coins, only increases the amount of money,
without lowering the standard of value; and that, if all the other
vendible property in the world were cut up into pieces or parcels,
each of the same value with a dollar (or any given number of
dollars) of coin. and each piece or parcel were represented by a
promissory note, and all these notes were to be bought and sold
as money in competition with the coins, the coins would not be
thereby reduced below their true and natural market value as
metals, nor, consequently, below their true and natural market
value as standards.
4. That to say that the true and natural market value of the
coins as standards of value is diminished by increasing the
number of dollars, so long as the additional dollars are of the
same value, dollar for dollar, with the standards, is equivalent
to saying that the coins have no fixed-nor
any thing like a
fixed - value of their own; and that they are, consequently,
unfit for, and incapable of being, standards of value; that to say
that increasing the number of dollars, all of one and the same
value. is diminishing the value of the dollar is just as absurd as
it would be to say that increasing the number of yardsticks, all
of one and the same length, diminishes the length of the yardstick; or as it would be to say that increasing the number of
pound-weights, all of one and the same weight, diminishes the
weight of the pound-weight
XII. The four propositions in the last preceding section are
so manifestly true that no. one, I apprehend, will even attempt
to controvert them otherwise than by asserting that the present
market value of the coins does not rest wholly upon their value
as metals, but, in part, upon these further facts, - namely, that
the coins are money, and, secondly, that they are made a privileged money by the prohibitions or limitations imposed by law
upon all other money.
If it should be said -as it constantly is said - that the fact of
the coins being made money, and the further fact of prohibitions
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or limitations being imposed upon all other money, have given
the coins "a purchasing power" far above their true and natural
value as metals, the answer is that such a .. purchasing power"
is an unjust and extortionate power-a
mere power of robbery
-arbitrarily
granted to the holders of the coins, from no motive whatever but to enable them to get more for their coins
than they are really worth; or, what is the same thing, to enable
them to coerce all other persons into selling their property to
the holders of the coins for less than it is worth. And this is
really the only motive that was ever urged against the free purchase and sale of all other money in competition with the coins.
The frauds and extortions that are attempted to be practised
by making the coins a privileged money, under cover of the pretence of maintaining the standard of value, may be illustrated
in this way; namely,In some parts of Europe, there is said to be quite a trade in
humming birds. While living. they are wanted, I' suppose, as
pets, the same as parrots, canaries, and some other birds. 'When
dead, after passing through the hands of the taxidermists, they
are wanted as ornaments.
Let us suppose there were such a trade in this country. And
let us suppose the whole number of humming birds, already
caught, in the country, to be ten thousand. And let us suppose
their market value as pets and for ornaments to be ten dollars
each. The market value of the whole ten thousand humming
birds, then, would be one hundred thousand dollars.
And suppose these ten thousand humming birds to be owned
by one hundred men, each man owning one hundred birds,that is, one thousand dollars' worth.
But suppose further that, in consideration of humming birds
being rare, beautiful, containing much value in small space, and
incapable of being rapidly increased, the government should adopt
and legalize them as money, as standards of value.
And suppose that, under pretence of maintaining this standard of value unimpaired, the government should prohibit all
other money, and should also prohibit all substitutes and all
contracts - such as notes, checks, drafts, bills of exchange, and
the like- by which the necessity for buying and selling the
humming birds themselves - the legalized money - should be
avoided.
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Suppose, in short, that, under pretence of maintaining this
standard of value, the government should establish, in the hands
of these hundred owners of the humming birds, an absolute monopoly of money, and of every thing that could serve the purposes of money.
What, now, would be the market price of the humming birds?
And what would become of the standard of value? Why, we
know that the one hundred owners of these ten thousand humming birds, having thus secured to themselves an absolute monopoly of aU the money in the country, would demand for their
birds as money, a hundred, a thousand, or a million times more
than their true and natural value, - that is, more than they were
worth simply as humming birds. By the monopoly of money,
they would be put in possession of a substantially absolute power
over all the property and labor of our forty-five millions of people. There would be but one holder of money for every four
hundred and fifty thousand people. These four hundred and
fifty thousand people could sell neither their labor nor their
property to anybody except this single owner of humming birds.
And they could sell to him only at such prices as he should
choose to give. And he, knowing his power over their necessities, would not part with one of his birds, unless he should get
in exchange for it a hundred, a thousand, or a million times more
than it was really and truly worth. In this way this pretended
standard of value would be made to measure- that is, to procure
for its possessor- a hundred, a thousand, or a million times
more than its own true and natural value.
Of course, everybody in the country, except these hundred
men, would be robbed of all their property at once, unless there
should chance to be some few so situated that they could contrive to live within themselves without selling either their property or their labor. And these hundred men would soon make
themselves masters and owners of substantially all the property
in the country. All the other people of the country would be at
their mercy, and would be permitted .to live, or suffered to die,
as the pleasure of the one hundred men should dictate.
Such would be the effect of establishing a monopoly of money
under pretence of establishing a standard of value.
But suppose. now, on the other hand, that all men were allowed
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to exercise their natural right of buying and selling as money
any thing and every thing which they should choose to buy and
sell as money. What would be the result?
Why, we know
from experience that, instead of buying and selling the humming
birds themselves, they would rarely buy one of them. On the
contrary, they would buy and sell notes, checks, drafts, and the
like, representing perhaps a large portion of the property of
the country.
These notes, checks, and drafts would he nominally and legally made payable in humming birds, and would
be in the nature of liens upon the property of the makers.
And any holder of one of them could, if he chose, not only demand humming birds in payment, but, if that were refused,
could sue for, and recover judgment for, so many actual humming birds as the note promised.
And the property of the
maker of the note would be taken by legal process, and sold for
humming birds, and nothing else; and these birds would then
be paid over to the holder of the note.
But we know, at the same time, that the humming birds, when
thus actually paid over to the holder of the note, would be worth
no more in the market than the note was before he sued on it j
that they would buy no more of any thing he wanted to buy
than would the note j that nearly or quite everybody who had
any thing to sell would rather have the note than the birds j and
that, unless he wanted to keep the birds as pets or for ornaments,
he would have made a bad bargain for himself; that even if he
wanted the birds to keep, he could have bought them in the market
with the note at the same price and with much less trouble to
himself than it cost him to obtain them by his suit; and finally,
that he had made a fool and a curmudgeon of himself by bringing
a suit, and taking trouble upon himself, and giving trouble to the
maker of the note, in order to get something that he did not
want, and which it would be a trouble and loss to him to keep,
and a trouble to get rid of; for all which he would get no profit
or compensation whatever.
As sensible men would not be likely to go through such
unprofitable operations as this, the result would be that men generally, instead of buying and selling the humming birds themselves as money, would seldom or never buy them, except when
they had a special use for them as humming birds; but, in place
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of them, would buy and sell such notes, checks, drafts, and the
like as had an equal value in the market with the birds, and
were more convenient to keep, handle, and transport than the
birds. The birds themselves would continue to stand, in the
market, at their true and natural value as humming birds, and, as
such. would be very good standards of value by which to measure the value of all other money, as well as of all other property;
and all traffic between man and man would be the exchange of
one kind of property for another, each at its full, true, and natural value, with no extortion or coercion on either side.
This supposed case of the humming birds gives a fair illustratration of the sense, motives, and honesty of all that class of
men who are continually crying out for prohibitions or limitations upon all money except gold and silver coins, or some other
privileged money, under pretence of maintaining the standard
of value. They all have but one and the same motive, - namely,
the monopoly of money, and the power which that monopoly
gives them to rob everybody else.
LYSANDER
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UNIVERSAL 'VEALTII.
SECTION

I.

THE wealth of the world is proportionate to the number of.
different things mankind possess, rather than to the quantity of
anyone thing. Thus, if every human being had as much wheat
as he could eat, and had no other wealth, all would still be poor.
But if, in additi,!n to all the wheat they desire, every human being
has a thousand, ten thousand, or a hundred thousand other things
- each, on an average, of equal value with the wheat - the
wealth of each individual, and of the world, is multiplied a thousand, ten thousand, or a hundred thousand fold.
Individuals usually desire, for their own use or consumption,
but a very limited amount of anyone thing; but we as yet know
no limit to the number of different things they desire. And we
shall never know any such limit, until the ingenuity of the human
race, in the invention of new commodities, shall have been
exhausted.
The great problem of universal wealth, therefore, is comprised
in these two, viz.: First, how shall we give to every person the
greatest possible variety of commodities?
and, secondly, how
shall we give to each individual as much as he desires of each
and all these various commodities?
Men are able to produce almost no wealth at all by their hands
alone. Until they make discoveries in science, and inventions in
implements and machinery, they remain savages, few in number,
and living upon such wild fruits as they can gather, and such wild
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animals as they can kill.
But they have proved themselves
capable of such discoveries in science, and such inventions in
implements and machinery, as will, each of them, enable a man to
produce a hundred, a thousand, some of them a million, or even a
hundred or a thousand million times as much wealth as he could
before create with his hands alone.
What labor could Watt
perform with his hands, compared with that performed by his
steam engine?
What labor could Arkwright perform with his
hands alone, compared with that performed by his spinning
machine?
What labor could Stephenson perform, in the transportation of freight and passengers, compared with that performed
by his locomotive? What could Morse do, on foot, in the transmission of intelligence, compared with what can be done with his
telegraph? What could the Assyrian do, 'with his tablets of baked
clay, in supplying the world with reading matter, compared with
what can be done with a Hoe printing press? What could men
do, with their hands alone, in tunnelling mountains, building
suspension bridges, and laying deep sea cables, compared with
what can be done by the machinery they have invented for those
purposes?
These things should teach us that it is brains, and not hands,
that must be relied on for the creation of wealth. And it would
be well for us to realize, much more fully than we ever have done,
that brain labor, no less than hand labor, must be paid for, if we
would have the benefit of it.
The discoveries in science, the invention of implements and
machinery, and the invention of new commodities for consumption, have already multiplied the wealth of some portions of the
world by millions and thousands of millions of what it once was.
And yet it is but recently that inventions have begun to add much
to the wealth of the world. For thousands, and tens, perhaps
hundreds of thousands of years, mankind remained savages, or at
best barbarians, for the want of such inventions as are now just
beginning to be made.
At the present time, the people of the United States are
acknowledged to take the lead of the whole world, especially in
mechanical inventions.
And yet substantially all our inventions
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have been made within a hundred years; most of them within
fifty years. We are now making from ten to fifteen thousand new
inventions per annum. Some of these are of great, in fact of
immeasurable, value. Many of them, although of less value, are
nevertheless valuable. And yet we are probably not producing a
tenth, perhaps not a hundredth, part so many inventions, in
proportion to population, as we ought to do, and should do, if
inventors were protected, as they ought to be. in a perpetual right
to their inventions, and they and the public had the capital-that
is, the money - necessary for producing inventions, and putting
them into operation.
The people of the United States constitute not more than a
twenty-fifth part of the population of the globe. In not more than
a fourth, fifth, perhaps even a tenth, part of the world are any
considerable number of inventions now being made. Not because
the peoples of those other portions are naturally incapable of
invention; but because they have no protection for their property
in their inventions, and no money, no capital, no opportunity to
make inventions, or bring them into operation.
Their poverty,
ignorance, and servitude suppress all their efforts in this direction.
What will be the number and value of the inventions made, and
what the variety and amount of wealth produced by means of
them, when, if ever, all mankind shall be protected in their property in their inventions, and shall have all the money necessary to
bring their inventions into successful operation, no one now can
form any idea.

SECTION

II.

MONEY is the great instrumentality - the indispensable
capital
-by means of which inventions are produced, machinery operated,
and their products distributed to consumers.
The inventor must have money, with which to make his experiments, subsist while making them, perfect his inventions, demonstrate their utility, and bring them into practical operation.
And
to do all these often requires years of time, and large expenditures

of money.
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The operator of machinery must have monty, with which to buy
his machinery, his raw materials, and his means of subsistence
while he is manufacturing his goods for the market. Then he
must be able to sell his goods for monty, in order to buy new
materials, and subsist himself while manufacturing new goods.
The merchant must have monty, with which to buy his goods;
and he must be able to sell his goods for money, in order that he
may buy new goods.
And, finally, the consumers of all these goods must have money,
to buy and pay for all the goods that are to be manufactured.
Thus every man, who either makes inventions, operates machinery, or distributes or consumes the commodities produced, is
constantly dependent upon monty, for his means of production,
distribution, and consumption.
And the amount of monty that each one must have depends
upon the market value of the commodities he has to buy, whether
he buys them for production, distribution, or consumption; since
the monty, in each individual case, must, in order to make the
contract an equitable one, be a bona jidt equivalent of the
commodity bought and sold."
What, then, will be the amount of money requisite to bring out
fully the inventive faculties of all mankind; set in motion all the
machinery invented; distribute all the products; and thus give to
mankind, for final consumption, the full benefits of all the inventions that can be made?
To answer this vital question, it is necessary to consider that
the market value of all commodities, relatively to any fixed
• It would be absurd to expect any rapid increase or equitable distribution
of wealth, unless we abjure forever tho theory, on which our own government
and so many others now act, viz., that it is wholly unnecessary that money
should be an equivalent of the property that is to be bought with it; that the
money of a country should be restricted by law to a very small amount; that
the right to issue this amount should be granted as a monopolyto a very few
persons; that these few should thus be Iicensed to control all industry and
• traffic; to fix the prices of all property and labor; and thus to extort, in
exchange fur their money, many times more of all other men's property and
labor than the money is rE-allyand truly worth. . Such a monopoly has
obviously no tendency or purpose but to obstruct production and exchange,
and enable the few to secure to themselves the wealth produced by the many.
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standard of value - or to such a standard as a gold dollar, for the
want of a better, is assumed to be - wzl1 tlepmd u:holly upon the
'lJariety and amount of commodities produced, distributed, and consumed. In other words, the market value of each man's particular
product will depend u,!tolly upon the variety and amount of commodities whick other men produce, and are willin~ 10 give in excha1lge
for it.
To illustrate this principle, let us suppose that Mr. A is a
hatter; and that he has acquired such science, skill, machinery,
and money capital, that he is able, by himself alone, to manufacture ten thousand hats per annum.
He manufactures these hats
for sale, and not for his own consumption.
Their value to himself, therefore, depends wholly upon the number and amount of
other commodities which he desires, and which other persons can,
and will, give him in exchange for hats. If there be no one who
desires a hat, or who - though desiring one - has anything
desirable that he can give in exchange for it, A's ten thousand
hats are of no value to him; simply because he can get nothing
desirable in exchange for them. But if there are ten thousand
other men who desire hats, and who are producing each a different
commodity from all the others - a commodity as much desired by
A as one of his hats is desired by each of the others - then A
will be able to sell one of his hats to each of these ten thousand
men, and get in exchange for it, a commodity as desirable to
himself as the hat is to each of these ten thousand men. He will
thus get the full and true value of his ten thousand hats, where,
but for the power of these other men to produce something
desirable to give in exchange. he would have got nothing at all
for them j and would have utterly lost the labor of producing
them.
Thus it will be seen that the market value of each man's own
product depends entirely upon the number and amount of desirable
things which other men produce, and are willing to give him in
exchange for his particular product.
Every man, therefore, who has the science, skill, machinery, and
money capital that are necessary to enable him to produce, say,
ten thousand hats per annum, has the highest interest that ten
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thousand other men, who desire hats, shall have all the science,
skill, machinery, and money capital that shall enable them to
produce ten thousand other commodities that shall be as desirable
to him as one of his hats is to each of these ten thousand men.
Suppose the publisher of the New York Herald has such
science, skill, machinery, and money capital, that he is able to
produce a hundred thousand copies of the Herald daily. And
suppose there are a hundred thousand other men, and only a
hundred thousand, who desire the Herald. The value of the
Herald to its producer will depend, in this case, wholly upon the
number and amount of other desirable things which these hundred
thousand other men can, and will, give in exchange for the
Herald. If they are so destitute of science, skill, machinery, and
capital that they can produce nothing desirable that they can give
in exchange for it, the .lIerald will have no value to its producer;
and his labor in producing it will be thrown away. But if each
one of these hundred thousand men has science, skill, machinery
and capital equal to the publisher of the Herald, and is producing
a commodity different from all the others - a commodity as
desirable to the publisher of the Herald as the Herald is to himhe will then be able and willing to give, in exchange for the
Herald, a commodity as desirable- and intrinsically as valuable, as
the Herald itself. And the publisher of the Herald will get the
full value of, or a full equivalent for, his hundred thousand copies
of the Herald.
Is it not, therefore, perfectly plain, in this case, that the publisher of the Herald has the highest interest that every man, who
desires to buy the Herald, shall have all the science, skill, machinery, and capital, that may enable him to produce, and give in
exchange for the Herald, something that is equally as desirable
and valuable as fs the Herald itself? Would it not be fatuity and
suicide for the publisher of the Herald to advocate the tyranny
and villainy of depriving all these hundred thousand men, who
desire to buy the Herald, of all the science, skill, machinery, and
capital, which alone can enable them to give, in exchange for it,
something that is intrinsically as desirable and valuable as itself?
Yet this is precisely what the Herald, and the press generally of
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the country. have been doing in all past time. and are doing
to-day.
Of course, we cannot know. beforehand, what varieties and
amounts of commodities mankind will invent and produce in the
future, when, if ever, they shall have all the facilities and inducements for invention, production, distribution, and consumption,
which ample legal protection to the rights of inventors, and
ample money capital, will give them. Nor can we know, beforehand, the amount of money that will be required to bring science,
skill, invention, machinery, and production to their highest points.
and to distribute to the consumers the commodities produced.
But the following article, which has been previously published."
on "THE LAW OF PRICES," will aid us In understanding how
utterly and ludicrously inadequate, unworthy of consideration,
how nearly useless in fact, are all such amounts of money as we
have been accustomed to think of, as sufficient for these purposes.
In truth, nobody claims that our present amounts of money are
at all adequate to the needs of industry and traffic, if the latter is
to be carried on upon the principle that money should be a bona
fide equivalent of the labor and property that are to be bought
with it. All that those, who advocate restrictions upon money,
can say in defence of them, is, that by coercing men into selling
their labor and property for less than they are worth, a small
amount of money can be made to have as much "purchasing
power" as a larger one. This is only saying that, by establishing
a monopoly of money, the few holders of that monopoly will be
enabled to coerce all other men into selling their labor and property for less than they are worth. And this is the whole purpose
of the monopoly. It is only a cunning species of robbery, which
has hitherto been successful, solely because the victims did not
understand the jugglery by which it was accomplished .

• It was first published in the Radical Review for August, 1877j and afterward in a pamphlet.
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THE LAW OF PRICES:
.A DEMONSTRATION OF THE NECESSITY FOR AN INDEFINITE
INCREASE OF l\lONEY.
I.

THE writers on money seem never to have obtained the first glimpse of the
fundamental law which governs prices, and which necesaitates a constant and
indefinite increase in the volume of money. That law may be illustrated in
this manner:
Suppose an island cut off from all communication with the rest of the world,
and iuhabited by one hundred men. Suppose that these hundred men know
no industry except the production of wheat; that they produce annually one
thousand bushels, each man producing ten bushels, which is enough for his
own consumption.
Suppose further that these hundred men have money to the
amount of five dollars each in gold. silver, and copper coins, and that these coins
are valued by them as highly as similar coins are now by us. 'What will be the
price of wheat among these men, compared with the coins?
Plainly, it will
bear no price at aIL Each man producing for himself all he can eat, no one has
any occasion to buy. Therefore none can be sold at any price.
But suppose that one after another of these hundred men leave wheatgrowing, and engage in the production of other commodities, -each
producing
a different commodity from all the others, - until there shall be a hundred
different commodities produced] only one man being left to produce wheat.
And suppose that this one man has increased his product from ten bushels to
one thousand.
There is now just as much wheat as there was when all were
employed in producing it. The ouly differences are, first, that the whole
amount is produced now by one man, where before it was produced by a
hundred men; and, secondly, that the ninety-nine men have each engaged in
the production of some commodity, different from that produced by any other,
but of which, we will suppose, all the others wish to purchase each his proportionate share for consumption.
There is now a hundred times as much wealth produced as when all produced
wheat and nothing else. But each kind has only a single producer, while it
finds a hundred consumers. And each man's product, we will suppose, has the
same value with every other man's product.
What, now, will be the price of wheat among these hundred men relatively
to the coins? Doubtless a dollar a bushel. ,vhilD the first man abandoned
wheat-growing, and betook himself to some other occupation, he created a
demand for ten bushels of wheat, which he still wanted for consumption as
before. This demand for ten bushels would doubtless be sufficient to give
wheat the price of one cent per bushel, where it had no price before. When a
second man of the hundred abandoned wheat-growing, he created a demand for
ten bushels more j making twenty bushels in all. This increased demand would
doubtless be sufficient to raise the market price of wheat to two cents a bushel.
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When a third man of the hundred left wheat-growing for some other pursuit,
his demand for ten bushels would raise the market price another cent; and 80
on, until by the time the ninety-nine had left wheat growing, the continually
increasing demand would have raised the price to ninety-nine cents a bushel;
for convenience of round numbers, say a dollar a bushel,
Here, then, wheat has been raised from no price at all to a dollar a bushel,
not because there ilj any less wheat produced, or any more consumed, than
before, but solely because the whole thousand bushels are now produced by one
man, instead of being produced, ten bushels each, by the hundred different men
who were to consume it; and because, further, each of the ninety-nine men,
who have left;wheat-growing, is able to purchase wheat, Inasmuch as he has
been producing some other comm-oditywhich brings him as good a price as the
wheat brings to the man who still produces wheat.
Under this new state of things, then, the man who continues to produce
wheat producesa thousand bushels, worth a dollar a bushel; that is, a thousand
dollars' worth in all, Each of the other ninety-nine produces an equal amount
of market value in some other commodity,
The Whole hundred men, then,
produce wealth that has now a market value oC one hunclredthousand dollars,
where originaUythey had produced nothing that had any market value at alL
This change in the price of wheat has been produced, then, solely by reason
of the diversity of industry and production that has taken place among these
hundred men. And the market prices of all the other ninety-nine commodities
have been affected by the same law, and to the same extent, as has been the
price of wheat.
Here, then, is a hundred thousand dollars' worth of commoditiesproduced,
each man producing a thousand dollolrs'worth.
As each man retains a hundredth part of his product-that is, ten dollars'
worth-Cor his own consumption, he has nine hundred and ninety dollars'
worth for sale. The whole hundred men, therefore, have one hundred times
nine hundred and ninety dollars' worth for sale, ""\-.ichis equal to ninety-nine
thousand dollars in all; for eonvenlence of round numbers, say one hundred
thousand dollars.
The hundred men, having each five dollars in coins, have in the aggregate
five hundred dollars. To make the purchases and sales of these hundred
tbousand dollars' worth of commodities,will require each of these five hundred
dollars to be exchanged for commodities, on an average, two hundred times.
That is, in carrying on 'he commerce of these hundred men for a year, tbeir
whole stock of mouey must be exchanged, on an average, once in a little less
than two days. Or if we reckon but three hundred business days ill a year, we
shall find that the whole stock of money must be exchanged, on an average,
once in every day and a half.
Such rapiclityof exchange would be practicable enough, if the holders of the
coins should all part with them readily at their true and natural value, instead
of holding them back in the hope of getting for them more than they were
J;eally worth. But where there was 80 active a demand for the coins as to
require that the whole stock be sold, on an average,once In every day and a haIr,
it is natural to suppose that the holders of the coins would hold them back, in
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order to get more for them than their true and natural value. And in so f.'lr as
they should do 80, they would obstruct trade, and by obstructing trade obstruct
and discourage production, and thus obstruct the natural increase of wealth.
II.

But suppose, now, that the number of men on this island be increased from
one hundred to one thousand, and that they are all engaged in producing wheat
only; each man producing ten bushels, which Is all he wants for his own
consumption.
And suppose that each mall has five dollars in gold, silver, and
copper coins. 'Vhat will be the price of wheat among these men, relatively to
the coins?
Clearly, it will have no market price at all, any more than it had
when there were but a hundred men.
But suppose that niue hundred and ninety-nine of these thousand men leave
wheat-growing, and engage each in the production of .. commodity different
from that produced by anyone of the others. AmI suppose that the one who
stlll continues to produce wheat is able, from his increased science, skill, and
machinery, to produce ten thousand bushels - tell bushels for each of the
thou. and men- where before he prod ueed only ten bushels for himself.
There is now just as much wheat produced as there was before. But it is
now all produced by one man - nine hundred and ninety-nine thousandths of it
being produced for sale - instead of being produced by a thousand men, each
producing ten bushels for his own consumption.
WhJ.t, now, will be the price of wheat among these thousand men?
Why,
being governed by the same law that has already been Illustrated in the case or
the hundred men, it will go on rising one cent at a time, as each man leaves
wheat-growing for some other pursuit, until, when nine hundred and ninetynine shall have left wheat-growing, and sh ..ll have become purchasers of wheat,
instead of producers, the I!rice will be nine hundred and ninety-nine cents a
bushelfor convenlenoe of round numbers, say ten dollars a hushel- where
before it bore no price at all.
In this state of things, then, the man who still continues to produce wheat,
will produce ten thousand bushels; worth, in the market, ten dollars a bushel,
or a hundred thousand dollars in all.
Here, then, we have the price of a hundred thousand dollars for ten
thousand bushels of wheat, which, when produced by a thousand different men,
each producing 'ten bushels for his own consumption, had no market value at
all.
And the other nine hundred and ninety-nine men, we will suppose,
produce each a different commodity from all the others; the whole annual
produce of each having the same market value as the wheat-growers crop or
wheat. The market value, then, of all the products of the whole thousand men
will be one thousand times one hundred thousand dollars - that is, one hundred
million dollars-where
before, when they were all producing wheat and nothing
else, their whole products had no market price at all.
When we consider that each producer retains for his own consumption but
a thousandth part of his products (a hundred dollars worth), and that, consequently, nine hundred and ninety-nine parts of all these products are not only
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to be 80M, but to be sold twice, as they would now have to be, - that is, once
by the producer to the merchant, and once by the merchant to the consumer,we see that there will be sal es to the amount of one hundred and ninety-nine
million eigbt hundred thousand dollars - for convenience of round numbers,
suy two hundred million dollars - where before, when all were producing
wheat, there was no such thing as a sale of a eeut's worth of any thlng,
These thousand men, we have supposed, had each·1h·e dollars in coinsmaking five thousand dollars in all- with which to make these purchases and
sales of two hundred millions'
How many times over will all these coins, on
an average, have to be bought and sold, in order to effect these exchanges?
Dividing two hundred millions by five thousand, we have the answer; namely,
forty thousand times/ Dividing this number by three hundred, - which we
will suppose to be the number of business days in a year, - we find that, in
order to make their exchanges, their whole stock of money mu~t be bought and
sold, on an average, one hundred and thirty-three time, eve111day /
Thus we see that one thousand men, with such a diversity and amount oC
production as we ,haye supposed, would have two thousand times as many
purchases and sales to make as the one hundred men. And in making these
purchases and sales, we see that their whole stock of money would have to be
bought and sold two hunclred times oftener than would the whole stock of
money of the one hundred men, in making their purchases and sales of one
hundred thousand dollars. 'Ve see, too, that, if we call eight hours a day,that being the usual number of business hours, - their whole stock of money
would have to be bought and sold, on an average, 'I:r:teel~ times over every hour,
or once in every four minutes; whereas the "hole stock of money of the one
hundred men would have to be bought and sold only once in a dav and a half;
or-calling
eight hours a d.1y-once in twel')e hours.
Such, let it be specially noticed, is the difference in the rapidity required in
the purchase and sale of money in making the exchanges among a thousand
men, on the one hand, and a hundred men, on the other, although the thousand
men have the ,ame amount Of money, man for man, as the hundred men; the
thousand men baving five thousand dollars, and the hundred having but five
hundred dollars.
This illustration gives some idea of the efft'ct produced npon prices by the
expansion of industry and the diversity of production.
And yet the writers on
money tell us that a Iarge number of men need no more money, man for mun,
than a small number; that, if a hundred men need but five hundred dollars of
money, a thousand men will, by the same rule, need but five thousand dollars.
In the case already supposed, - of the one thousand men, - how far would
their five thousand dollars aV.lil as money toward making their exchanges of
two hundred million dollars?
Plainly, they would avail nothing.
The holders
of them, seeing the necessitles of the people for money, wouleI hold back their
coins, and demand so much more than their true and natural value, as to put a
stop substantially to all production, except of such few things as could be
exchanged by barter, or aa each one could produce for hls own consumption.
The obvious truth is that, in order to carry on their commerce with money at
its true aneI natural value, and consequently '" ithout obstruction or extortlou
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from the money holders, it is necessary that these thousand men, with their
increased diversity and amount of production, should have two hundred times
as much money, man Jor man,- and two thousand times as much in the aggregate,- as was necessary for the one hundred men, as before supposed.
In other words, the thousandmen
have two hundred million dollurs of sales
to make, where the hundred men had but one hundred thousand.
Dividing
two hundred million by one hundred thousand, we find that the thousand men,
with such diversity and amount of production as we have supposed, have two
thousand times 1\8 many sales to make as the one hundred had ; and consequently that they require two thousand times as much money 1\8 did the one
hundred.
1II.

But to show still further the ratio in which diversity of industry tends to
increase the price of commodities, relatively to any jized standard, let us suppose
that the number of men on this island be still further increased from one thousaud to ten thousand.
And suppose that all these ten thousand are engaged in
producing wheat alone; each producing ten bushels for his own consumption,
that being all he wants. And suppose they have each five dollars In gold, silver,
and copper coins. What will be the price of wheat, relativt'ly to the colns ?
Clearly, it will have no price at all, not even so much as one cent a bushel.
But suppose that all but one of these ten thousand men should leave wheatgrowing, and engage in other Iudustrles; each one producing a different commodity from all the others. And suppose that the one who still continues
wheat-growing has acquired such science, skill, and machinery, that he is now
able to produce a hundred thousand bushels - that is, ten bushels each for
ten thousand men - where before he only prodnced ten bushels for hlmself.
'What will now be the price of wheat among these ten thousand men? Why,
by the same law that has been already illustrated, it will bo ninety-nine doll.iu
and ninety-nine cents a bushel - for convenience of round numbers, 8ay one
hundred dollars a bushelwhere before it had no market value at all,
And yet there is just as much wheat produced as there was before, and every
man gets just as much wheat to eat as he had before, wben all were producing
wbeat.
In this state ofthing~, tho one hundred thousand bushels of wheat, produced
by one mall, at a hundred dollars a bushel- which will then be its market
value-I\re
worth one hundred thousand times one hundred dollars] that is,
ten million dollars.
And suppose that all the other nine thousand nine
hundred and ninety-nine men are each engaged in an industry as profitable 1\8
that of the remaining wheat grower. The aggregate production of tho whole
ten thousand men will now have a market value equal to ten thousand times
ten million dollars j that is, one hundred thousand million dollars,
And if we suppose that all these eommoditles are to be sold" three times
• All but ten millions - a ten thousandth part of the whole - would have to be sold, since
each man .. ould retain for hi. own consumption only a ten thousandth part of what he produced; namely, ODe thou ... nd dollars' wortb.
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over,-that
is, once by the producer to thOewholesale dealer, once by tbe wholesale dealer to the retailer, and once by tbe retailer to tbe consumer, - we shall
S66 that there are to be sales equal to three hundred thousand million dollars,
where before, when all were producing wheat, and nothing else, there was no
sale of a cent's worth of any thing, and no market value at all for any thing.
Now suppose that the coins, which these men had, have remained fixed at
the same value they had when the men were all producing wheat. How many
times over, then, must tbey neeessarlly be bought and sold, in the course of
a year, in order to effect the purchase and sale of these three hundred thousand
millions - or one hundred thousand millions three times over - of property
that are to be exchanged ?
There are ten thousand men, each having five dollars in coins; that is, fifty
thousand dollars in all. Dividing three hundred thousand millions by fifty
thousand, we find that the whole of these fifty thousand dollars in coins mUll be
bought and Bold Biz million times I Six million times annually, to effect the
exchange, of the products of ten thousand menl
Dividing six million by three hundred (which we will suppose to be the
number of business days in a year), we find that, on an average, their whole
stock of money must be bought and sold twenty 11IOuBandtimeB over every day.
Or supposiug the business day to be ei;;:ht hours, the coins would all have to be
bought and sold twenty-five hundred times over every hour; equal to forty-one
and two-tairds times every minute.
0

.And this happens, too, when the ten thousand men have the same amount
of coin, man for man, as the one hundred and the one thousand men had, in
the cases before supposed.
Thus we see that, with such a diversity and amount of production as we
have supposed, the exchanges of the ten thousand men would require that their
whole stock of money should be bought and sold one hundred and fifty times
oftener than the whole stock of the one thousand men, and thirty thousand
times oftener than the whole stock of the one hundred men.
We also see that, in the cases supposed, the ten thousand men, having three
hundred thousand millions of exchanges to make, have fifteen hundred times as
many as the one thousand men, who had but two hundred millions; and that
they have three million times as many exchanges to make as the one hundred
men. Consequently the ten thousand men require fifteen hundred times as
much money as the one thousand men, and three million times as much money
as the one hundred men.
IV.

According to the foregoing calculations, the ratio of increase required in the
volume of money is this: Supposing the diversity and amount of production to
keep pace with the increase in the number of men, and supposing their commodities to be sold but once, - that is, directly from producer to consumer, a hundred men would require a thousand times as much money as ten men;
a thousand men would require a thousand times as much money as a hundred
men; ten thousand men would require a thousand times as much money as a
thousand

men; and so on.
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But inasmuch as, in the case oC a thousand men, their commodities would
have to be sold twice, - that is, once by the producer to the merchant, and once
by the merchant to the consumer, - the thousand men would require two thousand times
much money as the hundred men. And inasmuch as, in the case
of the ten thousand men, their commodities would have to be sold three time.
over, - that is, once by the producer to the wholesale dealer, once by the wholesale dealer to the retailer, and once by the retailer to the consumer, - the
amount of money required, instead of being either one thousand or two thousand times as much as in the case of the one thousand men (whose commodities
were sold but twice), would be one and a half thousand times (as three sales are
one and a half times as much as two)-that
is, fifteen hundred times-as
much
as in the case oC the one thousand men.
Stating the results of the preceding calculations in the simplest form, we find
that different numbers of men, having a diversity and amount of production
corresponding to their numbers, in making their exchanges with each other,
require money in the following ratios, relatively to each other; namely,-

as

10 men require
100 men require
1,000 men require
10,000 men require

$100
100,000
200,000,000
300,000,000,000

But as the same mouey could be used many times over in the course of a.
year, they would not need an amount of money equal to the amount of their
annual exchanges. If, then, we suppose the aggregate of their annual exchanges
to be as above, and their whole stocks of money to be used three hundred times
over in a yt'ar, - that is, once a day, calling three hundred the number of business days in a year, - we find that the stocks of money required would be as
follows:
10 men would require
100 men would require
1,000 men would require
10,000 men would require

$

.331

333.331
666,6(iIi.331
1,000,000,000

Or, to state the case in still another form, supposing their aggregate annual
exchanges to be as above, and supposing their whole stocks of money to be
bought and sold three hundred times over in the year, the money required, per
man, would be as follows:10 men would require
100 men would require
1,000 men would require
10,000 men would require

$ .031 each.
3.331 each.
666.66 each.
100,000 each.

If any body thinks he can dispute these figures, let him attempt it.
cannot be disputed, they settle the law of prices.
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v.
The foregoing suppositions are, ./irst, that the ten thousand men came finally
to have ten thousand different kinds of commodities, where they originally had
but one, -namely,
wheat; 8ccondlv, that they tinally came to have ten thousand
times as much wealth, in quantity, as they had originally, when all were producing wheat; thirdly, that wheat, which at its first sales brought only one cent
a bushel, came afterwards to sell for ten thousand cents a bushel, -although
the amount of wheat produced, and the supply of wheat for each individual,
were the same in the one case as in the other; fourthly, that the same effect is
produced upon the prices of all the rest of the ten thousand different kinds of
commodities as upon the price of wheat; and, ./iIthl!!, that the annual sales,
made by the ten thousand men, amounted finally to three hundred thousand
million dollars, where their first sales had amounted to but ten cents,-the
amount which the first man who left wheat-growing
paid Cor his yearly supply
of ten bushels,
It is not necessary to suppose that such a diversity and amount of production
will ever be realized in actual life, although that is not impossible
It is sufficicnt that these figures give the law that governs prices, and consequently
demonstrate that a constant and enormous increase of money must be necessary
to keep pace with the increase of population, wealth, and trade, if we wish to
give free scope to diversity and amount of production.
Unless money should be increased so as to keep pace with this increased
demand, the result would be, ./il'st, obstruction to trade; secondly, obstruction to,
and discouragement
of, industry; and thirdly, a corresponding
obstruction
to
the increase of wealth.
In fact, unless the amount of money were increased, these hundred men,
thousand men, and ten thousand men, instead of having a hundred, a thousand,
or ten thousand different linds of commodities, would advance very little beyond
the state they were in when all were producing wheat and nothing else. Some
feeble attempts at other industries might possibly be made, but their money,
like the shells and wampum of pavages, would aid these attempts but ~lightly;
and the men, unless they invented some other money, would either remain
absolute savages, or attain only to a very low state of barbarism,
The practical question, then, is, whether it is better that these ten thousand
men should remain mere savages, scratching the earth with rude eticks and
stones to produce each ten bushels of wheat, or whether it is better that they
should all have the money-which
stands in political economy for all the
ingenuity, skill, science, machinery, and other capital. which money can buythat may be necessary to enable them to produce, in the greatest possible
abundance, and of the greatest possible excellence, all the ten thousand commodities that will contribute to their happiness.
A full discussion of this subject would require much more space than can
here be given to it. It may perhaps be continued at a future time, if that should
be necessary.
But enough has doubtless now been said to show the general laID
that governs prices, and consequently to show the necessity Cor au immense
increase of money; an increase dependent upon the diversity and amount of
production, and the natural laws of trade applicable thereto;
such an increase
as no Iegislatlon can ascertain beforehand, or consequently prescribe.
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SECTION

III.

It will now perhaps be said by some, in opposition to this theory
of the rise in prices, that it is not sustained by the experience of
mankind; that, on the contrary, the introduction of machinery
makes some things wonderfully cheap, which before, relatively to
other commodities, were very dear. And as an illustration of this,
perhaps we shall be pointed to the present cheapness of printed
matter, as compared with the price of written matter before the
discovery of the present modes of printing, and the present modes
of making paper; a man now being able, probably, to buy as much
printed matter for one cent, as one could have bought of written
matter, five hundred years ago, for five, or perhaps ten, dollars.
But the man who makes this objection, does not take into
account all the facts upon which the rise in prices depends.
He
does not take into account the fact that the market price of any
commodity, whether produced in less or greater quantity, or by less
or more labor, depends only very slightly, if at all, upon the greater
or less amount of labor it costs the producer, but mainly, if not
wholly - as has already been explained-upon
the power and disposition if other men to buy it, and give him something equally desirable
in exchange for it. The producer cJ'f. any particular commodity,
however desirable a one it may be, can get no just compensation
for it, except from those who are themselves producing something
equally desirable, which they are willing to give in exchange.
If, for example - to repeat an illustration already given - a
hundred thousand copies of the New York Herald were printed in
a country containing only a hundred thousand men, who desired it,
and these men were producing nothing that they could spare, or
give in exchange, the Herald would plainly bring no price at all,
however much these hundred thousand men might desire it. But
if these hundred thousand men should become producers of such
commodities as they could spare, and give in exchange for the
Herald, the market price of the Herald would rise just in proportion to the value of these other commodities.
And if these
hundred thousand men should finally, through the aid of invention, science, skill, machinery, and capital, become producers of a
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hundred thousand different commodities - each man producing a
different commodity from all the others - and each man should
be willing to give, in exchange for the Herald, such a portion of
his own particular product as would be as desirable for the producer of the Herald, as a copy of the Heraltl was to him, the
Heraltl, which before brought no price at all, will now obt~in for
its producer a hundred thousand different commodities, each of
which will be as valuable to him, as a copy of the Herald will be
to each of these hundred thousand purchasers.
And the price of
the Herald, relatively to any fixed standard of value, will have
risen - in accordance with the "Law of Prias " already givenfrom nothing, to a price corresponding to the value of these
hundred thousand different commodities that will be given in
exchange for it.
The reason why printed matter has become so cheap, in comparison with many or most other commodities, is not at all that
the knowledge conveyed by it has become less desirable or valuable than it was before the art of printing was discovered - for
both the desire for knowledge, and the value of the knowledge
conveyed, have been constantly increasing ever since that timebut it is because invention and production in paper-making and
printing have altogether outrun invention and production in most
other directions; and mankind are consequently unable, except in
comparatively few cases, to give real equivalents for printed
matter. Przilted matter, th~rifor~, has now to be sold for only what
the producers of other commodities are able to pay. But if invention
and production, in other directions than paper-making and printing, should go on increasing to such a degree that all other men
will be able to offer, in exchange for printed matter, commodities
as desirable as the printed matter itself, the prices of printed
matter will then rise to their true level.
And what is true of printed matter, is equally true of certain
other commodities, in whose production science and invention
have outrun the science and invention that are employed in ordinary pursuits.
These commodities now command no equitable
price in the market, solely because mankind in general, for the
want of invention, science, skill, machinery, and capital, are
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unable to produce commodities of equal value, to be given in
exchange.
From all this, it will be seen that the market value of each
man's product depends, not at all, or at best very slightly, upon
the greater or less labor it costs him to produce it - for when all
labor is performed by machinery, and men are required only to
tend the machinery, it can hardly be said that anything costs
human labor; but it depends mainly, if 110tu'holly, UP011the number
of olher men who can buy ii, and give him something desirable in
exchangefor it.
At present no such diversity or amount of production exists, as
we shall sometime see; and, consequently, prices have never risen
to any such height as they sometime will. But as surely as the
diversity and amount of production go on increasing, just so surely
will the rise of prices, relatively to any fixed standard of value,
also go on increasing in the ratio, and according to the rule, that
have now been explained.
And the amount of money required
for the exchanges of property will of course go on increasing in
like ratio. And any attempt to keep down prices, by limiting the
amount of money, will only result in suppressing invention,
science, skill, machinery, and production, and in the inequitable
distribution of the little wealth that is permitted to be produced.
But this theory will be more fully confirmed in subsequent
papers.

SECTION

IV.

IT will now be seen how clearly-as
a general rule-it
is the
interest of all that each and every individual shall have all the
capitalthat is, all the money - that may be necessary to enable
them to produce the greatest variety and amount of wealth; to
make the most discoveries in science, the most inventions in
implements and machinery j to produce the greatest number of
new commodities for direct consumption j and also to enable all
those who are neither discoverers nor inventors, to engage in the
greatest variety of inpustries - that is, in the production of all
new commodities, as fast as they shall be invented.
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We need have no fear that machinery will ever prove an enemy
of human labor, if we only have money enough to enable a sufficient number of persons to go into the production of new cornmodities as fast as they shall be invented.
Men driven out of
one employment, by machinery, will then be enabled to go into
another more Iucrative j because every new industry raises the
value of all others, and, as ~ general rule, takes its place on a level
'with all others. The lack of money to enable men to go into new
industries, is the only reason why - at least in recent timesmachinery has been regarded as the enemy of the laborer.
The greater the variety of commodities produced, the less the
competition in the production of each, and the higher the prices
of all; for the price of each rises just in proportion to the
number of others for which it can be exchanged, and the amounts
of each of these others for which it can be exchanged.
As a general rule, everybody who engages in the production of
a new commodity relieves somebody of a competitor, and, to the
extent of his own production, becomes a purchaser of the products
of others.
Especially ought we to realize how important it is that every
facility and inducement that is reasonably possible - both in
money and in legal protection - be afforded to all discoveries in
science, and all mechanical inventions.
These discoveries and
inventions are the great, the permanent wealth of the world. The
material wealth which we accumulate by means of them, is mostly
temporary, and much of it ephemeral.
It is quickly consumed, or
goes quickly to decay. It could do almost nothing for mankind,
were it not for the scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions by which it can be constantly reproduced to meet our daily
wants. These discoveries and inventions are, also, not solely the
wealth of the particular times or localities in which they are made;
but are to become the property of the whole world, and of all
future time. It is true that many, or most, of them are being
quickly superseded by others that do the same work better; but
the inventions and discoveries of each year, or generation, prepare
the way for those of the next; and thus, by this succession of
inventions and discoveries, the whole world is to be enriched
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through all the ages. And we should not grudge the wealth which
a perpetual property in them would give to their authors j for,
at best, it will probably, on an average, be not more than one
per centum of the wealth created by means of them. And if this
one per centum should prove large, for the time being, in proportion to the earnings of other men, it will only stimulate the production of other discoveries and inventions, of which the world will
get the benefit, at a like cost of one per centum of the wealth produced by means of them.
Short-sighted men, oppressed by poverty and toil, object to an
inventor's having such a property in the products of his labor as
other men have in the products of theirs; because, say they, it
would be wrong that he should receive so much for his labor,
when we receive so little for ours. But such men should understand that a man's right to the products of his labor does not
depend at all upon the value of those products.
Whether more
or less valuable, they are equally his, solely because he produced
them. Labor is worth nothing of itself, Its value depends wholly
upon what it produces.
If it produces much, it is worth much;
if it produces little, it is worth little j if it produces nothing, it is
worth nothing. Nearly all the world over, the great body of the
people are borne down by the heaviest toil j yet, for the want of
science, implements, machinery, and capital, they produce very
little; and that little brings them either a very small price, or
absolutely nothing, in exchange, because so few have any thing
that they can give in exchange.
And this fate, that has so
crushed, impoverished, and enslaved mankind for thousands of
years in the past, will assuredly continue to crush, impoverish, and
enslave them for thousands of years in the future, unless, by
means of science, implements, machinery, and capital, they make
their industry more productive than it heretofore has been.
These men should also understand that the inventor has always
been ready and eager to relieve them of their poverty and toil, by
giving them machinery that should do their work for them j and
do for them a thousand times more work than they can do for
themselves; and that the only reasons why he has not done so,
hundreds and thousands of years ago, have been, first, that he has
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been without the necessary means for producing his inventions,
and has been denied all just compensation - until quite recently
all compensation - for them; and, secondly, that the mass of men
have also been without the necessary means - that is, the necessary money - for utilizing his inventions after he has produced
them. Whenever the right of the inventor to the products of his
labor shall be acknowledged, and the people shall be permitted to
have all the money that shall be necessary to enable them to
utilize his inventions, all their present complaints of poverty and
toil will rapidly disappear.
It is, therefore, not only gross injustice, but the worst of policies, to deny to scientists and inventors
their right of property in their discoveries and inventions.
It is manifest that the mass of mankind can lift themselves out
of their present poverty and servitude only through the aid of
science, invention, machinery and money. It is manifest, too, that
we can set no limits either to the variety or amount of wealth that
mankind are capable of producing, if only full scope be given to
science, invention, machinery, and money. It is also obvious that
the greater the diversity and amount of production, the more
equally and equitably will wealth be distributed;
since every
separate industry gives a support to a separate body of producers;
and when all industries are free, the tendency of all- especially
of all such as must occupy the great body of the people - is to
come to one common standard of compensation.
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A REPLY TO "DUNRA VEN."

To

THE MAN IN IRELAND, WHOSE NAME IS BELIEVED TO BE
QUINN, BUT WHO SIGNS HIMSELF"

DUNRAVEN."

Smv--« Your letter of Jan. 1, 1880, addressed to the Editor of
the New 1'"o1'k Herald. and published in the Herald of Jan. 7,
deserves an answer, for the reason that it undoubtedly expresses
not only )'onr own sentiments, but also those of the class to which
yon belong. It virtually announces, and was evidently intended
to announce, to the Irish people, both in Ireland and America,
and to all other persons interested, that the landlords of Ireland,
- backed, as you claim that they are, by the whole power of "the
British Empire" - are determined to drive what you consider the
surplus population of Ireland ont of tile country by starvation.
You virtually say that all this feeding the starving Irish in their
.own country, is merely money and mercy thrown away; that as
nothing but starvation will ever induce til em to go, the sooner they
are left to see that they have no other alternative, the better it
will be for them, and for everybody else.
If you had, in so many words, threatened to drive them out by
the bayonet, you could hardly have been more explicit. This
makes it necessary that not only the Irish people, but that everybody else who feels any interest in such a matter, should inquire
by what right you propose to do all this; and also whether you
really have the physical power necessary to do it.
The following address to them, and this letter to yourself; are
intended to show not only that you have neither the right, nor the
power, to drive them out, but that they, and others simllarly situuated, have both the rlglit and the power to drive loon, and all
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your abettors, out of both Ireland and England; and also, if need
be, from off the face of the earth.
If you, and others like you, in England and Ireland, are prepared
to meet this issue, we think that other men - men who believe
that human beings have rights in this world, and that such a gOYernment as that of "the British Empire" has no rights at allwill, at no distant day, be ready, in sufficient numbers, to try conclusions with you.
The whole force of your letter, as a defence of Irish landlords,
rests upon the assumption that they are the real and true owners
of the lands they now hold. But this assumption is a false one.
These lands, largely or mostly, were originally taken by the sword,
and have ever since been held by the sword. Neither the original
robbers, nor any subsequent holders, have ever had any other than
a robber's title to them. And robbery gives no better title to
lands than it does to any other property.
No lapse of time can cure this defect in the original title.
Every successive holder not only indorses all the robberies of all
his predecessors, but he commits a new one himself by withholding
the lands, either from the original and true owners, or from those
who, but for those robberies, would have been their legitimate
heirs and assigns.
And what is true of the lands in Ireland is equally true of the
lands in England. The lands in England, largely or mostly, were
originally taken by the sword, and have ever since been held by the
sword; and the present holders have no better titles to them than
simple, naked robbery has given them.
If the present holders, or any of their predecessors, in either
Ireland or England, have ever purchased any of these lands, they
have either purchased only a robber's title to them, or they have
purchased them only with the profits or proceeds of previous robberies. They have, therefore, never had, and have not now, any
real titles to them.
For these reasons, the present holders of lands generally, in
either E~gland or Ireland - whether they hold them by inherit-
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anee or purchase - have no whit better title to them, thaa the
highwayman has to the purse he has taken from the traveller, or
than the pirate has to the ships and cargoes he has captured on
the ocean.
It cannot be supposed that you are so stupid as to be ignorant
of all this; and :rou seem to be conscious of it-and
also of
the fact that these lands are to be holden, if at all, only by
the sword, in the future, as they have been in the past-when
you say that-

"The nabfiity [of the actual cultivator] to pay rent can be
evaded only by overturning the whole social structure of the
United Kingdom,"

Your opinion on this l)otnt is doubtless correct. But what does
"the whole social structure of the United Kingdom" amount to?
To this only: That the original robbers and holders of these lands
(in both England and Ireland). with such accomplices as they
have, from time to time, induced to join them, have now, for
many hundreds of years, constituted a conspiracy - that is, have
organized themselves into what they call Il. government - for the
purpose of sustaining each other in the possession of all the lands
they have seized; and also for the purpose of plundering and
enslaving all the descendants of those from whom the lands were
originally taken; and for the still further purpose of plundering
and enslaving, as far as possible, all other peoples in other parts
of the world. This conspiracy has existed in au organized form,
-that
is, in the form of both State and Chul"ch,-fol' many
hundreds of years. And it is this conspiracy, and nothing else,
which you attempt to dignify by the name of " the whole social
structure of the United Kingdom."
Do you really think" that an "overturning" of such a. "whole
social structure" as this would be any great calamity, either to the
"United Kingdom," or to the world at large? 'Vould it not
rather be the opening of a day of freedom for more than two hundred millions of enslaved people, "British subjects," so-called;
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to say nothing of its influence on other" social structures," of like
character, in other parts of the world?
But JOu evidently consider such an" overturning" impracticable, for you say," It is not likely that the Irish, in and out of Ireland, will combine to wage war upon the British Emplre ; neither is it very
probable that they would be successful."
By this you mean that this confederacy of robbers and tyrants
- small in numbers, but constitnting the only real ruling force of
what you call .. the British Empire" - is too well organized, too
compact, too rich, and too powerful, and has too much at stake,
to be successfully resisted, 01', as you say, "overturned."
But in this JOu may be mistaken.
Less than a century ago,
.. the whole social structure" of France was" overturned." notwithstanding all, or nearly all, the other "social structures" of Europe
combined to sustain it. Do you imagine that the other" soctal
structures"
of Europe will ever combine to sustain "the whole
social structure of the United Kingdom," as they once combined
to sustain that of France?
You know that nothing of that kind
will ever take place. You know that, henceforth, each of "the
social structures"
of Europe must take care of itself as best it
may; and that already most of them are tottering to their fall.
You know that all European combinations, in the future, are to be
combinations to " overturn" existing" social structures," and not
to sustain them.
How, then, do yon think that that confederacy of robbers and
villains, whom you call, and who imagine themselves to be, "the
British Empire," will fare, when the trial comes? And how far
off do JOu imagine that trial to be?
Do not deceive yourselves in this matter.
You are really few in
number, and easily distinguished from the great body of those
whom you and your predecessors have plundered and enslaved.
The very wealth ill which you so pride yourselves, and on which
you rely as a means of safety, is really an element of weakness.
It is not yours. It is all stolen property.
It consists only of the
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spoils that have been accumulated throngh centuries or robbery
and extortion. If those, and the descendants of those, from whom
all this wealth has been taken, shall combinc to take it from JOu,
it will be only an act of just and lawful reprisal and retribution.
And it now offers itself to them as the richest prize, of this kind,
that was ever offered to men on earth. Do you not think they
will take it?
The fact that the direct descendants of the original holders of
these lands cannot now be individually traced, and reinstated in
the property of their ancestors, cannot screen the present holders
from their just liability; since the original robbery of the lands,
and the entailing them in the families of the original robbers,
have not only deprived the direct descendants of the original
holders of their rights, but have also deprived all other persons of
their natural rights to buy these lands. These other persons,
therefore, as well as the direct descendants of the original holders,
have a wrong to be redressed. And these two classes, as they cannot
now be distinguished from each other, sheuld make common cause.
In addition to all this, these conspirators have, as a gove,-nment,
oppressed, robbed, enslaved, and made war upon, everybody, indiscriminately- in England, Ireland, and throughout what l·oUcall
"the British Empire" -whom they could oppress, plunder, or
subdue. In this way, then, as well as through the original robberies of the lands, they have incurred a liability to everybody,
who has, in any way, suffered at their hands. ·Whenever, then,
the day of settlement comes, there will be some two hundred and
fifty millions of people, who will be entitled to satisfaction for the
wrongs you have inflicted upon them.
And do not imagine that the present landholders alone are to be
finally held liable. All who have been voluntary accomplices with
thcm- and all who have voluntarily aided in upholding the British
government, have been accomplices with them - have justly incurred the same penalty as the landholders themselves. Among
these accomplices have been your great manufacturers, merchants,
bankers, ship-owners, money-lenders (lenders of money to the
government) -ever,rbody, in fact, high or low, who hag voluntarily been part and parcel of the Bntish government - have been
accomplices in the thousand cnmes by which the people at large,
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throughout the Empire, have been plundered and enslaved. And
having been such accomplices, their property may as rightfully be
seized for purposes of reparation, as may the lands of the land.
holders themselves; for every member of a conspiracy shares in
the guilt of all the others; and is equally liable with them to be
coerced into making restitution and compensation.
Sir, From the ancient time, criminals of a certain class have
been designated as koste« ltumani generis: enemies of the ltuman
race. They received this designation because their crimes were
committed, not from any special malioe towards particular victims,
but solely from motives or plunder; and they were wholly indifferent as to the name or nation of the persons to be plundered.
They as willingly robbed, and, if need were, murdered, the people
of anyone country, as of any other. It being their practice to
plunder, to the extent of their abillty, all mankind indiscriminately, they naturally and justly came to be regarded as '"enemiesof
the whole human race. And from this fact it necessarily followed that they might justly and rightfuUy be killed, whenever
and wherever they could be found, and by whomsoever could kill
them.
This designation - enemies of the human race - has more gen..
erally been applied to pirates; to men who committed their crimes
upon the sea. But there have been other hostes humani generis;
men devoted. to plunder, who committed their crimes upon tho
land; and who were equally indifferent, with pirates on the sea,
as to the persons on whom their crimes were committed. The
ruling classes in England, from the time the Anglo-Saxons first
came there, have been hostes lLUmani generis: enemies of the
human race. They have had only one motive, viz.: plunder.
And so long as this motive was gratified, they have cared not
whom they plundered, enslaved, or murdered.
The Anglo-Saxons were robbers and pirates in their own coun..
try, two thousand ;years ago; robbers on land, and pirates at sea.
Such was their sole business. The men performed no useful labor.
Their useful labor was all performed by their women and their
slaves. They themselves, as history tells us, scorned to labor Cor
anything they could take by force. They came into England on
their usual errand, They seized the country by military power,
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and reduced the native Britons to slavery. And they have maintained this character ever since. The Normans were equally
robbers. The real government of England, the actual ruling
power, for more than a thousand years, has been a mere band of
robbers; a mere confederacy of villains. And it is nothing else
to-day. They have not only plundered and enslaved the great
body of the people of England and Ireland. but, as far as possible,
the peoples of all other parts of the globe. They have their chains
to-day upon more than two hundred millions of people; and
their whole purpose is to extort from them everything that oppression, in every form, is capable of extorting.
Do you imagine that when this band of villains - these enemies
of the human race - come to receive their dues, at the hands of
two hundred and fifty millions of their victims, justice or mercy
will have anything to offer in their behalf?
Sir, To the plundered and starving population of Ireland, you
say, in effect, and nearly in these words:
"We, the landlords, have no use for you; we have nothing for
you to do; we will not feed you; and you cannot feed yourselves.
\VhJ" then, <10 you stay here? Your only salvation is in emigration; and the sooner you go, the better it will be for yourselves,
and for us."
And JOu conclude your letter with these words, which are among
the vilest that were ever WDittenby human hands:
"Why such people [as those Irish, who dream that they can
eyer again become the owners of Ireland] are permitted to exist,
is a marvel. It is best to try and be philosophical, and reflect that
the ways of the Lord are inscrutable, and past finding out; and
that possibly they may fulfil some use in the economy of nature
so obscure as not to be discernible to mortal eye."
All this is equivalent to your saying: "We have taken from you your country, and all your means of
living, in it. You have nothing more that we can take; and we
therefore wish to have nothing more to do with you. By remaining here, you give us no end of trouble, and bring upon us no end
of disgrace. You accuse us of starving you to death, and yet you
stay with us. If you do not like us, why will you not go, and
leave us alone ? We want nothing of you; we hate the very sight
of you, and wish to get rid of you. It is "inscrutable" to us
whr the Almi~hty "permits people to exist," who are of no use
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to us, whose presence is offensive to us, who are forever accusing
us of having robbed them of everything they had, and who nevertheless persist in staying with us against our will."
Sir, It is to be hoped that "the ways of the Lord" may soon
be made more intelligible to you; that you may be made to know
" why such people" as the Irish" are permitted to exist";
what
"use in the economy of nature" they "fulfil";
and even why
they are permitted to make you Sv uncomfortable.
Perhaps you
may come to know that this world and all its Inhabitants were not
created with a sole view to your pleasure; that for some good
reason, in which neither ~'our ease, ~'our pride, your avarice, nor your
ambition was consulted, the Almighty saw fit to or...ate other men,
and give them rights equal to Jour own; that their happiness is quite
as important as yours; and that these men, whom Jon now trample
upon with such scorn, may Jet be strong enough to teach you, in a
rough way, such lessons of humility and justice, as have sometimes
been taught to t,rra11ts before, and such as will be very bitter to a man
like you. You may, however, have this one consolation-that
should
you ever have all this knowledge forced upon you, it will assuredly
make you a much wiser and better man than you are now. And
this knowledge, that will be so beneficial to yourself, will be equally
useful to your associates, the queens, princes, dukes, earls, and the
like, who now feel and reason as you do.
lt is also to be hoped that the time is not distant, when
somebody will be glad to emigrate from both England
and
Ireland.
But who are to be the emigrants?
This is the vital
question.
You will remember that, in similar circumstances, in a
neighboring nation, the class who, one day, ruled all France,
thought they owned all France, and felt that they. and they alone,
were France, the next day found it convenient to emigrate; leaving
everything behind them, to become the property of those, whom,
up to that time, they had trampled under foot. :Ma,. we not see
the same thing in England and Ireland?
Sir, the plundered people of England and Ireland need neither
emigration, legislation, mitigation, nor modification.
They need,
and if they do their duty to themselves and to you, they will
have,

REVOLUTION, RETRIBUTION,

RESTITUTION,

AND, AS FAR

AS POSSIBLE, OOMFENSATION.
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To ALL THE OPPRESSED CLASSES IN ENGLAND, IRELAND,
AND THROUGHOUT THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
The foregoing letter, to the so-called Earl of Dunraven, attempts
to show :youyour true relations to the ruling classes of the British
Empire; and also the true an l only remedy for the wrongs which
their anc ators practiced upon your ancestors, and which they
themselves are now practicing upon you. Do not imagine that
the Parliaments and Courts of oppressors will ever right the
wrongs of the oppressed. They exist for no such purpose. Such
a thing has ne-;', Lapt'~ned, and never will Take the redress of
3'our own wrongs into your own hands, as you are abundantly
able to do, if you are only united, determined, and have clear
ideas of your rights, and of what is needful to secure them.
Your numbers are so great, in comparison with those of your
oppressors, as to put their lives and their property wholly in your
power, if you so will it. They have no thought of doing you
justice. They have no purpose but to keep so many of you in
poverty and servitude as they can make serviceable to themselves,
and drive the rest of you out of the country by starvation. And
they will do this, as they have heretofore done it, unless you yourselves put an end to their power. Wipe out, then, these feudal
robbers-the
whole race of kings, and queens, and nobles, and
all their accomplices in every grade of life, and take possession
of all the spoils which they and their predecessors have wrung
from you and your ancestors. Put an end to their Parliaments
and Courts. Blot out forever their statute books. They contain
little or nothing else than the records of their villainies. Free
England and Ireland, and thus all the rest of the empire, of the
tyrants and robbers that are plundering, enslaving, and crushing,
and starving you.
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[The Author reserves his copyright in this pamphlet, lwJic\"in~
that, on principles of natural law, authors and inventors have a
right of perpetual property in their ideas.]
First edition printed in February, 1882.
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NATURAL
._---PART

LAW .

. ---FIRST.

CHAPTER I.
THE

SCn~NCE

OF .JUSTIOE.

SECTION

I.

The science of mine and thine - the science of justice - is the
science of an human rights; of an a man's rights of person and
propcrty; of all his rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.
It is the science which alone can tell any ma~ what he can, and
cannot. do; what he can, and cannot, have; what
can, and
cannot, ~:tr, without infringing the rights of any other person.
It is the science of peace ; and the only science of peace;
...inee it is the science which alone cat! tell us on what conditions
mankind can live in peace, or ought to live in peace, with each
other.
These conditions are simply these: viz., first, that each man
shall do, towards cvery other, all that justice requires him to do j
;1';, for example, that he shall pay his debts,
that he shall return
borrowed or stolen property to its owner, and that he shall make
rcp.irution for an)' injury he may have done to the person or
property of another.
The second condition is, that each man shall abstain from
doing, to another, anything which justice forbids him to do j as,

he
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for example, that he shall abstain from committing theft. robber)"
arson, murder, or any other crime against the person or property
of another.
So long as these conditions are fulfilled, men are at peace, and
ought to remain at peace, dth each other. But when either of
these conditions is violated, men are at war.
And they must
necessarily remain at war until justice is re-established.
Through all time, so far as history informs us, wherever mankind have attempted to live in peace with each other, both the
natural instincts, and the collective wisdom of the human race,
have acknowledged and prescribed, as an indispensable condition,
obedience to this one only universal obligation: viz., thai u(h
should liz'e honestly towards e7'eryother.
The ancient maxim makes the sum of a man's legal duty to his
fellow men to be simply this i II Ttl live hOllestly, to hurt 1/0 one, to
give /0 everyone his due."
This entire maxim -is really expressed in the single words, to Ih,,'
hOllestly,' since to live honestly is to hurt no one, and give to every
one his due.

SECTION

II.

Man, 110 doubt, owes many other moral duties to his Cellow
men; such as to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, shelter the
homeless, care for the sick, protect the defenceless, :l!>sh,t the
weak, and enlighten the ignorant.
But these are simply mtJntl
duties, of which each man must be his own judge, in each Jur,
ticular case, as to whether, and how, and how far, he can, or will,
perform them. But of his legal duty - that is, of his c1uty to live
honestly towards his fellow men - his fellow men not only 11M)'
judge, but, for their own protection, "l1lft judge. And, if need
be, they may rightfully compel him to perform it. They may do
this, acting singly, or in concert.
They may do it on the instant,
as the necessity arises, or deliberately and systematically, if they
prefer to do so, and the exigency will admit of it.
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SECTION

III.

Although it is the right of anybody and everybody - of any
one lI1:1n,or set of men, no less than another - to repel injustice,
and compel justice, for themselves, and for all who may be
wronged, yet to avoid the errors that are liable to result from
haste and passion, and that everybody, who desires it, may rest
secure in the assurance of protection, without a resort to force, it
is evidently desirable that men should associate, so far as they
fred)" and voluntarily can do so, for the maintenance of justicp
am"ng" themselves, and for mutual protection against other wrongdoers, It is also in the highest degree, desirable that they should
a;;rt:e upon some plan or system of judicial proceedings, which,
in the •-l.il of causes, should secure caution, deliberation, thorough investigation, and, as far as possible, freedom from every
influence but the simple desire to do justice.
Yet such associations can be rightful and desirable only in so
far as they are purely voluntary.
No man can rightfully be
coerced into joining one, or supporting one, against his will. His
own interest, his own judgment, and his own conscience alone
must determine whether he will join this association, or that j or
whether he will join any. If he chooses to depend, for the protection of his own rights, solely upon himself, and upon such
voluntary assistance as other persons may freely offer to him
when the necessity for it arises, he has a perfect right to do so.
Anti this course would be a reasonably safe one for him to follow,
so long as he himself should manifest the ordinary readiness of
mankind, in like cases, to go to the assistance and defence of
injured persons j and should also himself" live honestly, hurt no
one, and give to everyone his due." For such a man is reasonably sure of always having friends and defenders enough in case
of need, whether he shall have joined any association, or not.
Certainly no man can rightfully be required to join, or support,
an association whose protection he does not desire. Nor can any
man be reasonably or rightfully expected to join, or support, any
association whose plans, or method of proceeding, he does not
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approve, as likely to accomplish its professed purpose of maintaining justice, and at the same time itself avoid doing injustice.
To join, or support, one that would, in his opinion, be inefficient,
would be absurd.
To join or support one that, in his opinion,
would itself do injustice, would be criminal.
He must, therefore,
be left at the same liberty to join, or not to join, an association
for this purpose, as for any other, according as his own interest,
discretion, or conscience shall dictate.
An association for mutual protection against injustice is like
!In association for mutual protection against fire or shipwreck.
And there is no more right or reason in (ompd/;,I.:; any man to
join or support one of these associations, against his will, his
judgment, or his conscience, than there is in compelling him to
join or support any other, whose benefits (if it offer any) he does
not want, or whose purposes or methods he does not approve.

SECTION

IV.

No objection can be made to these voluntary associations upon
the ground that they would lack that knowledge of justice, as a
science, which would be necessary to enable them to maintain
justice, and themselves avoid doing injustice.
Honesty, justice,
natural law, is usually a very plain and simple matter, easily
understood by common minds. Those who desire to know "hat
it is, in any particular case, seldom have to go far to find it. It
is true, it must be learned, like any other science.
But it is also
true that it is very easily learned.
Although as illimitable in its
applications as the infinite relations and dealings of men with
each other, it is, nevertheless, made up of a few simple elementary
principles, of the truth and justice of which evcry ordinary mind
has an almost intuitive perception.
And almost :111 men have the
same perceptions of what constitutes justice, or of what justice
requires, when they understand alike the facts from which their
inferences are to be drawn.
Men living in contact with each other, and having intercourse
together, (annol afJoitilearning natural law, to a very great extent,
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even if they would. The dealings of men with men, their separate
possessions and their individual wants, and the disposition of
every man to demand, and insist upon, whatever he believes to be
his due, and to resent and resist all invasions of what he believes
to be his rights, are continually forcing upon their minds the
questions, Is this act just? or is it unjust? Is this thing mine? or
is it his? And these are questions of natural law j questions
which, in regard to the great mass of cases, are answered alike by
the human mind everywhere,"
Children learn the fundamental principles of natural law at a
vcry early age. Thus they very early understand that one child
must not, without just cause, strike, or otherwise hurt, another j
that one child must not assume any arbitrary control or domination over another j that one child must not, either by force, deceit,
or stealth, obtain possession of anything that belongs to another;
that if one child commits any of these wrongs against another, it
is not only the right of the injured child to resist, and, if need be,
punish the wrongdoer, and compel him to make reparation, but
that it is also the right, and the moral duty, of. all other children,
and all other persons, to assist the injured party in defending his
rights, and redressing his wrongs. These are fundamental principles of natusal law, which govern the most important transactions
of man with man. Yet children learn them earlier than they
learn that three and three are six, or five and five ten. Their
childish plays, even, could not be carried on without a constant
regard to them j and it is equally impossible for persons of any
age to live together in peace on any other conditions.
• Sir 'Villi am Jones, an Enldish jutlge In India, and one of the most learned
ju,I~,,~ thllt ever lived, learned in Aslatio as well as European law, says: .. It Is
1'1",,-111;': to>remark the similarity, or, rather, the identity, or those conclusions
which pure, unblassed reason, il~all age. anti nation., seldom fails to draw,
in such jllriJlcal inquiries as are not fettered and manacled by positive InsUtuti()lIs."- Jon~. 0'& Ttailmcnt" 133.
HI' means here to 8:1yt,hat, when no law IIl8 been made In dolatlon of
jll<tice. judieiu] tribunals, "In all ag(,l and natlons," have II seldom ., failed to
agree ns to what jusUce Is.
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It would be no extravagance to say that, in most cases, if not
in all, mankind at large, young and old, learn this natural law
long before they have learned the meanings (If the words by \I hich
we describe it. In truth, it would be Impossible to make them
understand the real meanings of the words, if they did not first
understand the nature of the thing itself. To make them under
stand the meanings of the words justice and injustice, before
knowing the nature of the things themselves, ~vould be as impossible as it would be to make them understahd the meanings (If
the words heat and cold, wet and dry, light and darkness, white
and black, one and two, before knowing the nature of the thin~.;
themselves.
Men necessarily must know sentiments and ideas,
no less than material things, before they can know the meaning ..
of the words by which we describe them.
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CHAPTER II.
TIlE

SCIENCE

o s JUSTICE
SECTION

(CONTINUED)

I.

If justice be not a natural principle, it is no principle at all.
If it be not a natural principle, there is no such thing as justice.
If it he not a natural principle, all that men have ever said or
written about it, {rom time immemorial, has been said and written
about that which had no existence. If it. be not a natural principle, all the appeals for justice that have ever been heard,
and all the struggles for justice that have ever been witnessed,
have been appeals and struggles for a mere fantasy, a vagary of
the imagination, and not for a reality.
If justice be not a natural principle, then there is no such thing
as injustice; and all the crimes of which the world has been the
scene, have been no crimes at all j but only simple events,like the
falling of the rain, or the setting of the sun; events of which the
victims had no more reason to complain than they had to complain of the running of the streams, or the growth of vegetation.
Jf justice be not a natural principle, governments (so-called)
have 110 more right or reason to take cognizance of it, or to
pretend or profess to take cognizance of it, than they have to take
cognizance, or to pretend or profess to take cognizance, of any
other nonentity j and all their professions of establishing justice,
or of maintaining justice, or of regarding justice, are simply the
mere gibberish of fools, or the frauds of imposters,
But if justice be a natural principle, then it is necessarily an
immutable one j and can no more be changed - by any power
inferior to that which established it - than can the Iaw of gravitation, the laws of light, the principles of mathematics, or any other
natural law or principle whatever j and all attempts or assumptions, on the part of any man or body of men - whether calling
themselves governments, or by any other name - to set up their
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own commands, wills, pleasure, or discretion, in the place of justice, as a rule of conduct for any human being, are as much an
absurdity, an usurpation, and a tyranny, as would be their attempts
to set up their own commands, wills, pleasure, or discretion in the
place of any and all the physical, mental, and moral laws of the
universe.
SECTION

II.

If there be any such principle as justice, it is, of necessity, a
natural principle; and, as such, it is a matter of science, to be
learned and applied like any other science. And to talk of either
adding to, or taking from, it, by legislation, is just as false, absurd,
and ridiculous as it would be to talk of adding to, or taking from,
mathematics, chemistry, or any other science, by legislation.

SECTION

III.

If there be in nature such a principle as justice, nothing can be
added to, or taken from, its supreme authority by all the legislation of which the entire human race united are capable. And all
the attempts of the human race, or of any portion of it, to add to,
or take from, the supreme authority of justice, in any case whatever, is of no more obligation upon any single human being than
is the idle wind.
SECTION

IV.

If there be such a principle as justice, or natural law, it is the
principle, or law, that tells us what rights were given to every
human being at his birth; what rights are, therefore, inherent in
him as a human being, necessarily remain with him during life;
and, however capable of being trampled upon, arc incapable of
being blotted out, extinguished, annihilated, or separated or eliminated from his nature as a human being, or deprived of their
inherent authority or obligation.
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On the other hand, if there be no such principle as justice, or
natural law, then every human being came into the world utterly
destitute of rights; and coming into the world destitute of rights,
he must necessarily forever remain so. For if no one brings any
rights with him into the world, clearly no one can ever have any
rights of his 0\\'11, or give any to another. And the consequence
would be that mankind could never have any rights; and for
them to talk of any such things as their rights, would be to talk
of things that never had, never will have, and never can have an
existence.
SECTION

V.

If there be such a natural principle as justice, it is necessarily
the highest, and consequently the only and universal, law for all
those matters to which it is naturally applicable.
And, consequently, all human legislation is simply and always an assumption
of authority and dominion, where no right of authority or
dominion exists. It is, therefore, simply and always an intrusion,
an absurdity, an usurpation, and a crime.
On the other hand, if there be no such natural principle as
justice, there can be no such thing as injustice.
If there be no
such natural principle as honesty, there can be no such thing as
dishouesty ; and no possible act of either force or fraud, comrnittcd by one man against the person or property of another, can
be said to be unjust or dishonest; or be complained of, or prohibited, or punished as such. In short, if there be no such principle
as justice, there can be no such acts as crimes; and all the professions of governments, so called, that they exist, either in whole
or in part, for the punishment or prevention of crimes, are professions that they exist for the punishment or prevention of what
never existed, nor ever can exist. Such professions are therefore
confessions that, so far as crimes are concerned, governments
have no occasion to exist; that there is nothing for them to do,
and that there is nothing that they can do. They are confessions
that the governments exist for the punishment and prevention of
acts that are, in their nature, simple impossibilities.
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SECTION

VI.

If there be in nature such a principle as justice, such a principle as honesty, such principles as we describe by the words
mine and thine, such principles as men's natural rights of person
and property, then we have an immutable and universal law i a
law that we can learn, as we learn any other science i a law that
is paramount to, and excludes, every thing that conflicts with it i
a law that tells us what is just and what is unjust, what is honest
and what is dishonest, what things are mine and what things are
thine, what are my rights of person and property and what are
your rights of person and property, and where is the boundary
between each and all of my rights of person and property and
each and all of your rights of person and property. And this
law is the paramount law, and the same law, over all the world,
at all times, and for all peoples; and will be the same paramount
and only law, at all times, and for all peoples, so long as man
shall live upon the earth,
But if, on the other hand, there be in nature no such principle
as justice, no such principle as honesty, no such principle ~s
men's natural rights of person or property, then all such words
as justice and injustice, honesty and dishonesty, all such words as
mine and thine, all words that signify that one thing is one
man's property and that another thing is another man's property, aU words that are used to describe men's natural rights of
person or property, all such words as are used to describe injuries
and crimes, should be struck out of all human languages as
having no meanings; and it should be declared, at once and
forever, that the greatest force and the greatest frauds, for the
time being, are the supreme and only laws for governing the
relations of men with each other; and that, from henceforth, all
persons and combinations of persons - those that call themselves
governments, as well as all others - are to be left free to practice
upon each other all the force, and all the fraud, of which they are
capable.
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SECTION

VII.

If there be no such science as justice, there can be no science
of government; and all the rapacity and violence, by which, in
all ages and nations, a few confederated villains have obtained the
mastery over the rest of mankind, reduced them to poverty and
slavery, and established what they called governments to keep
them in subjection, have been as legitimate examples of government as any that the world is ever to see.
SECTION

VIII.

•

If there be in nature such a principle as justice, it is necessarily
the only political principle there ever was, or ever will be. All
the other so-called political principles, which men are in the habit
of inventing, are not principles at all. They are either the mere
conceits of simpletons, who imagine they have discovered something better than truth, and justice, and universal law; or they
are mere devices and pretences, to which selfish and knavish mel
resort as means to get fame, and power, and money.
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CHAPTER III.
NATURAL

LAW

CONTltASTED
SECTION

WITH

J.EGISLATION.

I.

Natural law, natural justice, being a principle that is naturally
applicable and adequate to the rightful settlement of every possible controversy that can arise among men j being, too, the only
standard by which any controversy whatever, between man and
man, can be rightfully settled j being a principle whose protection
every man demands for himself, whether he is willing to accord it
to others, or not j being also an immutable principle, one th.it is
always and everywhere the same, in all ages and nations j being
self-evidently necessary in all times and places j being so entirely
impartial and equitable towards all; so indispensable to the peace
of mankind everywhere j so vital to the safety and welfare of
every human being j being, too, so easily learned, so generally
known, and so easily maintained by such voluntary associations
as all honest men can readily and rightfully form for that purpose
- being such a principle as this, these questions arise, vlz. . Why
is it that it does not universally, or well nigh universally, prevail ?
Why is it that it has not, ages ago, been established throughout
the world as the one only law that any man, or all men, could
rightfully be compelled to obey? Why is it that any human being
ever conceived that anything so self-evidently superfluous, false,
absurd, and atrocious as all legislation necessarily must be, could
be of any use to mankind, or have any place in human affairs?

SECTION

II.

The answer is, that through all historic times, wherever any
people have advanced beyond the savage state, and have learned
to increase their means of subsistence by the cultivation of the
soil, a greater or less number of them have associated and organized themselves as robbers, to plunder and enslave all others,
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who had either accumulated any property that could be seized, or
h.ul shown, by their labor, that they could be made to contribute
to the support or pleasure of those who should enslave them.
These bands of robbers, small in number at first, have increased
their power by uniting with each other, inventing warlike weapons,
disciplining themselves, and perfecting their organizations as military forces, and dividing their plunder (including their captives)
;\lnong themselves, either in such proportions as have been previously agreed on, or in such as their leaders (always desirous to
increase the number of their followers) should prescribe.
The success of these bands of robbers was an easy thing, for
the reason that those whom they plundered and enslaved were
comparatively defenceless j being scattered thinly over the country; engaged wholly in trying, by rude implements and heavy
labor. to extort a subsistence from the soil j having no weapons
of war, other than sticks and stones j having no military discipline or organization, and no means of concentrating their forces,
or acting in concert, when suddenly attacked.
Under these circumstances, the only alternative left them for saving even their
lives, or the lives of their families, was to yield up not only the
crops they had gathered, and the lands they had cultivated, but
themselves and their families also as slaves.
Thenceforth their fate was, as slaves, to cultivate for others the
lands the~ had before cultivated for themselves.
Being d.rwen
constantly to their labor, wealth slowly increased j but all went
into the hands of their tyrants.
These tyrants, living solely on plunder, and on the labor of
their slaves, and applying all their energies to the seizure of still
more plunder, and the enslavement of still other defenceless persons j increasing, too, their numbers, perfecting their organizations, and multiplying their weapons of war, they extend their
conquests until, in order to hold what they have already got, it
becomes necessary for them to act systematically, and co operate
with each other in holding their slaves in subjection.
But all this they can do only by establishing what they call a
government, and making what they call laws.
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All the great governments of the world-those
now existing,
as well as those that have passed away - have been of this character. They have been mere bands of robbers, who have associated for purposes of plunder, conquest, and the enslavement of
their fellow men. And their laws, as they have called them, have
been only such agreements as they have found it necessary to
enter into, in order to maintain their organizations, and act
together in plundering and enslaving others, and in securing to
each his agreed share of the spoils.
All these laws have' had no more real obligation than have the
agreements which brigands, bandits, and pirates find it necessary
to enter into with each other, for the more successful accomplishment of their crimes, and the more peaceable division of their
spoils.
Thus substantially all the legislation of the world has had its
origin in the deslres of one class- of persons to plunder and
enslave others, and Itold litem as properly.

SECTION

III.

In process of time, the robber, or slave holding, class - who
had seized all the lands, and held all the means of creating wealth
- began to discover that the easiest mode of managing their
slaves, and making them profitable, was not for each slaveholder
to hold his specified number of slaves, as he had done before,
and as he would hold so many cattle, but to give them so much
liberty as would throw upon themselves (the slaves) the responsibility of their own subsistence, and yet compel them to sell their
labor to the land-holding class - their former owners - for just
what the latter might choose to give them.
Of course, these liberated slaves, as some have erroneously
called them, having no lands, or other property, and no means of
obtaining an independent subsistence, had no alternative - to
save themselves from starvation - but to sell their labor to the
landholders, in exchange only for the coarsest necessaries of life;
not always for so much even as that.
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These liberated -slaves, as they were called, were now scarcely
less slaves than they were before. Their means of subsistence
were perhaps even more precarious than when each had his own
owner, who had an interest to preserve his life. They were liable,
at the caprice or interest of the land-holders, to be thrown out of
home, employment, and the opportunity of even earning a subsistencc by their labor. They were, therefore, in large numbers,
driven to the necessity of begging, stealing, or starving; and
became, of course, dangerous to the property and quiet of their
late masters,
The consequence was, that these late owners found it necessary,
for their own safety and the safety of their property, to organize
themselves more perfectly as a government, and make laws for
/.:CLP;ll/{ these dangerous pcof'lt! ill subjection " that is, laws fixing the
prices at which they should be compelled to labor, and also prescribing fearful punishments, even death itself, for such thefts and
trcspa..ses as they were driven to commit, as their only means of
saving themselves from starvation.
These laws have continued in force for hundreds, and, in some
countries, for thousands of years; and are in force to-day, in
greater or less severity, in neatly all the countries on the globe.
The purpose and effect of these laws have been to maintain, in
the hands of the robber, or slave holding class, a monopoly of
all buds, and, as far as possible, of all other means of creating
wealth j and thus to keep the great body of laborers in such a
state of poverty and dependence, as would compel them to sell
their labor to their tyrants for the lowest prices at which life could
be sustained.
The result of all this is, that the little wealth there is-in the
world is all in the hands of a few - that is, in the hands of the
law-making, slave-holding class; who are now as much slaveholders in spirit as they ever were, but who accomplish their.
purposes by means of the laws they make for keeping the laborers
in subjection and dependence, instead of each one's owning his
individual slaves as so many chattels.
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Thus the whole business of legislation, which has now grown
to such gigantic proportions, had its crigin in the conspiracies,
which have always existed among the few, for the purpose of holding the many in subjection, and extorting from them-their labor,
and all the profits of their labor.
And the real motives and spirit which lie at the foundation of
all legislation - notwithstanding all the pretences and disguises
by which they attempt to hide themselves - are the same to-day
as they always have been. The whole purpose of this legislation
is simply to keep one class of men in subordination and servitude
to another.
SECTION

IV.

What, then, is legislation? It is an assumption by one man, or
body of men, of absolute, irresponsible dominion over all other
men whom they can subject to their power. It is the assumption
by one man, or body of men, of a right to subject all other men
to their will and their service. It is the assumption by one man,
or body of men, of a right to abolish outright all the natural
rights, all the natural liberty of all other men; to make all other
men their slaves; to arbitrarily dictate to all other men what they
may, and may not, do; what they may, and may not, have; what
they may, and may not, be. It is, in short, the assumption of a
right to banish the principle of human rights, the principle of
justice itself, from off the earth, and set up their own personal
will, pleasure, and interest in its place. All this, and nothing less,
is involved in the very idea that there can be any such thing as
human legislation that is obligatory upon those upon whom it is
imposed.
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LETTER
To Thoma.
SIR,-I

1-". Bayard,

of

DelalDa,.e:

have read your

which you express

letter to Rev. Lyman

man to be a legislator, (under the Constitution
States,)

Abbott, in

the opinion that it is at least possible for a
of the United

and yet be an honest man.

This proposition implies that you hold It to be at least possible that some four hundred men should, by some process or
other, become invested

with the right to mak" laID. of their

Oten - that is, laID. tDMUll of thei,. oten det>ice, and therefore
necessarily

distinct

from the law of nature, or the principles

of natural

justice;

and that these laws of their own making

shall

be really and tmly obligatory upon the people of the

United States;

and that, therefore, the people may rightfully

be compelled to obey them.
All this implies that you are of the opinion tbat the CongreBl
of the United States, of which

YOII

are a member, has, by some

process or other, become possessed of some right of a,.bit,.ary
dominion over the people of the United States;
arbitrary
sarily
natural

dominion

which right of

is not given by, and Is, therefore, neces-

in conflict with,

the law of nature,

the prlnclples

of

jllstice, and the natura! rights of men, as Indtvldaals,

All this is necessarllyi~plied-

In the idea that the Congress

now possesses any right whatever to make any laws whatever,
of ita own cUvice-that

Is, any laws that shall be either more,

leas, or other than that natural Iaw, which ii can neither make,
unmake, nor alter-and

canse them to be enforced npon the

people of the United States, or any of them, against their will.
You assume that the right of arbitrary

dominion-that
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tbe rigbt of making laws of their own device, and compelling
obedience to them-is

a .. trnst"

that has been delegated ~o

those wbo now exercise tbat power.

You call it

II

the trwt of

public power."
But, Sir, yOI\ are mistaken In supposing that any such power
has ever been delegated, or ever can be delegated, by any
body, to any body.
An)' such delegation of power is naturally

impossible, for.

these reasons, viz;1. No man can delegate, or give to another, any right of
arbitrary

dominion

over himself;

himself away as a slave.

for tbat would be giving

And this no one can do.

Any con-

tract to do so is necessarily an absurd one, and bas no validity.
To call such a contract a "Constitution,"
high-sounding

or by any other

name, does not alter its character as an absurd

and void contract.
2.

No man can delegate, or give to another, any right of

arbitrary dominion over a tbird person; for that would imply
a right in the first person, not only to make the third person
his slave, hut also a right to dispose of him as a slave to still
other persons.

Any contract to do this is necessarily a crim-

inal one, and therefore
.. Constitution"

invalid.

To call such a contract a

does not at all lessen its criminality, or add to

its validity.
These facts, that no man can delegate, or give away, his
own natural

right to liberty. nor any other man's

natural

right to liberty, prove that be can delegate no right of arbitrary
dominion whatever-or,
power whatever-over

wbat is the same thing, no legislative
himself or any body else, to any man,

or body of men.
Tbis impossibility

of any man's delegating any legislative

power whatever necessarily results from the fact, that the law
of nature has drawn the line, and the only line-and
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a line that can never be effll!'ed nor removed-betwecn

eacb

man's own Inherent and Inalienable rigbts of person and property, and eacb and every other man's inberent
tbe unalterable

and inalienable

It, therefore, neccssarily fixe.

rights of person and property.

limits, within which every man may rightfully

seek his own happiness,ln

Ills own way, free from all responsl-

bility to, or Interference by, his fellow men, or any of tbem.
All this pretended

delegation of legislative

of a power, on the part of tbe legislators,

power-that

Is,

so-called, to make

any laws of their own device, distinct f10m the law of natureis therefore an entire falsehood]

a falsehood, whose only pur-

pose is to cover and bide a pure usurpation,
men, of arbitrary

by one body of

dominion over other men.

Tbat this legislative power, or power of arbitrary
is a pure usurpation,
and not" a trust"
the fact that

dominion,

on the part of those who now exercise It,

delegated to them, Is still furtber proved by

the only delegation of power, tbat is even pro-

fessed or pretended to be made, is made 3ecretly-that

Is, by

,eeret ballot-and not lu any open and authentic manner;

and

tberefore not by any men, or body of men, who make themselves personally

responsible,

1\8

principals,

for tbe acts of

those to whom tlley profess to delegate tbe power.
All this pretended
secretly-tllat

delegation of power having

is, only by secret ballot-not

the legislators,

been made

a single one of all

so-called, wbo profess to be exercising

only a

delegated power, has himself any legal knowledge, or can offer
any legal proof, as to who the particular
wbo delegated it to him.
individuals

individuals

were,

And having no power to Identify the

wbo professed to delegate the power to him, he can-

not sbow any legal proof that any body ever even attempted
or pretended

to delegate It to him.

Plainly a man, who exerciscs
other men, and who claims
power, bnt cannot

any arbitrary

to be exercising

sbow who bls principals

dominion

over

only a delegated
are, nor, eonse-
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quently, prove that he has any principals, must be presumed,
both in law and reason, to have no principals; and therefore
to be exercising no power but his own. And having, of right,
no such power of his own, he Is, both in Jaw and reason, a
naked usurper.
Sir, a secret ballot makes a secret government; and a secret
government Is a government by conspiracy; In which the people at large can have no rights. And that Is the only government we now have. It is the government of which you are
a voluntary member, and supporter, and yet you claim to be
an honest man. If you are an honest man, is not your honesty that of a thoughtless, ignorant man, who merely drifts
with the current, Instead of exercising any judgment of hIs
own?
For still another reason, all legislators, so-called, under the
Constitution of the Uulted States, are exercising simply an arbitrary and irresponsible dominion of their own; and not any
autholity that has been delegated, or pretended to have been
delegated, to them. And that reason is, that the Constitution
Itself (Art. I, Sec. 6) prescribes that :.. For any speech or debate [or vote] in either house. they rthe
Senators and Representatives) shall not be ~uestioned [hela to
any legal responsibility) in any other place••
This provision makes the legislators constitutionally irresponsible to anybody; either to those on whom they exercise Cheir
power. or to those who may have, either openly or secretly,
attempted or pretended to delegate power to them. Aud men.
who are legally responsible to nobody for their acts. cannot
truly be said to be the agents of any body, or to be exefC1islng
any power but their own: for all real agents are necessarily
responsible both to those emwhom they act, and to those for
whom they act.
To say that the people of this country ever have bound, or
ever could bind. themselves by any contract whatever-the
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Constitution, or any other-to thus give away rolltheir natural
rights of property, liberty, and life, Into the hands of a tell'
men-a mere eouclave-and that they should make It a part
of the contract itself that these few men should be held legally
Irresponsible for the disposal they should make of those rights,
I~an utter absurdity. It Is to say that they have bound themselves, and that they could bind themselves, by an ntterly
Idiotic and suicidal contract.
U such a contract had ever been made by one private Individual to another, and had been signed, sealed, Witnessed,acknowledged, and delivered, with all possible legal formalities,
no decent court on earth-certainly none In this countrywould have regarded It, tor a moment, as conveying any right,
or delegating any power, or as having the slightest legal valid
Ity, or obllgaUon.
For all the reasons now given, and for stili others that might
be given, the legislative power now exercised by Congress, Is,
In both law and reason, a purely personal, arbltrary,lrresponsible, usurped dominion on the part of the legislators themselves, and not a power delegated to them by anybody.
Yet under the pretence that this Instrument gives them the
right of an arbitrary and irresponsible dominion over the
whole people of the United States, Congress has now gone
on, for ninety years and more, filling great volumes with laws
of their own device, which the people at large have never read,
nor even seen, nor ever will read or see; and of whose legal
meanings It Is morally Impossible that they should ever know
any tblng. Congress has never dared to require the people
even to read these laws. Had it done so, the oppression would
have been an Intolerable one; and the people, rather than endure It, would have either rebelled, and overthrown the government, or would have fled the country. Yet these laws,
which Congress has not dared to require the people eveu to read,
It has compelled them, at the point of the bayonet, to obey.
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• And this moral, and legal, and political monstrosity Is the
kind of government which Congress claims that the Constitution authorizes it to Impose upon the people.
Sir, can you say that such an arbitrary and Irresponsible dominion as thls, over the properties, liberties, and lives of tlfty
millions of people - or even over the property, liberty, or life
of anyone of those tlfty millions - can be justified on any
reason whatever? If not, with' what color of truth can you
say that you YOlIl"8elf,
or anybody else, can act as a legislator,
under the Constitution of the United States, and yet be an
honest man?
To say that the arbitrary and Irresponslble dominion, that is
exercised by Congress, has been delegated to it by the Constitution, and noe .olel!! by the .ecree ballot, of the eoter« for tM
time being, is the height of absurdity; for what Is the Constitution? It is, at best, a writing that was drawn up more than
ninety years ago; was assented to at the time only by a small
number of men; generally those few white male adults who
had prescribed amounts of property; probably not more than
two hundred thousand in all; or one In twenty of the whole
population.
Those men have been long since dead. They never had any
right of arbitrary dorninlou over even their contemporaries;
and tbey never had any over UR. Their wills or wishes bave
no more rightful authority over us,.than have the wills or
wishes of men wbo lived before the 1Iood. They never personally signed, sealed, acknowledged, or delivered, or dared to
sign, seal, acknowledge, or deliver, the instrument which tbey
imposed upon the country as law. Tbey never, In any opcn
and authentic manner, bound even themselves to obey It, or
made tbemselves personally responslhle for the acts of their
so-called agents under it. They bad no natural right to Impose It, as law, npon a single human being. The whole proceeding was a pure usurpation.
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In practice, the Constitution
beginning.
lished"

has been an utter fraud from the

to have been "ordained

Professing

and eatab-

hy " W", th8 peopl« of th8 United State.,"

been submitted

to them, as Individuals,

ceptance or rt'jection.
seal, acknowledge,

for their voluntary

They have never been asked

or deliver

It, as their

or promised, or laid themselves

ac-

to sign,

free act and deed.

They nave never~slgned, sealed, acknowledged,
to obey it.

It has never

or delivered it,

under any kind of obligation,

Very few of them have ever read, or even seen It;

or ever will read or see It.

Of its legal ~eaning

said to have any) they really know nothing;

(if It can be

and never did,

nor ever will, know any thing.
Why is it, Sir, that such an instrument
for which nobody bas been responsible,

as the Constitution,
and of which few per

sons have ever known any thing, has been suffcred to stand,
for the last ninety years, and to be used for such audacious
and erlmlnal

purposes?

It is solely because it has been sus-

tained by the same kind of conspiracy as- that by which it was
established;

that is, by the wealth and the power of those few

who were to profit by the arbitrary
to give them over others.

dominion it was assumed

While the poor, the weak, and the

Ignorant, who were to be cheated, plundered,

and enslaved by

it, have been told, and some of them doubtless made to believe,
that it is a sacred Instrument,

designed for the preservatlon

of

their rights.
These cheated, plundered,

and enslaved persons have been

made to feel, if not to believe, that the Constitution
miraculous

had such

power, that it could authorize the majority (or even

a plurality)

of the male adults, for the time being -a

numbering

at this time, say, five millions In a\l-

through
sponslble

their agents, secretly appointed, an arbitrary
dominion

and Irre-

over the properties, liberties, and lives of

the whole fifty millions;
rightful alternative

majority

to exercise,

and that these tlfty millions have no

but to submit all their rights to this arbl-
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trary dominion, or suffer such confiscation,
death as this secretly appointed,
called legislators,

imprisonment,

irresponsible

or

cabal, of

10-

should see fit to resort to for the maintenance

of its power.
As might have been expected, and al was, to a large degree,
at least, intended, this Constitution
beginning

by ambitious,

has been nsed from the

rapacious, and unprincipled

enable them to maintain,

men, to

at the point of the bayonet, an arbl-

trary and Irresponsible

dominion

ignorant

and too weak to protect

spirators

who had thus

over those who were too
themselves

against

the eon-

to deceive, plunder, and

combined

enslave them.
Do YOllreally think, Sir, that such a constitution
avail to jllstify
forcing It?

Is It not plain, rather, that the members of Oon-

gress, as a legislative
or not, arc, In reality,
tyrants, and robbers?
blockheads,

as this can

those who, like yourselL are engaged In enbody, whether

they are conscious of it,

a mere cabal of swindlers,

if they imagine that they are anything

such a cabal?

usurpers,

Is it not plain that they are stupendous

or that their so-called

else than

laws Impose the least

obligation upon anybody?
Ir you have never before looked at this matter

in this light,

I ask you to do so now. And in the hope to aid you in doing so
candidly, and to some useful
mall for you a pamphlet

purpose, I take the liberty

to

entitled:

"NATURAl.
LAW;
OR THE SCIENCE 01' JUSTICE; II TreGo
ti., on NaturGl !AtD, NaturGl Ju.tice, NaturGl Right.,
Naturlll Liberty, ana NaturGl Society; ShOtring That AU
Legillation What.oev" I. an Ablurdity, A Unwpation, and II
Crim.. Part 1.

In this pamphlet,
the proposition

I have endeavored

that, by any possible

man, or 1>o<1yof men, can' become
arbitrary

dominion

to controvert distiuctly
process

whatever, any

possessed of any right of

over other men, or other men's property]
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or, consequently, any right whatever to make any law whatever, ojtMir OtDn-distinct from the law of nature-and compel any other men to obey It.
I trust I need not suspect you, as a legislator under the
Constitution, and claiming to be an honest man, of any desire
to evade the 1I:8u8presented In this pamphlet. If you shall
lee tit to meet it, I hope you will excuse me for suggesting
that-to avoid verbiage, and everything indefinite-you p;iveat
least a single specimen of a law that either heretofore has been
made, or that you conceive it possible. for legislators to make
-that Is, some law of their own devlce- that either has been,
or shall be, really and truly obligatory upon other persona,
and which such other persons have been, or may be, rightfully
compelled to obey,
If you can either tlnd or devise any such law, I trust you
will make It known, that It may be examined, and the question
of Its obligation be fairly settled in the popular mind.
But if It should happen that yon can neither tlnd such a law
In the existing statute books or the United States, nor, In your
own mind, conceive of such a law as possible under the Conltitution, I give you leave to tind it, If that be possible, in the
constitution or statute book of any other people that now
exist, or ever have existed, on the earth.
n. tinally, you shall find no such law, anywhere, nor be
able to conceive of any such law yourself, I take the liberty to
suggest that it Is your imperative duty to submit the question
to your associate legislators; and. If they can give no light on
the subject, that you call upon them to bum all the existing
statute books of the United States, and then to go home and
content themselves with the exercise of only such rights and
powers 8S nature has given to tbem In common with the rest
of mankind.
LYSANDER SPOONER.
BoSTON. May 27, 1882.
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LETTER.
SECTION

To Scientists aud

1.

hZVC1ZtOYS:

Yuu are the great producers and diffusers of knowledge and
wealth.
Your scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions
nrc the great, almost the only. instrumentalities by which the
world at large is enlightened or enriched: . You, Scientists, explore Nature for her facts and laws, which, violated through lgnoranee or design, bring upon mankind want, disease, misery, and
death; but which, known and accepted as guides, bring to them
1I0t only great material wealth, but also life, health, and strength
of both body and mind. And you, Inventors, devise and explain
to us the application of mechanical forces, by which men's powers
of providing for, and satisfying, their wants and desires, are multiplied a thousand, ten thousand, a hundred thousand fold.
Your discoveries and inventions, the value of which no man
can measure, are not, like our material wealth, consumed, or worn
out, by use, nor do they decay by lime. They are not, like our
material wealth, local and limited in their nature; but each and
all of them can be diffused all over the globe, and be utilized by
all peoples, not only without conflict, but with mutual and universal benefit.
For the want of your discoveries and inventions, mankind,
through many thousands of years, have remained savage, barbarous, or, if· in any degree civilized, still poverty-stricken, shortlived, feeble, ignorant, superstitious, enslaved in both body and
mind. And such is the condition of more than ·3 thousand millions of the world's people io-day. And such it will remain for
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thousands of years to come, unless' they can have the benefit of
such discoveries and inventions as you are making, and offering
to them; and such as they would accept and utilize, if their governments did not deprive them of all power to do so.
In spite of all the obstacles which these governments have
constantly placed in their way, these discoveries and inventions
have, of late years, and in some portions of the world, made
progress. And nobody knows so well as yourselves, how much
greater this progress would be, if all men of scientific and inventive minds, all over the world, had all the inducements and means
that they might have," and ought to have, for prosecuting their
investigations and experiments.
Your own rights and interests, and the rights and interests of
mankind at large, are identical in this matter. It is rour own
right, and for your own interest, that you should have all the
inducements and means that you honestly can have, for prosecuting your investigations and experiments, and producing all the
discoveries and-inventions that you are capable of. It is also the
right, and for the interests, of mankind at large, that JOll should
have all those inducements and means, because it is only through
the greatest number of discoveries and inventions, that mankind
are to be most highly enlightened and enriched.i , .
What, then, are these inducements and means, which you need,
and have a right to, and which it is the right, and for the interests;
of mankind at large, that you should have? They are these:
I. The same right of perpe/ual property in the products of your
brains, that all other men are justly entitled to have in the
products of their hands.
2. The same protection, by both civil and criminal law, for the
products of your brain labor, that other men are justly entitled
to have for the products of their hand labor.
3. The same right of perpetual property in your discoveries
and inventions, in all the other countries of the world, as in your
own.
4. It is the right, and for the interests, of all past discoverers
and inventors, and of their heirs, to recover their natural ri~ht of
perpetual property in their discoveries and inventions, which has
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hitherto been denied or withheld by the ignorant and tyrannical
governments that have heretofore existed, and \lOW exist, in the
world.
5. It is also the right, and far tlte intarests, if mankind al !.lrg(',
that the right of perpetual property, in their discoveries and
inventions, should be restored to all past discoverers and inventors,
and to their heirs, so far as they can now be ascertained.
6. It is your right to have all the money you need, and hon,
estly can have - that is, all the money that freedom in banking
would give you - not only for making your discoveries and inventions, hut also for carrying them all over the world, and putting
'them into actual operation.
7. It is your right, and for your interests, as well as their own,
that all mankind, all over the world, should have all the money
they need, and honestly can have - that is, all the money that
freeclom in banking would give them - to enable them to utilize
your discoveries and inventions as fast as they are made, and to
distribute to consumers all the wealth that your discoveries and
inventions will enable them to create.
How are all these propositions to be realized?
In other words,
ht11Utire Ihe)' all to be eslablished as law, in all the different countries
of the world?
The general answer to this question is, that these propositions
are all to be established as law, all over the world, by showing
their truth and justice to all peoples; and also by showing, not
only their adaptation, but their necessity, for promoting the highest enlightenment, and the greatest enrichment, of all the peoples
of the earth.
But a more particular answer is needed.
And it will now be
given, by showing not only the truth and justice of the several
propositions themselves, and their adaptation
and necessity to
produce all that is now claimed for them, bul also by showing Ihal
srim/hls and inucntars have il in Iheir OWIZ power, 1uhi/e promoting
their /JWIl Itig/,csl interests, 10 accolllplish Ihe 1uflole work.
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SECTION

II.

Before proceeding to the consideration of the preceding propositions, it is your right, and for your interests, to have this one
question decided, viz.: Whether your scientific discoveries and
mechanical inventions, by which, incomparably beyond all other
men, you are enlightening and enriching mankind, are, ill /hdr
lIalure, an equally legitimate property, and entitled to the same
legal protection, as are the products of men's manual labor? Or
whether that mere pittance of protection, which is allowed to them
in a few countries, and not at all in others, is all the reward to
which your labors are entitled?
When this question shall be rightly answered, all the other
questions must necessarily be rightly answered, too. And lhis
qua/ion is really and fillally annoered by Ihe slilgle fact Ihal knllwledge is property.
That knowledge is wealth - and wealth, too, of the greatest
value - no man of sense will deny. Why, then, is it not property?
And subject to all the laws of property?
Knowledge is property. It is a property that is really acquired
only by labor of mind, or body, or both; oftentimes only by great
labor of both body and mind. It is also a property. that is extensively bought and sold, like other property, in the market.
It is true that a vast amount of knowledge - knowledge, too,
of great intrinsic value - is so common, from having been acquired by each one's own expetience and observation, that it bears
no price in the market j but that does not affect the principle, that
all knowledge, that will .bring a price in ftee and open market, is
as legitimate a subject of bargain and sale as is any material
commodity whatever.
Even so common and simple a knowledge as that of the alphabet hag its market value, and is rightfully bought and sold. The
young girl, who knows the alphabet, is rightfully paid for imparting
that knowledge to those younger, or less enlightened than herself.
On the other hand, the highest kinds of knowledge-c-or, at
least, what passes for such in this ignorant world - is constantly
and openly bought and sold, oftentimes at enormous prices.
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Thus legislators, judges, lawyers, editors, teachers of all kinds,
physicians, priests, and soldiers, are continually selling their knowledge - and, perhaps, quite as frequently their ignorance and falsehoods - for money.
Legislators are continually selling such knowledge - or, rather,
such ignorance and falsehoods - as these, viz.: That they themselves arc rightfully invested with absolute and irresponsible
dominion over the property, liberty, and lives of their fellow men;
that their discretion, in the exercise of this power, can rightfully
he restrained by no natural principles of justice j that their commands are authoritative and final, and the only imperative rule of
action for all whom they call their subjects j that resistance to
their laws, as they call them, is the greatest of crimes, and may
rightfully, and must necessarily, be punished with confiscation,
imprisonment, and death. In all ages, the mass of mankind have
been compelled to pay, with their property, liberty, and, in vast
numbers of cases, with their lives, for such knowledge-or, rather,
for such monstrosities, absurdities, and falsehoods - as these.
Under the name of knowledge, judges, lawyers, and editors are
constantly affirming, repeating, and reiterating these monstrosities,
absurdities, and falsehoods of the legislators; and are taking their
pay for so doing, as if they were really selling the most valuable
commodities.
Surely it does not lie in the mouths of these legislators, judges,
lawyers and editors, who live and flourish by selling such falsehoods as these. to say that the scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions, which are every day demonstrating their power to
enlighten, enrich, and liberate all mankind, are not legitimate
property, that may rightfully be bought and sold.
The knowledge of the soldier - such as it is - is in great
demand. To him who knows how to kill the greatest number of
men, in the shortest time, and for the most frivolous or unjust
causes, his knowledge is his fortune. Legislators are so constantly
dependent upon it for their very existence as legislators, that they
payenormous sums for it- but always out of other people's
money.
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Physicians, in all ages, have been freely selling their knowledge
- or, more commonly, their ignorance and falsehoods; and the
purchasers have been paying for them with 'their property, their
health, and their lives.
Does it lie in the mouths of these physicians to deny that
scientific truths and mechanical inventions are' legitimate subjects
of property?
Priests have for ages been selling, under the name of knowledge, absurd dogmas and creeds, which they described as sure to
carry the believer in them to a future world of eternal and indescribable happiness, and as equally sure to carry all unbelievers
in them to a future world of eternal and indescribable woc. And
they, in conspiracy with legislators who needed their aid, have
compelled the mass of mankind to pay for this so-called knowledge, under the alternatives of imprisonment, torture, and death,
But they have never demonstrated the truth of their dogmas. No
one of their number bas ever gone to the future world, and brought
back the information that their so-called knowledgc was anything
other than ignorance and falsehood.
Does it lie in the mouths of these priests to say that scientific
discoveries and mechanical inventions, whose truth and utility arc
being constantly demonstrated before all the world, lire not legitimate subjects of property? or, consequently, of free bargain and
sale?
Will the people themselves, whose ancestors, for thousands of
years, have been swindled out of their common sense, their property, health, liberty, and lives, by these venders of ignorance and
falsehood, under the name of knowledge-and
who are now being
swindled in the same way themselves - will they deny that such
veritable realities as scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions - discoveries and inventions that have demonstrated their
power to fill the earth with knowledge, and health, and wealth,
and liberty- are legitimate subjects of property, that may freely
and rightfully be bought and sold? Will they choose to pay - :t'l
thcy and their ancestors hitherto have done -with their property,
health, liberty, and lives, for such ignorance, falsehood, oppression,
robbery, and ruin, as have hitherto been dealt out to them, rather
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than for such health, wealth, truth, justice, and liberty as scientists
and inventors offer them?
And, finally, will not scientists and inventors themselves, while
establishing their own rights to their own property, give themselves
to the work of establishing justice, as a scimu, in place of the
absurdities, the falsehoods, the chicanery, the usurpations, and
the arbitrary, irresponsible power of the ambitious, rapacious, and
unprincipled men, by whom the world is now ruled, and who make
mankind their dupes and their prey?
If they will but do this, the work will soon be accomplished.

SECTION

III.

AS5l1min~it now to be settled that your discoveries and inventions are, ;" tilt;,. nahlrt, a legitimate property, the first of the
propositions before mentioned to be established is this, viz.: That,
in truth and justice, scientists and inventors have the same right
of ptrPdllal property in the products of their brain labor, that
other men have in the products of their hand labor.
This proposition is established by the simple facts that knowledge is property, and is, in its nature, durable, vendible, and transferable; for all property, in things durable, vendible, and transferable, is, in its very nature, perpetual, and a legitimate subject
of devise and inheritance.
And no formal will or testament is
necessary to convey a man's property, at his decease, to his socalled natural heirs - such as his wife and children - or, in the
absence of such, to his nearest blood relations. The facts that,
during his life, his moral duty and natural affection prompt him to
acquire wealth, and expend it for the support and happiness of
these so-called natural heirs, rather than for others whom he does
not know, or, knowing, does not love, furnishes a sufficient proof,
or at least a sufficient presumption, that, at his death, he desires
them to possess the property he leaves behind him; and nothing
but the clearest proof to the contrary is allowed to defeat that
presumption. And for a government to confiscate, after his death,
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this property, which he had produced or accumulated for their
support or benefit, would be as gross and cruel an act of tyranny
and robbery, as it would be to confiscate it during his lifetime.
And the common sentiments of mankind have concurred in this
opinion. And this principle is plainly as applicable to intellectual,
as to material, property.
And the fact that this principle has
heretofore been wholly, or partially, disregarded in its application
to intellectual property, is only a proof of the ignorance, or villainy, of the governments that have ruled the world.
But let us look further into this right of perpetual property.
When a man digs into the earth, and finds, and takes possession of, a diamond, he thereby acquires a supreme right of property in it, against all the world; and this right of property
becomes perpetual in his heirs and assigns.
So, also, when a man dives into the sea, and brings up a pearl,
he thereby acquires a supreme right of property in it, against all
the world; and this right of property becomes perpetual in his
heirs and assigns.
This right of perpetual property is the reward that nature
offers to those who take upon themselves the labor of discovering
her secret wealth, and making it available for man's use.
By the same rule, when the scientist, in his laboratory, discovers
that, in nature, there exists a substance, or a law, that 'was before
unknown, but that may be useful to mankind, he thereby acquires
a supreme right of property in that knowledge, against all the
world; and he may either use it himself, or sell it, or lend it to
others for use, the same as he might rightfully do with any material property. This is the reward that nature offers him for his
labor.
And this right of property Is as much a perpetual one, as is the
right of property in the case of the diamond, or the pearl.
And to deprive him of this right of property after a given number of years, is as much an act of pure usurpation and robbery,
as it would be to take from the diamond digger and the pearl
diver, the products of their labor, after a given number of years.
So, too, the inventor, who acquires a knowledge of mechanical
forces, and then applies and combines them in a manner before
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unknown, and so as to produce a machine that will perform the
labor of a hundred, a thousand, or ten thousand men, thereby
acquires a supreme right of property in his invention, and may
rightfully hold it against aU the world. He may either use it himself, or sell it, or lend it to others for use, at his pleasure. This
right of property is, in its nature, a perpetual one in himself. his
heirs, and assigns j and to deprive him of it, after a given number
of years, is as much an act of usurpation and robbery, as it would
be to rob the diamond digger, or the pearl diver, of his property,
after a given number of years.
It is for the highest interests of all mankind, that this right of
perpetual property, in the scientist and inventor, should be
acknowledged and maintained.
It is for the highest interests of all mankind, that each and
every man should have a right of perpetual property in the products of his own labor; because it is this right alone that can
stimulate every man to the highest exercise of his wealth-producing faculties of both body and mind. And the more a man
produces for himself, the more he produces for all other men; for
in that division of labor which science and invention give rise to,
each man usually consumes but a very small portion of the particular wealth he produces. The surplus he gives to other men in
exchange for the various kinds of wealth they produce respectively. The more, therefore, each one produces, the more all
finally receive for their own consumption.
How many diamonds would ever have been digged from the
earth, or how many pearls would ever have been taken from the
sea, if they had aU been confiscated in a few years after they had
been obtained 1 How much gold, or silver, or copper, or iron, or
any other metal, would ever have been taken out of the earth, for
the benefit of mankind, if they had aU been confiscated in a few
years after they had been mined? How many farms would have
ever been reclaimed from the forest, and brought. under cultivation,
and made to produce food for man, if they had all been confiscated
in a few years after they had been made productive?
How many
comfortable dwellings would ever have been built, if they had all
been confiscated soon after they had been made fit for habitation?
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How many factories would ever have been built, and filled with
machinery, for the production of a thousand, or ten thousand,
different kinds' of wealth, if they had all been confiscated soon
after they were fitted for the uses for which they were designcd.
The same arguments, both of justice and ·expediency, which
are applicable in favor of the right of perpetual property in
material things, are applicable in favor of the .ame right of perpetual property in all the scientific discoverie~'end mechanical
inventions that the human mind is capable of producing. And it
is because no such - nor indeed any other special- right of
property has, until recently, been acknowledged, that the world
has heretofore been, and, for the most part, still is, so nearly
destitute of all the sciences and inventions by which it would
otherwise have been enlightened and enriched.
Even in those small portions of the earth in which so",e
encouragement has, of late years, been given to science and
invention, we doubtless have very little, almost no, conception of
what would be the increased number of discoveries and inventions,
if the right of perpetual property in them were acknowledged and
protected, in the same manner as is the right of property in material things.

SECTION

IV.

The second proposition to be established is this, viz.: That
scientists and inventors are justly entitled to have the same protection, by both civil and criminal law, for the products of their
brain labor, that other men are justly entitled to have for the
products of their hanei labor.
The truth and justice of this proposition are too nearly selfevident to need much argument in their support.
If a man's scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions
are as truly his property as are his houses or lands, then it is plain
that any trespass upon them is as clearly a crime as is a trespass
upon his houses or lands. And there is the same practical neees-
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sity for punishing criminally trespasses against a man's intellectual
property, as there is for punishing criminally trespasses against
his material property.
What security could any man have for the quiet possession of
his house or his farm, if every other man, who coveted them, but
had no color of right to them, could be permitted to take possession of, and use them, and make it necessary for the owner to
carryon an expensive and protracted civil suit against each one
of these trespassers?
It is plain that it would cost him more to
defend his house and farm than the)' were worth; and that his
right of property in them would be practically destroyed. This
argument is just as strong in favor of punishing criminally trespasses upon intellectual property, as it is for punishing criminally
trespasses upon material property.

SECTION

V.

The third proposition to be established is this: That scientists
and inventors should have the same right of perpetual property
in their discoveries and inventions, in all the other countries of
the world, as in their own.
This proposition, like the preceding one, is too nearly self·
evident to need much argument in its support.
The natural, and only real, right of property Is the same
througbout the world j and it is only the ignorance and tyranny of
the different governments of the world, that make the practical
right of property different in different countries.
When justice, tU a stinue, shall be established, as the one only
law, in all the countries in the world, the right of property In
scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions, as well as in
material things, will be one and the same allover the world.
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SECTION

VI.

The fourth proposition to be established is this, viz: That it is
the right, and for the interests, of all past discoverers and inventors (where their patents have expired), and of their heirs, to
r«Of/ll" their natural right of perpetual property in their discoveries
and inventions, which has hitherto been denied or withheld by the
ignorant and tyrannical governments that have hitherto existed,
and now exist, in the world.
This proposition, too, like the preceding ones, is too nearly
self-evident to require much argument.
Plainly, scientists and inventors have never voluntarily parted
with their natural right of property in their discoveries and inventions. They have never forfeited their right to them by crime.
Those who have had the benefit of them, and are now using them,
have never bought them, or paid for them, or made any kind of
contract with the owners for the use of them. The only reason
why the authors of them (or their heirs or assigns) are not now in
the full enjoyment of their right of property in them, is that
governments, in their ignorance or villainy, have refused either to
acknowledge or protect the right at all, or to protect it beyond
a limited time j and have thus practically licensed all trespassers
to make free plunder of what was the rightful private property of
the discoverers and inventors.
To this free plunder of their property, the discoverers and
inventors have been obliged to submit, for the time being. But
their true and natural right of property has not been lost, or
affected, thereby. They have the same true and natural right of
property in their discoveries and inventions that they ever had.
And the)' have now the same right to demand the recognition and
protection of their rights, that other men have to demand the
recognition and protection of their rights to their material property.
Where the discoverers and inventors have died, their descendants have the same natural right of inheritance in their discoveries
and inventions, as other men's descendants have in the material
property of their ancestors.
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That the immense value of their discoveries and inventions
should now unite all scientists and inventors, (whose patents have
expired.) and their heirs, in the effort to recover their rights to
them, is too plain to need argument.

SECTION

VII.

The fifth proposition to be established is this, viz.: That it is
the right, antifor the interests, of ",an!lintl at large, that the right of
perpetual property, in their discoveries and inventions, should be
restored to all past discoverers and inventors, and to their heirs,
so far as they can now be ascertained.
The truth of this proposition rests, in the first place, upon this
basis, viz.: That it is only when all men are protected in their
natural right of property in the products of their labor, that all
men are stimulated to the production of the greatelit amount of
wealth they are capable of producing, and each and every man is
consequently enabled to give the greatest amount of wealth in
exchange for the wealth produced by others. It is, therefore, the
right, and for the interests, of every man, who produces any kind
of wealth for sak, that all other men, who are to buy his wealth,
should be enabled to produce as much as possible themselves, and
thus be enabled to give as much as possible in exchange for his •
.Every man, who believes in men's natural right of property in
the products of their labor, will acknowledge the truth of this
principle, as aPNimble to tlu future.
But perhaps some will be so
unwise, as well as dishonest, as to dispute the principle ill itl
applkalilm to tlu past,' and wiJI say that the world having once got
possession of a vast amount of intellectual property for nothing,
it would now be foolish to give it back to its true owners.
There is some difficulty in reasoning with men who do not
believe that honesty is the best policy in all cases whattoever;
men who believe in theft and robbery, whenever they are "trong
enough to practice them with impunity. But inasmuch as there
are a great many such men in the world, and inasmuch as they are
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now, and always have been, the ruling powers of the world - that
is, the chief governors of the world - and inasmuch as they are
the class who wlll most powerfully oppose the rights of all scientists and inventors, both past and future, it becomes necessary to
show to others, If not to themselves, that this policy is as shortsighted as it is dishonest.
It has always been the policy of these bands of robbers, who
have called themselves governments - in fact, it has in reality
been the sole objects of their organizations, as governmentsto rob all the producers of wealth, whether intellectual or manual
laborers, of al1 the products of their labor, as fast as they were
produced; leaving nothing in the hands of the producers that
would enable them to produce more, or that would even enable
them to produce their daily food, except as the servants, and by
the permission, of these tyrants.
And this is the reason - and
not the want of scientific and inventive faculties - why. after so
many thousands of years, there is so little of either science or
invention In the world to-day; and why there is so little of any
thing, for the malts of mankind, except poverty, ignorance, and
slavery.
It Is only within a very recent time - say a single century. or a
little more - that any governments have secured t~ either scientists or inventors any really valuable rewards for their labors.
And even within that time, they have only offered such mere
temporary, and even trivial, rewards, as were thought sufficient to
inspire their hopes, and induce them to produce something valuable, of fllII;d. /luy totllti lie ro6!JttI. And as soon almost as they
have produced anything valuable, they have been robbed of it.
Such is to-day the state of the laws under those few governments that alone profess to secure to scientists and inventors any
rewards at aU for their discoveries and inventions. And this state
of things ~s likely to continue, and is almost certain to continue,
until scientists and irlventors themselves undertake the work of
vindicating and establishing their own natural rights of property
In their discoveries and inventions.
But the scientists and inventors themselves will see at once
that they cannot consistently advocate their own rights to the
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products of their own labor, ;11 tlu/ullln, unless they acknowledge
and maintain the same rights (or all past scientists and inventors,
anti tllar IIan, so far as they can now be ascertained. Every
admission on their part, that all past scientists and inventors, (Jr
their IIarl, may rightfully be robbed of their property, would be a .
practical confession that all future scientists and inventors may
also be rightfully robbed of theirs. No/uture scientist or inventor,
therefore, can consistently claim any rights of property for himself,
except such as he is willing to accord to all past scientists and
inventors.
Dut, secondly, it would be very bad policy for either present or
future scientists or inventors to make any compromise with their
enemies, or to attempt to secure any rights, or purchase any favors,
for themselves, by repudiating the rights of any past scientists or
inventors, er Illar "arl. In order to establish their own rights,
they will need all the influence, ami all llu jinandal eap;laI,they
can enlist in the enterprise.
And the pecuniary value of past
discoveries and inventions is so immedse, that its power can hardly
be overrated.
F.stimate - if that be possible - what would be the actual
market value of all the scientific discoveries and mechanical
inventions now extant (whose paternity can now be established),
if Ike rig"t D/ JrD}trly in llum waI made jerJdIuII, all tnJer tIu.
fDfJr/tl/

Can any present or future scientist or inventor be so idiotic as
to imagine that he is to gain anything for his particular discovery
or invention, by denying, or conceding away, the rights of the real
owners of all this vast property in past discoveries and inventions 1
Or that he can vindicate or establish his own rights more easily,
without enlisting the aid of all this capital, than he can by making
common cause with it 1
A scientist or inventor who should seek to curry favor for hi.
own discovery or invention, by consenting to the confiscation of
all other men's discoveries and inventions, would justly be
regarded as the criminal confederate of the robbers and tyrants
who now confiscate the discoveries and inventions of all other
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men, whose labors and products are as worthy of protection as his
own.
But perhaps these remarks are unnece\sary.
It is certainly to
he hoped, and, I think, reasonably to be expected, that there can
be few so foolish, or so unjust, as to consent to the robbery of all
past. scientists and inventors, as a condition of having their own
rights acknowledged.
The study of science tends to make men not only truthful and
just, but also far-seeing; and to lift them above all temptation to
practice the meannesses and crimes of those who now rule the
world by laws designed to rob one class of men for the benefit of
another. And scientists and Inventors have now such power, and
such inducements, as men never had before, to crush out all the
petty, temporary, local, selfish, and criminal schemes that now
occupy existing governments; and to establish the reign of justice
in their stead.
But we are taking too narrow a view of this subject.
It is not true that mankind at large - or more than one third,
or perhaps even a fourth, of all mankind - are in pl'tldim/ POSStssion of the scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions that
have been made, and are now in use, in the most enlightened
parts of the world - say, Western Europe and the United States.
What practical knowledge of these discoveries and inventions
have the seven or eight hundred millions of Asia, the two hundred
millions of Africa, or the fifty or one hundred millions scattered
elsewhere on the globe?
0,. wllal p,.adim/ Il1I()'ItJ/etige wiD tluy
tfJtr "ave of '''tIII, UII/ISS ''', tiismJlries anti imJtfllions Ihemselves
art (arrieti 1# ,_,
anti pul in use allUJllKllutn,
persons from
DutSU/t of t"esl tksh'tutl (()uIII,;es' .ANi wIlD lias aII'y sll/fttimt
motive 1# (a"'y t"tIII into, aNI put t"tIII ill operation in, t"ese tUsh'tllte
(Du1IIries, UII/tSS it lie tAl fJft1IIIt'l of the tiistovtrits a"" i"W11lions

".1

tluMsllves ,
The peoples of these destitute countries have, therefore, substantially the same motives for paying for the use of all these past
discoveries and inventions, as they have for paying for those that
are to be made In the future. That motive is to get the practical
ute or the diacoveries and inventions, and to get it at the earliest
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possible time. Of what importance is the small amount they will
have to pay for the use of them, compared with the benefits to be
derived from them? •
But, furthermore. The sooner these past discoveries and inventions are carried into the destitute portions of the world, and the
better the use of them is paid for there, the sooner the peoples of
those countries will be enabled and stimulated to produce discoveries and inventions themselves; and their discoveries and inventions will come back to us, and add to our wealth, in the same way,
and, with an immaterial difference, to the same degree, as if made
by ourselves.
Now, these vast countries, containing a thousand millions of
people, contribute, almost literally, willing to our wealth, or we to
theirs. They are constantly so near to starvation themselves, that
they have scarcely anything they can give in exchange for anything
we have to offer to them. They do indeed spare us a little tea, rice,
indigo, opium, jute, etc., etc. But if they were to give us one really
useful invention, it would be worth more to us than all these
articles together. And if they were enlightened and enrichedas they would be by our carrying our discoveries and inventions
to them, and putting them in practical operation - they would
then become scientists and inventors themselves; and the commerce between us, in discoveries and inventions, would be worth
millions of times more, both to them and to us, than the present
petty commerce in material things.
Still funher. The sooner this vast foreign field Is opened to
our scientists and inventors, the sooner they will be enabled and
stimulated to the production of the greatest possible amount of
discoveries and inventions for use at home.
And since this foreign field is not at all likely to be soon
opened for our scientists and inventors, unless they open it themselves, it would be as impolitic, as it would be dishonest, to ,deprive
all past scientists and inventors, and their heirs, of all motive and
I., I think, tba& If tile r1.1l& of profM'"J In all IIOlentlfio
Invonti ..
an.1 fntons, were mll.le JlCll'JlOCQal
all oyer &ltuworld, tho .llloovorl'" and blventun &be_Iv .. , and their h..l" all.
• TIl" probability

,UJICO\'vrletl and mechanical

1,_.
alilliltlUl,

wuuld

of &hem.

get ~

wure than

"tt. ~

ODO

per oeu&. of all &be wealth or.tIIIl b,
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all power to carry their discoveries and inventions into the destitute countries, that are perishing for the want of them.

SECTION

VIII.

A few words. now, as to the prospective increase or scientific
discoveries and mechanical inventions, if their authors' right of
perpetual property in them should be established.
As fast as mankind at large shall become enlightened and
enriched by science and invention, and by a knowledge of justice
as a science, the oppressions and wars-by which, in all past time,
a few men have plundered, starved, enslaved, and butchered 80
large a portion of their fellow men, and made all progress in
knowledge and wealth impossible-will necessarily cease; because
the many being enlightened and enriched, the few will then be
no longer able to deceive, conspire against, and overpower them,
as they hitherto have done. Mankind will, therefore, not only Jive
out their days, and enjoy the fruits of their labor, but they will
also have much greater health and strength of botfl· body and
mind, and be capable of much greater physical and mental labor
than they are now. Each successive generation will also have the
benefit of all the scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions,
that shall have preceded them, and they will, of course, produce a
correspondingly greater number of such discoveries and inventions themselves.
Experience shows that each new discovery and invention generally gives rise to several, oftentimes to many, others. Thus discoveries and inventions will forever go on increasing in geemetrlcal ratio.
But even this is not all. The earth, when cultivated with the
aid of such science, implements, and machinery as men are
capable of producing, can probably be made to sustain a hundred
times its present population. And the increase of population will
naturally go on, as men increase their means of subsistence, and
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cease to starve and destroy each other.
Alld this Increase of
population will, of ;tSt/f. naturally bring a corresponding increase
of scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions. Who, then,
can set any limit to the future progress of mankind in knowledge
and wealth?
Under the stimulus of this principle of property, mankind will
soon become a very different, an almost wholly different, race of
beings from what they now are. They will learn - what so few
of them seem now to understand - not only that they have brains,
but also what their brains were designed for, and are capable of.
When these lessons shall have been learned, the knowledge that
will be accumulated in consequence will become the great wealth
of the world.

SECTION

IX.

It is plainly to be seen, by those who choose to see, that science
and invention are bringing, and are destined to bring, all the
peoples of the earth together, and show tbem their power to
promote each others' welfare, and their duty to live together in
peace.
The only obstacle this great movement has now to meet, is that
presented by ignorant, hostile, and tyrannical governments.
It is
plain that if all mankind are to live together in peace, and contribute their utmost to each other's welfare, they must get rid of
their existing governments, and all live under one and the same,
and only one and the same, law. That one law Is the law of justice. This is the one only law the world needs, or can endure.
Whatever other laws (so called) are either more, less, or other than
justice itself, are necessarily unjust, and are therefore to be resisted
and abolished.
Whenever, in any case whatever, this one law of justice is
repudiated, violence and fraud are necessarily licensed ill its
stead.
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CLEVELAND.
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To Grover Cleveland:

SIR,- Your inaugural address is probably as honest, sensible, and consistent a
one as that of any president within the last fifty years, or, perhaps, as any since the
foundation of the government. If, therefore, it is false, absurd, self-contradictory,
and ridiculous, it is not (as I think) because you are personally less honest, sensible,
or consistent than your predecessors, but because the government itself -according
to your own description of it, and according to the practical administration of it for
nearly a hundred years-is an utterly and palpably false, absurd, and criminal one.
Such praises as you bestow upon it are, therefore, necessarily false, absurd, and
ridiculous.
Thus you describe it as "a government pledged to do equal and exact justice to
all men."
Did you stop to think what that means? Evidently you did not; for nearly, or
quite, all the rest of your address is in direct contradiction to it.
Let me then remind you that justice is an immutable, natural principle; and not
anything that can be made, unmade, or altered by any human power.
It is also a subject of science, and is to be learned, like mathematics, or any other
science. It does not derive its authority from the commands, will, pleasure, or
discretion of any possible combination of men, whether calling themselves a government, or by any other name.
It is also, at all times, and in all places, the supreme law. And being everywhere
and always the supreme law, it is necessarily everywhere and always the only law.
Lawmakers, as they call themselves, can add nothing to it, nor take anything
from it. Therefore all their laws, as they call them,-that is, all the laws of their
own making,-have no color of authority or obligation. It is a falsehood to call
them laws; for there is nothing in them that either creates men's duties or rights,
or enlightens them as to their duties or rights. There is consequently nothing
binding or obligatory about them. And nobody is bound to take the least notice
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of them, unless it be to trample them under foot, as usurpations. If they command
men to do justice, they add nothing to men's obligation to do it, or to any man's
right to enforce it. They are therefore mere idle wind, such as would be commands
to consider the day as day, and the night as night. If they command or license
any man to do injustice, they are criminal on their face. If they command any
man to do anything which justice does not require him to do, they are simple, naked
usurpations and tyrannies. If they forbid any man to do anything, which justice
would permit him to do, they are criminal invasions of his natural and rightful Iiberty. In whatever light, therefore, they are viewed, they are utterly destitute of
everything like authority or obligation. They are all necessarily either the impudent, fraudulent, and criminal usurpations of tyrants, robbers, and murderers, or
the senseless work of ignorant or thoughtless men, who do not know, or certainly
do not realize, what they are doing.
This science of justice, or natural law, is the only science that tells us what are,
and what are not, each man's natural, inherent, inalienable, individual rights, as
against any and all other men. And to say that any, or all, other men may rightfully compel him to obey any or all such other laws as they may see fit to make, is
to say that he has no rights of his own, but is their subject, their property, and
their slave.
For the reasons now given, the simple maintenance of justice, or natural law, is
plainly the one only purpose for which any coercive power-or anything bearing
the name of government-has a right to exist.
It is intrinsically just as false, absurd, ludicrous, and ridiculous to say that lawmakers, so-called,can invent and make any Iaws, of their own, authoritatively fixing,
or declaring, the rights of individuals, or that shall be in any manner authoritative
or obligatory upon individuals, or that individuals may rightfully be compelled to
obey, as it would be to say that they can invent and make such mathematics, chemistry, physiology, or other sciences, as they see fit, and rightfully compel individuals
to conform all their actions to them, instead of conforming them to the mathematics, chemistry, physiology, or other sciences of nature.
Lawmakers, as they call themselves, might just as well claim the right to abolish,
by statute, the natural law of gravitation, the natural laws of light, heat, and electricity, and all the other natural laws of matter and mind, and institute laws of
their own in the place of them, and compel conformity to them, as to claim the
right to set aside the natural law of justice, and compel obedience to such other
laws as they may see fit to mannfacture, and set up b its stead.
Let me now ask you how you imagine that your so-called lawmakers can "do
equal and exact justice to all men:' by any so-called laws of their own making. If
their laws command anything but justice, or forbid anything but injustice, they
are themselves unjust and criminal. If they simply command justice, and forbid
injustice, they add nothing to the natural authority of justice, or to men's obliga-
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tion to obey it. It is, therefore, a simple impertinence, and sheer impudence, on
their part, to assume that their commands, as such, are of any authority whatever.
It is also sheer impudence, on their part, to assume that their commands are at all
necessary to teach other men what is, and what is not, justice. The science of jus.
tice is as open to be learned by all other men, as by themselves; and it is, in general, so simple and easy to be learned, that there is no need of, and no place for, any
man, or body of men, to teach it, declare it, or command it, on their own authority.
For one, or another, of these reasons, therefore, each and every law, so-called,
that forty-eight different congresses have presumed to make, within the last ninety.
six years, have been utterly destitute of all legitimate authority. That is to say,
they have either been criminal, as commanding or licensing men to do what justice
forbade them to do, or as forbidding them to do what justice would have permitted
them to do; or else they have been superfluous, as adding nothing to men's knowledge of justice, or to their obligation to do justice, or abstain from injustice.
'Vhat excuse, then, have you for attempting to enforce upon the people that great
mass of superfluous or criminal laws (so-called) wbich ignorant and foolish, or impudent and criminal, men have, for so many years, been manufacturing, and promulgating, and enforcing, in violation of justice, and of all men's natural, inherent,
and inalienable rights?
SECTION

II.

Perhaps you will say that there is no such science as that of justice. If you do
say this, by what right, or on what reason, do you proclaim your intention ".to do
equal and exact justice to all men"? If there is no science of justice, how do you
know that there is any such principle as justice? Or how do you know what is,
and what is not, justice? If there is no science of justice,-such as the people can
learn and understand f01"themselves,-why do you say anything about justice to
tllem1 Or why do you promise them any such thing as "equal and exact justice," if
they do not know, and are incapable of learning, what justice is? Do you use this
phrase to deceive those whom you look upon as being so ignorant, so destitute of
reason, as to be deceived by idle, unmeaning words? If you do not, you are plainly
bound to let us all know what you do mean, by doing "equal and exact justice to
all men."
I can assure you, sir, that a very large portion of the people of this country do
not believe that the government is doing "equal and.exact justice to all men."
And some persons are earnestly promulgating the idea that the government is not
attempting to do, and has no intention of doing, anything like "equal and exact
justice to all men"; that, on the contrary, it is knowingly, deliberately, and wilfully doing an incalculable amount of injustice; that it has always been doing this
in the past, and that it has no intention of doing anything else in the future; that
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it is a mere tool in the hands of a few ambitious, rapacious, and unprincipled
men; that its purpose, in doing all this injustice, is to keep-so far as they can
without driving the people to rebellion-all wealth, and all political power, in as
few hands as possible; and that this injustice is the direct cause of all the widespread poverty, ignorance, and servitude among the great body of the people.
Now, Sir, I wish I could hope that you would do something to show that you are
not a party to any such scheme as that; something to show that you are neither
corrupt enough, nor blind enough, nor coward enough, to be made use of for any
such purpose as that; something to show that when you profess your intention
"to do equal and exact justice to all men," you attach some real and definite
meaning to your words. Until you do that, is it not plain that the people have a
right to consider you a tyrant, and the confederate and tool of tyrants, and to get
rid of you as unceremoniously as they would of any other tyrant?
SECTION

m.

Sir, if any government is to be a rational, consistent, and honest one, it must
evidently be based on some fundamental, immutable, eternal principle; such as
every man may reasonably agree to, and such as every man may rightfully be
compelled to abide by, and obey. Aud the whole power of the government must
be limited to the maintenance of that single principle. And that one principle is
justice. There is no other principle that any man can rightfully enforce upon
others, or ought to consent to have enforced against himself. Every man claims
the protection of this principle for himself, whether he is willing to accord it to
others, or not. Yet such is the inconsistency of human nature, that some menin fact, many men-who will risk their lives for this principle, when their own
liberty or property is at stake, will violate it in the most flagrant manner, if they
can thereby obtain arbitrary power over the persons or property of others. We
have seen this fact illustrated in this country, through its whole history-especially during the last hundred years-and in the case of many of the most conspicuous persons. And their example and influence have been employed to
pervert the whole character of the government. It is against such men, that all
others, who desire nothing but justice for themselves, and are willing to unite to
secure it for all others, must combine, if we are ever to have justice established
for any.
SECTION

IV.

It is self-evident that no number of men, by conspiring, and calling themselves
a government, can acquire any rights whatever over other men, or other men's
property, which they had not before, as individuals. And whenever any number
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of men, calling themselves a government, do anything to another man, or to his
property, which they had no right to do as individuals, they thereby declare themselves trespassers, robbers, or murderers, according to the nature of their acts.
Men, as individuals, may rightfully compel each other to obey this one law of justice. And it is the only law which any man can rightfully be compelled, by hill
fellow men, to obey. All other laws, it is optional with each man to obey, or not,
as he may choose. But this one law of justice he may rightfully be compelled .to
obey; and all the force that is reasonably necessary to compel him, may rightfully be used against him.
But the right of every man to do anything, and everything, whichjfJStice does not
forbid him to do, is a natural, inherent, inalienable right. It is his right, as against
any and all other men, whether they be many, or few. It is a right indispensable
to every man's highest happiness; and to every man's power of judging and determining for himself what will, and what will not, promote his happiness. Any
restriction upon the exercise of this right is a restriction upon his rightful power
of providing for, and accomplishing, his own well-being.
Sir, these natural, inherent, inalienable, individual rights are sacred things.
They are the only human rights. They are the only rights by which any man can
protect his own property, liberty, or life against anyone who may be disposed to
take it away. Consequently they are not things that any set of either blockheads
or villains, calling themselves a government, can rightfully take into their own
hands, and dispose of at their pleasure, as they have been accustomed to do in
this, and in nearly or quite all other countries.
SECTION

V.

Sir, I repeat that individual rights are the only human rights. Legally speaking,
there are no such things as "public rights," as distinguished from individual rights.
Legally speaking, there is no such creature or thing as "the public." The term "the
public" is an utterly vague and indefinite one, applied arbitrarily and at random
to a greater or less number of individuals, each and every one of whom have their
own separate, individual rights, and none others. And the protection of these
separate, individual rights is the one only legitimate purpose, for which anything
in the nature of a governing, or coercive, power has a right to exist. And these
separate, individual rights all rest upon, and can be ascertained only by, the one
science of justice.
Legally speaking, the term "public rights" is as vague and indefinite as are the
terms "public healtli," "public good," "public welfare," and the like. It has no
legal meaning, except when used to describe the separate, private, individual rights
of a greater or less number of individuals.
In 80 far as the separate, private, natural rights of individuals are secured, in
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just so far, and no farther, are the "public rights" secured. In so far as the separate, private, natural rights of indiolduals are disregarded or violated, in just so far
are "public rights" disregarded or violated. Therefore all the pretences of socalled lawmakers, that they are protecting "public rights," by violating private
rights, are sheer and utter contradictions and frauds. They are just as false and
absurd as it would be to say that they are protecting the public health, by arbitrarily poisoning and destroying the health of single individuals.
The pretence of the lawmakers, that they are promoting the "public good,"
by violating individual "right..'," is just as false and absurd as is the pretence that
they are protecting "public rights" by violating "private rights." Sir, the greatest" public good," of which any coercive power, calling itself a. government, or by
any other name, is capable, is the protection of each and every individual in the
quiet and peaceful enjoyment and exercise of all his own natural, inherent, inalienable, individual "rights." This is a. "good" that comes home to each and every
individual, of whom "the public" is composed. It is also a. "good," which each
and every one of these individuals, composing "the public," can appreciate. It is
a "good," for the loss of which governments can make no compensation whatever.
It is a universal and impartial" good," of the highest importance to each and every
human being; and not any such vague, false, and criminal thing as the lawmakers
-when violating private rights-tell us they are trying to accomplish, under the
name of "the public good." It is also the only "equal and exact justice," which
you, or anybody else, are capable of securing, or have any occasion to secure, to
any human being. Let but this "equal and exact justice" be secured "to all
men," and they will then be abundantly able to take care of themselves, and secure their own highest "good." Or if anyone should ever chance to need anything more than this, he may safely trust to the voluntary kindness of his fellow
men to supply it.
It is one of those things not easily accounted for, that men who would scorn
to do an injustice to a. fellow man, in a private transaction,-who
would scorn to
usurp any arbitrary dominion over him, or his property,-who would be in the
highest degree indignant, if charged with any private injustice,-and
who, at a
moment's warning, would take their lives in their hands, to defend their own rights,
and redress their own wrongs,-will, the moment they become members of what
they call a. government, assume that they are absolved from all principles and all
obligations that were imperative upon them, as individuals; will assume that they
are invested with a. right of arbitrary and irresponsible dominion over other men,
and other men's property. Yet they are doing this continually. And all the laws
they make are based upon the assumption that they have now become invested
with rights that are more than human, and that those, on whom their laws are to
operate, have lost even their human rights. They seem to be utterly blind to the
fact, that the only reason there can be for theii existence as a government, is that
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they may protect those very "rights," which they before scrupulously respected,
but which they now unscrupulously trample upon.

SECTIO~

VI.

But you evidently believe nothing of what I have now been saying. You evidently believe that justice is no law at all, unless in cases where the lawmakers
may chance to prefer it to any law which they themselves can invent.
You evidently believe that a certain paper, called the constitution, which nobody ever signed, which few persons ever read, which the great body of the pe~
pIe never saw, and as to the meaning of which no two persons were ever agreed, is
the supreme law of this land, anything in the law of nature-anything
in the
natural, inherent, inalienable, individual rights of fifty millions of people-to the
contrary notwithstanding.
Did folly, falsehood, absurdity, assumption, or criminality ever reach a higher
point than that?
You evidently believe that those great volumes of statutes, which the people at
large have never read, nor even seen, and never will read, nor see, but which such
men as you and your lawmakers have been manufacturing for nearly a hundred
years, to restrain them of their liberty, and deprive them of their natural rights,
were all made for their benefit, by men wiser than they-wiser even than justice
itself-and having only their welfare at heart I
You evidently believe that the men who made those laws were duly authorized
to make them; and that you yourself have been duly authorized to enforce them.
But in this you are utterly mistaken. You have not so much as the honest,
responsible scratch of one single pen, to justify you in the exercise of the power
you have taken upon yourself to exercise. For example, you have no such evidence of your right to take any man's property for the support of your government, as would be required of you, if you were to claim pay for a. single day's
honest labor.
It was once said, in this country, that taxation without consent was robbery.
And a seven years' war was fought to maintain that principle. But if that principle were a true one in behalf of three millions of men, it is an equally true one
in behalf of three men, or of one man.
Who are ever taxed? Individuals only. Who have property that can be taxed?
Individuals only. Who can give their consent to be taxed? Individuals only.
Who are ever taxed without their consent? Individuals only. Who, then, are
robbed, if taxed without their consent? Individuals only.
If taxation without consent is robbery, the United States government has never
had, has not now, and is never likely to have, a single honest dollar in its treasury.
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If taxation without consent is flot robbery, then any band of robbers have only
to declare themselves a government, and all their robberies are legalized.
If any man's money can be taken by a so-called government, without his own
personal consent, all his other rights are taken with it; for with his money the
government can, and will, hire soldiers to stand over him, compel him to submit
to its arbitrary will, and kill him if he resists.
That your whole claim of a right to any man's money for the support of your
government, without his consent, is the merest farce and fraud, is proved by the
fact that you have no such evidence of your right to take it, as would be required
of you, by one of your own courts, to prove a debt of five dollars, that might be
honestly due you.
You and your lawmakers have no such evidence of your right of dominion over
the people of this country, as would be required to prove your right to any material property, that you might have purchased.
When a man parts with any considerable amount of such material property as
he has a natural right to part with,-as, for example, houses, or lands, or food, or
clothing, or anything else of much value,-he usually gives, and the purchaser
usually demands, some written acknowledgment, receipt, bill of sale, or other evidence, that will prove that he voluntarily parted with it, and that the purchaser is
DOW the real and true owner of it. But you hold that 1iIty millions of people have
voluntarily parted, not only with their natural right of dominion over all their material property, but also with all their natural right of dominion over their own
souls and bodies; when not one of them has ever given you a scrap of writing, or
even" made his mark," to that effect.
You have not so much as the honest signature of a single human being, grant.
ing to you or your lawmakers any right of dominion whatever over him or his
property.
You hold your place only by a title, which, on no just principle of law or reason,
is worth a straw. And all who are associated with you in the governmentwhether they be called senators, representatives, judges, executive officers,or what
not-all hold their places, directly or indirectly, only by the same worthless title.
That title is nothing more nor less than votes given in secret (by secret ballot),
by not more than one-fifth of the whole population. These votes were given in
secret Bolelybecause those who gave them did not dare to make themselves personally responsible, either for their own acts, or the acts of their agents, the lawmakers, judges, etc.
These voters, having given their votes in secret (by secret ballot), have put it
out of your power-and out of the power of all others associated with you in the
government-to designate your principals individually. That is to say, you have
DO legal knowledge as to who voted for you, or who voted against you. And being
unable to designate your principals individually, you have no right to say that you
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have any principals. And having no right to say that you have any principals,
you are bound, on every just principle of law or reason; to confess that you are
mere usurpers, making laws, and enforcing them, upon your own authority alone.
A secret ballot makes a secret government; and a secret government is nothing
else than a government by conspiracy. And a government by conspiracy is the
only government we now have.
You say that "every voter exercises a public trust."
Who appointed him to that trust? Nobody. He simply usurped the power;
he never accepted the trust. And because he usurped the power, he dares exercise
it only in secret. Not one of all the ten millions of voters, who helped to place
you in power, would have dared to do so, if he had known that he was to be held
personally responsible, before any just tribunal, for the acts of those for whom he
voted.
Inasmuch as all the votes, given for you and your lawmakers, were given in secret, all that you and they can say, in support of yeur authority as rulers, is that
you venture upon your acts as lawmakers, etc., not because you have any open,
authentic, written, legitimate authority granted you by any human being,-for
you can show nothing of the kind,-but only because, from certain reports made
to you of votes given in secret, you have reason to believe that you have at your
backs a secret association strong enough to sustain you by force, in case your
authority should be resisted.
Is there a government on earth that rests upon a more false, absurd, or tyrannical basis than that?
SECTlO~

VII.

But the falsehood and absurdity of your whole system of government do not
result solely from the fact that it rests wholly upon votes given in secret, or by
men who take care to avoid all personal responsibility for their own acts, or the
acts of their agents. On the contrary, if every man, woman, and child in the
United States had openly signed, sealed, and delivered to you and your associates,
a written document, purporting to invest you with all the legislative, judicial, and
executive powers that you now exercise, they would not thereby have given you
. the slightest legitimate authority. Such a contract, purporting to surrender into
your hands all their natural rights of person and property, to be disposed of at
your pleasure or discretion, would have been simply an absurd and void contract,
giving you no real authority whatever.
It is a natural impossibility for any man to make a binding contract, by which
he shall surrender to others a single one of what are commonly called his "natural, inherent, inalienable rights."
It is a natural impossibility for any man to make a binding contract, that shall
invest others with any right whatever of arbitrary, irresponsible dominion over him.
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The right of arbitrary, irresponsible dominion is the right of property; and the
right of property is the right of arbitrary, irresponsible dominion. The two are
identical. There is no difference between them. Neither can exist without the
other. If, therefore, our so-called lawmakers really have that right of arbitrary,
irresponsible dominion over us, which they claim to have, and which they habitually exercise, it must be because they own us as property. If they own us as property, it must be because nature made us their property; for, as no man can sell
himself as a slave, we could never make a binding contract that should make us
their property-or, what is the same thing, give them any right of arbitrary, irresponsible dominion over us.
As a lawyer, you certainly ought to know that all this is true.
SECTION

VIII.

Sir, consider, for a moment, what an utterly false, absurd, ridiculous, and criminal government we now have.
It all rests upon the false, ridiculous, and utterly groundless assumption, that
fifty millions of people not only could voluntarily surrender, but actually have
voluntarily surrendered, all their natural rights, as human beings, into the custody
of some four hundred men, called lawmakers, judges, etc., who are to be held
utterly irresponsible for the disposal they may make of them.s
The only right, which any individual is supposed to retain, or possess, under the
government, is a purely fictitious one,-one that nature nel'er gave him,-to wit, his
right (so-called), as one of some ten millions of male adults, to give away, by his
vote, not only all his own natural, inherent, inalienable, human rights, but also
all the natural, inherent, inalienable, human rights of forty millions of other
human beings-that
is, women and children.
To suppose that anyone of all these ten millions of male adults would voluntarily surrender a single one of all his natural, inherent, inalienable, human rights
into the hands of irresponsible men, is an absurdity; because, first, he has no
-The Irresponsibility of the aenators and representatives Is guaranteed to them In this wise:
For any speech or debate [or vote) In either house, they [the senators and representatives] shall not
be questioned [held to any legal responsibility] In allY other place.-C07I8titution, Art. 1, Sec. 6.
The judicial and executive officers are all 4'qually guaranteed against all responsibility to the penple.
They are made responalble only to the senators and representatives, whose laws they are to administer
and execute. So long 118 they sanction and execute all these laws, to the satisfaction of the h:wmakers, they are we against all responsibility. In no case oan the people, wh08e right. thtU are C01ltinually denying and trampling upon, hold them 10any acCOtl'ltabilily tthatet>er.
Thua Il will be seen that all departments of the government, legislative, jndiclal, and executive, are
placed entirely beyond any re8pon8ibillty to the people, whose agent8 ~hey profess to be, and whose
rlght8 tiley assume to dispose of at pleasure.
Was a more abaolute, irresponsible government than that ever Invented?
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power to do so, any contract he may make for that pW'pose being absurd, and
necessarily void i and, secondly, because he can have no rational motive for doing
so. To suppose him to do so, is to suppose him to be an idiot, incapable of making
any rational and obligatory contract. It is to suppose he would voluntarily give
away everything in life that was of value to himself, and get nothing in return,
To suppose that he would attempt to give away all the natural rights of other persons-that is, the women and children-as well as his own, is to suppose him to
attempt to do something that he has no right, or power, to do. It is to suppose
him to be both a villain and a fool.
And yet this government now rests wholly upon the assumption that some ten
millions of male adults-men
supposed to be compos mentis-have not only attempted to do, but have actually succeeded in doing, these absurd and impossible
things.
It cannot he said that men put all their rights into the hands of the government,
in order to have them protected i because there can be no such thing as a man's being protected in his rights, any longer than. he is allowed to retain them in his own possession. The only possible way, in which any man can be protected in his rights,
is to protect him in his own actual possession and exercise of/hem. And yet our government is absurd enough to assume that a man can be protected in his rights, after
he has surrendered them altogether into other hands than his own.
This is just as absurd as it would be to assume that a man had given himself
away as a slave, in order to be protected in the enjoyment of his liberty.
A man wants his rights protected, solely that he himself may possess and use
them, and have the full benefit of them. But if he is compelled to give them up to
somebody else,-to a government, so-called, or to any body eise,-he ceases to have
any rights of his own to be protected.
To say, as the advocates of our government do, that a man must give up some of
his natural rights, to a government, in order to have the rest of them protectedthe government being all the while the sole and irresponsible judge as to what rights
he does give up, and what he retains, and what are to be protected-is to say that
he gives up all the rights that the government chooses, at any time, to assume that
he has given UPi and that he retains none, and is to be protected in none, except
such as the government shall, at all times, see fit to protect, and to permit him to
retain. This is to suppose that he has retained no rights at all, that he can, at any
time, claim as his own, as against the government. It is to say that he has really
given up every right, and reserved none.
For a still further reason, it is absurd to say that a man must give up Bomeof his
rights to a government, in order that government may protect him ill the rest.
That reason is, that every right he gives up diminishes his OWlI power of selfprotection, and makes it so much more difficult for the government to protect him.
And yet our government says a man must give up all his rights, in order that it
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may protect him. It might just as well be said that a man must consent to be
bound hand and foot, in order to enable a government, or his friends, to protect
him against an enemy. Leave him in full possession of his limbs, and of all his
powers, and he will do more for his own protection than he otherwise could, and
will have less need of protection from a government, or any other source.
Finally, if a man, who is compos mentis, wants any outside protection for his rights,
he is perfectly competent to make his own bargain for such as he desires; and other
persons have no occasion to thrust their protection upon him, against his will; or
to insist, as they now do, that he shall give up all, or any, of his rights to them, in
consideration of such protection, and only such protection, as they may afterwards
choose to give him.
It is especially noticeable that those persons, who are so impatient to protect other
men in their rights that they-cannot wait until they are requested to do so, have a
somewhat inveterate habit of killing all who do not voluntarily accept their proteetion; or do not consent to give up to them all their rights in exchange for it.
If A were to go to B, a merchant, and say to him, "Sir, I am a night-watchman,
and I insist upon your employing me as such in protecting your property against
burglars; and to enable me to do so more effectually, I insist upon your letting me
tie your own hands and feet, so that you cannot interfere with me; and also upon
your delivering up to me all your keys to your store, your safe, and to all your valuables; and that you authorize me to act solely and fully according to my own will,
pleasure, and discretion in the matter; and I demand still further, that you shall
give me an absolute guaranty that you will not hold me to any accountability whatever for anything I may do, or for anything that may happen to your goods while
they are under my protection; and unless you comply with this proposal, I will now
kill you on the spot,"-if
A were to Bay all this to D, D would naturally conclude
that A himself was the most impudent and dangerous burglar that he (B) had to
fear; and that if he (D) wished to secure his property against burglars, his best way
would be to kill A in the first place, and then take his chances against all such
other burglars' as might come afterwards.
Our government constantly acts the part that is here supposed to be acted by A.
And it is just as impudent a scoundrel as A is here supposed to be. It insists
that every man shall give up all his rights unreservedly into its custody, and then
hold it wholly irresponsible for any disposal it may make of them.
And it gives
him no alternative but death.
If by putting a bayonet to a man's breast, and giving him his choice, to die, or
be "protected in his rights," it secures his consent to the latter alternative, it then
proclaims itself a free government,-a
government resting on consent!
You yourself describe such a government as "the best government ever vouchsafed to man."
Can you tell me of one that is worse in princi~le?
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But perhaps you will say that ours is not so bad, in principle, as the others, for
the reason that here, once in two, four, or six years, each male adult is permitted to
have one vote in ten millions, in choosing the public protectors. Well, if you think
that that materially alters the case, I wish you joy of your remarkable discernment.
SECTION

IX.

Sir, if a government is to "do equal and exact justice to all men," it must do
simply that, and nothing more. If it does more than that to any,-that
is, if it gives
monopolies, privileges, exemptions, bounties, or favors to any,-it can do so only
by doing injustice to more or less others. It can give to one only what it takes from
others j for it has nothing of its own to give to anyone.
The best that it can do for all,
and the only honest thing it can do for any, is simply to secure to each and every
one his own rights,-the
rights that nature gave him,-his rights of person, and
his rights of property; leaving him, then, to pursue his own interests, and secure his
own welfare, by the free and full exercise of his own powers of body and mind; 80
long as he trespasses upon the equal rights of no other person.
If he desires any favors from any body, he must, I repeat, depend upon the voluntary kindness of such of his fellow men as may be willing to grant them. No
government can have any right to grant them; because no government can have a
right to take from one man any thing that is his, and give it to another.
If this be the only true idea of an honest government, it is plain that it can have
nothing to do with men's "interests," "welfare," or "prosperity," as distinguished
from their "rights."
Being secured in their rights, each and all must take the sole
charge of, and have the sole responsibility for, their own "interests," "welfare,"
and "prosperity."
By simply protecting every man in his rights, a government necessarily keeps
open to every one the widest possible field, that he honestly can have, for such industry as he may choose to follow. It also insures him the widest possible field
for obtaining such capital as he needs for his industry, and the widest possible
markets for the products of his .labor. With the possession of these rights, he
must be content.
No honest government can go into business with any individuals, be they many,
or few. It cannot furnish capital to any, nor prohibit the loaning of capital to any.
It can give to no one any special aid to competition; nor protect anyone from
competition. It must adhere inflexibly to the principle of entire freedom for all
honest industry, and all honest traffic. It can do to no one any favor, nor render
to anyone any assistance, which it withholds from another. It must hold the
scales impartially between them; taking no cognizance of any man's "interests,"
"welfare," or "prosperity," otherwise than by simply protecting him in his "rights."
In opposition to this view, lawmakers profess to have weighty duties laid upon
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them, to promote men's "interests," "welfare," and "prosperity," as distinguishea
They seldom have any thing to say about men's "rights." On
the contrary, they take it for granted that they are charged with the duty of promoting, superintending, directing, and controlling the "business" of the country.
In the performance of this supposed duty, all ideas of individual "rights" are cast
aside. Not knowing any way-because there is no way-in which they can impartially promote all men's "interests," "welfare," and "prosperity," otherwise than
by protecting impartially all men's rights, they boldly proclaim that "individual rights

from their "rights."

must not be permitted to stand in the way of the public good, the public welfare, and the
business interests of the country."

Substantially all their lawmaking proceeds upon this theory; for there is no
other theory, on which they can find any justification whatever for any lawmaking
at all. So they proceed to give monopolies, privileges, bounties, grants, loans, etc.,
etc., to particular persons, or classes of persons; justifying themselves by saying
that these privileged persons will "give employment" to the unprivileged; and that
this employment, given by the privileged to the unprivileged, will compensate the
latter for the loss of their "rights." And they carry on their lawmaking of this
kind to the greatest extent they think is possible, without causing rebellion and
revolution, on the part of the injured classes.
Sir, I am sorry to see that you adopt this lawmaking theory to its fullest extent; that although, for once only, and in a dozen words only,-and then merely
iucidentally,-you describe the government as "a government pledged to do equal
and exact justice to all men," you show, throughout the rest of your address, that
you have no thought of abiding by that principle; that you are either utterly ignorant, or utterly regardless, of what that principle requires of you; that the government, so far as your influence goes, is to be given up to the business of lawmaking,
-that
is, to the business of abolishing justice, and establishing injustice in its
place; that you hold it to be the proper duty and function of the government to be
constantly looking after men's "interests," "welfare," "prosperity," etc., etc., as
distinguished from their rights; that it must consider men's "rights" as no guide to
the promotion of their "interests"; that it must give favors to some, and withhold
the same favors from others; that in order to give these favors to some, it must
take from others their rights; that, in reality, it must traffic in both men's interests
and their rights; that it must keep open shop, and sell men's interests and rights
to the highest bidders; and that this is your only plan for promoting "the general
welfare," "the common interest," etc., etc.
That such is your idea of the constitutional duties and functions of the government, is shown by different parts of your address: but more Cully,perhaps, by this:
The large variety of diverse and competin!J interests subject to federal control, persistently
.eeking recognition of their claims, need give us no fear that the greatest good of the great-
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est number will fail to be accomplished, if, in the halls of nationalle[Ji81ation, that spirit of
amity and mutual concession shall prevail, in which the constitution had its birth. If this
Involves the surrender or postponement of private interests, and the abandonment of local
advantages, compensation will be found in the assurance that thus the common interest is
subserved, and the generalwel/are advanced.

What is all this but saying that the government is not at all an institution for
"doing equal and exact justice to all men," or for the impartial protection of all
men's rights; but that it is its proper business to take sides, for and against, a
"large variety of diverse and competing interests"; that it has this "large variety of
diverse and competing interests" under its arbitrary "control"; that it can, at its
pleasure, make such laws as will give success to some of them, and insure the defeat of others; that these "various, diverse, and competing interests" will be "persistently seeking recognition of their claims ••••

in the halls ofnationallegislation,"-

that is, will be "persistently" clamoring for laws to be made in their favor; that,
in fact, "the halls of national legislation" are to be mere arenas, into. which the
government actually invites the advocates and representatives of all the selfish
schemes of avarice and ambition that unprincipled men can devise; that these
schemes will there be free to "compete" with each other in their corrupt offers for
government favor and support; and that it is to be the proper and ordinary business of the lawmakers to listen to all these schemes; to adopt some of them, and
sustain them with all the money and power of the government; and to "postpone,"
"abandon," oppose, and defeat all others; it being well known, all the while, that
the lawmakers will, individually, favor, or oppose, these various schemes, according
to their own irresponsible will, pleasure, and discretion,-that
is, according as they
can better serve their own personal interests and ambitions by doing the one or
the other.
Was a more thorough scheme of national villainy ever invented?
Sir, do you not know that in this conflict, between these "various, diverse, and
competing interests," all ideas of individual "rights "-all
ideas of "equal and exact
justice to all men" - will be cast to the winds; that the boldest, the strongest, the
most fraudulent, the most rapacious, and the most corrupt, men will have control
of the government, and make it a mere instrument for plundering the great body
of the people?
Your idea of the real character of the government is plainly this: The lawmakers are to assume absolute and irresponsible "control" of all the financial resources, all the legislative, judicial, and executive powers, of the government, and
employ them all for the promotion of such schemes of plunder and ambition as
they may select from all those that may be submitted to them for their approval;
that they are to keep "the halls of national legislation " wide open for the admission of all persons having such schemes to offer; and that they are to grant monopolies, privileges, loans, and bounties to all such of these schemes as they can make
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subserve their own individual interests and ambitions, and reject or "postpone"
all others. And that there is to be no limit to their operations of this kind, except
their fear of exciting rebellion and resistance on the part of the plundered classes.
And you are just fool enough to tell us that such a government as this may be
relied on to "accomplish the greatest good to the greatest number," "to subserve
the common interest," and "advance the general welfare," "if," only, "in the halls
of national legislation, that spirit of amity and mutual concession shall prevail, in
which the constitution had its birth."
You here assume that "the general welfare" is to depend, not upon the £ree
and untrammelled enterprise and industry of the whole people, acting individually,
and each enjoying and exercising all his natural rights; but wholly or principally
upon the success of such particular schemes as the government may take under its
special" control," And this means that" the general welfare" is to depend, wholly
or principally, upon such privileges, monopolies, loans, and bounties as the government may grant to more or less of that "large variety of diverse and competing
interests" - that is, schemes- that may be "persistently" pressed upon its attention.
But as you impliedly acknowledge that the government cannot take all these
"interests" (schemes) under its "control," and bestow its favors upon all alike, you
concede that some of them must be "surrendered," "postponed," or "abandoned";
and that, consequently, the government cannot get on at all, unless, "in the halls
of national legislation, that spirit of amity and mutual concession shall prevail, in
which the constitution had its birth."
This "spirit of amity and mutual concession in the halls of legislation," you explain to mean this: a disposition, on the part of the lawmakers respectivelywhose various schemes of plunder cannot all be accomplished, by reason of their
being beyond the financial resources of the government, or the endurance of the
people-to "surrender" some of them, "postpone" others, and "abandon" others,
in order that the general business of robbery may go on to the greatest extent possible, and that each one of the lawmakers may succeed with as many of the
schemes he is specially intrusted with, as he can carry through by means of such
bargains, for mutual help, as he may be able to make with his fellow lawmakers.
Such is the plan of government, to which you say that you "consecrate" yourself, and" engage your every faculty and effort."
Was a more shameless avowal ever made?
You cannot claim to be ignorant of what crimes such a government will commit.
You have had abundant opportunity to know-and if you have kept your eyes
open, you do know-what these schemes of robbery have been in the past; and
from these you can judge what they will be in the future.
You know that under such a system, every senator and representative-probably
without an exception-will come to the congress as the champion of the dominant
scoundrelisms of his own State or district; that he will be elected solely to serve
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those "interests," as you call them; that in offering himself as a candidate, he will
announce the robbery, or robberies, to which all his efforts will be directed; that
he will call these robberies his "policy"; or if he be lost to all decency, he will call
them his "principles"; that they will always be such as he thinks will best subserve
his own interests, or ambitions; that he will go to "the halls of national Iegislation" with his head full of plans for making bargains with other lawmakers-as
corrupt as himself-for mutual help in carrying their respective schemes.
Such has been the character of our congresses nearly, or quite, from the beginning. It can scarcely be said that there has ever been an honest man in one of
them. A man has sometimes gained a reputation for honesty, in his own State or
district, by opposing some one or more of the robberies that were proposed by
members from other portions of the country. But such a man has seldom, or
never, deserved his reputation; for he has, generally, if not always, been the advocate of some one or more schemes of robbery, by which more or less of his own
constituents were to profit, and which he knew it would be indispensable that he
should advocate, in order to give him votes at home.
If there have ever been any members, who were consistently honest throughout,
-who were really in favor of "doing equal and exact justice to all men," -and,
of course, nothing more than that to any,-their numbers have been few; so few
as to have left no mark upon the general legislation. They have but constituted
the exceptions that proved the rule. If you were now required to name such a
lawmaker, I think you would search our history in vain to find him.
That this is no exaggerated description of our national lawmaking, the following
facts will prove.
For the first seventy years of the government, one portion of the lawmakers
would be satisfied with nothing less than permission to rob one-sixth, or oneseventh, of the whole population, not only of their labor, but even of their right to
their own persons. In 1860,this class of lawmakers comprised all the senators and
representatives from fifteen, of the then thirty-three, States.This body of lawmakers, standing always firmly together, and capable of turning the scale for, or against, any scheme of robbery, in which northern men were
interested, but on which northern men were divided,-such as navigation acts,
tariffs, bounties, grants, war, peace, etc.,-could purchase immunity for their own
crime, by supporting such, and so many, northern crimes-second only to their
own in atrocity-as could be mutually agreed on.

-In the Senate they stood thirty to thlrty-slx,1n the houae ninety to one hundred and forty_ven,1n
the two branches united one hundred and twenty to one hundred and eighty-three, relatively to the
non-slaveholdlng members.
From the foundation of the govemment-wlthont
a single Interval, I think-the
lawmakers from
the Blaveholdlng States had been, relatitlelll, U Btrong, or atronger, than In 1860.
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In this way the slaveholders bargained for, and secured, protection for slavery
and the slave trade, by consenting to such navigation acts as some of the northern
States desired, and to such tariffs on imports-such as iron, coal, wool, woollen
goods, etc., - as should enable the home producers of similar articles to make fortunes by robbing everybody else in the prices of their goods.
Another class of lawmakers have been satisfied with nothing less than such a
monopoly of money, as should enable the holders of it to suppress, as far as possible, all industry and traffic, except such as they themselves should control j such a.
monopoly of money as would put it wholly out of the power of the great body of
wealth-producers to hire the capital needed for their industries; and thus compel
them-especially the mechanical portions of them-by the alternative of starvetion-to sell their labor to the monopolists of money, for just such prices as these
latter should choose to pay. This monopoly of money has also given, to the hold.
ers of it, a control, so nearly absolute, of all industry-agricultural
as well as mechanical-and all traffic, as has enabled them to plunder all the producing classes
in the prices of their labor, or the products of their labor.
Have you been blind, all these years, to the existence, or the effects, of this monopoly of money?
Still another class of lawmakers have demanded unequal taxation on the various
kinds of home property, that are subject to taxation j such unequal taxation as
would throw heavy burdens upon some kinds of property, and very light burdens,
or no burdens at all, upon other kinds.
And yet another class of lawmakers have demanded great appropriations, or
loans, of money, or grants of lands, to enterprises intended to give great wealth to
a few, at the expense of everybody else.
These are some of the schemes of downright and outright robbery, which you
mildly describe as "the large variety of diverse and competing interests, subject
to federal control, persistently seeking recognition of their claims •••••
in the
halls of national legislation "j and each having its champions and representatives
among the lawmakers.
You know that all, or very nearly all, the legislation of congress is devoted to
these various schemes of robbery; and that little, or no, legislation goes through,
except by means of such bargains as these lawmakers may enter into with each
other, for mutual support of their respective robberies. And yet you have the
mendacity, or the stupidity, to tell us that so much of this legislation as does go
through, may be relied on to "accomplish the greatest good to the greatest number," to "subserve the common interest," and "advance the general welfare."
And when these schemes of robbery become so numerous, atrocious, and unendurable that they can no longer be reconciled" in the halls of national legislation,"
by "surrendering" some of them, "postponing" others, and" abandoning" others,
you assume-for such has been the prevailing opinion, and you say nothing to
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the contrary-that it is the right of the strongest party, or parties, to murder a
half million of men, if that be necessary,-and as we once did,-not to secure
liberty or justice to any body,-but to compel the weaker of these would-berobbers to submit to all such robberies as the stronger ones may choose to practise
upon them.
SECTIO~

X.

Sir, your idea of the true character of our government is plainly this: you assume that all the natural, inherent, inalienable, individual, human rights of fifty
millions of people-all their individual rights to preserve their own lives, and
promote their own happiness-have been thrown into one common heap,-into
hotchpotch, as the lawyers say: and that this hotchpotch has been given into the
hands of some four hundred champion robbers, each of whom has pledged himself
to carry off as large a. portion of it as possible, to be divided among those menwell known to himself, but who-to save themselves from all responsibility for
his acts-have secretly (by secret ballot) appointed him to be their champion.
Sir, if you had assumed that all the people of this country had thrown all their
wealth, all their rights, all their means of living, into hotchpotch; and that this
hotchpotch had been given over to four hundred ferocious hounds j and that each
of these hounds had been selected and trained to bring to his masters so much of
this common plunder as he, in the general fight, or scramble, could get off with,
you would scarcely have drawn a more vivid picture of the true character of the
government of the United States, than you have done in your inaugural address.
No wonder that you are obliged to confess that such a government can be carried on only "amid the din of party strife" j that it will be influenced- you
should have said directed-by" purely partisan zeal."] and that it will be attended
by "the animosities of political strife, the bitterness of partisan defeat, and tho
exultation of partisan triumph."
What gang of robbers, quarrelling over the division of their plunder, could
exhibit a more shameful picture than you thus acknowledge to be shown by the
government of the United States?
Sir, nothing of all this "din," and "strife," and "auimosity," and "bitterness,"
is caused by any attempt, on the part of the government, to simply "do equal and
exact justice to all men,"- to simply protect every man impartially in all his
natural rights to life, liberty, and property. It is all caused simply and solely by
the government's violation of some men's "rigltis," to promote other men's "interests." If you do not know this, you are mentally an object of pity.
Sir, men's "rights" are always harmonious. That is to say, each man's "rights"
are always consistent and harmonious with each and every other man's "rights."
But their "interests," as you estimate them, constantly clash; especially such
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"interests" as depend on government grants of monopolies, privileges, loans, and
bounties. And these "interests,"like the interests of other gamblers, clash with
a fury proportioned to the amounts at stake. It is these clashing "interests," and
not any clashing "rights," that give rise to all the strife you have here depicted,
and to aU this necessity for "that spirit of amity and mutual concession," which
you hold to be indispensable to the accomplishment of such legislation as yOJ.say
is necessary to the welfare of the country.
Each and every man's "rights" being consistent and harmonious with each and
every other man's" rights"; and all men's rights being immutably fixed, and easily
ascertained, by a science that is open to be learned and known by aU; a government that does nothing but "equal and exact justice to aU men"-that
simply
gives to every man his own, and nothing more to any - has no cause and no occasion for any "political parties." 'Vhat are these "political parties" but standing
armies of robbers, each trying to rob the other, and to prevent being itself robbed
by the other? A government that seeks only to "do equal and exact justice to all
men," has no cause and no occasion to enlist all the fighting men in the nation in
two hostile ranks j to keep them always in battle array, and burning with hatred
towards each other. It has no cause and no occasion for any "political warfare,"
any "political hostility," any "political campaigns," any "political contests," any
"political fights," any "political defeats," or any "political triumphs." It has no
cause and no occasion for any of those "political leaders," so called, whose whole
business is to invent new schemes of robbery, and organize the people into opposing bands of robbers i all for their own aggrandizement alone. It has no cause
and no occasion for the toleration, or the existence, of that vile horde of political
bullies, and swindlers, and blackguards, who enlist on one side or the other, and
fight for pay; who, year in and year out, employ their lungs and their ink in
spreading lies among ignorant people, to excite their hopes of gain, or their fears
of loss, and thus obtain their votes. In short, it has no cause and no occasion for
all this "din of party strife," for all this "purely partisan zeal," for all "the bitterness of partisan defeat," for all "the exultation of partisan triumph," nor, worst
of all, for any of "that spirit of amity and mutual concession [by which you evidently mean that readiness, "in the halls of national legislation," to sacrifice some
men's "rights" to promote other men's "interests"] in which [you say] the constitution had its birth."
If the constitution does really, or naturally, give rise to all this "strife," and
require all this "spirit of amity and mutual concession,"-and I do not care now
to deny that it does,-so much the worse for the constitution. And so much the
worse for all those men who, like yourself, swear to "preserve, protect, and
defend it."
And yet you have the face to make no end of professions, or pretences, that the
impelling power, the real motive, in all this robbery and strife, is nothing else
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than "the service of the people," "their interests," "the promotion of their welfare," "good government," "government by the people," "the popular will," "the
general weal," "the achievements of our national destiny," "the benefits which
our happy form of government can bestow," "the lasting welfare <ifthe country,"
"the priceless benefits of the constitution," "the greatest good to the greatest
number," "the common interest," "the general welfare," "the people's will," "the
mission of the American people," "our civil policy," "the genius of our institutions," "the needs of our people in their home life," "the settlement and development of the resources of our vast territory," "the prosperity of our republic," "the
interests and prosperity of all the people," "the safety and confidence of business
interests," "making the wage of labor sure and steady," "a due regard to the interests of capital invested and workingmen employed in American industries,"
"reform in the administration of the government," "the application of business
principles to public affairs," "the constant and ever varying wants of an active
and enterprising population," «« firm determination to secure to all the people of
the land the full benefits of the best form of government ever vouchsafed to man,"
"the blessings of our national life," etc., etc.
Sir, what is the use of such a deluge of unmeaning words, unless it be to gloss
over, and, if possible, hide, the true character of the acts of the government?
Such "generalities" as these do not even "glitter." They are only the stale
phrases of the demagogue, who wishes to appear to promise everything, but commits
himself to nothing. Or else they are the senseless talk of a mere political parrot,
who repeats words he has been taught to utter, without knowing their meaning. At
best, they are the mere gibberish of a man destitute of all political ideas, but who
imagines that "good goverument," "the general welfare," "the common interest,"
"the best form of government ever vouchsafed to man," etc., etc., must be very
good things, if anybody can ever find out what they are. There is nothing definite,
nothing real, nothing tangible, nothing honest, about them. Yet they constitute
your entire stock in trade. In resorting to them-in holding them up to public
gaze as comprising your political creed-you assume that they have a meaning;
that they are matters of overruling importance; that they require the action of an
omnipotent, irresponsible, lawmaking government; that all these "interests" must
be represented, and can be secured, only" in the halls of national legislation "; and
by such political hounds as have been selected and trained, and sent there, solely
that they may bring off, to their respective masters, as much as possible of the public plunder they hold in their hands; that is, as much as possible of the earnings
of all the honest wealth-producers of the country.
And when these masters count up the spoils that their hounds have thus brought
home to them, they set up a corresponding shout that" the public prosperity," "the
common interest," and "the general welfare" have been "advanced." And the
scoundrels by whom the work has been accomplished, "in the halls of national
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legislation," are trumpeted to the world as "great statesmen."
And you are just
stupid enough to be deceived into the belief, or just knave enough to pretend to
be deceived into the belief, that all this is really the truth.
One would infer from your address that you think the people of this country incapable of doing anything for themselves, individually; that they would all perish,
but for the employment given them by that "large variety of diverse and competing interests" - that is, such purely selfish schemes - as may be "persistently seeking recognition of their claims • • • • • in the halls of national legislation," and
secure for themselves such monopolies and advantages as congress may see fit to
grant them.
Instead of your recognizing the right of each and every individual to judge of,
and provide for, his own well-being, according to the dictates of his own judgment,
and by the free exercise of his own powers of body and milld,-so
long as he infringes the equal rights of no other person,-you
assume that fifty millions of people, who never saw you, and never will see you, who know almost nothing about
you, and care very little about you, are all so weak, ignorant, and degraded as to
be humbly and beseechingly looking to you-and
to a. few more lawmakers (so
called) whom they never saw, and never will see, and of whom they know almost
nothing-to
enlighten, direct, and "control" them in their daily labors to supply
their own wants, and promote their own happiness I
You thus assume that these fifty millions of people are so debased, mentally and
morally, that they look upon you and your associate lawmakers as their earthly
gods, holding their destinies in your hands, and anxiously studying their welfare i
instead of looking upon you-as
most of you certainly ought to be looked uponas a mere cabal of ignorant, selfish, ambitious, rapacious, and unprincipled men,
who know very little, and care to know very little, except how you can get fame,
and power, and money, by trampling upon other men's rights, and robbing them
of the fruits of their labor.
Assuming yourself to be the greatest of these gods, charged with the "welfare"
of fifty millions of people, you enter upon the mighty task with all the mock solemnity, and ridiculous grandiloquence, of a man ignorant enough to imagine that he
is really performing a. solemn duty, and doing an immense public service, instead
of simply making a fool of himself.
Thus you say:
Fellow citizens: In the presence of this vast assemblage of my countrymen, I am abont to
supplement and seal, by the oath which I shall take, the manifestation of the will of a great
and Iree people. In the exercise of their power and right of self-government, they have committed to one of their fellow citizens a supreme and sacred trust, and he here consecrates
himself to their service. This impressive ceremony adds little to the solemn sense of responsibility with which I contemplate the duty lowe to all the people of the land. Nothing can
relieve me Irom anxiety lest by any act of mine their interests [not their rif/his] may suffer,
and nothing is needed to strengthen my resolution to engage every faculty and effort in the
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promotion of theIr wel/are. [Not in "doing equal and exact justice to all men." After
having once described the government as one" pledged to do equal and exact justice to all
men," you drop that subject entirely, and wander off into" interests," and "welfare," and
an astonishing number of other equally unmeaning things.)

Sir, you would have no occasion to take all this tremendous labor and responsi-'
bility upon yourself, if you and your lawmakers would but keep your hands off the
"rights" of your" countrymen." Your" countrymen" would be perfectly competent to take care of their own "interests," and provide for their own "welfare," if
their hands were not tied, and their powers crippled, by such fetters as men like
you and your lawmakers have fastened upon them.
Do you know so little of your "countrymen," that you need to be told that their
own strength and skill must be their sole reliance for their own well-being'[ Or
that they are abundantly able, and willing, and anxious above all other things, to
supply their own "needs in their home life," and secure their own "welfare"? Or
that t.hey would do it, not only without jar or friction, but as their highest duty and
pleasure, if their powers were not manacled by the absurd and villainous laws you
propose to execute upon them? Are you so stupid as to imagine that putting
chains on men's hands, and fetters on their feet, and insurmountable obstacles iu
their paths, is the way to supply their "needs," and promote their "welfare "? Do
you think your "countrymen" need to be told, either by yourself, or by any such
gang of ignorant or unprincipled men as all lawmakers are, what to do, and what
not to do, to supply their own "needs in their home life"? Do they not know how
to grow their own food, make their own clothing, build their own houses, prin~
their own books, acquire all the knowledge, and create all the wealth, they desire,
without being domineered over, and thwarted in aU their efforts, by any set of
either fools or villains, who may call themselves their lawmakers'l And do you
think they will never get their eyes open to see what blockheads, or impostors, you
and your lawmakers are? Do they not now'-at least so far as you will permit
them to do it-grow their own food, build their own houses, make their own
clothing, print their own books? Do they not make all the scientific discoveries
and mechanical inventions, by which all wealth is created? Or are all these thing$
done b!l "the government'"
Are you an idiot, that you can talk as you do, about
what you and your lawmakers are doing to provide for the real wants, and promote
the real "welfare," of fifty millions of people?

SECTION

XI.

But perhaps the most brilliant idea in your whole address, is this :
Every citizen owe, the country a vigilant watch and cl08e scrutiny 0/ its public ,ervqnt8,
and a fair and reasonable estimate of their fidelity and usefulness. Thus is the people's will
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impressed upon the whole framework of our civil policy, municipal, State, and federal; and
thilla the price of ollr libertv, and the inspiration of our faith in the republic.

The essential parts of this declaration are these:
"Every citizen owes the country a vigilant watch and close scrutiny of its public servants, •••••
and this is the price of our liberty."

'Vho are these "public servants," that need all this watching? Evidently they
are the lawmakers, and the lawmakers only. They are not only the chief "public
servants," but they are absolute masters of all the other "public servants." These
other "public servants," judicial and executive,-the courts, the army, the navy,
the collectorsof taxes, ete., etc.,-have no function whatever, except that of simple obedienceto the lawmakers. They are appointed, paid, and have their duties
prescribed to them, by the lawmakers; and are made responsible only to the lawmakers. They are mere puppets in the hands of the lawmakers. Clearly, then,
the lawmakers are the only ones we have any occasionto watch.
Your declaration, therefore, amounts, practically, to this, and this only:
Every citizen owes the country a vigi.lant watch and close scrutiny of ITS
:MAKERS,
•••••
and this is the price of ollr liberty.

LA W-

Sir, your declaration is so far true, as that all the danger to "our liberty" comes
Bolelyfrom the lawmakers.

And why are the lawmakers dangerous to "our liberty"? Because it is a natural impossibility that they can make any law-that is, any law of their own
invention-that does not violate "our liberty."
The law of justice is the one only law that does not violate "our liberty." And that
is not a law that was made by the lawmakers. It existed before they were born,
and will exist after they are dead. It derives not one particle of its authority
from any commands of theirs. It is, therefore, in no sense,one of their laws. Only
laws of their own invention are their laws. And as it is naturally impossible that
they can invent any law of their own, that shall not conflict with the law of
justice, it is naturally impossible that they can make a law-that is, a law of their
own invention-that shall flot violate "our liberty."
The law of justice is the precise measure, and the only precise measure, of the
rightful "liberty" of each and every human being. Any law-made by lawmakers-that should give to any man more liberty than is given him by tho law
of justice, would be a license to commit an injustice upon one or more other persons. On the other hand, any law -made by lawmakers-that should take from
any human being any "liberty" that is given him by the law of justice, would be
taking from him a part of his own rightful "liberty."
Inasmuch, then, as every possible law, that can be made by lawmakers, must
either give to some one or more persons more "liberty" than the law of natureor the law of justice-gives them, and more "liberty" than is consistent with the
natural and equal "liberty" of all other persons}' or else must take from some one
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or more persons some portion of that "liberty" which the law of nature-or the
law of justice-gives to every human being, it is inevitable that every law, that
can be made by lawmakers, must be a. violation of the natural and rightful "liberty" of some one or more persons.
Therefore the very idea of a. lawmaking government-a. government that is to
make laws of its own invention-is necessarily in direct; and inevitable conflict
with "our liberty." In fact, the whole, sole, and only real purpose of any lawmaking government whatever is to take from some one or more persons their "liberty."
Consequently the only way in which all men can preserve their" liberty," is not to
have any lawmaking government at all.
'Ve have been told, time out of mind, that" Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." But this admonition, by reason of its indefiniteness, has heretofore fallen
dead upon the popular mind. It, in' reality, tells us nothing that we need to know,
to enable us to preserve "our liberty." It does not even tell us what "our liberty"
is, or how, or when, or through whom, it is endangered, or destroyed.
1. It does not tell us that individual liberty is the only human liberty. It does
not tell us that "national liberty," "political liberty," "republican liberty,"
"democratic liberty," "constitutional liberty," "liberty under law," and all the
other kinds of liberty that men have ever invented, and with which tyrants, as
well as demagogues, have amused and cheated the ignorant, are not liberty at all,
unless in so far as they may, under certain circumstances, have chanced to contribute something to, or given some impulse toward, individual liberty.
2. It does not tell us that individual liberty means freedom from all compulsion
to do anything whatever, except what justice requires us to do, and freedom to do
everything whatever that justice permits us to do. It does not tell us that individual liberty means freedom from all human restraint or coercion whatsoever, so
long as we "live honestly, hurt nobody, and give to everyone his due."
3. It does not tell us that there is any 8cience of liberty i any science, which
every man may learn, and by which every man may know, what is, and what is
not, his own, and every other man's, rightful "liberty."
4. It does not tell us that this right of individual liberty rests upon an immutable, natural principle, which no human power can make, unmake, or alter; nor
that all human authority, that claims to set it aside, or modify it, is nothing but
falsehood, absurdity, usurpation, tyranny, and crime.
5. It does not tell us that this right of individual liberty is a natural, inherent,
inalienable riglit; that therefore no man can part with it, or delegate it to another, if lie
would; and that, consequently, all the claims that have ever been made, by govern-

ments, priests. or any other powers, that individuals have voluntarily surrendered,
or "delegated," their liberty to others, are all impostures and frauas.
6. It does not tell us that all hnman laws, so called, and all human lawmaking,
-all commands, either by one man, or any number of men, calling themselves a
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government, or by any other name-requiring
any individual to do this, or for.
bidding him to do that-so long as he "lives honestly, hurts no one, and gives to
everyone his due" - are all false and tyrannical assumptions of a right of authority
and dominion over him; are all violations of his natural, inherent, inalienable,
rightful, individual liberty; and, as such, are to be resented and resisted to the
utmost, by every one who does not choose to be a slave.
7. And, finally, it does not tell us that alllawmakin!J governments whatsoeverwhether called monarchies, aristocracies, republics, democracies, or by any other
name-are all alike violations of men's natural and rightful liberty.
'Ve can now see why lawmakers are the only enemies, from whom "our liberty"
has anything to fear, or whom we have any occasion to watch. They are to be
watched, because they claim the right to abolish justice, and establish injustice in
its stead; because they claim the right to command us to do things which justice
does not require us to do, and to forbid us to do things which justice permits us to
do; because they deny our right to be, individually, and absolutely, our own masters
and owners, so long as we obey the one law of justice towards all other persons;
because they claim to be our masters, and that their commands, as such, are authoritative and binding upon us as law; and that they may rightfully compel us
to obey them.
"Our liberty" is in danger only from the lawmakers, because it is only through·
the agency of lawmakers, that anybody pretends to be able to take away" our
liberty." It is only the lawmakers that claim to be above all responsibility for
taking away "our liberty." Lawmakers are the only ones who are impudent
enough to assert for themselves the right to take away "our liberty." They are
the only ones who are impudent enough to tell us that we have voluntarily surrendered "our liberty" into their hands. They are the only ones who have the insolent condescension to tell us that, in consideration of our having surrendered into
their hands "our liberty," and all our natural, inherent, inalienable rights as human beings, they are disposed to give us, in return, "good government," "the best
form of government ever vouchsafed to man"; to "protect" us, to provide for our
"welfare," to promote our "interests," etc., etc.
And yet youare just blockhead enough to tell us that if "Every citizen "-fifty
millions and more of them-will but keep "a vigilant watch and close scrutiny"
upon these lawmakers, "our liberty" may be preserved I
Don't you think, sir, that you are really the wisest man that ever told" a great
and free people" how they could preserve "their liberty"?
To be entirely candid, don't you think, sir, that a. surer way of preserving" our
liberty" would be to have no lawmakers at all?
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XII.

But, in spite of all I have said, or, perhaps, can say, you will probably persist in
your idea that the world needs a great deal of lawmaking; that mankind in general are not entitled to have any will, choice, judgment, or conscience of their own;
that, if not very wicked, they are at least very ignorant and stupid; that they know
very little of what is for their own good, or how to promote their own" interests,"
"welfare," or "prosperity"; that it is therefore necessary that they should be put
under guardianship to lawmakers; that these lawmakers, being a very superior race
of beings,-wise beyond the rest of their species,-and entirely free frOIDall those
selfish passions which tempt common mortals to do wrong,-must be intrusted
with absolute and irresponsible dominion over the less favored of their kind; must
prescribe to the latter, authoritatively, what they may, and may not, do; and, in
general, manage the affairs of this world according to their discretion, free of all
accountability to any human tribunals.
And you seem to be perfectly confident that, under this absolute and irresponsible dominion of the lawmakers, the affairs of this world will be rightly managed;
that the" interests," "welfare," and" prosperity" of "a great and free people" will
be properly attended to; that "the greatest good of the greatest number" will be
accomplished, etc., etc.
And yet you hold that all this lawmaking, and all this subjection of the great
body of the people to the arbitrary, Irresponsible dominion of the lawmakers, will
not interfere at all with "our liberty," if only "every citizen" will but keep "a vigilant watch and close scrutiny" of the lawmakers.
Well, perhaps this is all so; although this subjection to the arbitrary will of any
man, or.body of men, whatever, and under any pretence whatever, seems, on the
face of it, to be much more like slavery, than it does like "liberty."
If, therefore, you really intend to continue this system of lawmaking, it seems
indispensable that you should explain to us what you mean by the term "our
liberty."
So far as your address gives us allYlight on the subject, you evidently n;tean, by
the term" our liberty," just such, and only such, "liberty," as the lawmakers may
see fit to allow us to have.
You seem to have no conception of any other "liberty" whatever.
You give us no idea of any other "liberty" that we can secure to ourselves, even
though "every citizen "-fifty millions and more of them-shall all keep "a vigilant watch and close scrutiny" upon the lawmakers.
Now, inasmuch as the human race always have had all the "liberty" their lawmakers have seen fit to permit them to have; and inasmuch as, under your system
of lawmaking, they always will have as much "liberty" as their lawmakers shall
see fit to give them; and inasmuch as you apparently concede the right, which the
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lawmakers have always claimed, of killing all those who are not content with so
much "liberty" as their lawmakers have seen fit to allow them,-it
seems very
plain that you have not added anything to our stock of knowledge on the subject
of "our liberty."
Leaving us thus, as you do, in as great darkness as we ever were, .on this allimportant subject of "our liberty," I think you ought to submit patiently to a
little questioning on the part of those of us, who feel that all this lawma.kingeach and every separate particle of it-is a violation of "our liberty."
'Vill you, therefore, please tell us whether any, and, if any, how much, of that
natural liberty-of that natural, inherent, inalienable, individual right to libertywith which it has generally been supposed that God, or Nature, has endowed every
human being, will be left to us, if the lawmakers are to continue, as you would
have them do, the exercise of their arbitrary, irresponsible dominion over us ?
Are you prepared to answer that question?
No. You appear to have never given a thought to any such-question as that.
I will therefore answer it for you.
And my answer is, that from the moment it is conceded that any man, or body
of men, whatever, under any pretence whatever, have the right to make laws of their
own invention, and compel other men to obey them, every vestige of man's natural
and rightful liberty is denied him.
.
That this is so is proved by the fact that all a man's natural rights stand upon
one and the same basis, viz., that they are the gift of God, or Nature, to him, as an
individual, for his own uses, and for his own happiness. If anyone of these natural
rights may be arbitrarily taken from him by other men, all of them may be taken
from him on the same reason. No one of these rights is any more sacred or inviolable in its nature, than are all the others. The denial of anyone of these rights
is therefore equivalent to a denial of all the others. The violation of anyone of
these rights, by lawmakers, is equivalent to the assertion of a right to violate all
of them.
Plainly, unless all a man's natural rights are inviolable by lawmakers, none of
them are. It is an absurdity to say that a. man has any rights of his own, if other
men, whether calling themselves a. government, or by any other name, have the
right to take them from him, without his consent. Therefore the very idea of a
lawmaking government necessarily implies a denial of all such things as individual
liberty, or individual rights.
From this statement it does not follow that every lawmaking government will,
in practice, take from every man all his natural rights. It will do as it. pleases
about it. Itwill take some, leaving him to enjoy others, just as its own pleasure
or discretion shall dictate at the time. It would defeat its own ends, if it were
wantonly to take away all his natural rights,-as, for example, his right to live,
and to breathe, - for then he would be dead, and the government could then get
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nothing more out of him. The most tyrannical government will, therefore, if it
have any sense,leave its victims enough liberty to enable them to provide for their
own subsistence, to pay their taxes, and to render such military or other service as
the government may have need of. But it will do thu for its own good, and rwt for
theirs. In allowing them this liberty, it does not at all recognize their right to it,
but only consults its own interests.
Now, sir, this is the real character of the government of the United States, as it
is of all other lawmaking governments. There is not a single human right, which
the government of the United States recognizes as inviolable•. It tramples upon
any and every individual right, whenever its own will, pleasure, or discretion shall
so dictate. It takes men's property, liberty, and lives whenever it can serve its
own purposes by doing so.
All these things prove that the government does not exist at all for the protection of men's rights i but that it absolutely denies to the people any rights, or any
liberty, whatever, exc!lpt such as it shall see fit to permit them to have for the time
being. It virtually declares that it does not itself exist at all for the good of the
people, but that the people exist solely for the use of the government.
All these things prove that the government is not one voluntarily established
and sustained by the people, for the protection of their natural, inherent, individual
rights, but that it is merely a government of usurpers, robbers, and tyrants, who
claim to own the people as their slaves, and claim the right to dispose of them, and
their property; at their (the usurpers') pleasure or discretion.
Now, sir, since you may be disposed to deny that such is the real character of
the government, I propose to prove it, by evidences so numerous and conclusive
that you cannot dispute them.
:Myproposition, then, is, that there is not a single natural, human right, that the
government of the United States recognizes as inviolable; that there is not a single
natural, human right, that it hesitates to trample under foot, whenever it thinks it
can promote its own interests by doing so.
The proofs of this proposition a.rjl so numerous, that only a few of the most important can here be enumerated.
1. The government does not even recognize a man's natural right to his own
life. If it have need of him, for the maintenance of its power, it takes him, against
his will (conscripts him), and puts him before the cannon's mouth, to be blown in
pieces, as if he were a mere senseless thing, having no more rights than if he were
a shell, a canister, or a torpedo. It considers him simply as 80 much senseless
war material, to be consumed, expended, and destroyed for the maintenance of its
power. It no more recognizes his right to have anything to say in the matter, than
if he were but 80 much weight of powder or ball. It does not recognize him at all
as a human being, having a.nyrights whatever of his own, but only as an instrument, a weapon, or a machine, to be used in killing other men.
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2. The government not only denies a man's right, as a moral human being, to
have any will, any judgment, or any conscience of his own, as to whether he him.
self will be killed in battle, but it equally denies his right to have any will, any
judgment, or any conscience of his own, as a moral human being, as to whether he
shall be used as a mere weapon for kill~ng other men. If he refuses to kill any, or
all, other men, whom it commands him to kill, it takes his own life, as unceremoniously as if he were but a dog.
Is it possible to conceive of a more complete denial of all a man's natural, humlln
rights, than is the denial of his right to have any will, judgment, or conscience of
his own, either as to hi'! being killed himself, or as to his being used as a mere
weapon for killing other men?
3. But in still another way, than by its conscriptions, the government denies a
man's right to any will, choice,judgment, or conscience of his own, in regard either
to being killed himself, or used as a weapon in its hands for killing other people.
If, in private life, a man enters into a perfectly voluntary agreement to work for
another, at some innocent and useful labor, for a day, a week, a month, or a year,
he cannot lawfuliy be compelled to fulfil that contract; because such compulsion
would be an acknowledgment of his right to sell his own liberty. And this is
what no one can do.
This right of personal liberty is inalienable. No man can sell it, or transfer it
to another; or give to another any right of arbitrary dominion over him. All contracts for such a purpose are absurd aud void contracts, that no man can rightfully
be compelled to fulfil.
But when a deluded or ignorant young man has once been enticed into a contract to kill others, and to take his chances of being killed himself, in the service
of the government, for any given number of years, the government holds that such
a contract to sell his liberty, his judgment, his conscience, and his life, is a valid
and binding contract; and that if he faib to fulfil it, he may rightfully be shot.
All these things prove that the government recognizes no right of the individual,
to his own life, or liberty, or to the exercise of his own will, judgment, or conscience,
in regard to his killing his fellow-men, or to being killed himself, if the government sees fit to use him as mere war material, in maintaining its arbitrary dominion over other human beings.
4. The government recognizes no such thing as any natural right of property,
on the part of individuals.
This is proved by the fact that it takes, for its own uses, any and every man's
property-when it pleases, and as much of it as it pleases-without obtaining, or
even asking, his consent.
This taking of a man's property, without his consent, is a denial of his right of
property; for the right of property is the right of supreme, absolute, and irresponsible dominion over anything that is naturally a subject of property,-that
is, of
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ownership. It is a right again.~t all the world. And this right of property-this
right of supreme, absolute, and irresponsible dominion over anything that is naturally a subject of ownership-is subject only to this qualification, viz., that each
man must so use his own, as not to injure another.
If A uses his own property so as to injure the person or property of B, his own
property may rightfully be taken to any extent that is necessary to make reparation for the wrong he has done.
This is the only qualification to which the natural right of property is sub)ect.
'Vhen, therefore, a government takes a man's property, for its own support, or
for its own uses, without his consent, it practically denies his right of propertyaltogether; for it practically asserts that its right of dominion is superior to his. .
No man can be said to have any right of property at all, in any thing-that
is,
any right of supreme, absolute, and irresponsible dominion over any thing-of
which any other men may rightfully deprive him at their pleasure.
Now, the government of the United States, in asserting its right to take at pleasure the property of individuals, without their consent, virtually denies their right of
property altogether, because it asserts that its right, of dominion over it, is superior to theirs.
5. The government denies the natural right of human beings to live on this
planet. This it does by denying their natural right to those things that are indispensable to the maintenance of life. It says that, for every thing necessary to the
maintenance of life, they must have a special permit from the government; and
that the government cannot be required to grant them any other means of living
than it chooses to grant them.
All this is shown as follows, "iz.:
The government denies the natural right of individuals to take possession of
wilderness land, and hold and cultivate it for their own subsistence.
It asserts that wilderness land is the property of the government; and that individuals have no right to take possession of, or cultivate, it, unless by special grant
of the government. And if an individual attempts to exercise this natural right,
the government punishes him as a trespasser and a criminal.
The government has no more right to claim the ownership of wilderness lands,
than it has to claim the ownership of the sunshine, the water, or the atmosphere.
And it has no more right to punish a man for taking possession of wilderness land,
and cultivating it, without the consent of the government, than it hasto punish
him for breathing the air, drinking the water, or enjoying the sunshine, without a
special grant from the government.
In thus asserting the government's right of property in wildemess land, and in
denying men's right to take possession of and cultivate it, except on first obtaining
a grant from the govemment,-which grant the government may withhold if it
pleases,-the government plainly denies the natural right of men to live on this
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planet, by denying their natural right to the means that are indispensable to their
procuring the food that is necessary for supporting life.
In asserting its right of arbitrary dominion over that natural wealth that is indispensable to the support of human life, it asserts its right to withhold that wealth
from those whose lives are dependent upon it. In this way it denies the natural
right of human beings to live on the planet. It asserts that government owns the
planet, and that men have no right to live on it, except by first getting a. permit
from the government.
This denial of men's natural right to take possession of and cultivate wilderness
land is not altered at all by the fact that the government consents to sell as much
land as it thinks it expedient or profitable to sell; nor by the fact that, in certain
cases, it gives outright certain lands to certain persons. Notwithstanding these
sales and gifts, the fact remains that the government claims the original ownership
of the lands; and thus denies the natural right of individuals to take possession of
and cultivate them. In denying this natural right of individuals, it denies their
natural right to live on the earth; and asserts that they have no other right to life
than the government, by its own mere will, pleasure, and discretion, may see fit to
grant them.
In thus denying man's natural right to life, it of course denies every other natural
right of human beings; and asserts that they have no natural right to anything}.
but that, for all other things, as well as for life itself, they must depend wholly
upon the good pleasure and discretion of the government.
SECTION

XllL

In still another way, the government denies men's natural right to life. And
that is by denying their natural right to make any of those contracts with each
other, for buying and selling, borrowing and lending, giving and receiving, property, which are necessary, if men are to exist in any considerable numbers on the
earth.
Even the few savages, who contrive to live, mostly or wholly, by hunting, fishing, and gathering wild fruits, without cultivating the earth, and almost wholly
without the use of tools or machinery, are yet, at times, necessitated to buy and
sell, borrow and lend, give and receive, articles of food, if no others, as their only
means of preserving their lives. But, in civilized life, where but a small portion
of men's labor Is necessary for the production of food, and they employ themselves
in an almost infinite variety of industries, and in the production of an almost infinite variety of commodities, it would be impossible for them to live, if they were
wholly prohibited from buying and selling, borrowing and lending, giving and
receiving, the products of each other's labor.
Yet the government of the United States-either
acting separately, or jointly
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with the State governments-has heretofore constantly denied, and still constantly denies, the natural right of the people, as individuals, to make their own
contracts, for such buying and selling, borrowing and lending, and giving and
receiving, such commodities as they produce for each other's uses.
I repeat that both the national and State governments have coustantly denied
the natural right of individuals to make their own contracts. They have done
this, sometimes by arbitrarily forbidding them to make particular contracts, and
sometimes by arbitrarily qualifying the obligations of particular contracts, when
the contracts themselves were naturally and intrinsically as just and lawful as any
others that men ever enter into; and were, consequently, such as men have as per.
feet a natural right to make, as they have to make any of those contracts which they
are permitted to make.
The laws arbitrarily prohibiting, or arbitrarily qualifying, certain contracts,
that are naturally and intrinsically just and lawful, are so numerous, and so well
known, that they need not all be enumerated here. But any and all such prohibitions, or qualifications, are a denial of men's natural right to make their own
contracts. They are a denial of men's right to make any contracts whatever, except such as the governments shall see fit to permit them to make.
It is the natural right of any and all human beings, who are mentally competent to make reasonable contracts, to make any and every possible contract, that
is naturally and intrinsically just and honest, for buying and selling, borrowing
and lending, giving and receiving, any and all possible commodities, that are naturally vendible, loanable, and transferable, and that any two or more individuals
may, at any time, without force or fraud, choose to buy and sell, borrow and lend,
give and receive, of and to each other.
And it is plainly only by the untrammelled exercise of this natural right, that
all the loanable capital, that is required by men's industries, can be lent and borrowed, or that all the money can be supplied for the purchase and sale of that
almost infinite diversity and amount of commodities, that men are capable of producing, and that are to be transferred from the hands of the producers to those of
the consumers.
But the government of the United States-and
also the governments of the
States-utterly deny the natural right of any individuals whatever to make any
contracts whatever, for buying and selling, borrowing and lending, giving and
receiving, any and all such commodities, as are naturally vendible, loanable, and
transferable, and as the producers and consumers of such commodities may wish
to buy and sell, borrow and lend, give and receive, of and to each other.
These governments (State and national) deny this natural right of buying and
selling, etc., by arbitrarily prohibiting, or qualifying, all such, and so many, of
these contracts, as they choose to prohibit, or qualify.
The prohibition, or qualification, of any OM of these contracts-that
are intrin-
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sically just and lawful-is a denial of all individual natural right to make any of
them, For the right to make any and all of them stands on the same grounds of
natural law, natural justice, and men's natural rights. If a government has the
right to prohibit, or qualify, anyone of these contracts, it has the same right to
prohibit, or qualify, all of them. Therefore the assertion, by the government, of
a right to prohibit, or qualify, anyone of them, is equivalent to a denial of all
natural right, on the part of individuals, to make any of them.
The power that has been thus usurped by governments, to arbitrarily prohibit
or qualify all contracts that are naturally and intrinsically just and lawful, has
been the great, perhaps the greatest, of all the instrumentalities, by which, in this,
as in other countries, nearly all the wealth, accumulated by the labor of the many,
has been, and is now, transferred into the pockets of the few.
It is by this arbitrary power over contracts, that the monopoly of money is 8ustained.
Few people have any-real perception of the power, which this monopoly gives to
the holders of it, over the industry and traffic of all other persons. And the one
only purpose of the monopoly is to enable the holders of it to rob everybody else
in the prices of their labor, and the products of their labor.
The theory, on '\Yhichthe advocates of this monopoly attempt to justify it, is
simply this: That it is not at all necessary that money should be a bona fide equivalent
of the labor or property that is to be bought with it; that if the government will but
specially license a small amount of money, and prohibit all other money, the holders of the licensed money will then be able to buy with it the labor and property
of all other persons for a half, a tenth, a hundredth, a thousandth, or a millionth,
of what such labor and property are really and truly worth.
David A. Wells, one of the most prominent-perhaps
at this time, the most
prominent-advocate of the monopoly, in this country, states the theory thus:
A three-cent piece, if it could be divided into a 8ufficien~ number of pieces, with each piece
capable of being handled, would undoubtedly suffice for doing all the business of the country
in the way of facilitating exchanges, if no other better instrumentality
was available. -New
York Herald, February 13, 1875.
•

He means here to say, that "a three-cent piece" contains as much real, true, and
natural market value, as it would be necessary that all the money of the country
should have, if the government would but prohibit all other money j that is, if the government, by its arbitrary legislative. power, would but make all other and better
money unavailable.
And this is the theory, on which John Locke, David Hume, Adam Smith, David
Ricardo, J. R. McCulloch, and,John Stuart Mill, in England, and Amasa Walker,
Charles H. Carroll, Hugh McCulloch, in this country, and all the other conspicuous
advocates of the monopoly, both in this country and in England, have attempted
to justify it. They have all held that it was not necessary that money should be
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a bona fide equivalent of the labor or property to be bought with it; but that, by
the prohibition of all other money, the holders of acomparatively worthless amount
of licensed money would be enabled to buy, at their own prices, the labor and property of all other men.
And this is the theory on which the governments of England and the United
States have always, with immaterial exceptions, acted, in prohibiting all but such
small amounts of money as they (the governments) should specially license. And
it is the theory upon which they act now. And it is so manifestly a. theory of pure
robbery, that scarce a word can be necessary to make it more evidently so than it
now is.
But inasmuch as your mind seems to be filled with the wildest visions of the
excellency of this government, and to be strangely ignorant of its wrongs; and
inasmuch as this monopoly of money is, in its practical operation, one of the
greatest-possibly the greatest-of all these wrongs, and the one that is most relied upon for robbing the gre.at body of the people, and keeping them in poverty
and servitude, it is plainly important that you should have your eyes opened on
the subject. I therefore submit, for your consideration, the following self-evident
propositions:
1. That to make all traffic just and equal, it is indispensable that, in each separate purchase and sale, the money paid should be a bona fide equivalent of the
labor or property bought with it.
Dare you, or any other man, of common sense and common honesty, dispute the
truth of that proposition'1 If not, let us consider that principle established. It
will then serve as one of the necessary and infallible guides to the true settlement
of all the other questions that remain to be settled.
2. That so long as no force or fraud is practised by either party, the parties
themselves, to each separate contract, have the sole, absolute, and unqualified right
to decide for themselves, what money, and how much of it, shall be considered a bona
fide equivalent of the labor or property that is to be exchanged for it. All this is
necessarily implied in the natural right of men to make their own contracts, for
buying and selling their respective commodities.
Will you dispute the truth of that proposition '1
3.. That anyone man, who has an honest dollar, of any kind whatsoever, has as
perfect a right, as any other man can have, to offer it in the market, in competition with any and all other dollars, in exchange for such labor or property as may
be in the market for sale.
Will you dispute the truth of that proposition '1
4. That where no fraud is practised, every person, who is mentally competent
to make reasonable contracts, must be presumed to be as competent to judge of
the value of the money that is offered in the market, as he is to judge of the value
of all the other commodities that are bought and sold for money.
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Will you dispute the truth of that proposition?
5. That the free and open market, in which all honest money and all honest
commodities are free to be given and received in exchange for each other, is the
true, final, absolute, and only test of the true and natural market value of all
money, as of all the other commodities that are bought and sold for money.
Will you dispute the truth of that proposition?
6. That any prohibition, by a. government, of any such kind or amount of
money-provided it be honest in itself-as the parties to contracts may voluntarily agree to give and receive in exchange for labor or property, is a. palpable violation of their natural right to make their own contracts, and to buy and sell their
labor and property on such terms as they may find to be necessary for the supply
of their wants, or may think most beneficial to their interests.
Will you dispute the truth of that proposition?
7. That any government, that licenses a. small amount of an article of such
universal necessity as money, and that gives the control of it into a few hand!',
selected by itself, and then prohibits any and all other money-that is intrinsically honest and valuable - palpably violates all other men's natural right to make
their own contracts, and infallibly proves its purpose to be to enable the few holders of the licensed money to rob all other persons in the prices of their labor and
property.
Will you dispute the truth of that proposition?
Are not all these propositions so self-evident, or BO easily demonstrated, that
they cannot, with any reason, be disputed?
If you feel competent to show the falsehood of anyone of them, I hope you
will attempt the task.
SECTION

XIV.

If, now, you wish to form some rational opinion of the extent of the robbery
practised in this country, by the holders of this monopoly of money, you have only
to look at the following facts.
There are, in this country, I think, at least twenty·five millions of persons, male
and female, sixteen years old, and upwards, mentally and physically capable of
running machinery, producing wealth, and supplying their own needs for an independent and comfortable subsistence .
.To make their industry most effective, and to enable them, individually, to put
into their own pockets as large a portion as possible of their own earnings, they need,
on an average, one thousand dollars each of money capital. Some need one, two,
three, or five hundred dollars, others one, two, three, or five thousand. These
persons, then, need, in the aggregate, twenty·five thousand millions of dollars ($2:5,000,000,000), of money capital,
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They need all this money capital to enable them to buy the raw materials upon
which to bestow their labor, the implements and machinery with which to labor,
and their means of subsistence while producing their goods for the market.
Unless they can get this capita.J...they must all either work at a disadvantage, or
not work at all. A very large portion of them, to save themselves from starvation,
have no alternative but to sell their labor to others, at just such prices as these
others choose to pay. And these others choose to pay only such prices as are far
below what the laborers could produce, if they themselves had the necessary capital to work with.
But this needed capital your lawmakers arbitrarily forbid them to have; and
for no other reason than to reduce them to the condition of servants; and subject them to all such extortions as their employers-the holders of the privileged
money - may choose to practise upon them.
If, now, you ask me where these twenty-five thousand millions of dollars of
money capital, which these laborers need, are to come from, I answer:
Theoretically there are, in this country, fifty thousand millions of dollars of
money capital ($50,000,000,000)-or twice as much as I have supposed these laborers to need-c-xow LYING IDLE I And it is lying idle, solely becawe the circulatton of
it,

03

money, is prohibited by the launnakers.

If you ask how this can be, I will tell you.
Theoretically, every dollar's worth of material property, that is capable of being
taken by law, and applied to the payment of the owner's debts, is capable of being
represented by a promissory note, that shall circulate as money.
But taking all this material property at only haifits actual value, it is still capable of supplying the twenty-five thousand millions of dollars - or one thousand dollars each-which these laborers need.
Now, we know-because
experience has taught us-that
solvent promissory
notes, made payable in coin on demand, are the best money that mankind have
ever had; (although probably not the best they ever will have).
To make a note solvent, and suitable for circulation as money, it is only necessary that it should be made payable in coin on demand, and be issued by a person,
or persons, who are known to have in their hands abundant material property,
that can be taken by law, and applied to the payment of the note, with all costs
and damages for non-payment on demand.
Theoretically, I repeat, all the material property in the.country, tbat can be taken
by law, and applied to the payment of debts, can be used as banking capital; and
be represented by promissory notes, made payable in coin on demand. And, practically,80 much of it can be used as banking capital as may be required for supply.
ing all the notes that can be kept in circulation as money.
Although these notes are made legally payable in coin on demand, it is seldom
that such payment is demanded, if only it be publicly known that tll/' notes are solvent:
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that is, if it be publicly known that they are issued by-peraons who have 80 much
material property, that can be taken by law, and sold, as may be necessary to bring
the coin.that is needed to pay the notes. In such cases, the notes are preferred to
the coin, because they are so much more safe and convenient for handling, counting, and transportation, than is the coin; and also because we can have 80 many
times more of them.
These notes are also a legal tender, to the banks that issue them, in payment of
the notes discounted; that is, in payment of the notes given by the borrowers
to the banks. And, in the ordinary course of things, all the notes, issued by the
banks for circulation, are wanted, and come back to the banks, in payment of the
notes discounted; thus saving all necessity for redeeming them with coin, except
in rare cases. For meeting these rare cases, the banks find it necessary to keep on
hand small amounts of coin; probably not more than one per cent. of the amount
of notes in circulation.
As the notes discounted have usually but a short time to run,-say three months
on an average,-the bank notes issued for circulation will all come back, on an
average, once in three months, and be redeemed by the bankers, by being accepted
in payment of the notes discounted.
Then the bank notes will be re-issued, by discounting new notes, and will go
into circulation again; to be again brought back, at the end of another three
months, and redeemed, by being accepted in payment of the new notes discounted.
In this way the bank notes will be continually re-issued, and redeemed, in the
greatest amounts that can be kept in circulation long enough to earn such an
amount of interest as will make it an object for the bankers to issue them.
Each of these notes, issued for circulation, if known to be solvent, will always
have the same value in the market, as the same nominal amount of coin. And
this value is a just one, because the notes are in the nature of a lien, or mortgage,
upon so much property of the bankers as is necessary to pay the notes, and as can
be taken by law, and sold, and the proceeds applied to their payment.
There is no danger that any more of these notes will be issued than will be
wanted for buying and selling property at its true and natural market value, relatively to coin; for as the notes are all made legally payable in coin on demand, if
they should ever fall below the value of coin in the market, the holders of them
will at once return them to the banks, and demand coin for them; and thus tal.e
them oul of circulation.
The bankers, therefore, have no motive for issuing more of them than will remain long enough in circulation, to earn so much interest as will make it an object
to issue them; the only motive for issuing them being to draw interest on them
while they are in circulation.
The bankers readily find how many are wanted for circulation, by the time
those issned remain in circulation, before coming back for redemption. If they
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come back immediately, or very quickly, after being issued, the bankers know that
they have over-issued, and that they must therefore pay in coin-to their inconvenience, and perhaps loss-notes that would otherwise have remained in circulation long enough to earn 80 much interest as would have paid for issuing them;
and would then have come back to them in payment of notes discounted, instead
of coming back on a demand for redemption in coin.
Now, the best of all possible banking capital is real estate. It is the best, because it is visible, immovable, and indestructible. It cannot, like coin, be removed, concealed, or carried out of the country. And its aggregate value, in all
civilized countries, is probably a hundred times greater than the amount of coin in
circulation. It is therefore capable of furnishing a hundred times as much money
as we can have in coin.
• The owners of this real estate have the greatest inducements to use it as banking
capital, because all the banking profit, over and above expenses, is a clear profit;
inasmuch as the use of the real estate as banking capital does not interfere at all
with its use for other purposes.
Farmers have a double, and much more than a double, inducement to use their
lands as banking capital; because they not only get a direct profit from the loan
of their notes, but, by loaning them, they furnish the necessary capital for the
greatest variety of manufacturing purposes. They thus induce a much larger portion of the people, than otherwise would, to leave agriculture, and engage in mechanical employments; and thus become purchasers, instead of producers, of
agricultural commodities. They thus get much higher prices for their agricultural
products, and also a much greater variety and amount of manufactured commodities in exchange.
The amount of money, capable of being furnished by this system, is so great that
every man, woman, and child, who is worthy of credit, could get it, and do business for himself, or herself-either singly, or in partnerships-and
be under no
necessity to act as a servant, or sell his or her labor to others. All the great establishments, of every kind, now in the hands of a few proprietors, but employing
a great number of wage laborers, would be broken up; for few, or no persons,
who could hire capital, and do business for themselves, would consent to labor for
wages for another.
The credit furnished by this system would always be stable; for the system is
probably capable of furnishing, at all times, all the credit, and all the money, that
can be needed. It would also introduce a substantially universal system of cash
payments. Everybody, who could get credit at all, would be able to get it at
bank, in money. With the money, he would buy everything he needed for cash.
He would also sell everything for cash; for when everybody buys for cash, everybody sells for cash; since buying for cash, and selling for cash, are necessarily one
and the same thing.
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'We should, therefore, never have another crisis, panic, revulsion of credit, stagnation of industry, or fall of prices; for these are all caused by the lack of money,
and the consequent necessity of buying and selling on credit; whereby the amount
of indebtedness becomes so great, so enormous, in fact, in proportion to the amount
of money extant, with which to meet it, that the whole system of credit breaks
down j to the ruin of everybody, except the few holders of the monopoly of money,
who reap a harvest in the fall of prices, and the consequent bankruptcy of everybody who is dependent on credit for his means of doing business.
It would be inadmissible for me, in this letter, to occupy the space that would
be necessary, to expose all the false, absurd, and ridiculous pretences, by which the
advocates of the monopoly of money have attempted to justify it. The only real
argument they ever employed has been that, by means of the monopoly, the few
holders of it were enabled to rob everybody else in the prices of their labor and
property.
And our governments, State and national, have hitherto acted together in maintaining this monopoly, in flagrant violation of men's natural right to make their
own contracts, and in flagrant violation of the self-evident truth, that, to make all
traffic just and equal, it is indispensable that the money paid should be, in all
cases, a bona fide equivalent of the labor or property that is bought with it.
The holders of thia monopoly now rule and rob this nation; and the government,
in all its branches, is simply their tool. And being their tool for this gigantic
robbery, it is equally their tool for all the lesser robberies, to which it is supposed
that the people at large can be made to submit.
SECTION

XV.

But although the monopoly of money is one of the most glaring violations of
men's natural right to make their own contracts, and one of the most efIectiveperhaps the most effective-for enabling a few men to rob everybody else, and
for keeping the great body of the people in poverty and servitude, it is not the
on1yone that our government practises, nor the only one that has the same robbery
in view.
The so-called taxes or duties, which the government levies upon imports, are a
practical violation both of men's natural right of property, and of their natural
right to make their own contracts.
A man has the same natural right to traffic with another, who lives on the opposite side of the globe, as he has to traffic with his next-door neighbor. And any
obstruction, price, or penalty, interposed by the government, to the exercise of
that right, is a practical violation of the right itself.
The ten, twenty, or fifty per cent. of a man's property, which is taken from him.
for the reason that he purchased it in a foreign country, must be considered either
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as the price he is required to pay for the privile!Je of buying property in that country, or else as a penalty for having exercised his natural ri!Jlit of buying it in that
country. Whether it be considered as a price paid for a privilege, or a penalty for
having exercised a natural right, it is a violation both of his natural right of property, and of his natural right to make a contract in that country.
In short, it is nothing but downright robbery.
And when a man seeks to avoid this robbery, by evading the government robbers
who are lying in wait for him,- that is, the so-called revenue officers,-whom he has
as perfect a right to evade, as he has to evade any other robbers, who may be lying
in wait for him,-the
seizure of his whole property,-instead
of the teu, twenty,
or fifty per cent. that would otherwise have been taken from him,-is
not merely
adding so much to the robbery itself, but is adding insult to the robbery. It is
punishing a man as a criminal, for simply trying to save his property from
robbers.
But it will be said that these taxes or duties are laid to raise revenue for the
support of the government.
Be it so, for the sake of the argument.
All taxes, levied upon a man's property
for the support of government, without his consent, are mere robbery; a violation
of his natural right of property. And when a government takes ten, twenty, or
fifty per cent. of a man's property, for the reason that he bought it in a foreign
country, such taking is as much a violation of his natural right of property, or of
his natural right to purchase property, as is the taking of property which he has
himself produced, or which he has bought in his own village.
A man's natural right of property, in a. commodity he has bought in a foreign
country, is intrinsically as sacred and inviolable as it is in a. commodity produced
at home. The foreign commodity is bought with the commodity produced at
home; and therefore stands on the same footing as the commodity produced at
home. And it is a plain violation of one's right, for a government to make any
distinction between them.
Government assumes to exist for the impartial protection of all rights of property. If it really exists for that purpose, it is plainly bound to make each kind
of property pay its proper proportion, and only its proper proportion, -of the cost
of protecting all kinds. To levy upon a few kinds the cost of protecting all, is a
naked robbery of the holders of those few kinds, for the benefit of the holders of all
other kinds.
But the pretence that heavy taxes are levied upon imports, 'solely, or mainly, for
the support of government, while light taxes, or no taxes at all, are levied upon
property at home, is an utterly false pretence. They are levied upon the imported
commodity, mainly, if not solely, for the purpose of enabling the producers of
competing home commodities to extort from consumers a higher price than the
home commodities would bring in free and open market.
And this additional
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price is sheer robbery, and is known to be 80. And the amount of this robberywhich goes into the pockets of the home producers-is five, ten, twenty, or fifty
times greater than the amount that goes into the treasury, for the support of the
government, according as the amount of the home commodities is five, ten, twenty,
or fifty times greater than the amount of the imported competing commodities.
Thus the amounts that go to the support of the government, and also the
amounts that go into the pockets of the home producers, in the higher prices they
get for their goods, are all sheer robberies; and nothing else.
But it will be said that the heavy taxes are levied upon the foreign commodity,
not to put great wealth into a few pockets, but "to protect the home laborer against
the competition of the pauper labor of other couturies;"
This is the great argument that is relied on to justify the robbery.
This argument must have originated with the employers of home labor, and not
with the home laborers themselves.
The home laborers themselves could never have originated it, because they must
have seen that, so far as they were concerned, the object of the "protection," socalled, was, at best, only to benefit them, by robbing others who were as poor as
themselves, and w40 had as good a right as themselves to live by their labor. That
is, they must have seen that the object of the" protection" was to rob the foreign
laborers, in whole, or in part, of the pittances on which they were already necessitated to live; and, secondly, to rob consumers at home,-in the increased prices
of the protected commodities,-when many or most of these home consumers
were also laborers as poor as themselves.
. Even if any class of laborers would have been so selfish and dishonest as to wish
to thus benefit themselves by injuring others, as poor as themselves, they could
have had no hope of carrying through sueh a scheme, if they alone were to profit
by it; because they could have had no such influence with governments, as would
be necessary to enable them to carry it through, in opposition to the rights
and interests of consumers, both rich and poor, and much more numerous than
themselves.

.

For these reasons it is plain that the argument originated with the employers of
home labor, and not with the home laborers themselves.
And why do the employers of home labor advocate this robbery? Certainly not
because they have such all intense compassion for their own laborers, that they are
willing to rob everybody else, rich and poor, for their benefit. Nobody will SUBpect them of being influenced by any such compassion as that. But they advocate
it solely because they put into their own pockets a very large portion certainlyprobably three-fourths, I should judge-of the increased prices their commodities
are thus made to bring in the market. The home laborers themselves probably
get not more than one-fourth of these increased prices.
Thus the argument for "protection" is really an argument for robbing foreign
I
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laborers-as poor as our own-of their equal and rightful chances in our markets; and also for ~~!l
the home ~~~sum~rsDf the protected article-the
poor as well as the rich-in the prices they arem8.de to pay for it. And all this is
done at the instigation, and principally for the benefit, of the employers of home
labor, and not for the benefit of the home laborers themselves.
Having now seen that this argument-of"
protecting our home laborers against
the competition of the pauper labor of other countries" - is, of itself, an utterly dishonest argument j that it is dishonest towards foreign laborers and home consumers j that it must have originated with the employers of home labor, and not with
the home laborers themselves j and that the employers of home labor, and not the
home laborers themselves, are to receive the principal profits of the robbery, let us
now see how utterly false is the argument itself.
1. The pauper laborers (if there are any such) of other countries have just .as
good a right to live by their labor, and have an equal chance in our own markets,
and in all the markets of the world, as have the pauper laborers, or any other laborers, of our own country.
Every human being has the same natural right to buy and sell, of and to, any
and all other people in the world, a,s he has to buy and sell, of snd'to, the people
of his own country. And none but tyrants and robbers deny that right. And they
deny it for their own benefit solely, and not for the benefit of their laborers.
And if a man, in our own country-either from motives of profit to himself, or
from motives of pity towards the pauper laborers of other countries-c-eeceses to
buy the products of the foreign pauper labor, rather than the products of the laborers of his own country, he has a perfect legal right to do so. And for any government to forbid him to do so, or to obstruct, his doing so, or to punish him for
doing so, is a violation of his natural right of purchasing property of whom he
pleases, and from such motives as he pleases.
, 2. To forbid our oWn people to buy in the best markets, is equivalent to forbidding them to sell the products of their own labor in the best markets j for they
can buy the products of foreign labor, only by giving the products of their own labor in exchange. Therefore to deny our right to buy In foreign markets, is to forbid us to sell in foreign markets. And this is a plain violation of men's natural
rights.
'
If, when a producer of cotton, tobacco, grain, beef, pork, butter, cheese, or any
other commodity, in our own country, has carried it abroad, and exchanged it for
iron or woolen goods, and has brought these latter home, the government seizes
one-half of them, because they were manufactured abroad, the robbery committed
upon the owner is the same as if the government had seized one-half of his cotton,
tobacco, or other commodity, before he exported it j because the iron or woolen
goods, which he purchased abroad with the products of his own home labor, are as
much his own property, as was the commodity with which he purchased them.
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Therefore the tax laid upon foreign commodities, that have been bought with
the products of our home labor, is as much a robbery of the home laborer, as the
same tax would have been, if laid directly upon the products of our home labor.
It is, at best, only a. robbery of one home laborer-the
producer of cotton, tobacco,
grain, beef, pork, butter, or cheese-for
the benefit of another home laborer-the
producer of iron or woolen goods.
S. But this whole argument is a. false one, for the further reason that our home
laborers do not have to compete with" the pauper labor" of any country on earth;
since the actual paupers of no country on earth are engaged in producing commodities for export to any other country. They produce few, or no, other commodities
than those they themselves consume; and ordinarily not even those.
There are a. great many millions of actual paupers in the world. In some of the
large provinces of British India, for example, it is said that nearly half the population are paupers.
But I think that the commodities they are producing for export to other countries than their own, have never been heard of.
The term, "pauper labor," is therefore a false one. And when these robbersthe employers of home labor-talk
of protecting their laborers against the competition of "the 'pauper labor" of other countries, they do not mean that they are
protecting them against the .competition of actual paupers i but only against the
competition of that immense body of laborers, in all parts of the world, !rho are
kept constandy on the verge of pauperism, or ,tarvation i who have little, or no, means
of subsistence, except such as their employers see fit to give them,-which
means
are usually barely enough to keep them in a condition to labor.
These are the only "pauper laborers," from whose competition our own laborers
are sought to be protected.
They are quite as badly off as our own laborers; and
are in equal need of "protection."
What, then, is to be ilone? This policy of excluding foreign commodities from
our markets, is a game that all other governments can play at, as well as our own •
.A'bd if it is the duty of our government to "protect" our laborers against the eompetition of "the pauper labor," so-called, of all other countries, it is equally the
duty of every other government to "protect"
its laborers against the competition
of the so-called "pauper labor" of all other countries.
So that, according to this
theory, each nation must either shut out entirely from its markets the products of
all other countries; or, at least, lay such heavy duties upon them, as will, in Bome
measure, "protect" its own laborers from the competition of the "pauper labor" of
all other countries.
This theory, then, is that, instead of permitting all mankind to supply each
other's wants, by freely exchanging their respective products with each other, the
government of each nation should rob the people of every other, by imposing heavy
duties upon all commodities imported from them.
The natural effect of this scheme is to pit the so-called "pauper labor" of each
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Clluntry against the so-called "pauper labor" of every other country; and all for
the benefit of their employers. And as it holds that so-called "pauper labor" is
cheaper than free labor, it gives the employers in each country a constant motive
for reducing their own laborers to the lowest conditlon of poverty, consistent with
their ability to labor at all. In other words, the theory is, that the smaller the
portion of the products of labor, that is given to the laborers, the larger will be the
portion that will go into the pockets of the employers.
Now, it is not a very honorable proceeding for any government to pit its own soo
called "pauper laborers" -or laborers that are on the verge of pauperism-against
similar laborers in all other countries: and all for the sake of putting the principal
proceeds of their labor into the pockets of a few employers.
To set two bodies of "pauper laborers "-or of laborers on the verge of pauperism-to robbing each other, for the profit of their employers, is the next thing, in
point of atrocity, to setting them to killing each other, as governments have heretofore been in the habit of doing, for the benefit of their rulers.
The laborers, who are paupera, or on the verge of pauperism-who are destitute,
or on the verge of destitution-Comprise (with their families) doubtless nine-tenths,
probably nineteea-twentleths, of all the people on the globe. They are not all wage
laborers. Some of them are savages, living only as savages do. Others are barbarians, living only as barbarians do. But an immense number are mere wage laborers. Much the larger portion of these have been reduced to the condition of wage
laborers, by the monopoly of land, which mere bands of robbers have succeeded in
securing for themselves by military power: -This is the condition of nearly all the
Asiatics, and of probably one-half the Europeans. But in those portions of Europe
and the United States, where manufactures have been most extensively introduced,
and where, by science and machinery, great wealth has been created, the laborers
have been kept in the condition of wage laborers, principally, if not wholly, by the
monopoly of money. This monopoly, established in all these manufacturing countries, has made it impossible for the manufacturing laborers to hire the mone,capital that was necessary to enable them to do business for themselves; and has
consequently compelled them to sell their labor to the monopolists of money, for
just such prices as these latter should choose to give.
It is, then, by the monopoly of land, and the monopoly of money, that more than
a thousand millions of the earth's inhabitants-as
savages, barbarians, and wage
laborers-are kept in a state of destitution, or on the verge of destitution. Hundreds of millions of them are receiving, for their labor, not more than three, five,
or, at most, ten cents a day.
In western Europe, and in the United States, where, within the last hundred
and fifty years, machinery has been introduced, and where alone any considerable
wealth is now created, the wage laborers, although they get so small a portion of
the wealth they create, are nevertheless in a vastly better condition than are the
laboring classes in other parts of the world.
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If,now, the employers of wage labor, in this country,-who are also the monopolists of money,-and who are ostensibly so distressed lest their own wage laborers
should suffer from the competition of the pauper labor of other countries,-have
really any of that humanity, of which they make such profession, they have before
them a much wider field for the display of it, than they seem to desire. That is
to say, they have it in their power, not only to elevate immensely the condition of
the laboring classes in this country, but also to set an example that will be very
rapidly followed in all other countries; and the result will be the elevation of all
oppressed laborers throughout the world. This they can do, by simply abolishing
the monopoly of money. The real producers of wealth, with few or no exceptions,
will then be able to hire all the capital they need for their industries, and will do
business for themselves. They will also be able to hire their capital at very low
rates of interest; and will then put into their own pockets all the proceeds of their
labor, except what they pay as interest on their capital. And this amount will be
too small to obstruct materially their rise to independence and wealth.
SECTION

XVL

But will the monopolists of money give up their monopoly? Certainly not voluntarily. They will do it only upon compulsion. They will hold on to it as long
as thsy own and ncntrol governments as they do now. And why will they do so'/
Because to give up their monopoly would be to give up their control of those great
armies of servants-the wage laborers-from
whom aU their wealth is derived,
and whom they can now coerce by the alternative of starvation, to labor for them
at just such prices as they (the monopolists of money) shall choose to pay.
Now these monopolists of money have no plans 'whatever for making their "capital," as they call it-that is, their money capital-their privileged money capitalprofitable to themselves, otherwise than by using it to employ other men', labor. And
they can keep control of other men's labor only by depriving the laborers themselves of all other means of subsistence. And they can deprive them of all other
means of subsistence only by putting it out of their power to hire the money that
is necessary to enable them to do business for themselves. And they can put it
out of their power to hire money, only by forbidding all other men to lend them
their credit, in the shape of promissory notes, to be circulated as money.
If the twenty-five or fifty thousand millions of loanable capital-promissory
notes-which, in this country, are now lying idle, were permitted to be loaned,
these wage laborers would hire it, and do business for themselves, instead of laboring as servants for others; and would of course retain in their own hands all the
wealth they should create, except what they should pay as interest for their capital.
And what is true of this country, is true of every other where civilization exists;
for wherever civiliza.tion exists, land has value, and can be used as banking capi-
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tal, and be made to furnish all the money that is necessary to enable the producers
of wealth to hire the capital necessary for their industries, and thus relieve them
from their present servitude to the few holders of privileged money.
Thus it is that the monopoly of money is the one great obstacle to the Iiberation of the 1l.boring classes all over the world, and to their indefinite progress in
wealth.
But we are now to show, more definitely, what relation this monopoly of money
is made to bear to the freedom of international trade; and why it is that the holders of this monopoly, in this country, demand heavy tariffs on imports, on the lying
pretence of protecting our home labor against the competition of the so-called pauper labor of other countries.
The explanation of the whole matter is as follows.
1. The holders of the monopoly of money, in each country,-more especially
in the manufacturing countries like England, the United States, and some others,
-assume that the present condition of poverty, for the great mass of mankind,
all over the world, is to be perpetuated forever; or at least for an indefinite period.
From this assumption they infer that, if free trade between all countries is to be
allowed, the so-called pauper lsbor of each country is to be forever pitted against
the so-called pauper labor of every other country. Hence they infer that it is the
duty of each government-or certainly of our government-to protect the so-called
pauper labor of our own country-that is, the class of laborers who are,constantly on
the verge of pauperism-against
the competition of the so-called pauper labor of
all other countries, by such duties on imports as will secure to our own laborers a
monopoly of our own home market.
This is, on the face of it, the most plausible argument-and almost, if not really,
the only argument-by which they now attempt to sustain their restrictions upon
international trade.
If this argument is a false one, their whole case falls to the ground. That it is a
false one, will be shown hereafter.
2. These monopolists of money assume that pauper labor, so-called,is the cheapest labor in the world; and that therefore each nation, in order to compete with
the pauper labor of all other nations, must itself have "cheap labor." In fact,
"cheap labor" is, with them, the great line qua non of all national industry. To
compete with "cheap labor," say they, we must have "cheap labor." This is, with
them, a self-evident proposition. And this demand for "cheap labor" means, of
course, that the laboring classes, in this country, must be kept, as nearly as possible, on a level with the so-called pauper labor of all other countries.
Thus their whole scheme of national industry is made to depend upon "cheap
labor." And to secure "cheap labor," they hold it to be indispensable that the laborers shall be kept constantly either in actual pauperism, or on the verge of pauperism. .And,in this country, they know of no way of keeping the laborers on the
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verge of pauperism, but by retaining in their (the monopolists') own hands such a
monopoly of money as will put it out of the power of the laborers to hire money,
and do business for themselves; and thus compel them, by the alternative of starvation, to sell their labor to the monopolists of money at such prices as will enable
them (the monopolists) to manufacture goods in competition with the so-called
pauper laborers of all other countries.
Let it be repeated-as
a vital proposition~that
the whole industrial programme of these monopolists rests upon, and implies, such a degree of poverty, on
the part of the laboring classes, as will put their labor in direct competition with
the so-called pauper labor of all other countries. So long as they (the monopolists)
can perpetnate this extreme poverty of the laboring classes, in this country, they
feel safe against 0.11foreign competition; for, in all other things than "cheap labor," we hav.e advantages equal to those of any other nation.
Furthermore, this extreme poverty, in which the laborers are to be kept, necessarily implies that they are to receive no larger share of the proceeds of their own
labor, than is necessary to keep them in a condition to labor. It implies that
their industry-which is really the national industry-is not to be carried on at
all for their own benefit, but only for the benefit of their employers, the monopolists of money. It implies that the laborers are to be mere tools and machines in
the hands of their employers; that they are to be kept simply in rnnning order,
like other machinery; but that, beyond this, they are to have no more rights, and
no more interests, in the products of their labor, than have the wheels, spindles,
and other machinery, with which the work is done.
In short, this whole programme implies that the laborers-the
real producers of
wealth-are not to be considered at all as human beings, having rights and interests of their own; but only as tools and machines, to be owned, used, and consumed
in producing such wealth as their employers-the monopolists of lIloney-may
desire for their own subsistence and pleasure.
What, then, is the remedy? Plainly it is to abolish the monopoly of money.
Liberate all this loanable capital-promissory notes-that
is now lying idle, and
we liberate all labor, and furnish to all laborers all the capital they need for their
industries, We shall then have no longer, all over the earth, the competition of
pauper labor with pauper labor, but only the competition of free labor with free
labor. And from this competition of free labor with free labor, no people on earth
have anything to fear, but all peoples have everything to hope.
And why have all peoples everything to hope from the competition of free labor
with free labor? Because when every human being, who labors at all, has, as nearly
as possible, all the fruits of his labor, and all the capital that is necessary to make
his labor most effective, he has all needed inducements to the best use of both his
brains and his muscles, his head and his hands. He applies both his head and his
hands to his work. He not only acquires, as far as possible, for his own use, all the
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scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions, that are made by others, but he
himself makes scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions. He thus multiplies indefinitely his powers of production. And the more each one produces of
his own particular commodity, the more he can buy of every other man's products,
and the more he can pay for them.
With freedom in money, the scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions,
made in each country, will not only be used to the utmost in that country, but will
be carried. into all other countries. And these discoveries and inventions, given
by each country to every other, and received by each country from every other,
will be of infinitely more value than all the material commodities that will be exchanged between these countries.
In this way each country contributes to the wealth of every other, and the whole
human race are enriched by the increased power and stimulus given.to each man's
labor of body and mind.
But it is to be kept constantly in mind, that there can be no such thing &8 free
labor, unless there be freedom in money; that is, unless everybody, who can furnish money, shall be at liberty to do so. Plainly labor cannot be free, unless the
laborers are free to hire all the money capital that is necessary for their industries.
And they cannot be free to hire all this money capital, unless all who can lend it
to them, shall be at liberty to do so.
In short, labor cannot be free, unless each laborer is free to hire all the capital
-money capital, &8 well as all other capital-that
he honestly can hire; free to
buy, wherever he can buy, all the raw material he needs for his labor; and free to
sell, wherever he can sell, all the products of his labor; Therefore labor cannot be
free, unless we ha.vefreedom in money, and free trade with all mankind.
'We can now understand the situation. In the most civilized nations-such &8
Western Europe and the United States-labor is utterly crippled, robbed, and enslaved by the monopoly of money; and also, in some of these countries, by the
monopoly of land. In nearly or quite all the other countries of the world, labor is
not only robbed and enslaved, but to a. great extent paralyzed, by the monopoly of
land, and by what may properly be called the utter absence of money. There is, consequently, in these latter countries, almost literally, no diversity of industry, no science, no skill, no invention, no machinery, no manufactures, no production, and no
wealth; but everywhere miserable poverty, ignorance, servitude, and wretchedness.
In this country, and in 'Western Europe, where the uses of money are known,
there is no excuse to be offered for the monopoly of money. It is maintained, in
each of these countries, by a. small knot of tyrants and robbers, who have got control of the governments, and use their power principally to maintain this monopoly;
understanding, &8 they 40, that this one monopoly of money gives them a substantially absolute control of all other men's property and labor.
But not satisfied with this substantially absolute control of all other men's pro-
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perty and labor, the monopolists of money, in thi8 country, -feigning great pity for
their laborers, but really seeking only to make their monopoly more profitable to
themselves, -cry out for protection against the competition of the pauper labor of
all other countries; when they alone, and such as they, ,!re the direct cause of all the
pauper labor in the world. But for them, and others like them, there would be
neither poverty, ignorance, nor servitude on the face of the earth.
But to all that has now been said, the advocates of the monopoly of money will
say that, if all the material property of the country were permitted to be represented by promissory notes, and these promissory notes were permitted to be lent,
bought, and sold as money, the laborers would not be able to hire them, f~ the
reason that-they could not give the necessary security for repayment.
_
But let those who would say this, tell us why it is that, in order to prevent men
from loaning their promissory notes, for circulation as money, it has always been
necessary for governments to prohibit it, either by penal enactments, or prohibitory
taxation. These penal enactments and prohibitory taxation are acknowledgments
that, but for them, the notes would be loaned to any extent that would be profitable to the lenders. What this extent would be, nothing but experience of freedom
can determine. But freedom would doubtless give us ten, twenty, most likely fifty,
times as much money as we have now, if so much could be kept in circulation.
And laborers would at least have ten, twenty, or fifty times better chances for hiring capital, than they have now. And, furthermore, all labor and property would
have ten, twenty, or fifty times better chances of bringing their full value in the
market, than they have now.
But in the space that is allowable in this letter, it is impossible to say all, or
nearly all, of what might be said, to show the justice, the utility, or the-necessity,
for perfect freedom in the matters of money and international trade. To pursue
these topics further would exclude other matters of great importance, as showing
how the government acts the part of robber and tyrant in all its legislation on contracts; and that the whole purpose of all its acts is that the earnings of the many
may be put into the pockets of the few.
SECTION

XVII.

Although, as has already been said, the constitution is a paper that nobody ever
signed, that few persons have ever read, and that the great body of the peoplenever saw; and that has, consequently, no more claim to be the supreme law of the
land, or to have any authority whatever, than has any other paper, that nobody
ever signed, that few persons ~ver read, and that the great body of the people
never saw; and although it purports to authorize a government, in which the lawmakers, judges, and executive 'officersare all to be secured against any responsibility whatever to the peCJ.f1le,whose liberty and rights are at stake j and although
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this government is kept in operation only by votes givcn in secret (by secret ballot), and in a way to save the voters from all personal responsibility for the acts
of their agents,-the lawmakers, judges, ete.j and although the whole affair is so
audacious a fraud and usurpation, that no people could be expected to agree to it,
or ought to submit to it, for a moment; yet, inasmuch as the constitution declares
itself to have been ordained and established by the people of the United States,
for the maintenance of liberty and justice for themselves and their posterity; and
inasmuch as all its supporters-that
is, the voters,lawmakers, judges, etc.-profess to derive all their authority from it; and inasmuch as all lawmakers, and all
judicial and executive officers, both national and State, swear to support it; and
in~uch
as they claim the right to kill, and are evidently determined to kill, and
esteem it the highest glory to kill, all who do not submit to its authority; we
might reasonably expect that, frow motives of common decency, if from no other,
those who profess to administer it, would pay some deference to its commands, at
least in those particular cases where it explicitly forbids any violation of the natural
rights of the people.

Especially might we expect that the judiciary-whose courts claim to be courts
of justice-and who profess to be authorized and sworn to expose and condemn
all such violations of individual rights as the constitution itself expressly forbids
-would, in spite of all their officialdependence on, and responsibility to, the lawmakers, have sufficient respect for their personal characters, and the opinions of
the world, to induce them to pay some regard to all those parts of the constitution
that expressly require any rights of the people to be held inviolable.
If the judicial tribunals cannot be expected to do justice, even in those cases
where the constitution expressly commands them to do it, and where they have
solemnly sworn to do it, it is plain that they have sunk to the lowest depths of
servility and corruption, and can be expected to do nothing but serve the purposes
of robbers and tyrants.
But how futile have been all expectations of justice from the judiciary, may be
seen iD. the conduct of the courts-and especially in that of the so-called Supreme
Court of the United States-in regard to men's natural right to make their own
contracts.
Although the State lawmakers have, more frequently than the national lawmakers, made laws in violation of men's natural right to make their own contracts, yet all laws, State and national, having for their object the destruction of
that right, have always, without a single exception, I think, received the sanction
of the Supreme Court of the United States. And having been sanctioned by that
court, they have been, as a matter of course, sanctioned by all the other courts,
State and national. And this work has gone on.mntil, if these courts are to be believed, nothing at all is left of men's natural right.to make their own contracts.
That such is the truth, I now propose to prove.
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And, first, as to the State governments.
The constitution of the United States (Art. 1, Sec. 10) declares that:
No State shall pass any law impairing the obligation of contracts.

This provision does not designate what contracts have, and what have not, an
"obligation:'
But it clearly presupposes, implies, assumes, and asserts that there
are contracts that have an "obligation." Any State law, therefore, which declares
that such contracts shall have no obligation, is plainly in conflict with this provision of the constitution of the United States.
This provision, also, by implying that there are contracts, that have an "obligation," necessarily implies that men have a right to enter into them; for if men had no
right to enter into the contracts, the contracts themselves could have no "obligation."
This provision, then, of the constitution of the United States, not ouly implies
that there are contracts that have an obligation, but it also implies tllat the people
halJe the right to enter into all such contracts, and have the benefit of them. And "any"
State" law," conflicting with either of these implications, is necessarily unconstitutional and void.
Furthermore, the language of this provision of the constitution, to wit, "the obligation [singular] of contracts" [Plural], implies that there is one and the Bame "0bligation" to all "contracts" whatsoever, that have any legal obligation at all. And
there obviously must be some one principle, that gives validity to all contracts
alike, that have any validity.
The law, then, of this whole country, as established by the constitution of the
United States, is, that all contracts whatsoever, in which this one principle of validity, or "obligation," is found, shall be held valid; and that the States shall impose no restraint whatever upon the people's entering into all such contracts.
All, therefore, that courts have to do, in order to determine whether any particular contract, or class of contracts, are valid, and whether the people have a right to
enter into them, is simply to determine whether the contracts themselves have, or
have not, this one principle of validity, or "obligation," which the constitution of
the United States declares shall not be impaired.
State legislation can obviously have nothing to do with the solution of this question. It can neither create, nor destroy, that" obligation of contracts," which the
constitution forbids it to impair. It can neither give, nor take away, the right to
enter into any contract whatever, that has that" obligation."
On the supposition, then, that the constitution of the United States is, what it
declares itself to be, viz., "the supreme law of the land, •••• anything in the constitutions or laws of the States to the contrary notwithstanding," this provision
against" any" State" law impairing the obligation of contracts," iiiso explicit, and
80 authoritative, that the legislatures and courts of the States have no color of au-
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thority for violating it. And the Supreme Court of the United States has had no
color of authority or justification for suffering it to be violated.
This provision is certainly one of the most important-perhaps
the most important-of all the provisions of the constitution of the United States, as protective of
the natural righl8 of the people to 1IIake their own contracu, or provide for their own
welfare.

Yet it has been constantly trampled under foot, by the State legislatures, by all
manner of laws, declaring who may, and who may not, make certain contracts;
and what shall, and what shall not, be "the obligation" of particular contracts;
thus setting at defiance all ideas of justice, of natural rights, and equal rights; conferring monopolies and privileges upon particular individuals, and imposing the
most arbitrary and destrnctive restraints and penalties upon others; all with a
view of putting, as far as possible, all wealth into the hands of the few, and imposing poverty and servitude upon the great body of the people.
And yet all these enormities have gone on for nearly a hundred years, and have
been sanctioned, not only by all the State courts, but also by the Supreme Court of
the United States.
And what color of excuse have any of these courts offered for thus upholding all
these violations of justice, of men's natura] rights, and even of that constitution
which they had all sworn to support?
They have offered only this: They have all said they did not know what" the obligation of contracl8" was I

Well, suppose, for the sake of the argument, that they have not known what
"the obligation of contracts" was, what, then, was their duty? Plainly this, to
neither enforce, nor annul, any contract whatever, until they should have discovered what "the obligation of contracts" was.
Clearly they could have no right to either enforce, or annul, any contract whatever, until they should have ascertained whether it had any "obligation," and, if
any, what that "obligation" was.
If these courts really do not know-as perhaps they do not-what
"the obligation of contracts" is, they deserve nothing but contempt for their ignorance. If
they do know what "the obligation of contracts" is, and yet sanction the almost
literally innumerable laws that violate it, they deserve nothing but detestation
for their villainy.
And until they shall suspend all their judgments for either enforcing, or annulling, contracts, or, on the other hand, shall ascertain what "the obligation of contracts .. is, and sweep away all State laws that impair it, they will deserve both
contempt for their ignorance, and detestation for their crimes.
Individual Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States have, at least in
one instance, in 1827 (Ogden VB. Saunders, 12 Wheaton 213), attempted to give a
definition of "the obligation of contracts." But there was great disagreement
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among them j and no one definition secured the assent of the whole court, or even 0/
Since then, so far as I know, that court has never attempted to give a
definition. And, so far as the opinion of that court is concerned, the question is
as unsettled now, as it was sixty years ago. And the opinions of the Supreme
Courts of the States are equally unsettled with those of the Supreme Court of the
United States. The consequence is; that "the obligation of contracts "-the principle on which the real validity, or invalidity, of all contracts whatsoever depends
- is practically unknown, or at least wirecognized, by a single court, either of the
States, or of the United States. And, as a result, every species of absurd, corrupt,
and robber legislation goes on unrestrained, as it always has done.
What, now, is the reason why not one of these courts has ever so far given its
attention to the subject as to have discovered what "the obligation of contracts"
is? What that principle is, I repeat, which they have all sworn to sustain, and on
which the real validity, or invalidity, of every contract on which they ever adjudicate, depends? Why is it that they have all gone on sanctioning and enforcing
all the nakedly iniquitous laws, by which men's natural right to make their own
contracts has been trampled under foot?
Surely it is not because they do not know that all men have a natural right to
make their own contracts j for they know that, as well as they know that all men
have a natural right to live, to breathe, to move, to speak, to hear, to see, or
to do anything whatever for the support of their lives, or the promotion of their
happiness.
Why, then, is it, that they strike down this right, without ceremony, and without compunction, whenever they are commanded to do so by the lawmakers? It
is because, and solely because, they are so servile, slavish, degraded, and corrupt,
as to act habitually on the principle, that justice and men's natural rights are matters of no importance, in comparison with the commands of the impudent and tyrannical lawmakers, on whom they are dependent for their offices and their
salaries. It is because, and solely because, they, like the judges under all other
irresponsible and tyrannical governments, are part and parcel of a conspiracy for
robbing and enslaving the great body of the people; to gratify the luxury and
pride of a few. It is because, and solely because, they do not recognize our governments, State or national, as institutions designed simply to maintain justice,
or to protect all men in the enjoyment of all their natural rights; but only as institutions designed to accomplish such objects as irresponsible cabals of lawmakers
may agree upon.
In proof of all this, I give the following.
Previous to 1824, two cases had come up from the State courts, to the Supreme
Court of the United States, involving the question whether a State law, invalidating Bome particular contract, came within the constitutional prohibition of "any
law impairing the obligation of contracts."
a majority.
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One of these cases was that of Fletcher VB. Peck, (6 Cranch 87), in the year 1810.
In this case the-court held simply that a grant of land, once made by the Iegislature of Georgia, could not be rescinded by a subsequent legislature.
But no general definition of "the obligation of contracts" was given.
Again, in the year 1819, in the case of Dartmouth College VB. Woodward (4
JVlleaton 518), the 'court held that a charter, granted to Dartmouth College, by
the king of England, before the Revolution, was a contract; and that a law of New
Hampshire, annulling, or materially altering, the charter, without the consent of
the trustees, was a "law impairing the obligation" of that contract.
But, in this case, as in that of Fletcher VB. Peck, the court gave no general definition of "the obligation of contracts."
But in the year 1824, and again in 1827, in the case of Ogden VB. Saunders (12
Wlteaton 213) the question was, whether an insolvent law of the State of New
York, which discharged a debtor from a debt, contracted after the passage 0/ the
law, or, as the courts would say, "contracted under the law"-on
his giving up
his property to be distributed among his creditors-was a"law impairing the
obligation of contracts?"
To the correct decision of this case, it seemed indispensable that the court
should give a comprehensive, precise, and universal definition of "the obligation of
'contracts"; one by which it might forever after be known what was, and what was
not, that "obligation of contracts," which the State governments were forbidden
to "impair" by "any law" whatever.
The cause was heard at two terms, that of 1824, and that of 1821.
It was argued by 'Vebster, 'Vheaton, 'Virt, Clay, Livingston, Ogden, Jones,
Sampson, and Haines; nine in all. Their arguments were so voluminous that
they could not be reported at length. Only summaries of them are given. But
these summaries occupy thirty-eight pages in the reports.
The judges, at that time, were seven, viz., Marshall, 'Vashingtcn, Johnson, Duvall, Story, Thompson, and Trimble.
The judges gave five different opinions; occupying one hundred pages of the
reports.
But no one definition of "the obligation of contracts" could be agreed on; not
et:tn

by a majority.

Here, then, sixteen lawyers and judges-many of them among the most eminent the country has ever had-were called upon to give their opinions upon a
question of the highest importance to all men's natural rights, to all the interests
of civilized society, and to the very existence of civilization itself; a question,
upon the answer to which depended the real validity, or invalidity, of every contract that ever was made, or ever will be made, between man and man. And yet,
by their disagreements, they all virtually acknowledged that they did not know
what" the obligation of contracts" was 1
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But this was not all. Although they could not agree as to what "the obligation of contracts" was, they did all agree that it could be nothing which the State
lawmakers could not prohibit and abolish, by laws passed before the contracts were
made. That.is to say, they all agreed that the State lawmakers had absolute
power to prohibit all contracts whatsoever, for buying and selling, borrowing and
lending, giving and receiving, property; and that, whenever they did prohibit any
particular contract, or class of contracts, all Buch contracts, thereafter made, could
have no "obli!Jation" I
They said this, be it noted, not of contracts that were naturally and intrinsically
criminal and void, but of contracts that were naturally and intrinsically as just,
and lawful, and useful, and necessary, as any that men ever enter into; and that had
as perfect a natural, intrinsic, inherent" obligation," as- any of those contracts, by
which the traffio of society is carried on, or by which men ever buy and sell, borrow and lend, give and receive, property, of and to each other.
Not one of these sixteen lawyers and judges took the ground that the constitution, in forbidding any State to "pass any law impairing the obligation of contracts,"
intended to protect, against the arbitrary legislation of the States, the only true,
real, and natural" obligation of contracts," or the right of the people to enter into
all really just, and naturally obligatory contracts.
.
Is it possible to conceive of a more shameful exhibition, or confession, of the
servility, the baseness, or the utter degradation, of both bar and bench, than ~
refus.!U,to say' one word in favor of jus~i~eLli.berty,men's natural rights, or the
natural, and ·oDiYreal, "obligation" of their contracts?
.. -And yet, from that day to this-a period of sixty years, save one-neither bar
nor bench, so far as I know, have ever uttered one syllable in vindication of men's
natural right to make their own contracts, or to have the only true, real, natural,
inherent, intrinsic "obligation" of their contracts respected by lawmakers or
courts.
Can any further proof be needed that all ideas ;f justice and men's natural
rights are absolutely banished from the minds of lawmakers, and from so-called
courts of justice? or that absolute and irresponsible lawmaking has usurped their
place?
Or can any further proof be needed, of the utter worthlessness of all the constitutions, which these lawmakers and judges swear to support, and profess to be
governed by?
SECTION

XVllL

If,now, it be asked, what is this constitutional "obligation of contracts," which
the States are forbidden to impair, the answer is, that it is, and necessarily must
be, the natural obligation; or that obligation, which contracts have, on principles
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of natural law, and natural justice, as distinguished from any arbitrary or unjust
obligation, which lawmakers may assume to create, and attach to contracts.
This natural obligation is the only one" obligation," which all obligatory contracts can be said to have. . It is the only inherent" obligation," that any contract
can be said to have. It is recognized all over the world-at least as far as it is
known-as the one only true obligation, that any, or all, contracts can have. And,
so far as it is known-it is held valid all over the world, except iu those exceptional cases, where arbitrary and tyrannical governments have assumed to annul
it, or substitute some other in its stead.
The constitution assumes that this one" obligation of contracts," which it designs to protect, is the natural one, because it assumes that it existed, and WlU
known, at the time the constitution itself was established; and certainly no 0.1e
"obligation," other than the natural one, can be said to have been known, as applicable to all obligatory contracts, at the time the constitution was established.
Unless, therefore, the constitution be presumed to have intended the natural" obligation," it cannot be said to have intended anyone "ohligation" whatever; or,
consequently, to have forbidden the violation of anyone "obligation" whatever.
It cannot be said that" the obligation," which the constitution designed to protect, was any arbitrary "obligation," that was unknown at the time the constitution was established, but that was to be created, and made known afterward; for
then this provision of the constitution could have had no effect, until such arbitrary "obligation" should have been created, and made known. And as it gives
us no information as to how, or by whom, this arbitrary "obligation" was to be
created, or what the obligation itself was to be, or how it could ever be known to
be the one that was Intended to be protected, the provision itself becomes a mere
nullity, having no effect to protect any "obligation" at all.
It would be a manifest and utter absurdity to say that the constitution intended
to protect any "obligation" whatever, unless it be presumed to have intended some
particular "obligation," that was known at the time; for that would be equivalent to
saying that the constitution intended to establish a law, of which no man could
know the meaning.
But this is not all,
The right of property is a natural right. The only real right of property, that
is known to mankind, is the natural right. Men have also a natural right to convey their natural rights of property from one person to another. And there is no
means known to mankind, by which this natural right of property can be transferred, or conveyed, by one man to another, except by such contracts as are naturally obligatory; that is, naturally capable of conveying and binding the right of
property.
All contracts whatsoever, that are naturally capable, competent, and sufficient to
convey, transfer, and bind the natural right of property, are naturally obligatory;
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and really and truly do convey, transfer, and bind such rights of property as they
purport to convey, transfer, and bind.
All the other modes, by which one man has eyer attempted to acquire the propertyof another, have been thefts, robberies, and frauds. But these, of course, have
never conveyed any real rights of property.
To make any contract binding, obligatory, and effectual for conveying and
transferring rights of property, these three conditions only are essential, viz., 1,
That it be entered into by parties, who are mentally competent to make reasonable contracts. 2. That the contract be a purely voluntary one: that is, that it be
entered into without either force or fraud on either side. 3. That the right of
property, which the contract purports to convey, be such an one as is naturally capable of being conveyed, or transferred, by one man to another.
Subject to these conditions, all contracts whatsoever, for conveying rights of
property-that
is, for buying and selling, borrowing and lending, giving and receiving property-are
natu.rallyobligatory, and bind such rights of property as
they purport to convey.
Subject to these conditions, all contracts, for the conveyance of rights of property, are recognized as valid, all over the world, by both civilized and savage
man, except in those particular cases where governments arbitrarily and tyrannically prohibit, alter, or invalidate them.
This natural "obligation of contracts" must necessarily be presumed to be the
one, and the only one, which the constitution forbids to be impaired, by any State
law whatever, if we are to presume that the constitution was intended for the
maintenance of justice, or men's natural rights.
On the other hand, if the constitution be presumed not to protect this natural
"obligation of contracts," we know not what other" obligation" it did intend to
protect. It mentions no other, describes no other, gives us no hint of any other;
and nobody can give us the least information as to what other "obligation of contracts " was intended.
It could not have been any "obligation" which the State lawmakers might arbitrarily create, and annex to all contracts; for this is what no lawmakers have ever
attempted to do. And it would be the height of absurdity to suppose they ever
will invent anyone "obligation," and attach it to all contracts. They have only
attempted either to annul, or impair, the natural "obligation" of particular contracts; or, in particular cases, to substitute other "obligations" of their own invention. And this is the most they will ever attempt to do.
SECTION

XIX.

Assuming it now to be proved that the" obligation of contracts," which the States
are forbidden to "impair," is the natural "obligation"; and that, constitutionally
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speaking, this provision secures, to all the people of the United States, the right to
enter into, and have the benefit of, all contracts whatsoever, that have that one natural "obligation," let us look at some of the more important of those State laws
that have either impaired that obligation, or prohibited the exercise of that right.
1. That law, in all the States, by which any, or all, the contracts of persons,
under twenty-one years of age, are either invalidated, or forbidden to be entered
into.
The mental capacity of a person to make reasonable contracts, is the only criterion, by \fhich to determine his legal capacity to make obligatory contracts. And
his mental capacity to make reasonable contracts is certainly not to be determined
by the fact that he is, or is not, twenty-one years of age. There would be just as
much sense in saying that it was to be determined by his height, or his weight, as
there is in saying that it should be determined by his age.
Nearly all persons, male and female, are mentally competent to make reasonable
contracts, long before they are twenty-one years of age. And as soon as they are
mentally competent to make reasonable contracts, they have the same natural right
to make them, that they ever can have. And their contracts have the same natural "obligation" that they ever can have.
If a person's mental capacity to make reasonable contracts be drawn in question, that is a question of fact, to be ascertained by the same tribunal that is to
ascertain all the other facts involved in the case. It certainly is not to be determined by any arbitrary legislation, that shall deprive anyone of his natural right
to make contracts.
2. All the State laws, that do now forbid, or that have heretofore forbidden,
married women to make any or all contracts, that they are, or were, mentally competent to make reasonably, are violations of their natural right to make their own
contracts.
A married woman has the same natural right to acquire and hold property, and
to make all contracts that she is mentally competent to make reasonably, as has
a married man, or any other man. And any law invalidating her contracts, or
forbidding her to enter into contracts, on the ground of her being married, are
not only absurd and outrageous in themselves, but are also as plainly violations of
that provision of the constitution, which forbids any State to pass any law impairing the natural obligation of contracts, as would be laws invalidating or prohibiting similar contracts by married men.
3. AI! those State laws, commonly called acts of incorporation, by which a certain number of persons are licensed to contract debts, without having their individual properties held liable to pay them, are laws impairing the natural obligation
of their contracts.
On natural principles of law and reason, these persons are simply partners i and
their private properties, like those of any other partners, should be held liable for
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their partnership debts. Like any other partners, they take the profits of their
business, if there be any profits. And they are naturally bouud to take all the
riskS of their business, as in the case of any other business. For a law to say that,
if they make any profits, they may put them all into their own pockets, but that, if
they make a loss, they may throw it upon their creditors, is an absurdity and an
outrage. Such a law is plainly a law impairing the natural obligation of their
contracts.
4. All State insolvent laws, so-called, that distribute a debtor's property equally
among his creditors, are laws impairing the natural obligation of his contracts.
If the natural obligation of contracts were known, and recognized as law, we
should have no need of insolvent or bankrupt laws.
The only foree, function, or effect of a legal contract is to convey and bind rights
of property. A contract that conveys and binds no right of property, has no legal
force, effect, or obligation whatever. *
Consequently, the natural obligation of a contract of debt binds the debtor's
property, and nothing more. That is, it gives the creditor a mortgage upon tl:e
debtor's property, and nothing more.
A first debt is a first mortgage; a second debt is a second mortgage; a third debt
is a third mortgage; and so on indefinitely.
The first mortgage must be paid in full, before anything is pa.id on the second.
The second must be paid in full, before anything is paid on the third; and so on
indefinitely.
When the mortgaged property is exhausted, the debt is cancelled; there is no
other property that the contract binds.
If, therefore, a debtor, at the time his debt becomes due, pays to the extent of
his ability, and has been guilty of no fraud, fault, or neglect, during the time his
debt had to run, he is thenceforth discharged from all legal obligation.
If this principle were acknowledged, we should have .no occasion, and no use,
for insolvent or bankrupt laws.
Of course, persons who have never asked themselves what the natural "obligation
of contracts" is, will raise numerous objections to the principle, that a legal contract binds nothing else than rights of property. But their objections are all shallow and fallacious.
I have not space here to go into all the arguments that may be necessary to
prove that contracts can have no legal effect, except to bind rights of property; or
to show the truth of that principle in its application to all contracts whatsoever.
To do this would require a somewhat elaborate treatise. Such a treatise I hope
sometime to publish. For the present, I only assert the principle; and assert that
the ignorance of this truth is at least one of the reasons why courts and lawyers
have never been able to agree as to what "the obligation of contracts" was.
-It may have very weighty moral obligation

j

but It can have no legal obligation.
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In all the cases that have now been mentioned,-that is, of minors (so-called),
married women, corporations, insolvents, and in all other like cases -the tricks, or
pretences, by which the courts attempt to uphold the validity of all laws that forbid persons to exercise their natural right to make their own contracts, or that annul, or impair, the natural" obligation" of their contracts, are these:
1. They say that, if a law forbids py particular contract to be made, such contract, being then an illegal one, can have no "obligation." Consequently, say
they, the law cannot be said to impair it; because the law cannot impair an "obligation," that has never had an existence.
They say this of all contracts, that are arbitrarily forbidden; although, natur~lly and intrinsically, they have as valid an obligation as any others that men
ever enter into, or as any that courts enforce.
By such a naked trick as this, these courts not only strike down men's natural
right to make their own contracts, but even seek to evade that provision of the
constitution, which they are all sworn to support, and which commands them to
hold valid the natural "obligation" of all men's contracts; ..anything in the constitutions or laws of the States to the contrary notwithstanding."
They might as well have said that, if the constitution had declared that "no
State shall pass any law impairing any man's natural right to life, liberty, or property"-(that
is, his natural right to live, and do what he will with himself and
his property, so long as he infringes the right of no other person)-this
prohibition could be evaded by a State law declaring that, from and after such a date, no
person should have any natural right to life, liberty, or property; and that, therefore, a law arbitrarily taking from a man his life, liberty, and property, could not
be said to impair his right to them, because no law could impair a right that did
not exist.
The answer to such an argument as this, would be, that it is a natural truth
that every man, who ever has been, or ever will be, born into the world, necessarily has been, and necessarily wiU be, bom with an inherent right to life, liberty, and property; and that, in forbidding this right to be impaired, the constitution presupposes,
implies, assumes, and asserts that every man has, and willliave, Buch a right; and that
this natural right is the very right, which the constitution forbids any State law

to impair.
Or the courts might as well have said that, if the constitution had declared that
"no State shall pass any law impairing the obligation of contracts made for the
purchase of food," that provision could have been evaded by a State law forbidding any contract to be made for the purchase of food; and then saying that such
contract, being illegal, could have no "obligation," that could be impaired.
The answer to this argument would be that, by forbidding any State law impairing the obligation of contracts made for the purchase of food, the constitution
presupposes, implies, assumes, and asserts that such contracts have, and always
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will have, a natural "obligation "j and that this natural "obligation" is the very
"obligation;' which the constitution forbids any State law to impair.
So in regard to all other contracts. The constitution presupposes, implies, assumes, and asserts the natural truth, that certain contracts have, and always necesBarily will have, a natural "obligation."
And this natural "obligation "-which
is
the only real obligation that any contract cal).have-is the very one that the constitution forbids any State law to impair, in the case of any contract whatever
that has such obligation.
And yet all the courts hold the direct opposite of this. They hold that, if a
State law forbids any contract to be made, such a contract can then have no obligation j and that, consequently, no State law can impair an obligation that never
exister,l.
But if, by forbidding a contract to be made, a State law can prevent the contract's having any obligation, State laws, by forbidding any contracts at all to be
made, can prevent all contracts, thereafter made, from having any obligation; and
thus utterly destroy all men's natural rights to make any obligatory contracts
at all.
2. A second pretence, by which the courts attempt to evade that provision of
the constitution, which forbids any State to "pass any law impairing the obligation of contracts:' is this: They say that the State law, that requires, or obliges,
a man to fulfil his contracts, is itself "the obligation," which the constitution forbids to be impaired; and that therefore the constitution only prohibits the impairing of any law for enforcing such contracts as shall be made under it.
But this pretence, it will be seen, utterly discards the idea that contracts have
any natural obligation. It implies that contracts have no obligation, except the
laws that are made for enforcing them. But if contracts have no natural obligation, they have no obligation at all, that ought to be enforced; and the State is a
mere usurper, tyrant, and robber, in passing any law to enforce them.
Plainly a State cannot rightfully enforce any contracts at all, unless they have
a natural obligation.
8. A third pretence, by which the courts attempt to evade this provision of the
constitution, is this: They say that" the law is a part of the contract" itself j and
therefore cannot impair its obligation.
By this they mean that, if a law is standing upon the statute book, prescribing
what obligation certain contracts shall, or shall not, have, it must then be presumed that, whenever such a contract is made, the parties intended to make it according to that law; and really to make the law a part of their contract i although
they themselves Bay nothing of the kind.
This pretence, that the law is a part of the contract, is a mere trick to cheat
people out of their natural right to make their own contracts j and to compel them
to make only such contracts as the lawmakers choose to permit them to make.
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To, say that it must be presumed that the parties intended to make their contracts according to such laws as may be prescribed to them-or, what is the same
thing, to make the laws a part of their contracts-is equivalent to saying that the
parties must be presumed to have given up all their natural rigbt to make their
own contracts j to have acknowledged themselves imbeciles, incompetent to make
reasonable contracts, and to have authorized the lawmakers to make their contracts for them j for if the lawmakers can make any part of a man's contract, and
presume his consent.to it, they can make a whole one, and presume his consent
to it.
If the lawmakers can make any part of men's contracts, they can' make the
whole of them; and can, therefore, buy and sell, borrow and lend, give and receive
men's property of all kinds, according to their (the lawmakers') own will, pleasure, or discretion; without the consent of the real owners of the property, and
even without their knowledge, until it is too late. In short, they may take any
man's property, and give it, or sell it, to whom they please, and on such conditions,
and at such prices, as they please j without any regard to the rights of the owner.
They may, in fact, at their pleasure, strip any, or every, man of his property, and
bestow it upon whom they will; and then justify the act upon the presumption
that the owner consented to have his property thus taken from him and given to
others.
This absurd, contemptible, and detestable trick has had a long lease of life, and
has been used as a cover for some of the greatest of crimes. By means of it, the
marriage contract has been perverted into a contract, on the part of the woman, to
make herself a legal non-entity, or non compos mentis j to give up, to her husband,
All her personal property, and the control of all her real estate; and to part with
her natural, inherent, inalienable right, as a human being, to direct her own labor,
control her own earnings, make her own contracts, and provide for the subsistence
of herself and her children.
There would be just as much reason in saying that the lawmakers have a right
to make the entire marriage contract; to marry any man and woman ~ainst
their will; dispose of all their personal and property rights; declare them imbeciles, incapable of making a reasonable marriage contract; then presume the consent of both the parties; and finally treat them as criminals, and their children as
outcasts, if they presume to make any contract of their own.
This same trick, of holding that the law is a part of the contract, has been made
to protect the private property of stockholders from liability for the debts of the
corporations, of which they were members; and to protect the private property of
special partners, so-called,or limited partners, from liability for partnership debts.
This same trick has been employed to justify insolvent and bankrupt laws, socalled, whereby a first creditor's rightto a first mortgage on the property of his
debtor, has been taken from him, and he has been compelled to take his chances with
as many subsequent creditors as the debtor may succeed in becoming indebted to
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All these absurdities and atrocities have been practiced by the lawmakers of the
States, and sustained by the courts, under the pretence that they (the courts) did
not know what the natural "obligation of contracts" was; or that, if they did
know what it was, the constitution of the United States imposed no restraint upon
its unlimited violation by the State lawmakers.
SECTION

xx.

But, not content with having always sanctioned the unlimited power of the State
lawmakers to abolish all men's natural right to make their own contracts, the Supreme Court of the United States has, within the last twenty years, taken pains to
assert that congress also has the arbitrary power to abolish the same right.
1. It has asserted the arbitrary power of congress to abolish all men's right to
make their own contracts, by asserting its power to alter the meaning of all contracts,
after they are made, 80 as to make them widely, or wholly, different from what the
parties had made them.
Thus the court has said that, after a man has made a contract to pay a certain
number of dollars, at a future time,-meaning ,uch dollars as were current at the
time the contract was made,-congress has power to coin a dollar of less value than
the one agreed on, and authorize the debtor to pay his debt with a dollar of less
value than the one he had promised.
To cover up this infamous crime, the court asserts, over and over again,-what
no one denies,-that
congress has power (constitutionally speaking) to alter, at
pleasure, the value of its coins. But it then asserts that congress has this additional, and wholly difierent, power, to wit, the power to declare that this alteration
in the value of the coins ,haU work a corresponding change in aU existing contracts
for the payment of money.

In reality they say that a contract to pay money is not a contract to pay any
particular amount, or value, of such money as was known and understood by the
partiee at the time the contract was made, but only ,uch, and 80 much, as congress
.hall afterward,

choose to call by that name, when the debt ,hall become due.

They assert that, by simply retaining the name, while altering the thing,-or by
limply giving an old name to a new thing,-congress
has power to utterly abolish
the contract which the parties themselves entered into, and substitute for it any
such new and different one, as they (congress) may choose to substitute.
Here are their own words:
The contract obligation ••••
10(11 not a dut1l to pa1l gold or rilller, or the kind 0/ mone1l
recognized b1l1aIDat the time when tM contract IDa. made, nor IDa. it a dut1l to pa1l mone1l
0/ eqtlal (ntrinrie value in the market. • • •• But the obligation 0/ a contract to pa1l
money 18 to pa1l that IDhich the laID ,hall recognize (II mone1l when the pa1lment 18 tl) be
made.-Legal Tender O(lle8,12 Wallace MS.
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This is saying that the obligation of a contract to pay money is not an obligation to pay what both the law and the parties recognize as money, at the time when
the contract is made, but only such substitute as congress shall afterwards prescribe,
"when the payment is to be made."
This opinion was given by a majority of the court in the year 1870.
In another opinion the court says:
Under the power to coin money, and to regulate its value, congress may issue coins of the
same denomination [that Is, bearing the same name] as those already current by law, but
of less intrinsic value than those, by reason of containing a less weight of the precious
metals, and thereby enable debtoTl to ducharge their debt. by the payment of coin, of the le8'
real value. A contract to pay a certain sum of money, without any stipulation as to the kind
of money In which it shall be made, may always be satisfied by payment of that sum [that
Is, that nominal amount] in any currency which i. laWful monell at the place and time at
which pallment fa to be made. - Juilliard va. Greenman, 110 U. S. Report., 449.

This opinion was given by the entire court-save one, Field-at
the October
term of 1883.
Both these opinions are distinct declarations of the power of congress to alter
men's contracts, after they are made, by simply retaining the name, while altering
the thing, that is agreed to be paid.
In both these cases, the court means distinctly to say that, lifter the parties to a
contract have agreed upon the number of dollars to be paid, congress has power to re.duce the value of the dollar, and authorize all debtors to pay the less valuable dollar, instead of the one agreed on.
In other words, the court means to say that, after a contract has been made for
the payment of a certain number of dollars, congress lias power to alter the meaning
of the word dollar, and thus authorize the debtor to pay in something different
from, and less valuable than, the thing he agreed to pay.
Well, if congress has power to alter men's contracts, after they are made, by altering the meaning of the word dollar, and thus reducing the value of the debt, it
has a precisely equal power to increa.~ethe value of the dollar, and thus compel the
debtor to pay more than he agreed to pay.
Congress has evidently just as much right to increase the value of the dollar,
after a contract has been made, as it has to reduce its value. It has, therefore,
just as much right to cheat debtors, by compelling them to pay more than they
agreed to pay, as it has to cheat creditors, by compelling them to accept less than
they agreed to accept.
All this talk of the court is equivalent to asserting that congress has the right
to alter men's contracts at pleasure, after they are made, and make them over into
something, or anything, wholly different from what the parties themselves had
made them.
And this is equivalent to denying all men's right to make their own contracts,
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or to acquire any contract rights, which congress may not afterward, at pleasure,
alter, or abolish.
It is equivalent to saying that the words of contracts are not to be taken in the
sense in which they are used, by the parties themselves, at the time when the contracts are entered into, but only in such different senses as congress may choose to
put upon them at any future time.
If this is not asserting the right of congress to abolish altogether men's natural
right to make their own contracts, what is it?
Incredible as such audacious villainy may seem to those unsophisticated persons,
who imagine that a court of law should be a conrt of justice, it is nevertheless
true, that this court intended to declare the unlimited power of congress to alter,
at pleasure, the contracts of parties, after they have bee" made, by altering the kind
and amount of money by which the contracts may be fulfilled. That they intended all this, is proved, not only by the extracts already given from their opinions, but also by the whole tenor of their arguments-too
long to be repeated
here-and more explicitly by these quotations, viz.:
There is no well-founded distinction to be made between the constitutional validity of an
act of congress declaring treasury notes a legal tender for the payment of debts contracted
after its passage, and that of an act making them a legal tender for the discharge of all
debts, IU well thoss incurred before, IU those made after, it, enactment.-Legal
Tender
Ca,ell,12 Wallace 530 (1870).
Every contract for the payment of money. simply, is necessarily subject to the constitutional power of the government over the currency, whatever that power may be, and the

obligation of the partiell Y, therefore, assumed with reference to that power.-12
1149.
Contracts

Jar

IU

.
for the payment of money are subject to the authority

relate, to the meaM ofpaymellt.-12

Wallace

of congress, at least '0

Wallace 1149.

The court means here to say that "every contract for the payment of money,
simply," is necessarily made, by the parties, subject to the power of congress to alter
it afterward-by
altering the kind and value of the money with which it may be
paid-into
anything, into which they (congress) may choose to alter it.
And this is equivalent to saying that all such contracts are made, by the parties,
with the implied understanding that the contracts, IU written and .igned by themselves, do
not bind either of the parties to anything; but that they simply suggest, or initiate,

some non-descript or other, which congress may' afterward convert into a binding
contract, of ,uck a sort, and only luch a sort, IU they (congress) may Bee fit to convert
it into.

Every one of these judges knew that no two men, having common honesty and
-eommon sense,-unless first deprived of all power to make their own contracts,would ever enter into a contract to pay money, with any understanding that the
government had any such arbitrary power as the court here a.scribes to it, to alter
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their contract after it should be made. Such an absurd contract would, in reality,
be no legal contract at all. It would be a mere gambling agreement, having,
naturally and really, no legal" obligation" at all.
But further. A solvent contract to pay money is in reality-in
law, and in
equity-a bona .fide f1I()rtgageupon the debtor', property. And this mortgage right
is as veritable a right of property, as is any right of property, that is conveyed by
a warranty deed. And congress has no more right to invalidate this mortgage,
by a single iota, than it has to invalidate a warranty deed of land. And these
judges will sometime find out that such is "the obligation of contracts," if they
ever find out what "the obligation of contracts" is.
The justices of that court have had this question-what
is "the obligation of
contracts"?-before
them for seventy years, and more. But they have never
agreed among themselves-even by so many as a majority-as
to what it is.
And this disagreement is very good evidence that none of them have known what
it is; for if anyone of them had known what it is, he would doubtless have been
able, long ago, to enlighten the rest.
.
Considering the vital importance of men's contracts, it would evidently be more
to the credit of these judges, if they would give their attention to this question of
"the obligation of contracts," until they shall have solved it, than it is to be telling
fifty millions of people that they have no right to make any contracts at all, except such as congress has power to invalidate after they shall have been made.
Such assertions as this, coming from a court that cannot even tell us what "the
obligation of contracts" is, are not entitled to any serious 'consideration, On the
contrary, they show us wha.t farces and impostures these judicial opinions-or decisions, as they call them-s-ere, They show tha.t these judicial oracles, as men
call them, are no better than some of the other so-called oracles, by whom mankind
have been duped.
But these judges certainly never will find out what "the obligation of contracts"
is, until they find out that men have the natural right to make their own contracts,
and unalterably fix their" obligation"; and that governments can have no power
wha.tever to make, unmake, alter, or invalidate that "obligation."
Still further. Congress has the same power over weights and measures that it
has over coins. And the court has no more right or reason to say that congress
has power to alter existing contracts, by altering the value of the coins, than it
has to say that, after any or all men have, for value received, entered into contracts
to deliver so many bushels of wheat or other grain, so many pounds of beef, pork,
butter, cheese, cotton, wool, or iron, BO many yards of cloth, or 80 many feet of
lumber, congress has power, by altering these weights and measures, to alter all
these existing contracts, so as to convert them into contracts to deliver only hal~
as many, or to deliver twice as many, bushels, pounds, yards, or feet, as the parties
agreed upon.
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'1'0 add to the farce, as well as to the iniquity, of these judicial opinions, it must
be kept in mind, that the court says that, after A has sold valuable property to B,
and has taken in payment an honest and sufficient mortgage' on B's property, congress has the power to compel him (A) to give up this mortgage, and to accept, in
place of it, not anything of any real value whatever, but only the promissory note
of a so-called government; and that government one which-if taxation without
consent is robbery-never had an honest dollar in its treasury, with which to pay
any of its debts, and is never likely to have one; but relies wholly on its future
robberies for its means to pay them; and can give no guaranty, but its own interest at the time, that it will even make the payment out of its future robberies.
If a company of bandits were to seize a. man's property for their own uses, and
give him their note, promising to pay him out of their future robberies, the trimsactlon would not be considered a. very legitimate one. But it would be intrinsically just as legitimate as is the one which the Supreme Court sanctions on the
part of congress.
Banditti have not usually kept supreme courts of their own, to legalize either
their robberies, or their promises to pay for past robberies, out of the proceeds of
their future ones. Perhaps they may now take a lesson from our Supreme Court,
and establish courts of their own, that will hereafter legalize all their contracts of
this kind.
SECTION

XXL

To justify its declaration, that congress has power to alter men's contracts after
they are made, the court dwells upon the fact that, at the times when the legaltender acts were passed, the government was in peril of its life; and asserts that
it had therefore a right to do almost anything for its self-preservation, without
much regard to its honesty, or dishonesty, towards private persons. Thus it says:
A civil war was then raging, which seriously threatened the overthrow of the government,
and the destruction of the constitution itself. It demanded the equipment and support of
large armies and navies, and the employment of money to an extent beyond the capacity of
all ordinary sources of supply. Meanwhile the public treasury was nearly empty, and the
credit of the government, If not stretched to Its utmost tension, had become nearly exhausted.
Moneyed Institutions had advanced largely of their means, and more could not be expected
of them. They had been compelled to suspend specie payments. Taxation was inadequate
to pay even the interest on the debt already Incurred, and it was impossible to await the income of additional taxes. The necessity was immediate and pressing. The army was nnpaid. There was then due to the soldiers in the field nearly a score of millions of dollars.
The requisitions from the War and Navy departments for supplies, exceeded fifty millions.
and the current expenditure was over one million per day. • • •• Foreign credit we had
none. We say nothing of the overhanging paralysis of trade, and business generally, whl~.!l
threatened loss of confidence in the ability of the government to maintain its continued ex.
Istence, and therewith the complete destrnction of all remaining national credit.
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It was at such a time, and In such circumstances, that congress was called upon to devise
means for maintaining the army and navy, for securing the large supplies of money needed,
and Indeed for the pr~rvation of the government created by the constitution. It was at
such a time, and In such an emergency, that the legal-tender acts were passed.-12 Wallace
1140-1.
In the same case Bradley said:
Can the poor man's cattle, and horses, and com be thns taken by the government, when
the public exigency requires It, and cannot the rich man's bonds and notes be In like manner
taken to reach the same end? -po M1.
He also said:
It Is absolutely eBSentialto Independent national existence that government should have
a firm hold on the two great instrumentalities of the 8Wordand the pur"e, and tM right to
'lDieldthem 'lDithoutre8triction, on occa8iOnloj national peril. In certain emergencies government must have at its command, not only the per80nal .ervice.-th6 bodie. and livesoj itl citizens, but the lesser, though not less essential, power of absolute control over thl'
resources of the country. Its armies must be fllled, and its n"vies manned, by the citizens
In person.-p.li63.
Also he said:
The comcription may deprive me oj liberty, and dutroy my Ii/e. • • •• .All theae ard
fundamental political condition. on 'lDhichlife, property, and money are relpective/1I held
and enjoyed under our "V8temoj government, nay, under any "Vatemoj government. There
are times when the exigencies of the State rightly absorb all subordinate consIderations of
private Interest, convenience, and feellng.-p. MIl.
Such an attempt as this, to justify one crime, by taking for granted the justice
of other and greater crimes, is a rather desperate mode of reasoning, for a court t>f
law; to say nothing of a. court of justice.
The answer to it is, that no government,
however good in other respects-any
more than any other good institution-has
any right to live otherwise than on purely voluntary support.
It can have no right
to take either "the poor man's cattle, and horses, and com," or "the rich man's
bonds and notes," or poor men's" bodies and lives," without their consent. And
when a government resorts to such measures to save its life, we need no further
proof that its time to
has come; A good government, no more than a bad one,
has any right to live by robbery, murder, or any other crime.
Bnt so think not the Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States. On
the contrary, they hold that, in comparison with the preservation of the government. all the rights of the people to property, liberty, and life are worthless things,
not to be regarded.
So they hold that in such an exigency as they describe, congress had the right to commit any crime against private persons, by which the
government could be saved. And among these lawful crimes, the court holds that

die
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congress bad the right to issue money that should serve as a license to all holders
of it, to cheat-or rather openly rob-their creditors.
The court might, with just as much reason, have said that, to preserve the life
of the government, congress had the right to issue such money as would authorize
all creditors to demand twice the amount of their honest dues from all debtors.
The court might, with just as much reason, have said that, to preserve the life
of the government, congress had the right to sell indulgences for all manner of
crimes; for theft, robbery, rape, murder, and all other crimes, for which indulgences
would bring a price in the market.
Can anyone imagine it possible that, if the government had always done
nothing but that "equal and exact justice to all men"-which
you say it is
pledged to do,-but which you must know it has never done,-it could ever have.
been brought into any such peril of its life, &sthese judges describe? Could it
ever have been necessitated to take either "the poor man's cattle, and horses, and
corn," or "the rich man's bonds and notes," or poor men's" bodies and lives," without their consent? Could it ever have been necessitated to "conscript" the poor
man - too poor to pay a ransom of three hundred dollars - made thus poor by the
tyranny of the government itself-"deprive
him of his liberty; and destroy his
life"? Could it ever have been necessitated to sell indulgences for crime to either
debtors, or creditors, or anybody else? To preserve" the constitution" -a eonstltution, I repeat, that authorized nothing but" equal and exact justice to all men ..
~could it ever have been necessitated to send into the field millions of ignorant
young men, to cut the throats of other young men as ignorant as themselves-few
of whom, on either side, had ever read the constitution, or had any real knowledge
of its legal meaning; and not one of whom had ever signed it, or promised to support it, or was under the least obligation to support it?
·It is, I think, perfectly safe to say, that not one in a thousand, probably not one
in, ten thousand, of these young men, who were sent out to butcher others, and be
butchered themselves, had any real knowledge of the constitution they were professedly sent out to support; or any reasonable knowledge of the real character
and motives of the congresses and courts that profess to administer the constitution. If they had possessed this knowledge, how many of them would ha.ve ever
gone to the field?
But further. Is it really true that the right of the government to commit all
these atrocities:
.Are the fundamental political condiUona on tohich li/e, property. and money are r6&pect'velll held and enjolleclunder our 'IIItem of government'

If such is the real character of the constitution, can any further proof be required of the necessity that it be buried out of sight at once and forever?
The truth was that the government was in peril, .olelg because it toaB not fit to ex-
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ist. It, and the State governments-all but parts of one and the same systemwere rotten with tyranny and crime. And being bound together by no honest tie,
and existing for no honest purpose, destruction was the only honest doom to which
any of them were entitled. And if we had spent the same money and blood to
destroy them, that we did to preserve them, it would have been ten thousand times
more creditable to our intelligence and character as a people.
Clearly the court has not strengthened its case at all by this picture of the peril
in which the government was placed. It has only shown to what desperate straits
a government, founded on usurpation and fraud, and devoted to robbery and oppression, may be brought, by the quarrels that are liable to arise between the different factions-that
is, the different bands of robbers-of which it is composed•
.When such quarrels arise, it is not to be expected that either faction-having
never had any' regard to human rights, when acting in concert with the otherwill hesitate at any new crimes that may be necessary to prolong its existence.
Here was a government that had never had any legitimate existence. It professedly rested all its authority on a certain paper called a constitution; a paper,
I repeat, that nobody had ever signed, that few persons had ever read, that the
great body of the people had never seen. This government had been Imposed, by
a few property holders, upon a people too poor, too scattered, and many of them
too ignorant, to resist. It had been carried on, for some seventy years, by a mere
cabal of irresponsible men, called lawmakers. In this cabal, the several local
bands of robbers-the slaveholders of the- South, the iron monopolists, the woollen
monopolists, and the money monopolists, of the North-were represented. The
whole purpose of its laws was to rob and enslave the many-both North and South
-for the benefit of a few~ But these robbers and tyrants quarreled-as lesser
bands of robbers have done-over the division of their spoils. And hence the
war: N() such principle as justice to anybooy-black or white-was the ruling
motive on either side.
In this war, each faction-already steeped in crime-plunged
into new, if not
greater, crimes. In its desperation, it resolved to destroy men and money, without
limit, and without mercy, for the preservation of its existence. The northern faction, having more men, money, and credit than the southern, survived the Kilkenny fight. Neither faction cared anything for human rights then, and neither
of them has shown any regard for human rights since. "As a war measure," the
northern faction found it necessary to put an end to the one great crime, from
which the southern faction had drawn its wealth. But all other government crimes
have been more rampant since the war, than they were before. Neither the conquerors, nor the conquered, have yet learned that no government can have any
right to exist for any other purpose than the simple maintenance of justice between man and man.
And now, years after the fiendish butchery is over, and after men would seem
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to have had time to come to their senses, the Supreme Court of the United States,
representing the victorious faction, comes forward with the declaration that one of
the crimes-the violation of men's private contracts-resorted
to by its faction,
in the heat of conflict, as a means of preserving its power over the other, was not
only justifiable and proper at the time, but that it i& also a legitimate and constitutional
power, to be exerciied forever hereafter in time of peace /
Mark the knavery of these men. They first say that, because the government
was in peril of its life, it had a right to license great crimes against private persons,
if by so doing it could raise money for its own preservation. Next they say that,
although the government i& no longer in peri! of ill life, it may still go on forever licensing the same crimes as it was before necessitated to license I
They thus virtually say that the government may commit the same crimes in
time of peace, that it is necessitated to do in time of war; and, that, consequently,
it has the same right to "take the poor man's cattle, and horses, and corn," and
"the rich man's bonds and notes," and poor men's "bodies and lives," in time of
peace, when no necessity whatever can be aUeged, as in time of war, when the government is in peril of its life•
.In short, they virtually say, that this government exists for itself alone; and
that all the natural rights of the people, to property, liberty, and life, are mere
baubles, to be disposed of, at its pleasure, whether in time of peace, or in war.
SECTION

XXII.

As if to place beyond controversy the fact, that the court may iorever hereafter
be relied on to sanction every usurpation and crime that congress will ever dare to
put into the form of a statute, without the slightest color of authority from. th!3
constitution, necessity, utility, justice, or reason, it has, on three separate occasions, announced its sanction of the monopoly of money, as finally established
by congress in 1866, and continued in force ever since.
This monopoly is established by a prohibitory tax-a tax of ten per cent.-on
all notes issued for circulation as money, other than the notes of the United States
and the national banks.
This ten per cent. is called a "tax," but is really a penalty, and is intended as
such, and as nothing else. Its whole purpose is-not to raise reve~ue-but solely
to establish a monopoly of money, by prohibiting the issue of all notes intended
for circulation as money, except those issued, or specially licensed, by the government itself.
This prohibition upon the issue of all notes, except those issued, or specially
licensed, by the government, is a prohibition upon all freedom of industry and
traffic. It is a prohibition upon the exercise of men's natural right to lend and
hire such money capital as all men need to enable them to create and distribute
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wealth, and supply their own wants, and provide for their own happiness. Its
whole purpose is to reduce, as far as possible, the great body of the people to the
conditioI\,of servants to a few-a condition but a single grade above that of chat.
tel slavery-in which their labor, and the products oftheir labor, may be extorted
from them at such prices only as the holders of the monopoly may choose to give.
This prohibitory tax-so-called-is
therefore really a penalty imposed upon the
exercise of men's natural right to create and distribute wealth, and provide' for
their own and each other's wants. And it is imposed solely for the purpose of
establishing a practically omnipotent monopoly in the hands of a few.
Calling- this penalty a ..tax" is one of the dirty tricks, or rather downright lies
-that of calling things by false names-to which congress and the courts resort,
to hide their usurpations and crimes from the common eye.
Everybody-who believes in the government-says, of course, that congress
has power to levy taxes i that it must do so to raise revenue for the support of the
government. Therefore this lying congress call this penalty a "tax," instead of
calling it by its true name, a penalty.
It c,ertainly is no tax, because no revenue is raised, or intended to be raised, by
it. It is not levied upon property, or persons, as such, but only upon a 'certain
act, or upon persons for doing a certain act i an act that is not only perfectly innocent and lawful in itself, but that is naturally and intrinsically useful, and even
indispensable for the prosperity and welfare of the whole people. Its whole object
is simply to deter everybody-except those specially licensed-from performing
this innocent, useful, and necessary act. And this it has succeeded in doing for
the last twenty years i t,o the destruction 'of the rights, and the Impoverishment
and immeasurable injury of all the people, except the few holders of the monopoly.
If congress had passed an act, in this form, to wit :
No person, nor any association of persons, incorporated or unincorporated-unlea,
apecially licenaecl by congrea8-shall issue their promissory notes for circulation as money;
and a penaltll of ten per cent. upon the amount of all such notes shall be imposed npon the
persona issuing them,

the act would h-ave been the same, in effect and intention, as is this act, that
imposes what it calls a "tax." The penalty would have been understood by everybody as a punishment for issuing the notes j and would have been applied to, and
enforced against, those only who should have issued them. And it is the same
with this so-called tax. It will never be collected, except for the same cause, and
under the same circumstances, as the penalty would have been. It has no more to
do with raising a revenue, than the penalty would have had. And all these lying
lawmakers and courts know it.
But if congress had put this prohibition distinctly in the form of a penalty, the
usurpation would have been 80 barefaced-so destitute of all color of constitu-
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tional authority-that
congress dared not risk the consequences. And possibly
the court might not have dared to sanction it; if, indeed, there be any crime or
usurpation which the court dare not sanction. So these knavish lawmakers called
this penalty a utax"; and the court says that such a utax" is clearly constitutional. And the monopoly has now been established for twenty years. And substantially all the industrial and financial troubles of that period have been the
natural consequences of the monopoly.
If congress had laid a prohibitory tax upon all food-that
is, had imposed a
penalty upon the production and sale of all food-except such as it should have
itself produced, or specially licensed; and should have reduced the atl'''unt of food,
thus produced or licensed, to one tenth, twentieth, or fiftieth of what was really
needed; the motive and the crime would have been the same, in character, if not
in degree, as they are in this case, tJiz., to enable the few holders of the licensed
food to extort, from everybody else, by the fear of starvation, all their (the latter's)
earnings and property, in exchange for this small quantity of privileged food.
Such a monopoly of food would have been no clearer violation of men's natural
rights, than is the present monopoly of money. And yet this colossal crime-like
every other crime that congress chooses to commit-is sanctioned by its servile,
rotten, and stinking court.
On what C01l8tittJtional grounds-that
is, on wha.t provisions found in the constitution itself-does the court profess to give its sa.nction to such a crime?
On these three only:
1. On the power of congress to lay and collect taxes, etc.
2. On the power of congress to coin money.
3. On the power of congress to borrow money.
Ont of these simple, and apparently harmless provisions, the court ma.nufactures
an authority to grant, to a few persons, a monopoly that is practically omnipotent
over all the industry and traffic of the country; that is fatal to all other men's natural right to lend and hire capital for any or all their legitimate industries; and
fatal absolutely to all their natural right to buy, sell, and exchange any, or all, the
products of their labor at their true, just, and natural prices.
Let us look at these constitutional provisions, and see how mneh authority congress can really draw from them.
1. The constitution says:
The congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, ImpOllts, and excises, to pa1l
the debu, and pr(}!)ide lor the common defence and general weVare of the United State ••

nis provision plainly authorizes no taxation whatever, except for the raising
of revenue to pay the debts and legitimate expenses of the government. It no
more authorizes taxation for the purpose of establishing monopolies of any kind
whatever, thau it does for taking openly and boldly all the property of the many,
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and giving it outright to a. few. And none but a. congress of usurpers, robbers,
and swindlers would ever think of using it for that purpose.
The court says, in effect, that this provision gives congress power to establish the
present monopoly of money; that the power to tax all other money, is a power to
prohibit all other money; and a. power to prohibit all other money is a. power to
give the present money a. monopoly.
How much is such an argument worth? Let us show by a. parallel case, as follows.
Congress has the same power to tax all other property, that it has to tax money•
.And if the power to tax money is a power to prohibit money, then it follows that
the power of congress to tax allother properly than money, is a. power to prohibit
all other property than money; and a power to prohibit all other property than
money, is a power to give monopolies to all such other property as congress may
Dot choose to prohibit; or may choose to specially license.
On such reasoning as this, it would follow that the power of congress to tax
money, and all other property, is a power to prohibit all money, and all other property; and thus to establish monopolies in favor of all such money, and all such
other property, as it chooses not to prohibit; or chooses to specially license.
Thus, this reasoning would give congress power to establish all the monopolies,
it may choose to establish, not only in money, but in agriculture, manufactures,
and commerce; and protect these monopolies against infringement, by imposing
prohibitory taxes upon all mone:; and other property, except such as it should
choose not to prohibit; or should choose to specially license.
Because the constitution says that "congress shall have power to lay and collect
taxes," etc., to raise the revenue necessary for paying the current expenses of the
government, the court say that congress have power to levy prohibitory taxestaxes that shall yield DOrevenue at all-but shall operate only as a penalty upon
all industries and traffic, and upon the use of all the means of industry and traffic,
that shall compete with such monopolies as congress shall choose to grant.
This is no more than an unvarnished statement of the argument, by which the
court attempts to justify a prohibitory "tax" upon money; for the same reasoning
would justify the levying of a prohibitory tax-that
is, penalty-upon the use of
any and all other means of industry and traffic, by which any other monopolies,
granted by congress, might be infringed.
There is plainly no more connection between the "power to lay and collect taxes,"
etc., for the necessary expenses of the government, and the power to establish this
monopoly of money, than there is between such a power of taxation, and a power
to punish, as a crime, any or all industry and traffic whatsoever, except such as the
government may specially license.
This whole cheat lies in the use of the word "tax," to describe what is really a
~nalty, upon the exercise of any or all men's natural rights of providing for their
subsistence and well-being. And none but corrupt and rotten congresses and
courts would ever think of practising such a cheat.
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2. The second provision of the constitution, relied on by tho court to justify
the monopoly of money, is this:
The congressshall have power to coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign

coins.
The only important part of this provision is that which says that "the congress
shall have power to coin money, [and] regulate the value thereof."
That part about regulating the value of foreign coins-if anyone can tell how
congress can regulate it-is of no 8Jlpreciable Importance to anybody; for the
coins will circulate, or not, as men may, or may not, choose to buy and sell them
as money, and at such value as they will bear iIi free and open market,-that
is,
in competition with all other coins, and all other money. This is their only true
and natural market value j and there is no occasion for congress to do anything in
regard to them.
The only thing, therefore, that we need to look at, is simply the power of congress cc to coin money."
So far as congress itself is authorized to coin money, this is simply a power to
weigh and assay metals,-gold, silver, or any other,-stltmp upon them marks indicating their weight and fineness, and then sell them to whomsoever may choose
to buy them; and let them go in the market for whatever they may chance to bring,
in competition with all other money that may chance to be offered there.
It is no power to impose any restrictions whatever upon any or all other honest
money, that may be offered in the market, and bought and sold in competition
with the coins weighed and assayed by the government.
The power itself is a frivolous one, of little or no utility; for the weighing and
assaying of metals is a thing so easily done, and can be done by 80 many different
persons, that there is certainly no necessity for its being done at all by a government.
And it would undoubtedly have been far better if all coins-whether coined by
governments or individuals-had
all been made into pieces bearing simply the
names of pounds, ounces, pennyweights, etc., and containing just the amounts of
pure metal described by those weights. The coins would then have been regarded
as only 80 much metal; and as having only the same value as the same amount of
metal in any other form. Men would then have known exactly how much of certain metals they were buying, selling, and promising to pay. And all the jugglery,
cheating, and robbery that governments have practised, and licensed individuals
to practise-by
coining pieces bearing the same names, but having different
amounts of metal-would have been avoided.
And all excuses for establishing monopolies of money, by prohibiting all other
money than the coins, would also have been avoided.
As it is, the constitution imposes no prohibition npon the coining of money 'l)y
individuals, but only by State governments. Individuals are left perfectly free to
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coin it, except that they must not "counterfeit the securities and current coin of the
United States."
For quite a number of years after the discovery of gold in California-that
is,
until the establishment of a government mint there-a large part of the gold that
was taken out of the earth, was coined by private persons and companies; and this
coinage was perfectly legal. And I do not remember to have ever heard any complaint, or accusation, that it was not honest and reliable.
The true and only value, whioh the coins have as money, is that value which
they have as metals, for uses in the arts,-that
is, for plate, watches, jewelry, and
the like. This value they will retain, whether they circulate as money, or not. At
this value, they are so ntterly inad~uate to serve as bonafide equlralente for such
other property as is to be bought and sold for money; and, after being minted,
are 80 quickly taken out of circulation, and worked up into articles of useplate, watches, jewelry, etc.-that they are practically of almost no importance at
all as money.
But they can be so easily and cheaply carried from one part of the world to
another, that they have substantially the same market value all over the world.
They are also, in but a small degree, liable to great or sudden changes in value.
For these reasons, they serve well as standards-are
perhaps the best standards
we can have-by which to measure the value of all other money, as well as other
property. But to give them any monopoly as money, is to deny the natural right
of all men to make their own contracts, and buy and sell, borrow and lend, give
and receive. all such money as the parties to bargains may mutually agree upon;
and also to license the few holders of the coins to rob all other men in the prices
of the latter's labor and property.
3. The third provision of the constitution, on which the court relies to justify
the monopoly of money, is this :
The congf888shall have power to borrow money.

Can anyone see any connection between the power of oongress "to borrow
money," and its power to establish a monopoly of money?
Certainly no such connection is visible to the legal eye. But it is distinctly visi·
ble to the political and financial eye; that is, to that class of men, for whom governments exist, and who own congresses and courts, and set in motion armies and
navies, whenever they can promote their own interests by doing so.
To a government, whose usurpations and crimes have brought it to the verge of
destruction, these men say:
Make bonds bearing six per oent. interest j sell them to tI8 at half theil" face value; then
give us a monopoly of money based upon these bonds-such a monopoly as will subject the
gfeat body of the people to a dependence upon tI8 for the necessaries of life, and compel
them to sell theil" labor and property to tI8 at our own prices; then, under pretence of rale-
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to pay the interest and principal of the bonds, impose such a tariff upon imported commodities as will enable UB to get fifty per cent. more for our own goods than they
are worth; in short, pledge to UB all the power of the government to elttort for UB, in the future, everything that can be extorted from the producers of wealth, and we will lend you
all the money you need to maintain your power.

And the government has no alternative but to comply with this infamous proor give up its infamous life.
This is the only real connection there is between the power of congress "to borrow money," and its power to establish a monopoly of money. It was only by an
outright sale of the rights of the whole people, for a long series of years, that the
government could raise the money necessary to continue its villainous existence.
Congress had just as much constitutional power "to borrow money," by the sale
of any and all the other natural rights of the people at large, as it had "to borrow
money" by the sale of the people's natural rights to lend and hire money.
When the Supreme Court of the United States-assuming
to be an oracle, empowered to define authoritatively
the legal rights of every- human being in the
country-declares
that oongress has a coustitutional power to prohibit the use of
all that immense mass of money capital, in the shape of promissory notes, which
the real property of the country is capable of supplying and sustaining. and which
is sufficient to give to every laboring person, man or woman, the means of independence and wealth-when
that court says that congress has power to prohibit
the 'U.Seof all this money capital, and grant to a few men a monopoly of money
that shall condemn the great body of wealth-producers to hopeless poverty, dependence, and servitude-and
when the court has the audacity to make these
declarations on such nakedly fa.lse and senseless grounds as those that have now
been stated, it is clearly time for the people of this country to inquire what constitutions and governments are good for, and whether they (the people) have &1:11
natural right, as human beings, to live for themselves, or only for a few conspirators, swindlers, usurpers, robbers, and tyrants, who employ lawmakers, judges, etc.,
to do their villainous work upon their fellow-men.
The court gave their sanctiou to the monopoly of money in these three separate
cases, viz.: Veazie Bank VI!.: Fenno, 8 Wallace, 549 (1869). National Bank vs. United
States, 101 U. S. Reports, 5 and 6 (1819). hilliard N. Greenman, 110 U. S. Reports
445-6 (1884).
.

posal,

SECTION

xxm.

If anything could add to the disgust and detestation which the monstrous falsifications of the constitution, already described, should excite towards the court.
that resorts to them, it would be the fact that the court, not content with falsifying to the utmost the constitution itself, goes outside of the constitution, to the t!/Tan-
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nical practices of what it calls the" .ot·ereign " governments of "other civilized nations,"
to jUlltify the same practices by our own.
It asserts, over and over again, the idea that our government is a "Bovereign"
govemment; that it has the same rights of "Bovereignty," as the governments of
"other civilized natlons "; especially those in Europe.
What, then, is a "sovereign" government? It is a government that is "sovereign" over all the natural rights of the people. This is the only "sovereignty"
that any government can be said to have. Under it, the people have no riglltl.
They are simply "subjects,"-that
is, slaves. They have but one law, and one
duty, viz., obedience, submission. They are not recognized as having any rights.
They can claim nothing as their own. They can only accept what the government
chooses to give them. The government owns them and their property] and disposes of them and their property, at its pleasure, or discretion; without regard to
any consent, or dissent, on their part.
Such was the "sovereignty" claimed and exercised by the governments of those,
so-called, "civilized nations of Europe," that were in power in 1787,1788,and 1789,
when our constitution was framed and adopted, and the government put in operation under it. And the court now says, virtually, that the constitution intended
to give to our government the same "sovereignty" over the natural rights of the
people, that those governments had then.
But how did the "civilized governments of Europe" become possessed of such
"sovereignty"? Had the people ever granted it to them? Not at all, The governments spurned the idea that they were dependent on the will or consent of their
people for their political power. On the contrary, they claimed to have derived it
from the only source, from which such "sovereignty" could have been derived;
that is, from God Himself.
In 1787, 1788, and 1789, all the great governments of Europe, except England,
claimed to exist by what was called "Divine Right." That is, they claimed to
have received authority from God Himself, to rule over their people. And they
taught, and a servile and corrupt priesthood taught, that it was a religious duty of
the people to obey them. And they kept great standing armies, and hordes of
pimps, spies, and ruffians, to keep the people in subjection.
And when, soon afterwards, the revolutionists of France dethroned the king
then existing-the
Legitimist king, so-called-and asserted the right of the people to choose their own government, these other governments carried on a twenty
years' war against her, to reestablish the principle of "sovereignty" by "Divine
Right." And in this war, the government of England, although not itself claiming to exist by Divine Ri~ht,-bnt
really existing by brute force,-fnrnished
men and money without limit, to reestablish that principle in France, and to
maintain it wherever else, in Europe, it was endangered by the idea of popular
rights.
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The principle, then, of .. Sovereignty by Divine Right" -sustained
by brute
force-was
the principle on which the governments of Europe then rested; and
most of them rest on that principle today.
And now the Supreme Court of the
United States virtually says that our constitution intended to give to our government the same "sovereignty"-the
same absolutism-the
same supremacy over
all the natural rights of the people-as
was claimed and exercised by those" Divine Right" governments of Europe, a hundred years ago!
That I may not be suspected of misrepresenting these men, I give some of their
own words &8 follows:
It Is not doubted that the power to establish a standard ot value, bywhlch all other values
may be measured, or, ill other words, to determine what shall be lawful money and a legal
tender, Is ill its nature, and of necessity, a governmental power. It i8in .:dlcountrie. ezerei8ed by the government.-HE'pbum VI. Griltoold, 8 Wallace 615.
The court call a power,
To make treasury notes a legal tender for the payment of all debts [private as well as
public] a power con/elBedly pO.8e.sed by everv independent 80vereignty other than the United Statt,.-Legal
Tender OaleB, 12 Wallace,p.li29.
Also, iu the same case, it speaks of:
That general power over the currency, which hal alway. been an acknowledged attribute

0/ .overeignty in every other civilized nation than our own. -po 545.
In this same case, by way of asserting the power of congress to do any dishonest thing that any so-called" sovereign government" ever did, the court say:
Has anyone, ill good faith, avowed his belief that even a law debasing the cnrrent coin,
by increasing the alloy [and then maJdng these debased coins a legal tender in payment of
debts previously contracted], would be taJdng private property 'I It might be impolitic, and
unjust, but could ita constitutionality be doubted'l-p.li1l2.

In the same case, Bradley said:
As a government, it [the government of the United States] was illvested with all the attribute, 0/ ,0vereignty.-p.liM.
Also he said:
Such being the character of the General Government, it seems to be a self-evident proposition that it I, inve8ted with all tho,e inherent and implied power8, which, at the time 0/
adopting the comtitution, were generally conlidered to belong to every government, allUch,
and as being essential to the exercise of its functions. -po 15:56.
Also he said:
Another proposition equally clear Is, that at the time the comtitution Wal adopted, it Wal,
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and for a long time had been; the practice of most, if not all, civilized governmenu, to employ the public credit as a means of anticipating the national revenues for the purpose of
enabling them to exercise their governmental functions.-p. 556.

Also he said:
It is our duty to construe the instrument [the constitution] by its words, in the light of
hi8tory, of the general nature of government, and the incident. of 80vereignty. -po M.

Also he said:
The government simply demands that its credit shall be accepted and received by publio
and private creditors during the pending exigency. Every government hal a right to demand thi" when it. existence j, at .take.-p. WOo

Also he said:
These views are exhibited • • •• for the purpose of showing that it [the power to make
its notes a legal tender in payment of private debts] j. one of thos« vital and e88ential power, inherinrl in every national sovereignty, and necessary to its beU-preservation.-p. M4.

In still another legal tender case, the court said:
The people of the United States, by the constitution, established a national government,
with 80vereign powers, legi8lative, executive, and judicial.-Juilliard
v•• Greenman, 110
U. S. Reports, p. 438.

Also it calls the constitution:
A constitution, establishing a form of government, declaring fundamental principles, and
creating a national.overeignty, intended to endure for ages.-p. 439.

Also the court speaks of the government of the United States:
AS a ,overeign government.-p.

446.

Also it said:
It appears to us to follow, as a logical and necessary consequence, that congress has the
power to issue the obligations of the United States in such form, and to impress upon them
such qualities as currency, for the purchase of merchandise and the payment of debts, a8
accord with the v,age of other ,overeign government.. The power, as incident to the power
of borrowing money, and issuing bills or notes of the government for money borrowed, of
impressing upon those bills or notes the quality of being a legal tender for the payment of
private debts, IDa8a pOlDervniveraally underatood to belong to 80vereignty, in Europe and
America, at the time Of the framing and adoption (>fthe conatitution of the United State •.
The governments of .Europe, acting through the monarch, or the legislature, according to
the distribution of powers tinder their respective comtittltion8, had, and have, as 80vereign
a power of lssuing.paper money as of stamping coin. This power has been distinctly recognized in an important modern case, ably argued and fully considered, in which the Emperor
of Austria, as King of Hungary, obtained from the English Court of Chancery an injunction
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against the issue, in England, without his license, of notes purporting to be public paper
monel of Hungary.-p. 447.

Also it speaks of :
Congress, &8 theleglslature of a .overeign nation.-p.

449.

Also it said:
The power to make the notes of the government a legal tender in palment of private
debts, being one oj the poiaer« belonging to .overeignty in other civilized nation., ••• we
are irreslstibllimpelled to the conclusion that the impressing upon the treasury notes of
the United States the qualitlof being a legal tender In payment of private debts, Is an appropriate means, conducive and plainll adapted to the execution of the undoubted powers
of ~Dgr088, consistent with the letter and spirit of the constitUtion, etc.·-p. 450.

On reading these astonishing ideas about "sovereignty "-"sovereignty " over
all the natural righte of mankind-"sovereignty,"
as it prevailed in Europe" at the
time of the framing and adoption of the constitution of the United States" - we
are compelled to see that these judges obtained their constitutional law, not from
the constitution itself, but from the example of the "Divine Right" governments
existing in Europe a hundred years ago. These judges seem never to have heard
of the American Revolution, or the French Revolution, or even of the English
Revolutions of the seventeenth oentury-c-revolutions fought and accomplished to
overthrow these very ideas of "sovereignty," which these judges now proclaim, as
the supreme law of this country. They seem never to have heard of the Declaration of Independence, nor of any other declaration of the natural rights of human
beings. To their minds, "the sovereignty of governments" is everything; human
rights nothing. They apparently cannot conceive of such a thing as a people's
establishing a government as a means of preserving their personal liberty and
rights. They can only see what fearful calamities "sovereign governments"
would be liable to, if they could not compel their "subjects"-the
people-to
support them against their will, and at every cost of their property, liberty, and
lives. They are utterly blind to the fact, that it is this very assumption of "sovereignty" over all the natural rights of men, that brings governments into all their
difficulties, and all their perils. They do not see that it is this very assumption of
"sovereignty" over all men's natural rights, that makes it necessary for the "Divine Right" governments of Europe to maintain not only great standing armies,
but also a vile purchased priesthood, that shall impose upon, and help to crush, the
ignorant and superstitious people.
These judges talk of "the constitutions" of these "sovereign governments" of
Europe, as they existed" at the time of the £raming and adoption of the constitution of the United States." They apparently do not know that those governments
had no constitutions at all, except the Will of God, their standing armies, and the
judges, lawyers, priests, pimps, spies, and ruffians they kept in their service.
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If these judges had lived in Russia, a hundred years ago, and had chanced to
be visited with a momentary spasm of manhood-a fact hardly to be supposed of
such creatures-and
had been sentenced therefor to the knout, a dungeon, or
Siberia, would we ever afterward have seen them, as judges of our Supreme Court,
declaring that government to be the model after which ours was formed?
These judges will probably be surprised when I tell them that the constitution
of the United States contains no such word as "sovereign," or "sovereignty";
that it contains no such word as "subjects"; nor any word that implies that the
government is "sovereign," or that the people are "subjects." At most, it contains only the mistaken idea that a power of making laws-by lawmakers chosen
by the people-was consistent with, and necessary to, the maintenance of liberty
and justice for the people themselves. This mistaken idea was, in some measure,
excusable in that day, when reason and experience had not demonstrated, to their
minds, the utter incompatibility of all lawmaking whatsoever with men's natural
rights.
The only other provision of the constitution, that can be interpreted as a declaration of "sovereignty" in the government, is this:
This constitution, and the laws of the United States which ,hall be made in pur,uance
thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United
States, .hall be the ,upreme law of the land, and the judges In every State shall be bound
thereby, an1lthing in the comtitution or law, of an1l State to the contra'1f fIOt1Dithltanding.
-Art. VI.

This provision I interpret to mean simply that the constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States, shall be "the supreme law of the land"-not
anything
in the natural right; of the people to liberty and justice, to the contrary notwithstandonly that they shall be "the supreme law of the land," "anything in
the cunstitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding," -that
is, when-

ing-but

ever the two may chance to conflict with each other.
If this is its true interpretation, the provision contains no declaration of "sovereignty" over the natural rights of the people.
Justice is "the supreme law" of this, and all other lands; anything in the constitutions or laws of any nation to the contrary notwithstanding. And if the constitution of the United States intended to assert the contrary, it was simply an
audacious lie-a lie as foolish as it was audacious-that
should have covered
with infamy every man who helped to frame the constitution, or afterward sanctioned it, or that should ever attempt to administer it.
Inasmuch as the constitution declares itself to have been "ordained and established" by
We, the people of the United States, In order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common defence, promote the general
welfare, and secure the blesslngs of liberty to ourselves and our posterity,
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everybody who attempts to administer it, is bound to give it such an interpretation, and only such an interpretation, as is consistent with, and promotive of,
those objects, if its language will admit of such an interpretation.
To suppose that "the people of the United States" intended to declare that the
constitution and laws of the United States should be "the supreme law of the
land," anything in their own natural rights, or in the natural rights 0/ the rest of mankind, to the contrary notwithstanding, would be to suppose that they intended, not
only to authorize every injustice, and arouse universal violence, among themselves,
but that they intended also to avow themselves the open enemies of the rights of
all the rest of mankind. Certainly no such folly, madness, or criminality as this
can be attributed to them by any rational man-always excepting the justices of
the Supreme Court of the United States, the lawmakers, and the believers in the
"Divine Right" of the cunning and the strong, to establish governments that shall
deceive, plunder, enslave, and murder the ignorant and the weak.
Many men, still living, can well remember how, some fifty years ago, those famous champions of "sovereignty," of arbitrary power, 'Vebster and Calhoun, debated the question, whether, in this country, "sovereignty" resided in the general
or State governments. But they never settled the question, for the very good reason that no such thing as "sovereignty" resided in either.
And the question was never settled, until it was settled at the cost of a million
of lives, and some ten thousand millions of money. And then it was settled only
as the same question had so often been settled before, to wit, that "the heaviest
battalions" are" sovereign .. over the lighter.
The only real "sovereignty," or right of "sovereignty," in this or any other
country, is that right of sovereignty which each and every human being has over
his or her own person and property, so long as he or she obeys the one law of justice towards the person and property of every other human being. This is the
only natural right of sovereignty, that was ever known among men. All other socalled rights of sovereignty are simply the usurpations of impostors, conspirators,
robbers, tyrants, and murderers.
It is not strange that we are in such high favor with the tyrants of Europe,
when our Supreme Court tells them that our government, 'although a little different in form, stands on the same essential basis as theirs of a hundred years ago;
that it is as absolute and irresponsible as theirs were then i that it will spend
more money, and shed more blood, to maintain its power, than they have ever
been able to do; that the people have no more rights here than there; and that
the government is doing all it can to keep the producing classes as poor here as
they are there.
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XXIV.

John Marshall has the reputation of having been the greatest jurist the country
has ever had. And he unquestionably would have been a great jurist, if the two
fundamental propositions, on which all his legal, political, and constitutional ideas
were based, had been true.
These propositions were, first, that government has all power; and, secondly,
that the people have no rights.
These two propositions were, with him, cardinal principles, from which, I think,
he never departed.
For these reasons he was the oracle of all the rapacious classes, in whose interest
the government was administered. And from them he got all his fame.
I think his record does not furnish a single instance, in which he ever vindicated
men's natural rights, in opposition to the arbitrary legislation of congress.
He was chief justice thirty-four years: from 1801 to 1835. In all that time, so
far as I have known, he never declared a single act of congress unconstitutional;
and probably never would have done so, if he had lived to this time .:
And, so far as I know, he never declared a single State law unconstitutional, on
account of its injustice, or its violation of men's natural rights; but only on account
of its conflict with the constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States.
He was considered very profound on questions of "sovereignty."
In fact, he
never said much in regard to anything else. He held that, in this country, "sovereignty" was divided: that the national government was "sovereign" over certain
things; and that the State governments were "sovereign" over all other things.
He had apparently never heard of any natural, individual, human rights, that had
never been delegated to either the general or State governments.
As a practical matter, he seemed to hold that the general government had "sovereignty" enough to destroy as many of the natural rights of the people as it should
please to destroy; and that the State governments had "sovereignty" enough to
destroy what should be left, if there should be any such. He evidently considered
that, to the national government, had been delegated the part of the lion, with the
right to devour as much of his prey as his appetite should crave; and that the State
governments were jackals, with power to devour what the lion should leave.
In his efforts to establish the absolutism of our governments, he made himself
an adept in the use of all those false definitions, and false assumptions, to which
courts are driven, who hold that constitutions and statute books are supreme over
all natural principles of justice, and over all the natural rights of mankind.
Here is his definition of law. He professes to have borrowed it from some one,
-he does not say whom,-but he accepts it as his own.
Law has been defined by a writer, wh08e definitions especially have been the theme of
almo.t universal panegyric, If To be a rule 0/ civil conduct pre,cribed bV the .upreme power
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in a State." In our system, the legislature of a State is the supreme power, in all eases
where its action is not restrained by the constitution of the United States.- Ogden VI.
SaundeTl, 12 Wheaton 341.

This definition is an utterly false one. It denies all the natural rights of the
people; and is resorted to only by usurpers and tyrants, to justify their crimes.
The true definition of law is, that it is a fixed, immutable, natural principle; and
Dot anything that man ever made, or can make, unmake, or alter. Thus we speak
of the laws of matter, and the laws of mind; of the law of gravitation, the laws of
light, heat, and electricity, the laws of chemistry, geology, botany; of physiological
laws, of astronomical and atmosphericallaws, etc., etc.
All these are natural laws, that man never made, nor can ever unmake, or alter.
The law of justice is just as supreme and universal in the moral world, as these
others are in the mental or physical world; and is as unalterable as are these by
any human power. And it is just as false and absurd to talk of anybody's having
the power to abolish the law of justice, and set up their own will in its stead, as it
would be to talk of their having the power to abolish the law of gravitation, or any
of the other natural laws of the universe, and set up their own will !n the place of
them.
Yet Marshall holds that this natural Iaw of justice is DOlaw at all, in comparison with some "rule of civil conduct prescribed by [what he calls] the supreme
power in a Stase,"
And he gives this miserable definition, which he picked up somewhere-out of
the legal filth in which he wallowed-as his sufficient authority for striking down
all the natural obligation of men's contracts, and all men's natural rights to make
their own contracts; and for upholding the State governments in prohibiting all
such contracts as they, in their avarice and tyranny, may choose to prohibit. He
does it too, directly in the face of that very constitution, which he professes to uphold, and which declares that "No State shall pass any law impairing the [natural]
obligation of contracts."
By the same rule, or on the same definition of law, he would strike down any
and all the other natural rights of mankind.
That such a definition of law should suit the purposes of men like Marshall, who
believe that governments should have all power, and men no rights, accounts for
the fact that, in this country, men have had no "right&"-but only such permits
as lawmakers have seen fit to allow them-since the State and Uriited States governments were established,-or at least for the last eighty years.
Marshall also said:
The right (of government] to regulate contracts, to prescribe the rules by which they may
be evidenced, to prohibit IUch (&I may be deemed milchievoul, i.t1nque.tionable, and has
been universally exercised. - Ogden VI. Saunders, 12 Wheaton 341.
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He here asserts that "the supreme power in a State" - that is, the legislature of
a State-has "the right" to "deem it mischievou," to allow men to exercise their
natural right to make their own contracts J Contracts that have a natural obligation J And that, if a State legislature thinks it "mischievous" to allow men to make
contracts that are naturally obligatory, "its right to prohibit them is unquestionable."
Is not this equivalent to saying that governments have all power, and the people
no ri~hts?
On the same principle, and under the same definition of law, the lawmakers of
a State may, of course, hold it "mischievous" to allow men to exercise any of their
other natural rights, as well as their right to make their own contracts; and may
therefore prohibit the exercise of any, or all, of them.
And this is equivalent to saying that governments have all power, and the people no rights.
If a government can forbid the free exercise of a single one of man's natural
rights, it may, for the same reason, forbid the exercise of any and all of them; and
thus establish, practically and absolutely, Marshall's principle, that the government
has all power, and the people no rights.
In the same case, of Ogden VS. Saunders, Mar,hal(, principle was agreed to by all
the other justices, and all the lawyers!

Thus Thompson, one of the justices, said:
Would it not be within the legitimate powers of a State legislature to declare prospectively
that no one should be made responsible, upon contracts entered into before arriving at the
age of twentv-.five years? This, I presume, cannot be doubted. -po 300.

On the same principle, he might say that a State legislature may declare that no
person, under fifty, or seventy, or a hundred, years of age, shall exercise his natural
right of making any contract that is naturally obligatory.
In the same case, Trimble, another of the justices, said:
U the positive law [that is, the statute law] of the State decla:.es the contract shall have
no obligation, it call have no obligation, whatever may be the principle. of natural law in
regard to .uch a contract. ThilJ doctrine haIJbeen held and maintained bV all Statts and
nationlJ. The power of controlling, modifying, and even taking away, all obligation from
II1lchcontract. aIJ,independently Of polJitiveenaction. to the contrarv, would have been obl~
gator1/, haIJ been exercised b1/all independent .overeigns.-p. 320.

Yes; and why bas this power been exercised by "all States and nations," and
"all independent sovereigns"? Solely because these governments have all-or at
least so many of them as Trimble had in his mind-been despotic and tyrannical;
and have claimed for themselves all power, and denied to the people all rights.
Thus it seems that Trimble, like all the rest of them, got his constitutional law,
not from any natural principles of justice, not from men's natural rights, not from
the constitution of the United States, nor even from any constitution affirming
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men's natural rights, but from "the doctrine [that] has been held and maintained
by all [those] States and nations," and "all [those] independent sovereigns," who
have usurped all power, and denied all the natural rights of mankind.
Marshall gives another of his false definitions, when, speaking for the whole
court, in regard to the power of congress" to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States," he asserts the right of congress to an arbitrary, absolute dominion over all men's natural rights to carryon such eomrpercs,
Thus he says:
What Is thls power? It is the power to regulate: that ii, to pre,cribe the rule bll which
commerce i, to be governed. Thi, power, lile all other. vested in oongre88, is complete in
itself, may be ezercised to it' utmost eztent, and acknowledge, no limitation" other than are
pre8cribed bV the comtitution.
These are expressed in plain terms, and do not affect the
questions whlch arlee in thls case, or which have been discussed at the bar. It, as has always
been understood, the sovereignty of congress, though limited to specific objects, is plenary
as to those objects, the power over commerce with foreign nations, and among the several
States, is vested in congress as absolutely as it would be in a single government, having In
its constitution the same restrictions on the exercise of the power as are found in the constitution of the United States. The wisdom and the discretion of congre83, their identitll with
the people, and the influence which their c0n8tituent8 p088e811
at elections, are, in thi',
in
many other instances, as that, for example, of declaring war, the .ole restraint, on which
they [the people] have relied, to ,ecure them from it, abu,e. Tliell are the restraint. on
which the people mllst often relll SOLELY, in all representative governments.- Gibbon8 v••
Ogden, 9 Wheaton 196.

a,

This is a general declaration of absolutism over all "commerce with foreign nations and among the several States," with certain exceptions mentioned in the constitution; such as that" all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout
the United States," and" no tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any
State," and "no preference shall be given, by any regulation of commerce or revenue, to the ports of one State over those of another; nor shall vessels bound to, or
from, one State, be obliged to enter, clear, or pay duties in another."
According to this opinion of the court, congress has-subject to the exceptions
referred to-absolute, irresponsible dominion over "all commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States"; and all men's natural rights to trade with
each other, among the several States, and all over the world, are prostrate under
the feet of a contemptible, detestable, and irresponsible cabal of lawmakers; and
the people have no protection or redress for any tyranny or robbery that may be
practised upon them, except" the wisdom and the discretion of congress, their identity
with the people, and the influence which their constituents possess at I1lections" I
It will be noticed that the court say that "all the other powers, vested in congress,
are complete in themselves, and may be exercised to their utmost flxtent, and acknowledge
limitations, other than those prescribed by the COn8titution."

flO

They say that among "all the other [practically unlimited] powers. vested in
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congress," is the power "of declaring war" i and, of course, of carrying on war i
that congress has power to carry on war, for any reason, to any extent, and against
any people, it pleases.
Thus they say, virtually, that the natural rights ofmanHnd impose no constitutional
restraints whatever upon congress, in the exercise of their lawmaking powers.
Is not this asserting that governments have all power, and the people no rights?
But what is to be particularly noticed, is the fact that Marshall gives to congress
all this practically unlimited power over all "commerce with foreign nations, and
among the several States," solely on the strength 0/ a false definition of the verb" to
regulate." He says that "the power to regulate commerce" is the power "to prescribe the rule by which commerce

is to be governed."

This definition Is an utterly false, absurd, and atrocious one. It would give congress power
arbitrarily to control, obstruct, Impede, derange, prohibit, and destroy commerce.
The verb" to regulate" does not, as Marshall asserts, Imply the exercise of any arbitrary
control whatever over the thln,lt regulated;
nor any power "to prescribe [arbitrarily]
tho
rule, by which" the thing regulated"
is to be governed."
On the contrary, It comes from
the Latin word, regula, a rule; and impliu the pre-eziBte1lCe0/ a rule, to which the thin!!

regulated i,made to conform.
To regulate one's diet, for example, Is not, on the one hand. to starve one's self to emaclat1on, nor, on the other, to gorge one's self with all sorts of indigestible and hurtful substances,
in disregard of the natural laws of health.
But it supposes the pre-existence of the natural
law, 0/ health, to which the diet is made to conform.
A clock Is not" regulated," when it is made to go, to stop, to go forwards, to go backwards,
to go fast, to go slow, at the mere will or caprice of the person who may have it in hand. It
is "regulated"
only when it is made to conform to, to mark truly, the diurnal revolutions of
the earth.
These revolutions of the earth constitute the pre-existing rule, by which alone a
clock can be regulated.
A mariner's compass is not" regulated," when the needle is made to move this way and
that, at the will of an operator, without reference to the north pole. But it is regulated
when it is freed from all disturbing Influences, and suffered to point constantly to the north,
as it Is its nature to do.
A locomotive Is not .. regulated,"
wben it is made to go, to stop, to go forwards, to go
backwards, to go fast, to go slow, at the mere will and caprice of the engineer, and witbout
regard to economy, utility, or safety.
But it is regulated, when its motions are made to
conform to a pre-e:rlsting rule, that is made up of economy, utility, and safety combined.
What this rule is, in the case of a locomotive, may not be known with such scientific preelsion, as Is the rnle in the,case of a clock, or a mariner's compass] but it may be approxi.
mated with sulllclent accuracy for practical purposes.
The pre-existing rule, by which alone commerce can be "regulated,"
is a matter of sci.
ence; and Is already known, 80 far as the natural principle of justice, in relation to contracts, is known.
The natural right of all men to make all contracts whatsoever, that are
naturally and intrinsically just and lawful, furnishes the pre-existing rule, by which alone
commerce can be regulated.
And it Is the only rule, to which congress have aoy eonstltutlonal power to make commerce conform.
.
When all commerce, that is intrinsically just and lawful, is secured and protected, and all
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commerce that ~'J intrinsically unjust and unlawful, Is prohibited, then commerce is regulated, and not before. .

This false definition of the verb "to regulate" has been used, time out of mind,
by knavish lawmakers and their courts, to hide their violations of men's natural
right to do their own businesses in all such ways-that are naturally and intrinsica.llyjust and lawful-as they may choose to do them in. These.lawmakers and
courts dare not always deny, utterly and plainly, men's right to do their own businessea in their own ways; but they will assume "to regulate" them; and in pretending simply "to regulate" them, they contrive "to regulate" men out of all
their natural rights to do their own businesses in their own ways.
How much have we all heard (we who are old enough), within the last fifty
years, of the power of congress, or of the States, "to regulate the currency." And
"to regulate the currency" has always meant to fix the kind, and limit the amount,
of currency, that men may be permitted to buy and sell, lend and borrow, give
and receive, in their dealings with each other. It has also meant to say who shall
hace the contrul of the licensed money i instead of making it mean the suppression
only of false and dishonest money, and then leaving all men free to exercise their
natural right of buying and selling, borrowing and lending, giving and receiving,
all such, and so much, honest and true money, or currency, as the parties to any
or all contracts may mutually agree upon.
Marshall's false aBBumptions are numerous and tyrannical. They all have the
same end ill view as his false definitions; that is, to establish the principle that
governments have all power, and the people DO rights. They are so numerous
that it would be tedious, if not impossible, to describe them all separately. Many,
or most, of them are embraced in the following, viz.:
1. The assumption that, by a certain paper, called the constitution. of the
United States-a paper (I repeat and reiterate) which nobody ever signed, which
but few persons ever read, and which the great body of the people never sawand also by some forty subsidiary papers, called State constitutions, which also
nobody ever signed, which but few persons ever read, and which the great body of
the people never saw-all making a perfect system of the merest nothingnessthe assumption, I say, that, by these papers, the people have all consented to the
abolition of justice itself, the highest moral law of the Universe; and that all their
own natural, inherent, inalienable rights to the benefits of that law, shall be annulled; and that they themselves, and everything that is theirs, shall be given
over into the irresponsible custody of some forty little cabals of blockheads and
villains called lawmakers-blockheads, who imagine themselves wiser than justice
itself, and villains, who care nothing for either wisdom or justice, but only for the
• The above extracts are from"
Baflker.," etc., pp. 116,116,61.

pamphlet publl8hed by me In 1864,entitled
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gratification of their own avarice and ambitions; and that these cabals shall be Invested with the right to dispose of the property, liberty, and lives of all the rest of
the people, at their pleasure or discretion; or, as Marshall says, "their wisdom
and discretion I"
If such an assumption as that does not embrace nearly, or quite, &11the other
false assumptions that usurpers and tyrants can ever need, to justify themselves in
robbing, enslaving, and murdering all the reljt of mankind, it is less comprehensive
than it appears to me to be.
2. In the following paragraph may be found another batch of Marshall's false
assumptions.
The r!ght to contract is the attribute of a free agent, and he may rightfully coerce performance from another free agent, who violates his faith.
Contracts have consequently an
intrinsic obligation.
[But] When men come into society, thell can no longer exen-ue Chi.
original natural right of coercion. It 1D0uldbe incompatible with general peace, and i.
Cherefore IUTTendered. Society prohibits the use of private individual coercion, and give.
in it. place a more .aje and more certain remedy. But the right to contract is not BurreDdered with the right to coerce performance. - Ogden VB.Bounders, 12 Wheaton 350.

In this extract, taken in connection with the rest of his opinion in the same
case, Marshall convicts himself of the grossest falsehood. He acknowledges that
men have a natural right to make their own contracts; that their contracts have
an "intrinsic obligation"; and that they have an "original and natural right" to
coerce performance of them. And yet he assumes, and virtually asserts, that men
voluntarily "come into society," and "surrender" to "society" their natural right to
coerce the fulfilment of their contracts. He assumes, and virtually asserts, that
they do this, upon the ground, and for the reason, that "Bociety gives in its place a
more safe and more certain remedy" j that is, "a more safe and more certain" enforcement of all men's contracts that have" an intrinsic obligation."
In thus saying that "men come into society," and "surrender" to society, their
"original and natural right" of coercing the fulfilment of contracts, and that
"Bociety gives in its place a more safe and certain remedy," he virtually says, and
means to say, that, in consideration OfBUCh"Burrender" of their "original and natural right of coercion," "society" pledges itself to them that it will give them thil "more
safe and more certain remedy" j that is, that it will more safely and more certainly
enforce their contracts than they can do it themselves.
And yet, in the same opinion-only two and three pages preceding this extract
-he declares emphatically that "the right" of government-or of what he calls
"society" -" to prohibit such contracts as may be deemed mischievous, is unquestion.
able."-p.347.

And as an illustration of the exercise of this right of "society" to prohibit such
contracts "as may be deemed mischievous," he cites the usury laws, thus:
The acts against nsury declare the contract

to be void in the beginning.
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the Instrument ever became a contract. They deny It all original obligation
Impair that which never came Into exiBtence.-p. MS.

j

and cannot

All this is as much as to say that, when a man has voluntarily" come into society," and has "surrendered" to society "his original and natural right of coercing" the fulfilment of his contracts, and when he has done this in the confidence
that society will fulfil its pledge to "give him a more safe and more certain coercion" than he was capable of himself, "society" may then turn around to him,
and say:
We acknowledge that you have a natural right to make your own contracts. We acknowledge that your contracts have "an Intrinsic obligation." We acknowledge that you had
"an original and natural right" to coerce the ful1ilment of them. We acknowledge that it
was solely In consideration of our pledge to you, that we would give you a more safe and
more certain coercion than you were capable of yourself, that you "surrendered" to UB
your right to coerce a fulfilment of them. And we acknowledge that, according to our
pledge, you have now a right to require of ns that we coerce a fulfilment of them. But after
you had "surrendered" to us your own right of coercion, we took a different view of the
pledge we had given you j and concluded that it would be .. mischievous" to allow you to
make such contracts. We therefore .. prohibited" your making them. And having prohibited the making of them, we cannot now admit that they have any "obligation."
We
must therefore decline to enforce the fulfilment of them. And we warn you that, If you attempt to enforce them, by virtue of your own "original and natural right of coercion," we
shall be obliged to consider your act a breach of .. the general peace," and punish you accordingly. We are sorry that you have lost your property, but" society" must judge as to
what contracts are, and what are not, "mischievous." We can therefore give you no redress. Nor can we suffer you to enforce your own rights, or redress your own wrongs.

Such is Marshall's theory of the way in which "society" got possession of all
men's "original and natural right" to make their own contracts, and enforce the
fulfilment of them; and of the way in which "society" now justifies itself in prohibiting all contracts, though "intrinsically obligatory," which it may choose to
consider "mischievous." And he asserts that, in this way, "society" has acquired
"an unquestionable right" to cheat men out of all their" original and natural right"
to make their own contracts, and enforce the fulfilment of them.
A man's "original and natural right" to make all contracts that are "intrinsically obligatory," and to coerce the fulfilment of them, is one of the most valuable
and indispensable of all human possessions. But Marshall assumes that a man
may "surrender" this right to "society," under a pledge from "society," that it
will secure to him" a more safe and certain" fulfilment of his contracts, than he
is capable of himself; and that "society," having thus obtained from him this
" surrender," may then turn around to him, and not only refuse to fulfil its pledge
to him, but may also prohibit his own exercise of his own "original and natural
right," which he has "surrendered" to "society I"
This is as much as to say that, if A can but induce B to intrust his (B's) pro-
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perty with him (A), for safekeeping, under a pledge that he (A) will keep it more
safely and certai.aly than B can do it himself, A thereby acquire, an "unquestionable
right" to keep the property forever, and let B whistle for it !
This is the kind of assumption on which Marshall based all his ideas of the constitutionallaw of this country; that cOnltitutionallaw, which he was so famous for
expounding. It is the kind of assumption, by which be expounded the peo ple out
of all their "original and natural rights."
He had just as much right to assume, and practically did assume, that the people bad voluntarily "come into society," and bad voluntarily "surrendered" to
their governments all their other natural righlB, as well as their "original and natural right" to make and enforce their own contracts.
He Vlrtually said to all the people of this country:
You have voluntarily" come into society," and have voluntarily" surrendered" to your
governments all your natural rights, of every name and nature whatsoever ,lor .ale keeping; and now that these governments have, by 1Jourown comcnt, got possesslou of all your
natural rights, they have an "unquestionable right" to withhold them from you forever.
If it were not melancholy to see mankind thus cheated, robbed, enslaved, and
murdered, on the authority -ofsuch naked impostures as these, it would be, to the
last degree, ludicrous, to see a man like :Marshall-reputed to be one of the first
intellects the country has ever had-solemnly expounding the "constitutional
powers," as he called them, by which the general and State governments were authorized to rob the people of all their natural rights as human beings.
And yet this same Marshall has done more than any other one man-certainly
more than any other man within the last eighty-five years - to make our governments, State and national, what they are. He has, for more than sixty years, been
esteemed an oracle, not only by his associates and successors on the bench of the
Supreme Court of the United States, but by all the other judges, State and national,
by all the ignorant, as well as knavish, lawmakers in the country, and by all the
sixty to a hundred thousand lawyers, upon whom the people bave been, and are,
obliged to depend for the security of their rights.
This system of false definitions, false assumptions, and fraud and usurpation
generally, runs through all the operations of our governments, State and national.
There is nothing genuine, nothing real, nothing true, nothing honest, to be found
in any of them. They all proceed upon the principle, that governments have all
power, and the people no rights.
SECTION

XXV.

But perhaps the most absolute proof that our national lawmakers and judges
are as regardless of all constitutional, as they are of all natural, law, and that their
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statutes and decisions are as destitute of all constitutional, as they are of all natural, authority, is to be found in the fact that these lawmakers and judges have
trampled upon, and utterly ignored, certain amendments to the constitution, which
had been adopted, and (constitutionally speaking) become authoritative, as early
as 1791; only two years after the government went into operation.
If these amendments bad been obeyed, they would have compelled all congresses
and courts to understand that, if the government had any constitutional powers at
all, they were simply powers to protect men's natural rights, and not to destroy any
of them.
These amendments have actually forbidden any lawmaking whatever in violation of men's natural rights. And this is equivalent to a prohibition of any lawmaking at all. And if lawmakers and courts bad been as desirous of preserving
men's natural rights, as they have been of violating them, they would long ago
have found out that, since these amendments, the constitution authorized no lawmaking at all.
These amendments were ten in number. They were recommended by the first
congress, at its first session, in 1789; two-thirds of both bouses concurring. And
in 1791,they had been ratified by all the States: and from that time they imposed
the restrictions mentioned upon all the powers of congress.
These amendments were proposed, by the first congress, for the reason that,
although the constitution, as originally framed, bad been adopted, its adoption
had been procured only with great difficulty, and in spite of great objections. These
objections were that, as originally framed and adopted, the constitution contained no adequate security for the private rights of the people.
These objections were admitted, by very many, if not all, the friends of the con-

stitution themselves, to be very weighty; and such as ought to be immediately removed by amendments. And it was only because these friends of the constitution
pledged themselves to use their influence to secure these amendments, that the
adoption of the constitution itself was secured. And it was in fulfilment of these
pledges, and to remove these objections, that the amendments were proposed and
adopted.
The first eight amendments specified particularly various prohibitions upon the
power of congress; such, for example, as those securing to the people the free exercise or religion, the freedom of speech and the press, the right to keep and bear
arms, etc., etc. Then followed the ninth amendment, in these words:
The enumeration In the constitution, of certain rights, [retained by the people] shall not
be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.

Here is an authoritative declaration, tha.t "the people" have" other rights" than
those specially "enumerated in the constitution"; and that these "other rights"
were "retained by the people"; that is, that congreu 'hould have no power to infringe
them.
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What, then, were t.hese "other rights," that had not been "enumerated";
but
which were nevertheless "retained by the people"?
Plainly they were men's natural "rights";
for these are the only "rights" that
"the people" ever had, or, consequently, that they could "retain."
And as no attempt ill made to enumerate all these" other rights," or any considerable number of them, and as it would be obviously impossible to enumerate all,
or any considerable number, of them; and as no exceptions are made of any of
them, the necessary, the legal, the inevitable inference is, that they were all"retained"; and that congress should have no power to violate any of them.
Now, if congress and the courts had attempted toobey this amendment, as they
were constitutionally bound to do, they would soon have found that they had rea.lly
no lawmaking power whatever left to them; because they would have found that
they could make no law at all, of their own invention, that would not violate men's
natural rights.
All men's natural rights are co-extensive with natural law, the law of justice; or
justice as a science. This law is the exact measure, and the only measure, of any
and every man's natural rights.
No one of these natural rights can be taken from
any man, without doing him an injustice; and no more than these rights can be
given to anyone, unless by taking from the natural rights of one or more others.
In short, every man's natural rights are, first, the right to do, with himself and
his property, evelJ'thing that he pleases to do, and that justice towards others does
not forbid him to do; and, secondly, to be free from all compulsion, by .thers, to
do anything whatever, except what justice to others requires him to do.
Such, then, has been the constitutional
law of this country since 1791; admitting, for the sake of the argument-what
I do not really admit to be a fact-that
the constitution, so called, has ever been a law at all.
This amendment, from the remarkable circumstances under which it was proposed and adopted, must have made an impression upon the minds of all the public
men of the time ; although they may not have fully comprehended, and doubtless
did not fully comprehend, its sweeping effects upon all the supposed powers of the
government.
But whatever impression it may have made upon the public men of that time,
its authority and power were wholly lost upon their successors; and probably,' for
at least eighty years, it has never been heard of, either in congress or the courts.
John Marshall was perfectly familiar with all the circumstances, under which
this, and the other nine amendments, were proposed and adopted.
He was thirty.
two years old (lacking seven days) when the constitution, as originally framed, was
published (September 17,1787); and he was a member of the Virginia convention
that ratified it. He knew perfectly the objections that were raised to it, in that
convention, on the ground of its inadequate guaranty of men's natural rights.
He
knew with what force these objections were urged by some of the ablest members
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of the convention.
And he knew that, to obviate these objections, the convention,
as a body, without a. dissenting voice, so far as appears, recommended that very
stringent amendments, for secnring men's natural rights, be made to the constitution. And he knew further, that, but for these amendments being recommended,
the constitution would not have been adopted by the convention.The amendments proposed were too numerous to be repeated here, although they
would be very instructive, as showing how jealous the people were, lest their natural rights should be invaded by laws made by congress.
And that the convention
might do everything in its power to secure the adoption of these amendments, it
resolved as follows:
And the convention do,ln the name and behaU of the people of this commonwealth, enjoin
it upon their representatives In congress to exert all their influence, and use all reasonable
and legal methods, to obtain a ratification of the foregoing alterations and provisions, in the
manner provided by the 5th article of the said Constitution; and, In all eongresslonal Iaws
to be passed In the meantime, to conform to the spirit of these amendments, as far as the
sald Constitution will admlt.-Elliot',
Debatu, Vol. S,p. 661.
In seven other State conventions, to wit, in those of M&88a.chusetts, New hampshire, Rhode Island, New York, Maryland, North Carolina.,and South Carolina, the
inadequate security for men's natural rights, and the necessity for amendments,
were admitted, and insisted upon, in very similar terms to those in Virginia.
In Massachusetts, the convention proposed nine amendments to the constitution;
and resolved as follows:
And the convention do, in the name and In the behalf of the people of this commonwealth,
enjoin it upon their representatives In Congress, at all times, until the alterations and provisloll!laforesaid have been considered, agreeably to the 5th article of the said Constitution,
to exert all their Influence, and use all reasonable and legal methods, to obtain a ratification
of the said alterations and provisions, In such manner as is provided In the said article.Elliot', Debate" Vol. 2,p. 178.
The New Hampshire convention,
amendments, and added:

that ratified the constitution,

proposed twelve

~d the Convention do, In the name and behalf of the people of this Sta~, enjoin it upon
their representatives In congress, at all times, until the alterations and provisions aforesaid
have been considered agreeably to the ftfth article of the said Constitution, to exert all their
influence, and use all reasonable and legal methods, to obtain a ratification of the said alterations and provisions, In such manner as is provided In the artlcle.-Elliot',
Debate., Vol.
l,p.326.

• For the amendment. recommended by the VIrgInIa conTention, _ .. EllIot'. Debatea," VoL 3, pp.
657 to 663. For the debate. upon these amendmenta, eee pagel {44 to 452, and 460 to 462, and 460 to 4n,
and G79to 662.
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The Rhode Island convention, in ratifying the constitution, put forth a declaretion of rights, in eighteen articles, and also proposed twenty-<>neamendments to
the constitution; and prescribed as follows:
And the Convention do, in the name and behalf of the people of the State of Rhode Island
and Providence Plantations, enjoin it upon their senators and representative or representatives, which may be elected to represent this State in congress, to exert all their Influence, and use all reasonable means, to obtain a rati1ication of the following amendments to
the said Constitution, in the manner prescribed therein; and in all laws to be passed by the
congress in the mean time, to conform to the spirit of the said amendments, as far as the
Constitution will admlt.-Elliot"
Debate., Yol.l,p. 333.

The New York convention, that ratified the constitution, proposed a great many
amendments, and added:
And the Convention do,in the name and behalf of the people of the State of New York,_
enjoin it upon their representatives in congress, to exert all their influence, and use all reasonable means, to obtain a ratification of the following amendments to the said Constitution,
in the manner prescribed therein; and in all laws to be passed by the congress, in the mean
time, to conform to the spirit of the said amendments as far as the Constitution will admit.
-Ellioe', Debate., Yolo 1, p. 329.

The New York convention also addressed a "CIRCULAR LETTER" to the gov·
ernors of all the other States, the first two paragraphs of which are as follows:
THE CmcUL.UI. LETTltJI.,

From the Oonvention 0/ the State 0/ New York to the Governor. 0/ the .everal State. in the
Union.
POUGHKEEPSIE,

JULY

28,1788.

Sir, We, the members of the Convention of this State, have deliberately and maturely eonsidered the Constitution proposed for the United States. Several articles in it appear so ex·
ceptionable to a majOl;ityof ns, that nothing but the fullest confidence of obtaiulng a revision
of them by a general convention, and an invincible reluctance to separating from our sister
States, could have prevailed upon a sufficient number to ratify it, without stipulating for
previous amendments. We all nnite in opinion, that such a revision will be necessary to
recommend it to the approbation and support of a numerous body of our constituents.
We observe that amendments have been proposed, and are anxiously desired, by several
of the States, as well as by this; and we think it of great Importance that effectual measures
be immediately taken for calling a convention, to meet at a period not fal" remote; fOl"we
are convinced that the apprehensions and discontents, which those articles occasion, cannot
be removed or allayed, uuless an act to provide for it be among the first that shall be passed
by the new congress.-Elliot'.
Debate., Yolo2, p. 413.

Inthe Maryland convention, numerons amendments were proposed, and thirteen
were agreed to; "most of them by a unanimons vote, and all by a great majority."
Fifteen others were proposed, but there was so much disagreement in regard to
them, that none at all were formally recommended to congress. But, says Elliot:
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All the members, who voted for the ratification
[of the constitution],
declared that they
would engage themselves, under every tie of honor, to support the amendments they had
agreed to, both in their public and private characters, until they should become a part of the
general government.-Elliot',
Debates, Vol. 2,pp. 550, 552-3.

The first North Carolina convention refused to ratify the constitution, aud
RelOlved, That a declaration of rights, asserting and securing from encroachments the
great principles of civil and religious liberty, and the inalienable rights of the people, to.
gether with amendments to the most ambiguous and exceptionable parts of the said eonstltution of government, ought to be laid before congress, and the convention of States that
shall or may be called for the purpose of amending the said Constitution, for their consider.
arion, previous to the ratification of the Constitution aforesaid, on the part of the State of
North Carolina.-Elliot',
Debate" Vol. 1, p. 332.

The South Carolina convention, that ratified the constitution, proposed certain
amendments, and
Ruolved, That it be a standing instruction to all such delegates as may hereafter be
elected to represent this State in the General Government, to exert their utmost abilities
and influence to effect an alteration of the Constitution, conformably to the foregOing resoIntlons.-Elliot',
Debate" Vol. 1. p. 325.

In the Pennsylvania convention, numerous objections were made to the constitution, but it does not appear that the convention, as a convention, recommended
any specific amendments. But a strong movement, outside of the convention, was
afterwards made infavor of such amendments. (" Elliot's Debates," Vol. 2, p. 542.)
Of the debates in the Connecticut convention, Elliot gives only what he calls
..A Fragment."
Of the debates in the conventions of New Jersey, Delawsre, and Georgia, Elliot
gives no accounts at all.
I therefore cannot state the grounds, on which the adoption of the constitution
was opposed. They were doubtless very similar to those inthe other States. This
is rendered morally certain by the fact, that the amendments, soon afterwards proposed by congress, were immediately ratified by all the S~tes. Also by the further fact, that these States, by reason of the smallness of their representation in
the popular branch of congress, would naturally be even more jealous of their
rights, than the people of the larger States.
It is especially worthy of notice that, in some, if not in all, the conventions that
ratified the constitution, although the ratification was accompanied by such urgent
recommendations of amendments, and by an almost absolute assurance that they
would be made, it was nevertheless secured only by very small majorities.
Thus in Virginia, the vote was only 89 ayes to 79 nays. (Elliot, Vol. 3, p. 654.)
In Massachusetts, the ratification was secured only by a vote of 187 yeas to 168
nays. (Elliot, Vol. 2, p, 181.)
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In New York, the vote was only 30 yeas to 27 nays. (Elliot, Vol. 2, p. 413.)
In New Hampshire and Rhode Island, neither the yeas nor nays are given.
(Elliot, Vol. 1, pp. 327-335.)
In Connecticut, the yeas were 128; nays not given. (Elliot, Vol. 1, p. 321-2.)
In New Jersey, the yeas were 38; nays not given. (Elliot, Vol. 1, p. 321.)
In Pennsylvania, the yeas were 46; the nays not given. (Elliot, Vol. I, p. 320.)
In Delaware, the yeas were 30; nay' not given. (Elliot, Vol. 1, p. 319.)
In Maryland, the vote was 57 yeas; nays not given. (Elliot, Vol. 1, p. 325.)
in North Carolina, neither the yeas nor nays are given. (Elliot, Vol. 1, p. 333.)
In South Carolina, neither the yeas nor nays are given. (Elliot, Vol. 1, p, 325.)
In Georgia, the yeas were 26; nays not given. (Elliot, Vol. 1, p. 324.)
We can thus see by what meagre votes the constitution was adopted. We can
also see that, but for the prospect that important amendments would be made,
specially for securing the natural rights of the people, the constitution wonld have
been spurned with contempt, as it deserved to be.
And yet now, owing to the usurpations of lawmakers and courts, the original
constitution-with the worst possible construction put upon it-has been carried
into effect; and the amendments have been simply cast into the waste baskets.
Marshall was thirty-six years old, when these amendments became a part of the
constitution in 1791. Ten years after, in 1801, he became Chief Justice. It then
became his sworn constitutional duty to scrutinize severely every act of congress,
and to condemn, as unconstitutional, all that shonld violate any of these natural
rights. Yet he appears never to have thought of the matter afterwards. Or,
rather, this ninth amendment, the most important of all, seems to have been so
utterly antagonistic to all his ideas of government, that he chose to ignore it altogether, and, as far as he could, to bury it out of sight.
Instead of recognizing it as an absolute guaranty of all the natural rights of the
people, he chose to assume-for it was all a mere assumption, a mere making a.
constitution out of his own head, to suit himself-that
the people had all voluntarily "come into society," and had voluntarily "surrendered" to "society" all
their natural rights, of every name and nature-trusting
that they would be secured; and that now, "society," having thus got possession of all these natural
rights of the people, had the "unquestionable right" to dispose of them, at the
pleasure-or, as he would say, according to the "wisdom and discretion "-of a
few contemptible, detestable, and irresponsible lawmakers, whom the constitution
(thus amended) had forbidden to dispose of anyone of them.
H, now, Marshall did not see, in this amendment, any legal force or authority,
what becomes of his reputation as a constitutional lawyer? If he did see this
force and authority, but chose to trample them under his feet, he was a perjured
tyrant and traitor.
What, also, are we to think of all the judges,-forty in all,-his associates and
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successors, who, for eighty years, have been telling the people that the government
has all power, and the people no rights? Have they all been mere blockheads,
who never read this amendment, or knew nothing of its meaning? Or have they,
too, been perjured tyrants and traitors?
What, too, becomes of those great constitutional lawyers, as we have called
them, who have been supposed to have won such immortal honors, as "expounders of the constitution," but who seem never to have discovered in it any security
for men's natural rights? Is their apparent ignorance, on this point, to be accounted
for by the fact, that that portion of the people, who, by authority of the government, are systematically robbed of all their earnings, beyond a bare subsistence,
are not able to pay such fees as are the robbers who are authorized to plunder
them?
If anyone will now look back to the records of congress and the courts, for the
last eighty years, I do not think he will find a single mention of this amendment.
And why has this been so? Solely because the amendment-if its authority had
been recognized-would have stood as an insuperable barrier against all the ambition and rapacity-all the arbitrary power, all the plunder, and all the tyranny
-which the ambitious and rapacious classes have determined to accomplish
through the agency of the government.
The fact that these classes have been so successful in perverting the constitution (thus amended) from an instrument avowedly securing all men's natural
rights, into an authority for utterly destroying them, is a sufficient proof that no
lawmaking power can be safely intrusted to any body, for any purpose whatever.
And that this perversion of the constitution should have been sanctioned by all
the judicial tribunals of the country, is also a proof, not only of the servility, audacity, and villainy of the judges, but also of the utter rottenness of our judicial
system. It is a sufficient proof that judges, who are dependent upon lawmakers
for their officesand salaries, and are responsible to them by impeachment, cannot
be relied on to put the least restraint upon the acts of their masters, the lawmakers.
Such, then, would have been the effect of the ninth amendment, if it had been
permitted to have its legitimate authority.
SECTION

XXVI.

The tenth amendment is in these words:
The powers not delegated to the United States by the constitution, nor prohibited by it to
the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.

This amendment, equally with the ninth, secures to "the people" all their natural rights. And why?
Because, in truth, no powers at all, neither legislative, judicial, nor executive,
had been "delegated to tho United States by the constitution."
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But it will be said that the amendment itself implies that certain lawmaking
"powers" had been "delegated to the United States by the constitution."
No. It only implies that those who adopted the amendment believed that such
lawmaking "powers" had been "delegated to the United States by the constitution."
But in this belief, they were entirely mistaken. And why'!
1. Because it is a natural impossibility that any lawmaking "powers" whatever call be delegated by anyone man, or any number of men, to any other man,
or any number of other men.
Men's natural rights are all inherent and inalienable; and therefore cannot be
parted with, or delegated, by one person to another. And all contracts whatsoever, for such a purpose, are necessarily absurd and void contracts.
For example. I cannot delegate to another man any right to make laws-that
is, laws of his own invention-and compel me to obey them.
Such a contract, on my part, would be a contract to part with my natural liberty; to give myself, or sell myself, to him as a slave. Such a contract would be
an absurd and void contract, utterly destitute of all legal or moral obligation.
2. I cannot delegate to another any right to make laws-that
is, laws of his
own invention-and compel a third person to obey them.
For example. I cannot delegate to A any right to make laws-that is, laws of
his own invention-and compel Z to obey them.
I cannot delegate any such right to A, because I have no such right myself;
and I cannot delegate to another what I do not myself possess.
For these reasons no lawmaking powers ever could be-and therefore no lawmaking powers ever were-" delegated to the United States by the constitution";
no matter what the people of that day-any or all of them-may have attempted
to do, or may have believed they had power to do, in the way of delegating such
powers.
But not only were no lawmaking powers "delegated to the United States by the
constitution," but neither were any judicial powers so delegated. And why? Because it is a natural impossibility that one man can delegate his judicial powers
to another.
Every man has, by nature, certain judicial powers, or rights. That is to say, he
has, by nature, the right to judge of, and enforce his own rights, and judge of, and
redress his own wrongs. But, in so doing, he must act only in accordance with
his own judgment and conscience, and subject to his own personal responsibility, if,
through either ignorance or design, he commits any error injurious to another.
Now, inasmuch as no man can delegate, or impart, his own judgment or conscience to another, it is naturally impossible that he can delegate to another his
judicial rights or powers.
So, too, every man bas, by nature, a right to judge of, and enforce, the rights,
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and judge of, and redress the wrongs, of any and all other men. This right is included in his natural right to maintain justice between man and man, and to protect the injured party against the wrongdoer. But, in doing this, he must act
only in accordance with his own judgment and conscience, and subject to his own
personal responsibility for any error he may commit, either through ignorance or
design.
But, inasmuch as, in this case, as in the preceding one, he can neither delegate
nor impart his own judgment or conscience to another, he cannot delegate his
judicial power or right to another.
But not only were no lawmaking or judicial powers "delegated to the United
States by the constitution," neither were any executive powers 80 delegated. And
why? Because, in a case of justice or injustice, it is naturally impcssible that any
one man can delegate his executive right or power to another.
Every man has, by nature, the right to maintain justice for himself, and for all
other persons, by the use of so much force as may be reasonably necessary for that
purpose. But he can use the force only in accordance with his own judgment and
conscience, and on his own personal responsibility, if, through ignorance or design,
he commits any wrong to another.
.
But inasmuch as he cannot delegate, or impart, his own judgment owconscience
to another, he cannot delegate his executive power or right to another.
The result is, tkat, in all judicial and executive proceedings, for the maintenance of
justice, every man must act only in accordance with his own judgment and conscience,
and on his own personal respoosihility for any wrong he may commit j whether Buchwrong
be committed tkrough either ignorance or design.
The effect of this principle of personal responsibility, in all judicial and executive proceedings, would be-or at least ought to be-that no one would give any
judicial opinions, or do any executive acts, except such as his own judgment and
cousciance should approve, and Buch as he would be willing to be held personally re8ponst"blefor.
No one could justify, or excuse, his wrong act, by saying that a power, or authority, to do it had been delegated to him, by any other men, however numerous.
For the reasons that have now been given, neither any legislative, judicial, nor
executive powers ever were, or ever could have been, "delegated to the United States
by the constitution"; no matter how honestly or innocently the people of that day
may have believed, or attempted, the contrary.
And what is true, in this matter, in regard to the national government, is, for
the same reasons, equally true in regard to all the State governments.
But this principle of personal responsibility, each for his own judicial or executive acts, does not stand in the way of men's associating, at pleasure, for the maintenance of justice; and selecting such persons as they think most suitable, for
judicial and executive duties; and requesting them to perform those duties; and
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then paying them for their labor. But the persons, thus selected, must still perform their duties according to their own judgments and consciences alone, and
subject to their own personal responsibility for any errors of either ignorance or
design.
To make it safe and proper for persons to perform judicial duties, subject to
their personal responsibility for any errors of either ignorance or design, two things
would seem to be important, if not indispensable, viz.:
1. That, as far as is reasonably practicable, all judicial proceedings should be
in writing; that is, that all testimony, and all judicial opinions, even to quite minute details, should be in writing, and be preserved; so that judges may always
have it in their power to show fully what their acts, and their reasons for their
acts, have been; and also that anybody, and everybody, interested, may forever
after have the means of knowing fully the reasons on which everything has been
done; and that any errors, ever afterwards discovered, may be corrected.
2. That all judicial tribunals should consist of so many judges-within
any
reasonable number-as either party may desire; or as m!\y be necessary to prevent any wrong doing, by anyone or more of the judges, either through ignorance
or design.
Such tribunals, consisting of judges, numerous enough, and perfectly competent
to settle justly probably ninety-nine one-hundredths of all the controversies that
arise among men, could be obtained in every village. They could give their immediate attention to every case; and thus avoid most of the delay, and most of the
expense, now attendant on judicial proceedings.
To make these tribunals satisfactory to all reasonable and honest persons, it is
important, and probably indispensable, that all judicial proceedings should be had,
in the first instance, at the expense of the association, or associations, to which the
parties to the suit belong.
An association for the maintenance of justice should be a purely voluntary one;
and should be formed upon the same principle as a mutual fire or marine insurance
company; that is, each member should pay his just proportion of the expense necessary for protecting all.
A single individual could not reasonably be expected to delay, or forego, the exercise of his natural right to enforce his own rights, and redress his own wrongs,
except upon the condition that there is an association that will do it promptly, and
without expense to him. But having paid his proper proportion of the expense
necessary for the protection of all, he has then a right to demand prompt and complete protection for himself.
.
Inasmuch as it cannot be known which party is in the wrong, until the trial has
been had, the expense of both parties must, in the first instance, be paid by the association, or associations, to which they belong. But after the trial has been had,
and it has been ascertained which party was in the wrong, and (if such should be
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the case) 80 clearly in the wrong as to have had no justification for putting the association to the expense of a tria.l, he then may properly be compelled to pay the
cost of all the proceedings.
If the parties to a suit should belong to different associations, it would be right
that the judges should be taken from both associations; or from a third association, with which neither party was connected.
If,with all these safeguards against injustice and expense, a party, accused of a
wrong, should refuse to appear for trial, he might rightfully be proceeded against,
in his absence, if the evidence produced against him should be sufficient to justify it.
It is probably not necessary to go into any further details here, to show how easy
and natural a thing it would be, to form as many voluntary and mutually protective judicial associations, as might be either necessary or convenient, in order to
bring justice home to every man's door; and to give to every honest and dishonest
man, all reasonable assurance that he should have justice, and nothing else, done
for him, or to him.
SECTION

XXVIL

Of course we can have no courts of justice, under such systems of lawmaking,
and supreme court decisions, as now prevail.
We have a population of fifty to sixty millions; and not a single court of [ustice,
State or national I
But we have everywhere courts of injustice-open
and avowed injusticeclaiming sole jurisdiction of all cases affecting men's rights of both person and
property; and having at their beck brute force enough to compel absolute submission to their decrees, whether just or unjust.
Can a more decisive or infallible condemnation of our governments be conceived
of, than the absence of all courts of justice, and the absolute power of their courts
of injustice?
Yes, they lie under still another condemnation, to wit, that their courts are not
only courts of injustice, but they are also secret tribunals; adjudicating all causes
according to the secret instructions of their masters, the lawmakers, and their authorized interpreters, their supreme courts.
I say secret tribunals, and secret instructions, because, to the great body of the people, whose rights are at stake, they are secret to all practical intents and purposes.
They are secret, because their reasons for th~ir decrees are to be found only in
great volumes of statutes and supreme court reports, which the mass of the people
have neither money to buy, nor time to read; and would not understand, if they
were to read them.
These statutes and reports are so far out of reach of the people at large, that the
only knowledge a man can ordinarily get of them, when he is summoned before
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one of the tribunals appointed to execute them, is to be obtained by employing an
expert-or so-called lawyer-to enlighten him.
This expert in injustice is one who buys these great volumes of statutes and reports, and spends his life in studying them, and trying to keep himself informed
of their contents. But even he can give a client very little information in regard
to them; for the statutes and decisions are so voluminous, and are so constantly
being made and unmade, and are so destitute of all conformity'to those natural
principles of justice which men readily and intuitively comprehend; and are moreover capable of so many different interpretations, that he is usually in as great
doubt-perhaps in even greater doubt-than his client, as to what will be the result of a suit.
The most he can usually say to his client, is this:
Every civil suit must finally be given to one of two persons, the plainti1f or defendant.
Whether, therefore, your cause is a just, or an unjust, one, you have at least one chance in
two, of gaining it. But no matter how just your cause may be, you need have no hope that
the tribunal that tries it, will be governed by any such consideration, if the statute book, or
the past decisions of the supreme court, are against you. So, also, no matter how unjust
your cause may be, you may nevertheless expect to gain It, if the statutes and past decisions
are in your favor. If, therefore, you have money to spend in such a lottery as this, I will
do my best to gain your cause for you, whether it be a just, or an unjust, one.
If the charge is a criminal one, this expert says to his client:
You must either be found guilty, or acquitted. Whether, therefore, you are really innocent or guilty, you have at least one chance In two, of an acquittal. But no matter how innocent you may be of any real crime, you need have no hope of au acquittal, if the statute
book, or the past decisions of the supreme court, are against you. If, on the other hand,
you have committed a real wrong to another, there may be many laws on the statute book,
many precedents, and technicalities, and whimsicalities, through which you may hope to
escape. But your reputation, your liberty, or perhaps your life, is at stake. To save these
you can afford to risk your money, even though the result is 80 uncertain. Therefore you
had best give me your money, and I will do my best to save you, whether you are innocent
or guilty.

But for the great body of the people,-those who have no money that they can
afford to risk in a lawsuit,-no matter what may be their rights in either a civil
or criminal suit,-their cases are hopeless. They may have been taxed, directly
and indirectly, to their last dollars, for the support of the government; they may
even have been compelled to risk their lives, and to lose their limbs, in its defence;
yet when they want its protection,-that
protection for which their taxes and
military services were professedly extorted from them,-they are coolly told that
the government offers no justice, nor even any chance or semblance of justice, except to those who have more money than they.
But the point now to be specially noticed is, that in the case of either the civil
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or criminal suit, the client, whether rich or poor, is nearly or quite as much in the
dark as to his fate, and as to the grounds on which his fate will be determined, as
though he were to be tried by an English Star Chamber court, or one of the secret
tribunals of Russia, or even the Spanish Inquisition.
Thus in the supreme exigencies of a man's life, whether in civil or criminal
cases, where his property, his reputation, his liberty, or his life is at stake, he is
really to be tried by what is, to him, at least, a secret tribunal; a tribunal that is
governed by what are, to kim, the secret instructions of lawmakers, and supreme
courts; neither of whom care anything for his rights of property in a civil suit, or
for his guilt or innocence in a. criminal one; but only for their own authority as
lawmakers and judges.
The bystanders, at these trials, look on amazed, but powerless to defend the
right, or prevent the wrong. Human nature has no rights, in the presence of
these infernal tribunals.
Is it any wonder that all men live in constant terror of such a government as
.that? Is it any wonder that so many give up all attempts to preserve their natural rights of person and property, in opposition to tribunals, to whom justice and
injustice are indifferent, and whose ways are, to common minds, hidden mysteries,
and impenetrable secrets.
But even this is not all. The mode .of trial, if not as infamous as the trial itself,
is at least so utterly false and absurd, as to add a. new element of uncertainty to
the result of all judicial proceedings.
A trial in one of these courts of injustice is a trial by battle, almost, if not quite,
as really as was a. trial by battle, five hundred or a thousand years ago.
Now, as then, the adverse parties choose their champions, to fight their battles
for them.
These champions, trained to such contests, and armed, not only with all the
weapons their own skill, cunning, and power can supply, but also with all the iniquitous laws, precedents, and technicalities that lawmakers and supreme courts
can give them, for defeating justice, and accomplishing injustice, can-if not always, yet none but themselves know how often-offer their clients such chances
of victory-independently of the justice of their causes-as to induce the dishonest to go into court to evade justice, or accomplish injustice, not less often perhaps
than the honest go there in the hope to get justice, or avoid injustice.
We have now, I think, some sixty thousand of these champions, who make it
the business.of their lives to equip themselves for these conflicts, and sell their
services for a price.
Is there anyone of these men, who studies justice as a science, and regards that
alone in aU his professional exertions? If there are any such, why do we so seldom, or never, hear of them? Why have they not told us, hundreds of years ago,
what are men's natural rights of person and property? And why have they not
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told us how false, absurd, and tyrannical are all these lawmaking governments?
Why have they not told us what impostors and tyrants all these so-called lawmakers, judges, etc., etc., are? Why are so many of them so ambitious to become
lawmakers and judges themselves?
Is it too much to hope for mankind, that they may sometime have courts of
justice, instead of such courts of injustice as these?
If we ever should have courts of justice, it is easy to see what will 'become of
statute books, supreme courts, trial by battle, and all the other machinery of fraud
and "tyranny, by which the world is now ruled.
If the people of this country knew what crimes are constantly committed by
these courts of injustice, they would squelch them, without mercy, as unceremoniously as they would squelch so many gangs of bandits or pirates. In fact, bandits
and pirates are highly respectable and honorable villains, compared with the
judges of these courts of injustice. Bandits and pirates do not-like these judges
-attempt
to cheat us out of our common sense, in order to cheat us out of our
property, Uberty, or life. They do not profess to be anything but such villains as
they really are. They do not claim to have received any "Divine" authority for
robbing, enslaving, or murdering us at their pleasure. They do not claim immunity, for their crimes, upon the ground that they are duly authorized agents of any
such invisible, intangible, irresponsible, unimaginable thing as "society," or "the
State." They do not insult us by telling us that they are only exercising that authority to rob, enslave, and murder us, which we ourselves have delegated to them.
They do not claim that they are robbing, enslaving, and murdering us, solely to
secure our happiness and prosperity, and not from any selfish motives of their
own. They do not claim a wisdom so superior b that of the producers of wealth,
as to know, better than they, how their wealth should be disposed of. They do
not tell us that we are the freest and happiest people on earth, inasmuch as each
of our male adults is allowed one voice in ten millions in the choice of the men,
who are to rob, enslave, and murder us. They do not tell us that all liberty
and order would be destroyed, that society itself would go to pieces, and man go
back to barbarism, if it were not for the care, and supervision, and protection, they
lavish upon us. They do not tell usof the almshouses, hospitals, schools, churches,
ete., which, out of the purest charity and benevolence, they maintain for our benefit, out of the money they take from us. They do not carry their heads high, above
all other men, and demand our reverence and admiration, as statesmen, patriots,
and benefactors. They do not claim that we have voluntarily "come into their
society," and" surrendered" to them all our natural rights of person and property';
nor all our "original and natural right" of defending our own rights, and redressing our own wrongs. They do not tell us that they have established infallible supreme courts, to whom they refer all questions as to the legality of their acts, and
that they do nothing that is not sanctioned by these courts. They do not attempt
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to deceive us, or mislead us, or reconcile us to their doings, by any such pretences,
impostures, or insults as these. There is not a 8ingle John Marshall arrumg them,
On the contrary, they acknowledge themselves robbers, murderers, and villains,
pure and simple. When they have once taken our money, they have the decency
to get out of our sight as soon as possible; they do not persist in following us,
and robbing us, again and again, so long as we produce anything that they can
take from us. In short, they acknowledge themselves hostes humani generis: enemies of the human race. They acknowledge it to be our unquestioned right and
duty to kill them, if we can; that they expect nothing else, than that we will kill
them, if we can; and that we are only fools and cowards, if we do not kill them,
by any and every means in our power. They neither ask, nor expect, any mercy,
if they should ever fall into the hands of honest men.
For all these reasons, they are not only modest and sensible, but really frank,
honest, and honorable villains, contrasted with these courts of injustice, and the
lawmakers by whom these courts are established.
Such, Mr. Cleveland, is the real character of the government, of .which you are
the nominal head. Such are, and have been, its lawma.kers. Such are, and have
been, its judges. Snch have been its executives. Such is its present executive.
Have you anything to say for any of them?
Yours frankly,
LYSANDER SPOONER.
BOSTON, MAy 15, 1886.

•
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But this one law of justice is a natural principle, and not any
thing that any human power can make, unmake, or modify. Being
a natural principle, It is a subject of science, and is to be learned
like all other sciences. It is also the same in aU places, and in all
times j and will remain the same in all places, and among all
peoples, so long as the world shall stand.
The want of this one law is the only obstacle, not only In the
way of your carrying your present discoveries and inventions all
over the world, but also to such a multiplication of discoveries
and inventions as doubtless mankind at large - nor even the most
far-seeing of them - have ever conceived of.
You, above all other men, (I repeat) have the power and the
inducements to carry this law all over the world, and establish its
authority in opposition to all the adverse laws and governments
that now exist.
In subsequent letters, and other separate publications, if ,dmtists anti invenlors ,no/l favor llle enluprise, 1 purpose to show that
it is perfectly feasible and easy to establish, 0/1 ovu tlte worM, their
right of pupetuai property in their discoveries and inventions.
In fact, unless scientists and inventors can maintain their own
rights of property, and establish justice in the place of such transparent conspiracies and villanies as all the principalcgovernments
of the world now are, It is plain that, instead of claiming to be
the great lights and benefactors of mankind, they ought to write
themselves down as imbeciles, cowards, and slaves.
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